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ABSTRACT 
The purpose of this study was to examine a high school choral program to 
discover how the leadership behaviors of the teacher contributed to the success of the 
program. The teacher's leadership behaviors were examined through the framework of 
Transformational Leadership. Criteria for the selection of this program included a recent 
performance at a state music conference, consistent high ratings at choral performance 
evaluations, and the inclusion of one chorus where students continued to sing but did not 
audition into the top chorus. Primary participants included student members in the three 
choruses and their director. Secondary participants included the orchestra director and 
the choral director from the feeder middle school. Data were collected through 
interviews, observations of rehearsals and concerts, and artifacts during one academic 
year of instruction. Data were coded and analyzed and primary themes included: (a) a 
supportive classroom atmosphere; (b) repertoire selection; (c) developing independent 
musicians; and (d) creating a chorus community. Results of this study indicate that the 
director demonstrated numerous leadership behaviors that intersect with those found in 
Transformational Leadership. These included: setting clear, challenging goals; holding 
high expectations for music reading and performance; providing support in a friendly 
Vl 
classroom environment; establishing a sense of community in the chorus; and, genuinely 
caring for the needs of students. These transformative leadership behaviors led to 
students who demonstrated musical independence. Suggestions for the profession 
include implementing transformational leadership behaviors into undergraduate music 
education courses, which can provide opportunities for preservice teachers to reflect upon 
and develop their leadership skills to a higher level before they enter the profession. 
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CHAPTER ONE - Introduction 
Attaining success via performance excellence is the central goal for many music 
educators and students in secondary music programs (Davis, 1993). Mills (2003) 
advocated, "Performance is a crux of music education" (p. 325). But, as Freer (2011) 
pointed out, "What is more important for choral teachers-the performance product or 
the educational outcome?" (p. 166). In this context, performance excellence by a choral 
ensemble may entail appropriate and consistent tone production, execution of correct 
pitches and rhythms, ensemble and sectional blend, and the appropriate artistic 
interpretation and realization of the composer's expressive markings. For choral music 
specifically, imperative work focuses on matters of text and language, including diction, 
inflection, and understanding. 
1 
For many music educators, the perception of an ensemble's performance 
excellence indicates success and high musical achievement among its participants (Davis, 
1993). Excellence, from a general audience's perspective, emerges as the ensemble 
performs musical works that have been studied and rehearsed, culminating with the 
performance as the instructional goal. Directors establish musical works as their 
curriculum and select repertoire in conjunction with unifying thematic ideas or music 
through which they can address specific musical skills or language challenges. 
In addition to curricular goals, choral directors may select some works in the 
hopes that aesthetical, artistic experiences might occur in the listeners and performers. 
Or, they may select some repertoire in the hope that the pieces simply provide enjoyment 
to the singers and audience. The number of concerts presented each year can vary from 
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school to school and is dependent upon the needs of the program, the school, and the 
surrounding community. Directors, students, and their audiences are often encouraged to 
view concerts as performance evaluations of the music rehearsed and studied over the 
course ofthe semester, or even the entire school year. 
Annual performance evaluations. But, performances at school or within the 
local community are not the only form of evaluation for choral programs. Choral 
directors and their choruses often diligently prepare and perform in annual performance 
evaluations. Some school systems and local administrators expect or require at least one 
chorus from a choral program to be evaluated by a panel of choral experts (Cobb County 
Board of Education, 2012) and believe that teachers effectively address performance and 
listening outcomes in their ensemble classes (Abril & Gault, 2008). Directors themselves 
choose to have their choruses evaluated in an effort to gain valuable insight on where 
their choruses, and thus their teaching, stack-up against a choral performance standard 
(Georgia Music Educators Association, 2012). Directors use the evaluation event as 
motivation to keep their students learning and working diligently in class and as 
justification to get the best ratings or scores possible. Directors interpret the performance 
ratings as a verification of successful teaching of both individual and ensemble musical 
skill, whereas students and parents use the rating as a waving banner and trophy, rallying 
behind it in competitive fashion. Administrators may use the ratings as an assessment 
tool, gauging the effectiveness, positively or negatively, of the teacher/director and use 
the scores to compare their schools' programs with others. 
Ratings. For many school music ensembles, the number of superior ratings 
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awarded to the group and its director at music educator-sponsored performance 
evaluation events manifests as success. Performance evaluations are events for which 
choruses prepare and perform their selected repertoire in comparison of and rated against 
a panel of expert adjudicators' standards concerning the various elements of choral 
performance. After performing, directors receive the adjudicators' written comments on 
rating rubrics specifically designed to ultimately coalesce in judgments of Superior, 
Excellent, Good, Fair, or Poor. Occasionally, judges record their spoken comments 
during the performance and return the recordings to the director along with the score 
sheets. At most performance evaluations, an engineer records the choral performances on 
CD's or DVD's to facilitate minute examination afterwards by the teacher and students 
who hope to find evidence for validation of their work and opportunities for 
improvement. In turn, administrators, parents, communities, and students crave the 
substantiation ratings provide (Price, 2006; Rittenhouse, 1989) and they consider the 
ratings as prime indicators of the effectiveness of the local music educator. 
Ratings as success. With a system so reliant upon ratings, music directors 
themselves may become accustomed to teaching with the rating as their ultimate goal. 
Adjudicator ratings from performance evaluations serve as the most recognizable and 
most reliable form of reporting successful performance achievement (Price, 2006). For 
example, music educators prominently proclaim in their organization's recruitment and 
advertising materials, director biographies, and websites, the number of and for how 
many consecutive years, superior ratings have been earned. For students and directors, 
ratings validate performance capabilities and serve as a fixed tradition of excellence. 
Printed concert programs habitually assert the number of successive superior ratings the 
chorus earned over a director's tenure. 
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Contests. Some choral directors take their choruses to competitive contests and 
use the scores and awards as signs of success in their programs (Batters by, 1994). 
Competitive festivals may use many of the same judging criteria as the performance 
evaluations and usually include at least one nationally recognized choral expert on the 
adjudicator panel. Directors seek to travel to distant large cities in order to provide an 
enriching cultural or fun element to the competitive festival experience. Often sponsored 
by travel companies and tourism affiliations, questions abound concerning the validity of 
the contest scores and where a chorus may have ranked or placed in the competition. No 
director likes to pay money to come in second place, especially if only a few choruses 
could afford a particular trip and contest. Alternatively, some directors continue to use 
the awards to increase administrative and parental support for their programs. 
Innumerable trophies and shiny plaques displayed in cabinets, shelves, and walls around 
the classroom serve as physical representations of an ensemble's musical expertise and 
successful competitive spirit. These types of performing evaluations can be motivating 
and enriching for the participants and may provide a culminating bonding experience for 
the group (Adderley, Kennedy, & Berz, 2003). Although objective judgments and 
characterizations ensue by evaluating the various components of a performance, some 
directors, students, administrators, and parents become dependent on ratings and scores 
for validation of a chorus' success and performance excellence (Cooksey, 1977). 
Conference performances. An invitation to perform at a state music educator's 
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conference, at a National Association for Music Education (formally known as the Music 
Educators National Conference) convention, or at an American Choral Directors 
Association (ACDA) conference may also signify success. The idea ofbeing selected 
means that the applying chorus performed better than other applicants and secures the 
choral program and the director a place in the upper echelon of performing ensembles. In 
addition to concert sessions, state, regional, and national conferences consist of practical 
and pedagogical "how-to" sessions along with reading sessions of new choral music. 
Much of the conference is devoted to demonstrating and improving choral directors' 
teaching strategies and subsequently choral ensembles' performance excellence on every 
level. Choruses selected to perform at these conferences and conventions garner respect 
and acclaim. Conference attendees deem the choruses exemplary while their directors 
attain higher levels of deference and praise. For example, on odd numbered years, choral 
directors, of all types of choirs from across the globe, submit recordings and proposed 
concert repertoire of their most advanced choruses hoping to be selected to perform at a 
national convention of the ACDA. Being selected to perform at ACDA, whether at the 
National Conference or at the Regional level (in even-numbered years), immediately 
places a chorus' prominence near the choral summit and the director's capabilities as a 
teacher/conductor on a level to be emulated. 
Performance at state or national music conferences, where application recordings 
and proposed programs are compared with other applicants, aid the reputations and 
respect afforded the director, students, school, and community if they are selected. In 
pursuit of performance excellence, directors send in recordings and applications to other 
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venues as well. Notable concerts such as an invitation to perform with a city's 
professional orchestra, a visiting university choir, or well-known community chorus can 
be an indicator to the school and community of exemplary performance expertise. Top 
performance venues beyond conferences and conventions like Carnegie Hall in the 
United Sates and many major cathedrals in Europe (St. Peter's in Rome and Notre Dame 
in Paris) require a recording of the group in question as verification of performance 
excellence before agreeing to allow a chorus to perform in their space. These perceptions 
and practices lend credence to the belief that performance excellence and excellent music 
teaching are synonymous and indicative. 
Recruitment. For many successful choral programs, a reputation of performing 
excellence by at least the most advanced chorus, and verified by superior ratings and 
selective performance opportunities, may lead to drawing in a larger number of students 
who choose to sign up for curricular 'feeder' choruses and help with recruiting (Rolsten, 
2011 ). Choral programs consisting of large numbers of student participants who chose to 
take the class indicates to system officials, administrators, parents, and school 
communities the idea of successfulness and provide a favorable comparison with the 
other performing arts classes including band, orchestra, and drama, in addition to the 
myriad number of activities that draw the interest of teenagers (Wright, 1996). As an 
ensemble's performance reputation grows, often the numbers of students wanting to be 
involved increases and the reputation of the program and its director grows within the 
local community and choral society. The chorus department's performance reputation 
might be sustained or enhanced if its "Broadway Musical" was more enjoyable or better 
attended this year more so than last. For choral programs that earn a reputation for 
performing successfully, communities may even contribute financially to help defray the 
costs of travel to an important performance or perhaps might pay the entrance fees to 
perform at other evaluations or contests (Wright, 1996). 
Teachers and students typically devote great attention and energy in rehearsals in 
the quest for performance excellence (Mudrick, 1997). A product of obtaining acclaim 
and esteem in choral performance is that many students' central musical desire is to be a 
member of the choral program's most advanced chorus. Honor and acclaim, at least 
within the program itself, is afforded to the singers in the "top" group; however, for 
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some, if a student does not audition into the most advanced chorus, the student may 
decide to spend energies elsewhere outside of the choral program. With escalating 
academic requirements and guidance counselors' encouragement to increase academic 
rigor in order to become more attractive to colleges and universities, many students 
decide that spending more than one year in a sequential feeder ensemble might jeopardize 
their academic standing and hurt their chances to 'get-into' the college of their choice. 
Yet, when many choral directors rehearse their choruses, much more occurs than 
simply trying to achieve an excellent performance. Using their leadership and teaching 
skills, successful choral directors focus hours of rehearsals on building individual singer 
and ensemble tone, choral blend, and precise intonation during the learning of the 
repertoire. Many directors take seriously a mandate of teaching students to read, realize, 
and interpret musical symbols. Choral directors seek to provide settings and artistic 
repertoire through which aesthetic moments might occur. In reality, choruses, along with 
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other school music ensembles, exist to perform music learned in class just as drama 
classes produce plays and art teachers who guide students in the creation of their own 
works of art. These participants all seek to garner audiences, supporters, and patrons by 
offering presentations and concerts that listeners consider beautiful, emotionally moving, 
and entertaining. 
Choral program design. High school choral programs in the United States vary 
in size and scope. Small choral programs (e.g. those not populated by large numbers of 
students) at the secondary level may have only one or two choruses for all grade and skill 
levels. Larger choral programs, however, can be made up of any number of sequential 
choruses in voicings and groupings that the local director thinks works best for the 
students, program, and school community. For example, in smaller programs, one might 
expect to fmd a mixed ensemble and an all-female ensemble, generally with the mixed 
group considered more advanced. Larger programs might consist of a freshman chorus, 
an intermediate all-female chorus and an intermediate all-male chorus feeding into a large 
symphonic SA TB chorus or perhaps into a highly selective small chamber chorus. 
Normally, younger students who populate the freshman or single-gender choruses 
perform in a perceived sequential structure whereby students progress from one chorus to 
the next higher level. Some high school programs operate a curricular Show Choir or 
may schedule that group as an after-school extra-curricular ensemble. After-school 
men's ensembles, women's ensembles, quartets, and trios are further examples of ways 
high school choral directors offer performance opportunities and enrichment activities to 
some of their more adept students. In many instances, the choral program is the central 
organization around which many school-wide 'musicals' revolve. Since the show is 
called a 'musical,' then it falls to the choral program to make it happen. 
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As noted previously, success, in many cases, is based upon performance 
excellence, signified by judges' ratings at performance evaluations, rankings at musical 
contests, and performances at conferences and other prestigious events. These successful 
performances may, in turn, lead to student recruitment advantages that result in larger 
student enrollment numbers in their choral programs. In reality, choral program success 
can vary upon a variety of factors, which may include the standards of the choral director, 
the school, administration, parents, and community. Success may be determined by those 
involved not only with performances and numbers of students who participate, but with 
how minority, ethnic, or at-risk students are involved with the choral program. Another 
determining factor of success may include the charity and community functions that 
participants of some choruses sponsor or in which they participate. For the purpose of 
this study, in the next section I will explore how I approach and define the term success 
in this study. 
Success 
Throughout my career, I presumed that choruses demonstrated success by 
performing at selective conferences (e.g., ACDA, state music conferences), that 
successful directors conducted those choruses, and that the chorus emerged from a 
successful program designed to teach students how to sing and perform high quality 
choral music at superior levels. Likewise, successful choral programs repeatedly earned 
the highest performance evaluation ratings or won contests. They received tangible 
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scoring rubrics, and sometimes plaques and trophies where adjudicators signed-off on the 
success of the performances. I rationalized that a highly effective musician/teacher, 
keenly adept at motivating students to reach their very best, led those choruses. As I 
considered who directed these choruses, I began to ponder additional questions about 
what comprises a successful choral program. For example: What kind ofleadership skills 
did the teacher possess? What do very effective teachers do, what kinds of music do they 
select to perform, and how do they keep their students motivated? Although the term 
"success" can be approached in a myriad of ways, I will now discuss the main tenets of 
success in music education as they relate to this study including teacher effectiveness, 
repertoire selection, and student motivation. 
Teacher effectiveness. A common perception in choral music education is that a 
music ensemble's performance success is directly attributable to the teacher, or 
conductor, that leads the ensemble. Teaching and teacher effectiveness in the classroom 
however, may encompass many characteristics, including leadership. Taebel and Coker 
(1980) found that administrators and supervisors rated teaching skills more important 
than musical skills for their music teachers. These same supervisors rated the teaching 
skills of music educators lower than other non-music teachers. Similarly, Teachout 
( 1997) reported that both student teachers and experienced teachers believed that 
teaching skills, rather than musical skills, were more important regarding effectiveness in 
the classroom. Steele (20 1 0) asserted that three characteristics are common among 
successful music educators: nonverbal communication; teacher self-efficacy; and, servant 
leadership. In a study of six high school choral groups, Levi ( 1986) discovered that the 
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directors of choruses that consistently received high scores in the New York State School 
Music Association's contests exhibited numerous characteristics in common, including: 
abstract thinking; dominant; conscientious; tender minded; and did not seem to be 
concerned with acquiring wealth or status. Allen (1988) focused on the leadership styles 
of selected successful choral conductors in the United States. Allen modeled the study on 
Hersey and Blanchard's Situational Leadership Theory and found that the choral 
directors' chief leadership style involved high task/high relationship behaviors. The 122 
subjects of the study were high school and college choral directors considered to be 
successful due to their choirs having performed at a national or division convention of the 
American Choral Directors Association between the years of 1984-1987. 
Repertoire selection of successful choral directors. Repertoire choices selected 
for study and performance represent a special form of choral teacher effectiveness. 
Successful teachers tend to choose music that stimulates and challenges their students. 
Reames (1995) inspected the characteristics ofhigh school beginning choruses and the 
directors' repertoire selections used in their choral programs. Reames found that 
directors chose musical works for all their choirs based on both technical and aesthetical 
reasons and balanced those determinations equally. The directors chose songs for their 
beginning choirs that did not appear on a published recommendation list of choral works. 
This indicated that the participants chose works that more closely addressed the musical 
needs oftheir choruses. Rucker (1992) listed all ofthe songs performed at ACDA 
Southern Division Conferences between the years of 1970-1990. Although not aimed 
specifically towards the high school choral program, Rucker provided data concerning 
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the specific composers, arrangers, and voicings of performed works and how often a song 
was performed at ACDA. High school directors could use Rucker's lists to enhance their 
own repertoire selections and to gauge their programs in comparison with the ACDA-
level performers. Hunsaker (2007) interviewed successful choral directors to learn their 
reasons for selecting the music they chose to teach their students. Hunsaker defmed 
"successful" as a director's choir performing at a national ACDA convention between 
1999 and 2005. The directors in the study chose repertoire based upon their own 
backgrounds and tastes, needs of the individual programs, and the communities in which 
they taught. 
Student motivation. The ability to motivate students comprises another facet of 
the leadership skills of a successful choral director. These directors motivate students to 
"buy in" to the tenets of the program or to learn to perform at extremely high levels. 
Schmidt (1995) studied high school choral students' perceptions ofthe feedback they 
received from directors and determined that males and females respond differently to 
positive and negative feedback. According to Schmidt, females in the study responded 
more favorably to positive feedback while the males rated disapproval behaviors more 
favorably. Mudrick (1997) identified specific teacher behaviors that influenced student 
motivation in four successful high school choral programs. Mudrick determined that 
students were motivated by honest, appropriate assessment from their director and by 
integrating their director's rules and values; above all, students were motivated by their 
director's sense of humor and genuine sense of concern for them. Saunders (2005) sought 
to increase the knowledge base regarding student motivation and to identify ways in 
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which conductors influenced student motivation in choral settings. Two characteristics 
that Saunders reported as enhancing motivation included conductors' behavior being 
goal-oriented and purposeful in the choral rehearsals. Secondly, from a social aspect, 
student motivation increased within a more positive environment. Students believed this 
type of setting was created by a teacher who acted as a mentor and friend. Even though 
Saunders studied college-age singers and their conductors, seven ineffective practices 
emerged that the researcher indicated might negatively affect high school singers. These 
practices included: 
1. Teasing or sarcasm to the point of embarrassing someone 
2. Not starting rehearsal on time 
3. Being unapproachable and distant 
4. Yelling and getting angry or losing one's temper 
5. Not being strict or ignoring problems that need to be fixed 
6. Having low energy and appearing bored 
7. Being dispassionate; taking no interest in getting to know students and not 
exhibiting a caring attitude (Saunders, 2005, p. 170). 
Stamer (2009) reported that research studies suggest three main ways of improving 
motivation in choral rehearsals: the observation of great master conductors and emulating 
their behaviors; discovering how various rehearsal components inspired student 
motivation; and, discovering how director communication affected student motivation. 
Success in this Study 
Success for a choral program, its students, and its director, tends to be associated 
with musical effectiveness in performances. Those programs that include choruses that 
consistently earn exceptional ratings or perform at conventions achieve levels of success 
that place them in very high esteem in the minds of other choral directors, school 
administrators, and parents. In this study, I incorporated Silvey's (2002) statement, "The 
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choral rehearsal is a collective performance effort guided by a conductor," (p. 13) and 
defmed success as the value that the director and students in a choral program place on 
performing music, where a performance entailed more than a concert, performance 
evaluation, or 30-minute convention appearance. Performance included what occurred 
on a daily basis, both within the rehearsal as well as on the program's periphery, and how 
the participants in the choral program viewed their own processes to achieve success. 
Success in this study included the role of the director in establishing a successful choral 
program. The leadership skills of the director form an integral component on the journey 
to success of the students, the individual choruses, and the entire choral program. In 
Chapter Two, I will discuss the concept of leadership and success in further detail, where 
I explore Transformational Leadership, the theoretical framework for this study. 
Rationale for the Study 
The focus of this study was to investigate a successful high school choral 
program and to discover the reasons for its success. Performance-based music classes, 
both choral and instrumental, provide the preponderance of music teaching and learning 
in high school music education in the United States, at least in the region of the country 
in which I live. Music ensembles, by their very nature, are led and conducted by 
individuals that are both musicians and teachers, who attempt to lead students to a greater 
understanding of the music and of themselves. Leaders who inspire students to 
exceptional performance capabilities are admired and respected by their students and are 
applauded by parents and administrators. Directors and students who excel in 
performance are well-represented at state, regional, and national music conferences and 
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viewed as model-programs whose successes other choral directors hope to emulate 
(Hunsaker, 2007). When so much emphasis is placed on performance as a determination 
of success, concerns arise that with a major impetus on performance excellence, 
omissions might occur to other valuable and worthwhile facets of music study. 
An exploration of a successful choral program may yield insights into how all 
students can learn to be musicians; an inquiry into how all students can benefit from 
participation in a choral program, not just the talented students. Arasi (2006) established 
that music education "serves the entire population only at the elementary level and moves 
toward more selective participation in the large-group performing ensembles through 
middle and high school" (p. 4). Bartel (2004) asserted that the most predominant 
delivery model for music education exists in a rehearsal-type approach with the teacher 
being the main leader and focal point. 
Investigating a high school choral program regarded as successful may provide 
motivation for choral music educators to re-examine their curricula and what they hope to 
teach, to not only benefit their students while they are in high school, but to also instill in 
them a passion for lifelong music making. Hearing from the students what was important 
and valuable to them in and about their successful program may stimulate a rethinking 
and expansion of the parameters of how choral teachers approach the concept of 
leadership and success. 
Hearing the "voices" of the students of a successful program regarding their 
pursuit of excellence on a day-by-day basis versus the value they placed on ratings, 
performance evaluations, and convention performances may enlighten music educators' 
understanding of how they approach the term success. I aimed to explore the 
perspectives of these participants with regards to how they perceived success, including 
the leadership of their director, in their particular choral program. 
Purpose of the Study 
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For this study I investigated a successful high school choral program. I wanted to 
understand why this program achieved success and to explore how the leadership of the 
director contributed to the success. 
Research Questions 
An overarching research question guided this study: How was success defmed, 
determined, and achieved in the Pine Grove High School Choral Program? The 
following research questions guided this study: 
1. How did the director contribute to the success of this program? 
a. What was the director' s philosophy that guided the choral program? 
2. How did the students and teacher value participation in the choral program? 
a. How did the students learn the fundamentals of music that contributed 
towards success? 
3. What additional elements contributed to the success of the Pine Grove High 
School Choral Program? 
Chapter Summary 
In this chapter I provided the statement of issue in that many parents, 
administrators, students, and choral directors themselves define program excellence and 
success by concert ratings and evaluations, convention performances, and contests. I 
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extended the concept of success to include teacher leadership and effectiveness, 
especially regarding the motivation of students and choral repertoire selection. For this 
study, success also included the value the choral program participants placed on 
performance where performance was what occurred on a daily basis, both inside and 
outside the rehearsals and concerts. I presented the rationale of the study-by exploring 
a successful high school choral program insights may be gained regarding effective 
leadership behaviors of a teacher and how all students can learn to become better 
musicians. 
In the beginning of the next chapter, Chapter Two, I present a theoretical lens of 
Transformational Leadership through which I examined the most critical, elemental 
component of any high school organization-the leadership of the teacher. After a 
discussion of the Transformational Leadership concepts and components, I provide a 
review of scholarly music education literature in which various teacher and conductor 
leadership behaviors support components of Transformational Leadership. In Chapter 
Three, I detail the methodology I used to explore the leadership of the director and 
overall success of the choral program for this study. In chapters Four and Five, I portray 
the words and actions of the participants and in the final chapter, Chapter Six, I discuss 
the emergent themes and meanings of this successful high school choral program and 
relate it to the literature. 
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CHAPTER TWO - Review of Literature 
The purpose of this study was to investigate a successful high school choral 
program, to provide an in-depth description of the program, and to explore the 
perspectives of the students and the adult who guided them. As I considered the term 
success and its various attributions, I realized that the leadership techniques demonstrated 
by the teacher are of critical importance. Additionally, I needed a theoretical lens to help 
guide me through the process of designing the study, reviewing the literature, data 
collection, data analysis, results, and discussion. I begin this literature review with an 
explanation of the theoretical framework I selected-Transformational Leadership. This 
theory helps to explain how a leader's techniques and behaviors influence people to 
achieve success. Because no studies were located that investigated Transformational 
Leadership in a high school choral program, in Part II-Supporting Literature, I reviewed 
scholarly, peer-reviewed journals and dissertations about successful music ensemble 
directors and conductors to support the framework of Transformational Leadership. The 
literature reviewed in this chapter provides support and context for this investigation. 
Part 1: Background, Definitions, and Behavioral Concepts of Transformational 
Leadership 
Transformational Leadership theory is an approach that focuses on a leader 
addressing human characteristics to effect change in followers. The transformational 
leader seeks to inspire passion in followers, to elevate their values and acceptable 
standards of performance, and to obtain the followers' agreement with long-term goals. 
The leadership approach includes the "charismatic and affective elements of leadership" 
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(Northouse, 2013, p. 185). Rather than focusing on the finished product or task, a 
transformational leader discovers the motives of the follower and attempts to satisfy those 
needs while treating the follower as a valued human being. Transformational leaders 
tend to captivate and motivate people to perform beyond what was ever thought possible 
(Northouse, 2013). 
The suggestion of leadership that transformed followers first appeared in three 
seminal works in the 1970s: Rebel Leadership: commitment and charisma in a 
revolutionary process by Downton (1973), Leadership by Burns (1978), and A 1976 
theory of charismatic leadership by House (1977). By examining leadership tendencies 
of revolutionary leaders including Hitler, Lenin, Malcolm X, and others, Downton (1973) 
attempted to develop a "comprehensive perspective of leadership" (p. 3). Downton 
linked leader charisma with follower commitment, as well as a leader's inspirational 
qualities with the followers' trust in that leader (Downton, 1973 ). House (1977) 
reviewed the academic literature and proposed testable hypotheses that examined the 
attributions of charismatic leaders who were found to demonstrate "extremely high levels 
of self-confidence, dominance, and a strong conviction in the moral righteousness of 
his/her beliefs" (House, 1977, p. 10). Burns (1978), a political sociologist, categorically 
expanded the description of transforming characteristics of leadership by examining and 
connecting the interplay of intellectual and moral leadership among followers. Burns 
(1978) described leadership as "the reciprocal process of mobilizing, by persons with 
certain motives and values, various economic, political, and other resources, in a context 
of competition and conflict, in order to realize goals independently or mutually held by 
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both leaders and followers" (Burns, 1978, p. 425). Burns posited that leaders use the 
motives and values of the followers to achieve the goals of both the leader and followers 
but that the manner of how the leader accomplished this represented two diametrically 
opposed forms: transactional leadership or transforming leadership. 
Transactional Leadership and Transforming Leadership 
According to Burns (1978), transactional leadership facilitated the exchange of 
goods or services between two disparate entities "going their separate ways" (p. 425). A 
transforming leader, however, engaged "with others in such a way that leaders and 
followers raise one another to higher levels of motivation and morality" (p. 20). An 
examination of the nature of the goal or purpose helped to determine which type of 
leadership to use in a setting. Burns argued that most interactions between leaders and 
followers "especially in groups, legislatures, and political parties" were transactional, 
where "leaders approach followers with an eye to exchanging one thing for another: jobs 
for votes, or subsidies for campaign contributions" (p. 4). Alternatively, the transforming 
leader searched "for potential motives in followers, seeks to satisfy higher needs, and 
engages the full person" (p. 4). Transforming leaders appeal to followers' better sense of 
ideals and values, which results in significant changes that transforms both the leader and 
follower (Burns, 1978). 
Bass blended Burns' (1978) ideas concerning transforming leadership with 
"Robert House's 197 6 theory of charismatic leadership" (Bass & Riggio, 2006, p. xi) and 
resulted in the development of the Full Range of Leadership Model (FRL ), a "model of 
Transformational Leadership and the means to measure the approaches" (p. xi). Similar 
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to Bums (1978), Bass viewed transformational leaders as persons who: 
Stimulate and inspire followers to both achieve extraordinary outcomes and, in 
the process, develop their own leadership capacity. Transformational leaders help 
followers grow and develop into leaders by responding to individual followers' 
needs by empowering them and by aligning the objectives and goals of the 
individual followers, the leader, the group, and the larger organization. (Bass & 
Riggio, 2006, p. 3) 
Bass suggested that leadership should promote a person's sense of self-worth, which 
could help create a more fully committed and engaged follower. The fully committed 
and engaged follower would then show more satisfaction in the work and demonstrate 
more loyalty to the leader or group. A satisfied and loyal follower would independently 
and creatively search for solutions and would perform at a higher level. Unlike Burns 
(1978), who viewed transformational and transactional leadership separately and 
oppositionally, Bass viewed Transformational Leadership as "an expansion of 
transactional leadership" (Bass & Riggio, 2006, p. 4). For Bass, transactional leadership 
occurs when subordinates agree to perform at a specified level in order to receive a 
predetermined reward. Therefore, a leader tells subordinates what the task is, how they 
are to complete the task, and what the subordinates get when the task is completed; if 
they perform well, they will be rewarded: the better the performance, the better the 
reward (Howell & Avolio, 1993). Moving beyond transactional leadership, however, the 
transformational leader inspires followers to share in the leader' s vision, challenges the 
followers to be innovative problem solvers, and encourages the development of the 
followers' own leadership skills through challenge and support. Bass named and codified 
this approach Transformational Leadership (Bass & Riggio, 2006). 
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Behavioral Concepts of Transformational Leadership 
As the theory of Transformational Leadership evolved, several key concepts 
emerged which helped to defme and clarify behavioral aspects of leaders considered to be 
transformational. The followers of successful leaders from many and. various fields 
offered personal descriptions and behavioral characterizations of those leaders that Bass 
coalesced into the theory. Refinements, reconceptualizations, and measurements gained 
through factor analytic studies helped elucidate the four categorical groups of behaviors 
demonstrated by transformational leaders: Idealized Influence (II), Inspirational 
Motivation (IM), Intellectual Stimulation (IS), and Individualized Consideration (IC) 
(Avolio, Bass, & Jung, 1999; Bycio, Hackett, & Allen, 1995; Howell & Avolio, 1993). 
Idealized Influence (II). Transformational leaders behave in ways that allow them 
to serve as role models for their followers. The leaders are admired, respected, 
and trusted. Followers identify with the leaders and want to emulate them; leaders 
are endowed by their followers as having extraordinary capabilities, persistence, 
and determination. (Bass & Riggio, 2006, p. 6) 
Idealized Influence is represented by two leadership factors: 1) Behaviors-behaviors 
that are consistent among transformational leaders; and, 2) Attributed Charisma-
characteristics of charismatic leadership that followers attribute to the leader (Bass & 
Riggio, 2006, p. 21). Leaders with high-idealized influence exhibit high morals and 
ethics, use individual charisma to help create subordinates' pride and personal integrity, 
and garner respect and trust while treating others consistently and fairly (Bass & Riggio, 
2006; Westerlaken & Woods, 2013). 
Inspirational Motivation (IM). Transformational leaders behave in ways that 
motivate and inspire those around them by providing meaning and challenge to 
their followers' work. Team spirit is aroused. Enthusiasm and optimism are 
displayed. Leaders get followers involved in envisioning attractive future states; 
they create clearly communicated expectations that followers want to meet and 
also demonstrate commitment to goals and the shared vision. (Bass & Riggio, 
2006, p. 6) 
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The inspirational motivator communicates a convincing vision of the future that inspires, 
appeals to, and challenges followers to become committed to the purpose. The leader 
employs high expectations, optimistic goals, and group dynamics to motivate followers to 
expend more effort than normal (Northouse, 2013). 
Intellectual Stimulation (IS). Transformational leaders stimulate their followers ' 
efforts to be innovative and creative by questioning assumptions, reframing 
problems, and approaching old situations in new ways. Creativity is encouraged. 
There is no public criticism of individual members' mistakes. (Bass & Riggio, 
2006, p. 7) 
Transformational leaders employ intellectual stimulation to encourage innovative ideas 
and unique solutions from subordinates and motivate followers to try new approaches 
without negatively responding to initiatives that differ from their own. The followers feel 
supported in their efforts to contribute to the successful completion of the task 
(Northouse, 2013). 
Individualized Consideration (!C). Transformational leaders pay special attention 
to each individual follower' s needs for achievement and growth by acting as a 
coach or mentor. Followers and colleagues are developed to successively higher 
levels of potential. Individualized consideration is practiced when new learning 
opportunities are created along with a supportive climate. Individual differences 
in terms of needs and desires are recognized. The leader' s behavior demonstrates 
acceptance of individual differences. (Bass & Riggio, 2006, p. 7) 
Individually considerate leaders recognize that followers are subjective human beings and 
by listening to and talking with the followers, discover the follower ' s needs and 
motivations. Because each person is unique, the leader provides different levels of 
personal management and oversight based on the needs of the follower within a 
supportive climate. Individualized Consideration leaders serve as teachers and 
instructors and promote the development of leadership skills in their followers (Bass & 
Riggio, 2006; Northouse, 2013). 
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Charismatic leadership. From a conceptual view, all leadership involves 
charismatic behaviors to some degree and as an academic field, charismatic leadership 
has been studied extensively beginning with the Weber studies of 1927 and 1947 (Bass & 
Riggio, 2006). Transformational Leadership Theory includes a significant charisma 
component (earlier called Attributed Charisma/Behavior and currently named Idealized 
Attributes and Idealized Behaviors) and Bass and Riggio (2006) connect some basic 
concepts of Charismatic Leadership with Transformational Leadership. 
The term Socialized Charismatic Leadership describes a leader that demonstrates 
behavior that is democratic, equitable, moral, and based on benefitting not only the leader 
but also the individual followers in the group or organization. (Bass & Riggio, 2006) 
Personalized Charismatic Leadership focuses on the elevation ofthe leader's status, 
standing, or agenda and uses exploitation, intimidation, and punishment to influence 
followers. (Bass & Riggio, 2006) A socialized leader demonstrates humane and 
unselfish virtues while personalized charismatic leaders exhibit manipulative and 
threatening attitudes. Burns (1978) and later, Bass viewed the social charismatic leader 
as morally superior because the leader attempts to develop and empower the follower 
(Bass & Riggio, 2006). Because transformational leaders exemplify ethical integrity and 
attempt to develop and empower followers, Bass linked the socialized charismatic leader 
with the transformational leader and called it authentic Transformational Leadership 
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(Bass & Riggio, 2006). Authentic transformational leaders aim to build up and enhance 
the individual followers, their groups, and organizations. They possess a sense of social 
responsibility and model their own morally correct behavior and that of their collective 
group. The personalized charismatic leader is an inauthentic or "pseudotransformational 
leader" (Bass and Riggio, 2006, p. 12). Even though the leader may display authentic 
transformational components, if the goal is self-aggrandizement or self-promotion, the 
necessary moral component is missing and the leader cannot be deemed a true 
transformational leader. Personalized transformational leaders manipulate followers to 
action through negative reinforcement, retribution, and outright fear rather than inspiring 
the follower to achieve beyond the norm. They can be power-oriented and may display 
ruthlessness with a lack of moral principles. The psuedotransformationalleaders may not 
publically demonstrate unethical behaviors while advancing their own agendas but in the 
end, they exert control, forcing followers to react so that the leader' s position-power 
increases (Bass & Riggio, 2006; Bass & Steidlmeier, 1999). 
Both authentic and personalized transformational leaders may use the 
transformational techniques to motivate followers ; however, the component rarely 
employed by the personalized leader is individual consideration (/C) (Bass & Riggio, 
2006). The personalized leader may demonstrate idealized/charismatic influence, may 
intellectually stimulate, and may even inspire some followers. The true test, however, 
resides in the leader's level of care, the recognition and elevation of individual needs, and 
the fulfillment of the follower's moral potential. Authentic transformational leaders 
strive to improve the conditions for all and address the growth of the followers while 
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attaining their goals. Although personalized leaders may in fact demonstrate similar 
characteristics, in the end, their own desires for self-enhancement and power hold greater 
importance than the needs oftheir followers (Bass & Steidlmeier, 1999). 
Augmentation of Transformational Leadership 
The four components of Transformational Leadership (II, IM, IS, IC) amplify the 
motivations of followers and encourage them to perform at increased levels beyond what 
they normally would be motivated to achieve. Transformational Leadership behaviors 
increase follower commitment, self-efficacy and self-esteem, satisfaction, and trust. The 
following is a discussion of the concept of Transformational Leadership augmentation 
(Bass & Riggio, 2006). 
Augmentation. The components of transactional leadership may be viewed as a 
foundation or base for effective leadership, if those components are tempered with any of 
the transformational components, followers become more personally involved and exhibit 
greater degrees of "effort, effectiveness, and satisfaction" (Bass & Riggio, 2006, p. 11 ). 
This indicates that effective leaders enhance transactional leadership with 
transformational components in a complementary and augmenting fashion, which builds 
greater follower commitment and satisfaction (Howell & Avolio, 1993). McColl-
Kennedy and Anderson (2002) found that in followers who were exposed to high levels 
of Transformational Leadership behaviors, optimism also increased, resulting with 
"indirectly increasing performance" (p. 555). Interestingly, when those subordinates 
experienced low levels of Transformational Leadership, their frustration levels increased; 
thus, negatively reducing optimism and effective performance levels (McColl-Kennedy 
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& Anderson, 2002). These important concepts help to explain how the transforming 
effects of Transformational Leadership motivate followers to transcend into extraordinary 
performers. 
Numerous studies reported evidence of the augmentation effect. For example, 
Waldman, Bass, and Yammarino (1990), in a study involving Naval Academy graduates, 
found that charismatic leadership (Idealized Influence) augmented the effect of 
contingent rewards but that contingent rewards did not augment II. Elenkov (2002) 
reported the augmenting effect in Russian managers in a study that tested the predictive 
characteristics of transformational and transactional leadership behaviors while 
attempting to improve organizational performance. Rowold and Heinitz (2007) 
compared facets of transformational/transactional leadership with charismatic leadership 
and specifically tested for the augmenting constructs of transformational and charismatic 
leadership. After studying 220 employees of a German public transport company, 
Rowold and Heinitz (2007) reported that Transformational Leadership increased the 
effect of transactional leadership "29% to 39% variance in a hierarchical regression 
analysis" (p. 127). The authors also demonstrated that both transformational and 
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charismatic leadership increased levels of extra-effort, satisfaction, and effectiveness of 
workers. In other regression models (Garda-Morales, Jimenez-Barrionuevo, & 
Gutierrez-Gutierrez, 2012; Seltzer & Bass, 1990), presence of Transformational 
Leadership accounted for positive variance in performance, satisfaction, and innovation 
outcomes of the followers. 
Commitment. "Leadership that is inspirational, stimulating, and considerate of 
followers' needs" (Bass & Riggio, 2006, p. 32) not only affects followers' performance 
but, more importantly, transforms the ways followers view their associations with the 
leader, their work, and their organizations to the point that followers demonstrate 
exceptional effort and perform beyond previous expectations (Bass & Riggio, 2006). 
Because Bass and Riggio (2006) contend that Transformational Leadership affects 
commitment most positively, the following discussion focuses on commitment and its 
attendant associations. 
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The concept of commitment encompasses many connections between leaders and 
followers. For example, followers may be committed to a leader because of personal 
likability, idealization, or moral integrity. Followers can be committed to their jobs 
because the jobs provide income and/or because they believe in the services the job 
provides to others. Moral commitment to one ' s beliefs or to organizational values may 
inspire commitment, loyalty, and satisfaction. Some followers may simply be committed 
to advancing their careers; however, transformational leaders tend to motivate followers 
to develop to greater levels of commitment (Bass & Riggio, 2006). 
The four Transformational Leadership components aid in building follower 
commitment in various ways. For example, through Individualized Influence, followers 
view the leader as highly competent, intelligent, with high ideals and integrity, and serves 
as a role model with exceptional capabilities. Followers learn to trust and emulate the 
leader. This increases the followers ' comniitment to both the leader personally and to the 
group. Through Inspirational Motivation, commitment grows as leaders excite followers 
by providing an attractive vision of future possibilities. Leaders inspire the emotions of 
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followers by creating a team atmosphere and espouse the uniqueness and importance of 
the work they are performing. Transformational leaders reinforce commitment as they 
employ Intellectual Stimulation by calling for followers to use their own knowledge, 
skills, and reasoning abilities to create new methods to deal with problems. Using 
Intellectual Stimulation encourages followers to take pride in prevailing over problems 
and follower pride leads to commitment. Transformational leaders affect commitment by 
teaching, training, and developing greater competency in followers through 
Individualized Consideration. As followers gain competency, they begin to realize their 
potential and strive for further growth (Bass & Riggio, 2006; Northouse, 2013). 
Self-efficacy and self-esteem. Commitment inspired through Transformational 
Leadership benefits people in the ways they view themselves and their roles. Rather than 
emphasizing benefits or rewards that satisfy the follower's extrinsic needs, the 
transformational leader embodies the representative intrinsic qualities of the goals and the 
incumbent values surrounding the goals. The leader continually stresses those inner 
values and by being a part of the goal attainment, the follower more fully identifies with 
the leader and the group. Goal completion becomes more focused and important to the 
group's self-concept. As the collective identity strengthens the followers' self-efficacy 
increases and results in even greater commitment to the group (Bass & Riggio, 2006). 
Transformational leaders enhance subordinates' self-esteem by only accepting 
followers' best work while showing confidence that the followers will succeed. These 
actions mediate one another and act as a self-fulfilling prophecy (Eden & Sulimani, 
2002): the leader holding high expectations and showing confidence for success helps the 
followers believe they are becoming more competent and more sure that they will 
succeed. Followers' success breeds greater confidence in their own potential. As they 
achieve their potential, the leader challenges with even higher expectations. As these 
characteristics increase follower self-esteem, commitment to the leader, the task, and to 
the group strengthens (Bass and Riggio, 2006). 
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Transformational leaders strive for internalization, which is the "convergence of 
values between leaders and followers" (Bass & Riggio, 2006, p. 40). Once 
internalization of like-values takes place, greater commitment to the tasks, to one another, 
to the leader, and to the group occurs. By addressing commitment through 
internalization, leaders initiate a process that transforms the followers' self-perceptions 
and the groups ' self-worth into alignment with the leader. This alignment merges with 
the group' s identity and affects how the group performs (Bass & Riggio, 2006). As 
followers attempt to maintain and enhance their self-concepts within the group, they 
exhibit greater self-efficacy (Shamir, House, & Arthur, 1993). 
Satisfaction. With commitment and follower attitude positively addressed by 
Transformational Leadership, "transformational leaders have more satisfied followers 
than non-transformational leaders" (Bass & Riggio, 2006, p. 41). All of the 
Transformational Leadership components address improving the human condition and 
when the components react positively, it is easy to understand that satisfaction would 
ensue. Due to personal satisfaction, followers exhibit better work attendance, 
organizational loyalty, and increased team performance. As Transformational Leadership 
impacts follower commitment and satisfaction, other factors such as trust, loyalty, and 
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self-efficacy associated with the individual, group, and organizational performance may 
also be affected in a concomitant fashion (Bass & Riggio, 2006). 
Trust. Much like satisfaction of transformational leaders, people tend to trust 
others who motivate, inspire, and stimulate them. If a leader genuinely shows care and 
concern for the follower and seeks to improve the follower's conditions, most people will 
readily trust those individuals. Transformational leaders represent moral values, 
empower their followers, and may even demonstrate self-sacrificial behaviors, not in an 
attempt to increase their own station but as an expression of willingness to do what needs 
to be done to accomplish the goals. Followers, who witness leaders offering to do more 
than others, develop trust and allegiance towards those leaders. Self-sacrificial behaviors 
may include taking on a larger workload, living more modestly, or postponing or denying 
personal rewards (Bass & Riggio, 2006). As followers feel deeper levels of satisfaction 
and trust in their transformational leaders, they tend to demonstrate some of the 
transformational leader's moral characteristics and behaviors to others (Bass & Riggio, 
2006). 
As transformational leaders build on follower trust and advance follower self-
esteem and self-efficacy, followers feel satisfaction with their leaders. Logically, as 
followers develop more trust in the leader, greater satisfaction with the leader emerges. 
Follower satisfaction and commitment result as the transformational leader empowers the 
followers. The transformational leader empowers the followers to perform the job more 
independently and creatively, which leads to the followers feeling even more effective 
and competent. The followers ' efficacious self-appraisements enhance commitment 
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levels and leads to group performance beyond previous expectations (Bass & Riggio, 
2006). 
The Effect of Transformational Leadership 
When a leader demonstrates the Transformational Leadership components, 
greater degrees of commitment, self-efficacy, self-esteem, satisfaction, and trust result in 
the followers. Transformational leaders accomplish this by influencing followers ' self-
concepts and their capabilities to be creative as they achieve their goals. The first effect 
of Transformational Leadership is the initiation of change in the follower' s self-concept, 
which even furthers self-efficacy-a person' s own ideas about being able to reach their 
goals or accomplish tasks. Self-concept "is constructed and developed by the individual 
through interaction with the environment and reflecting on that interaction" (Huitt, 2011 , 
para. 6). Those interactions result in the creation and development of various self-
identities. Sharnir, House, and Arthur (1993) explained, "The self-concept comprises a 
personal identity encompassing idiosyncratic characteristics and a social identity 
encompassing salient group classifications" (p. 580). A person's affiliations (e.g., 
ethnicity, choice of civic or academic organizations, religious preferences, etc.) situate 
people in groups, "thus enabling people to derive meaning from being linked to social 
collectives" (p. 580). Followers' self-concepts expand as the transformational leader 
issues high expectations for the followers and expresses confidence that the group can be 
successful. Through "direct influence," the self-efficacy of the individual followers and 
the group increases due to the leader' s model (Bass & Riggio, 2006, p. 51). 
The second effect of transformational leaders is a further expansion of follower 
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self-concept through individual and group identification. Accomplished leaders who 
excel in their chosen fields inspire others to identify with the leader, place their assurance 
in the leader, and develop reliance in what the leader says and does. As faith and self-
assurance grows between the leader and followers, commitment to the leader, the group, 
and to the purpose of the collective, may induce higher levels of performance (Bass & 
Riggio, 2006). 
Thirdly, the Transformational Leader communicates a compelling journey 
towards the goal by making sure that everyone understands what the goal is. Rather than 
focusing on materialistic objectives, Transformational Leaders articulate the heightened 
ideals of the work, which positively influences the way followers feel about their effort 
(Bass & Riggio, 2006). 
Lastly, Transformational Leadership has an effect on the capabilities of followers 
through empowerment. Bass and Riggio (2006) stated, "Followers are allowed and 
encouraged to enable, direct, and control themselves in carrying out their responsibilities 
in aligning their goals with the goals ofthe leader and the larger organization" (p. 193). 
Transformational leaders search for ways for followers to better their situations, enhance 
their lives through advancement, and focus on the development of the individual. 
Creativity. Transformational leaders inspire the creativity of followers and 
groups to think of new and original ways of meeting their needs instead of devising new 
products or methods themselves. Transformational leaders affect creativity in two ways. 
Through the transformational component of Inspirational Motivation (1M), the leader 
promotes creativity by arousing the followers' inherent motivations as the leader speaks 
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about the challenges and meanings of the goals. Using Intellectual Stimulation (IS), 
transformational leaders empower others to think independently, unconventionally, and 
to form unique perspectives yielding greater originality and creativity. Also connected 
with IS, transformational leaders establish an environment "that supports follower 
creativity and innovation" (Bass & Riggio, 2006, p. 54). 
Measuring Transformational Leadership Theory 
Recognizing that other types of leadership behaviors provided varying degrees of 
motivation for followers, Bass developed a comprehensive leadership perspective that 
incorporated his transformational components, the transactional components and an 
absence or abdication of leadership. Once the model existed, Bass and other researchers 
created survey instruments to measure and investigate the various forms of leadership 
(Bass & Riggio, 2006). 
Bass' Full Range of Leadership Model 
Bass developed a model, named the Full Range of Leadership (FRL) model, and 
argued that three overall types of leadership behaviors represented its structure: 
Transformational; Transactional; and Laissez-fare. The four behavior elements of 
Transformational Leadership (II, IM, IS, IC) formed the highest order of the FRL model. 
The second most influential category included the elements of transactional leadership 
(contingent reward and management-by-exception) and lastly, laissez-faire leadership 
(Bass & Riggio, 2006). The FRL model is represented on an effectiveness continuum as: 
1. Individualized Consideration-transformational leadership 
2. Intellectual Stimulation-transformational leadership 
3. Inspirational Motivation-transformational leadership 
4. Idealized Influence-transformational leadership 
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5. Contingent Reward-transactional leadership 
6. Management-by-Exception Active & Passive-transactional leadership 
7. Laissez-faire-nonactive leadership 
In the section that follows, I will discuss transactional leadership, which is an essential 
component of the overall Transformational Leadership Theory as detailed in the FRL 
model. 
Transactional leadership. The transformational components (II, IM, IS, IC), 
form the first category of the Full Range of Leadership model. The second category of 
leadership behaviors in the FRL model operate from the transactional perspective, such 
as "Ifyou do this, you will receive that." Unlike Burns (1978) who viewed transactional 
and transforming leadership from an oppositional perspective, Bass viewed the 
transformational components of leadership as an extension of transactional leadership 
(Bass & Riggio, 2006). Transactional leaders motivate followers with tangible rewards 
or payments to achieve goals and employ corrective actions or punishments for subpar 
performance. Bass named three forms oftransactionalleadership: Contingent Reward 
(CR), Management-by-Exception Active (MBE-A), and Management-by-Exception 
Passive (MBE-P) (Bass & Riggio, 2006). 
Contingent Reward (CR). Contingent reward leadership involves the leader 
assigning or obtaining follower agreement on what needs to be done with 
promised or actual rewards offered in exchange for satisfactorily carrying out the 
assignment. (Bass & Riggio, 2006, p. 8) 
Bass considered Contingent Reward to be an effective and positive type of leadership that 
prompted followers to perform at high levels but not to the degree that Transformational 
Leadership does. Even though CR assumes a transactional nature when the follower 
receives a material reward such as a promotion or extra vacation days, it can be 
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transformational if the reward addresses the follower's thoughts about self-worth or pride 
(Bass & Riggio, 2006). 
Management-by-Exception (MBE). The corrective transaction may be active 
(MBE-A) or passive (MBE-P). In active MBE, the leader arranges to actively 
monitor deviances from standards, mistakes, and errors in the follower's 
assignments and to take corrective actions as necessary. MBE-P implies waiting 
passively for deviances, mistakes and errors to occur and then taking corrective 
actions. (Bass & Riggio, 2006, p. 8) 
Management-by-Exception refers to a more negative and less effective approach to 
leadership. Management-by-Exception Active leaders monitor what followers are doing 
so that before mistakes or procedure infractions occur, MBE-A leaders can take 
corrective action. Management-by-Exception Passive leaders do not monitor but take 
corrective actions after the fact, such as a teacher giving a student a poor conduct grade 
without having told the student that prior behavior was problematic (Bass & Riggio, 
2006; Northouse, 2013). 
The last form of leadership on the FRL model involves an abdication of 
leadership. 
Laissez-Faire Leadership (LF). Laissez-Faire leadership is the avoidance or 
absence of leadership and is the most inactive, as well as most ineffective 
according to almost all research on the style. As opposed to transactional 
leadership, laissez-faire represents a nontransaction. Responsibilities of leadership 
are ignored. Authority remains unused. (Bass & Riggio, 2006, p. 8) 
A Laissez-faire leader avoids making decisions and tries not to be involved in important 
issues. Laissez-faire leaders turn over control of the decision-making process to the 
followers and make no effort to help followers improve their stations. Followers are left 
alone to accomplish tasks and are provided with little to no direction or guidance (Bass & 
Riggio, 2006; Northouse, 2013). 
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The most recent version of the Full Range of Leadership (Bass & Avolio, 20 12,) 
demonstrates some updates to the model based on the suggestions of Avolio, Bass, and 
Jung (1999) and those reported in Bono and Judge (2004). Two ofthe three higher order 
forms of leadership (transformational and transactional) remain; however, Management-
by-Exception Passive and Laissez-faire leadership form a new category called 
Passive/ Avoidant. Additionally, the two components of Idealized Influence received new 
descriptors: Idealized Attributes and Idealized Behavior (Bass & Avolio, 2012). The 
current FRL appears thusly: 
Figure 1 The FRL Model 
Full Range of Leadership Model 
• Passive/ Avoidant 
Management-by-exception 
Passive 
Lassez-Faire 
• 
Transactional 
Leadership 
Contingent 
Reward 
Management-by-
exception Active 
Transformational 
Leadership 
Idealized Attributes 
Idealized Behaviors 
Intellectual Stimulation 
Inspirational Motivation 
Individual Consideration 
Bass contended that nearly all leaders demonstrate each of the various leadership 
components at a variety of times. Predicting and classifying the overall leadership style 
depended upon the frequency of those behaviors (Bass & Riggio, 2006; Howell & 
Avolio, 1993). 
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The Multifactor Leadership Questionnaire 
Scholars have extensively researched the Full Range of Leadership Model (FRL) 
by using the Multifactor Leadership Questionnaire (MLQ), the survey tool employed to 
measure the components of the FRL. Information about the Transformational Leadership 
components increased as the number of administrations of the MLQ grew, which resulted 
in modifications to the FRL model (Avolio, Bass, & Jung, 1999; Bass, 1999; Bass & 
Riggio, 2006; Bycio, Hackett, & Allen, 1995; Hater & Bass, 1988; Howell & Avolio, 
1993 ). Bass himself adjusted his conceptualizations of the FRL model early on based 
upon findings from various studies designed to illuminate the various concepts. For 
example, Bass originally distinguished seven individual components in the multifactor 
leadership theory: charisma; inspirational; intellectual stimulation; individualized 
consideration; contingent reward; management-by-exception; and laissez-faire leadership 
(Avolio, Bass, & Jung, 1999). Later, Bass (1988) reconsidered the charisma and 
inspirational components and condensed the FRL model to six components, admitting 
that while the components were separate, "they were often not empirically 
distinguishable" (Avolio et al., 1999, p. 441). Bass's model received early scrutiny by 
researchers, some who advised combining the transformational components into a single 
category because the researchers' data did not confum the six-component model (Avolio 
et al., 1999). In another study, Hater and Bass (1988) found that transformational 
components added to followers' satisfaction levels and recommended parsing the 
transactional component of management-by-exception into active and passive 
components. This recommendation received confirmation in Bycio, Hackett, and Allen's 
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(1995) factor analytic study designed to "identify the behaviors underlying the 
transactional and transformational conceptualizations" using the survey responses of 
hospital nurses (p. 468). The researchers designed the survey items to gauge the various 
types of leadership behaviors within the FRL framework and as demonstrated by the 
leaders. For example, Bycio et al. (1995) reported the transformational and contingent 
reward behaviors "strongly related" while management-by-exception demonstrated 
"negative relationships with all of the other factors" (p. 472). In another study, Howell 
and Avolio (1993) compared the effectiveness of managers who used either 
transformational or transactional components. They reported that managers using 
transactional leadership components (contingency reward, active and passive 
management-by-exception) did not motivate business units to perform as well as those 
who managed using transformational components (charismatic, intellectual stimulation, 
individualized consideration). Howell and Avolio (1993) provided four components of 
supportive information regarding the Transformational Leadership theory: 
(a) transactional and transformational leadership behavior constructs 
demonstrated discriminant validity; (b) transformational leadership directly and 
positively predicted unit-level performance; (c) support for innovation moderated 
the relationship between transformational leadership and performance; and (d) a 
key personality characteristic, locus of control, was positively related to ratings of 
transformational leadership. (p. 899) 
Individual leaders may use the MLQ to rate perceptions of their own leadership 
styles (self rater) but generally, people associated with the leader, including "superiors, 
peers, and subordinates" (Bass & Avolio, 2012, section 6) respond to the 45 items in the 
questionnaire. Both MLQ forms consist of statements geared to measure the perceptions 
of frequency that a leader demonstrates the various leadership components of the FRL 
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model (Bass & Avolio, 2012, para. 1). Each ofthe nine components ofthe FRL (e.g., 
Idealized Attributes, Idealized Behavior, Inspirational Motivation, Intellectual 
Stimulation, Individualized Consideration, Contingent Reward, Management-by-
Exception Active, Management-by-Exception Passive, Laissez-Faire leadership) are 
assessed using four statements each in the survey instrument (Bass & Riggio, 2006). 
Nine other statements in the survey aid in "measuring outcomes, including ratings of the 
leader' s effectiveness, satisfaction with the leader, and the extent to which the followers 
exert extra effort as a result of the leader's performance" (p. 21). Responders report their 
experiences of how often their leaders demonstrate the behaviors with a 5-point Likert 
scale ranging from "Not at all" (0) to "Frequently, if not always" (4) (Bass & Riggio, 
2006, p. 20). 
Evolution of the MLQ. As various industries, military and medical leaders 
recruited researchers to investigate leadership in their organizations, more and more 
researchers concurrently studied the FRL model and the MLQ, and in so doing, both 
evolved as more people used it to investigate organizational leadership. Over time, 
numerous studies and authors revisited and encouraged revising the various categories 
and components of the Full Range of Leadership model and especially the Multifactor 
Leadership Questionnaire (Avolio, Bass, & Jung, 1999). In the early years, several 
differing versions of the MLQ existed in terms of length, wording, targeted industries, 
and the number of measured Transformational Leadership components (Bass & Riggio, 
2006). Although each version ofthe MLQ attempted to assess aspects of leadership and 
leadership's effect on both individuals and groups, especially in terms of performance, 
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satisfaction, and commitment (Bycio, Hackett, & Allen, 1995), the differences in the 
MLQs made comparisons of the questionnaires problematic (Tejeda, Scandura, & Pillai, 
2001). 
Bycio, Hackett, and Allen (1995) investigated the category and component 
structure of the Multifactor Leadership Questionnaire (and thus the FRL model) using 
responses to the MLQ-1 from a sample of 1,376 registered nurses. The authors sought 
evidence of a distinctive Transformational Leadership category versus a distinctive 
transactional leadership category, which could help illuminate the augmentation effects 
mentioned earlier. They also investigated the negatively viewed Management-by-
Exception (Active/Passive) leadership versus the more positively approached 
Transformational/Contingent Reward leadership. Additionally, the authors examined a 
five-component MLQ/FRL model, which sought justification for the components of 
Charismatic Leadership, Individualized Consideration, Intellectual Stimulation, 
Contingent Reward, and Management-by-Exception (Bycio, Hackett, & Allen, 1995). 
Through confirmatory factor analysis, the study marginally corroborated Bass' early five-
component structure and the MLQ-1. Additionally, Bycio et al. (1995) found that an 
Active Leadership versus Passive Leadership concept could be deduced from the data 
since the transformational components and contingent reward, all thought to be active 
forms of leadership, were highly correlated but were not correlated to Management-by-
exception, a more passive form of leadership. Specifically regarding the questionnaire, 
Bycio et al. (1995) detailed some negative issues that they discovered. The authors 
reported that, "There were high proportions of error variance associated with both the 
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contingent reward and management-by-exception scales" (Bycio et al., 1995, p. 474) 
meaning that other unrelated sources might have influenced the scores (""Systematic and 
error variance,"" 2013, para. 1). Also, the Transformational Leadership components 
"were highly correlated ... they generally did not have strong differential relationships 
with the outcome variables" indicating that the singular transformational components did 
not have clear and independent effects (Bycio, Hackett, & Allen, 1995, p. 474). 
In a study that investigated the relationship between transformational and 
transactional leadership in regards to group effectiveness, Howell and Avolio ( 1993) 
examined the component structures of the MLQ and the FRL model to discover if 
transformational and transactional factors were interrelated. Using the responses of 322 
followers regarding their 78 leaders gathered by using the MLQ-1 0, the authors found 
evidence of correlations among Charisma, Intellectual Stimulation, Individualized 
Consideration, Contingent Reward, Management-by-Exception Active, and 
Management-by-Exception Passive by performing a partial least squares analysis 
(Howell & Avolio, 1993). The authors chose the partial least squares because the method 
was "a powerful multivariate analysis technique that is ideal for testing structural models 
with latent variables" (Howell & Avolio, 1993, p. 895). The correlations among the 
transformational and transactional components helped confirm Bass' s model rather than 
Burns (1978), who viewed transformational and transactional components oppositionally. 
Howell and Avolio (1993) indicated the components oftransformational and 
transactional leadership to be distinct but interrelated (p. 899). Even with the noted 
challenges, however, both Howell and Avolio (1993) and Bycio et al. (1995) lend 
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credence to Bass's Transformational Leadership theory. 
To address concerns regarding the specific components and categories ofthe 
Transformational Leadership model as well as the MLQ, Avolio, Bass, and Jung (1999) 
examined a six-component leadership representation using responses to the MLQ (Form 
5X) contained in a database of 14 distinct studies, which included the military, business, 
governmental workers, nurses, and foreign firms. According to the authors, the MLQ 
(Form 5X) consisted of 80 behavioral leadership statements and "was developed to 
address concerns with earlier versions ... including problems with item wording, lack of 
discriminant validity among certain leadership factors, and the incorporation of 
-
behaviours and attributions in the same scale" (Avolio, Bass, & Jung, 1999, p. 442). In 
addition, in an attempt to verify and replicate their findings while making the MLQ 
(Form 5X) shorter, the authors trimmed the number of statements used to measure each 
of the six components to 36. Using confirmatory factor analysis, the authors reported 
evidence in support of the six-component model, a high degree of item reliability 
consistency, intercorrelations, and realized benefits to the revised MLQ (Avolio, Bass, & 
Jung, 1999). Tejeda, Scandura, and Pillai (200 1) also found confirming evidence for the 
Full Range of Leadership model structure and a reduced item MLQ (Form 5X). 
According to Bass and Riggio (2006), "The MLQ scales have demonstrated good to 
excellent internal consistency" (p. 22), provide similar results when followers rate their 
leaders multiple times, and regarding construct validity, "there is support for the structure 
represented by the MLQ" (p. 24). 
Proponents of Transformational Leadership, the Full Range of Leadership model, 
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and the MLQ assert that the multifactor leadership theory "is important in every sector 
and every setting" (Bass & Riggio, 2006, p. 3). Researchers administered the MLQ 
extensively in organizations exhibiting successful management including managers of 
Fortune 500 firms, marketing managers of multinational corporations in India and New 
Zealand, and Russian industrial managers. Leaders of financial institutions, presidents of 
successful industry organizations as well as MBA students have assessed 
Transformational Leadership through the MLQ. The medical field, including registered 
nurses of a 75,000 member nursing association (Bycio, Hackett, & Allen, 1995) and "882 
employees of a major health care provider" (Tejeda, Scandura, & Pillai, 2001 , p. 37) that 
included physicians, researchers, administrators, managers, and clerical workers provided 
data through the MLQ concerning their leaders. Military commanders to junior naval 
officers rated the leadership behaviors in order to discover levels of Transformational 
Leadership in successful leaders. Additionally, school principals and ministers with 
large, growing populations have rated themselves and their subordinates, to determine the 
presence of and level of Transformational Leadership attendant among their personnel 
(Bass & Riggio, 2006). 
Studies on Transformational Leadership in Music Settings 
Researchers have studied leadership, including Transformational Leadership 
Theory, in regards to music programs and ensembles. Savageau (2007) attempted to 
discover if a person' s participation in a high school music program or an after high 
school program had an effect on that person's leadership style. The researcher did not 
stipulate the types of music programs included in the data. Savageau gathered self-
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reported data using the MLQ 5X - Short form from 107 respondents. All of the 
respondents participated in a leadership program sponsored by the chamber of commerce 
of a Midwestern community but only 70 actually participated in their high school music 
organizations. 
As might be expected having graduated from a leadership program, the 
participants rated themselves high in transformational and contingent reward behaviors 
(M = 3.21 & M = 3 .16, respectively, out of a possible 4.0). Respondents who participated 
in high school music averaged higher in three Transformational Leadership components 
(II, IM, IC) while there was no difference in Intellectual Stimulation between music 
participants and those who did not participate in high school music. Savageau (2007) 
admitted that none of the differences permitted the null hypothesis to be rejected, which 
would have indicated that music participation enhanced Transformational Leadership 
skills. Similarly, Savageau also found that the length of time that the leaders participated 
in the high school music programs did not affect their Transformational Leadership skills. 
The researcher made a case that a leader's emotional intelligence score predicted the 
leader's Transformational Leadership style and that gender differences existed as found 
in Mandell and Pherwani (2003); however, Savageau (2007) found no differences 
between emotional intelligence scores and Transformational Leadership behaviors, 
regardless of gender. Savageau did find that on average, females' emotional intelligence 
scores outpaced those of their male counterparts. The author argued that females tended 
to demonstrate mentoring and coaching more often than males, behaviors that are critical 
elements of emotional intelligence and Transformational Leadership, and suggested that 
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the leadership skills of females may be a model for future male leaders (Savageau, 2007). 
The next three studies I reviewed Davidson (1995), Rowold and Rohmann (2009), 
and Ludwa (2012) are particularly relevant to the present study because each entails an 
investigation of leadership using the MLQ, at least to some degree, within the choral 
setting. Davidson (1995) examined the leadership behaviors ofhighly successful college 
choral directors to determine if differences existed among them based on gender, director 
age, and tenure at their given institutions. In order to provide a theoretical framework for 
the study, Davidson (1995) used three different, yet related, self-rating leadership 
behavior perspectives: Stogdill's Behavioral and Attitudinal Leadership Theory; 
Situational Leadership Theory by Hershey and Blanchard; and Transformational 
Leadership Theory by Bass. Each theory employed a unique questionnaire that the 
leaders/directors completed along with a researcher-generated questionnaire that sought 
information regarding the personal and historical backgrounds of the participants. State, 
region, and national executives in the American Choral Directors Association 
recommended the 27 male directors and 24 female directors selected for study and judged 
them to be among the best college choral directors and worthy of study. 
Davidson (1995) explained that the three leadership perspectives incorporated 
similar tenets. Stogdill's theory viewed "leadership as a set of behaviors consistently 
exhibited by the leader" where as in the Situational approach, the unique circumstances 
of each position helped to determine the demonstrated behaviors of the leader (Davidson, 
1995, p. 60). For Davidson (1995), the Transformational Leadership approach centered 
on the leader "sensing followers (sic) needs and satisfying those needs" (p. 60). 
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Davidson ( 1995) reported that all participants on the behavioral (Stogdill) questionnaire 
considered themselves as leaders in the highly structured and task-oriented realm. A 
similar determination existed in the situational approach but with an added component of 
a high relationship style where leaders offered reasons for their decisions and asked if 
followers needed further elucidation. From the MLQ, Davidson (1995) found that the 
transformational components of charisma, intellectual stimulation, and individual 
consideration ranked more effective than the transactional components of contingent 
reward and management-by-exception. Davidson (1995) found that the directors ' 
transformational behaviors led students/singers to strive for exceedingly advanced goals 
and ideals and determined this to be similar to the situational components that resulted in 
a high task/high relationship style ofleadership. Although Davidson (1995) did not 
indicate the specific goals or ideals affected by Transformational Leadership, the idea of 
"all things choral" permeated the study; therefore, one must assume both musical and 
non-musical goals and benefits. 
Researchers have investigated leadership in other choral settings in Europe. 
Rowold and Rohmann (2009) investigated leadership in the nonprofit and voluntary 
organization fields by examining worker/follower emotions and leader 
transformational/transactional behaviors. The authors explained that in for-profit 
organizations, transactional leadership styles abounded because leaders rewarded or 
reprimanded followers based on their performance; moreover, the authors also credited 
Transformational Leadership for augmenting and expanding worker performance. 
Because follower rewards in the nonprofit sector tended to not be based on money and 
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remuneration, their research questions concerned the intrinsic motivations of followers. 
In this study, German choruses served as examples of volunteer organizations where an 
"overall goal is to perform on a high level" (p. 272). Chorus leaders; according to the 
authors, established group goals similarly to business leaders in that their groups 
performed publically, held regular meetings and rehearsals, and represented an 
amalgamation of personality types and abilities that attempted to achieve high 
performance quality (Rowold & Rohmann, 2009). 
Rowold and Rohmann (2009) issued a German version of the MLQ-5X to 300 
chorus members who sang under 24 choral directors. Using confirmatory factor analysis, 
the typical method used by researchers to review the FRL data, Rowold and Rohmann 
discovered that the data fit neither the FRL model with nine components nor a condensed 
model with only six components. Therefore, the researchers employed exploratory factor 
analysis from which to view the data. 
Rowold and Rohmann (2009) revealed that Transformational Leadership 
enhanced the positive emotions experienced by the singers. They reasoned that because 
singers probably chose to sing in chorus in the hope of experiencing positive emotions, 
then Transformational Leadership also enhanced other member aspects such as pride, 
satisfaction, and enthusiasm. Investigating negative emotions, the authors stated "the 
more transformational a leader is perceived, the less negative emotions on the followers' 
side are observed" (p. 280). Rowold and Rohmann (2009) claimed that the more the 
singers perceived the directors' Transformational Leadership behavior, the more effective 
the singers judged the director. The researchers also found that Management-by-
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Exception Active (leaders take steps to avoid follower errors and deficiencies) resonated 
in terms of director effectiveness. For the voluntary sector, Rowold and Rohmann (2009) 
advised that a combination of Transformational Leadership and MBE-A might help "to 
optimize their leadership role" (p. 281 ). Concerning the lack of agreement with either the 
nine or six-factor FRL models, the authors attributed the lack of fit to the differences 
between for-profit, business type settings (through which the preponderance of 
Transformational Leadership theory has been investigated) and the voluntary, nonprofit 
organizations, where followers responded to "voluntary leadership as people-oriented, 
emotional, and inspirational" (p. 292). 
In the United States, Ludwa (2012) investigated aspects ofleadership in a sample 
of successful choral directors working in state liberal arts colleges (n = 20) by surveying 
the conductors, a sample ofthe students singing in their ensembles (n = 437) and some of 
the conductors' colleagues (n = 19). Ludwa's (2012) intention was to develop a choral 
leadership assessment instrument that could "address leadership issues and improve 
college music ensembles" (p. 3) and that might enlighten directors about their own 
leadership styles and communication tendencies. 
Ludwa (2012) created, assembled, and adjusted necessary wordings to form three 
very similar surveys geared specifically for each target group (conductors, singers, and 
colleagues). The Part I surveys for the conductor and singers were created by the 
researcher and focused on conductor communication (both in and out of the rehearsal), 
verbal precision, listening skills in and out of rehearsal, and conductor magnitude. 
Magnitude was defined as conductor eye contact, physical proximity, voice volume and 
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modulation, facial expression, gestures, and rehearsal pacing in Yarbrough (1975, p. 
138). In Part II of the surveys, Ludwa made very slight modifications in wording to an 
instrument used in Podsako:ff, MacKenzie, Moorman, and Fetter (1990), a study that 
"examined the effects of leadership style on citizenship behavior, trust in and satisfaction 
with leadership, and transactional leader behavior" (Ludwa, 2012, p. 32). The researcher 
used the modified Podsakoff et al.' s instrument to distinguish between transformational 
and transactional leadership behaviors, specifically of choral directors (p. 37). Part III of 
the survey focused solely on the perceptions of the conductors' musical leadership. For 
this part of the instrument, Ludwa used the Multifactor Leadership Questionnaire 5X-
Short and again, modified wording in order to fit the choral context. Besides 
investigating Transformational, Transactional, and Passive/ Avoidant categories, the MLQ 
also investigated Outcomes of Leadership, which included assessments of "Extra Effort, 
Effectiveness, and Satisfaction with Leadership" (Ludwa, 2012, p. 38). In Part IV, the 
same MLQ items as Part III were adapted again in order to assess leadership qualities 
beyond the musical bounds, which included organizational tasks. For example, item 43 
of the Questionnaire for Colleagues read, "The conductor is effective in meeting 
organizational requirements" (Ludwa, 2012, p. 82). Part V asked the respondents to 
assess the conductors' impact on the success of the musical organization. Only the 
conductors responded to all five sections of the survey. Ludwa reasoned that the students 
had little to no knowledge of how their conductors operated within the confmes of the 
academic setting and therefore did not seek student responses to Part IV. Similarly, 
colleagues of the conductor who might rarely encounter the director in rehearsal did not 
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assess the musical items on Part III. 
When rating themselves, the conductors in the Ludwa (2012) study utilized 
transactional leadership behaviors when they needed to achieve "musical goals" but 
valued their Transformational Leadership components to a greater degree (p. 57). In this 
study, the Transformational Leadership measures averaged 3.15 concerning musical 
leadership and 3.12 for non-musical leadership on a 4-point Likert scale. Ludwa argued 
that fundraising personnel and organizational board members expressly needed the 
motivational benefits of Transformational Leadership by the conductors to inspire people. 
From the student perspective, Transformational Leadership averaged 3.22 for musical 
tasks and the colleagues averaged 3.57 regarding non-musical tasks. Generally, 
considering Transformational Leadership, if the conductor rated high on musical tasks, 
the same occurred with the non-musical tasks. In each condition, transactional leadership 
averaged nearly one point less on the scale. 
Ludwa reported a strong correlation (.78) between conductor magnitude and 
Transformational Leadership on musical tasks and stated, "Success would be more likely 
if the conductor exhibited higher magnitude" (p. 58). Specifically, the researcher found 
that the Transformational Leadership component of Inspirational Motivation and 
magnitude to be highly correlated leading the author to state that conductors "Who are 
able to inspire their followers and display high magnitude may be able to achieve more 
with their ensembles" (p. 58). 
Based on the results of the study, Ludwa (2012) explained that in college choral 
situations, successful directors initially engage musically and non-musically with their 
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singers and colleagues on a transactional basis and then enhance those relationships with 
Transformational Leadership, which suggests the augmenting effect claimed by Bass. 
Furthermore, L udwa maintained that because Yarbrough ( 197 5) showed magnitude to be 
an element of successful music instruction, and because transformational and 
transactional leadership qualities rated favorably in his study of successful directors, the 
author linked successful music teaching with effective leadership. Additionally, Ludwa 
reported the revised MLQ to be a valid instrument to assess choral directors' leadership 
capabilities (Ludwa, 20 12). 
There was a little correlation between the conductors' and students' scores 
regarding leadership and magnitude, which led Ludwa to recommend for conductors to 
explain to their singers the reasons for the decisions they make, both musical and non-
musical. By doing so, Ludwa suggested that singers might realize a clearer vision of the 
goals held by the conductor and demonstrate a stronger commitment to achieve a higher 
performance level. In addition, Ludwa discovered that a conductor's ability to listen, 
both in rehearsal and in conversations, had little to no correlation to the students' 
Transformational Leadership ratings of the conductor. This suggested that listening 
ability is not a part of Transformational Leadership (Ludwa, 2012). 
Unfortunately, Ludwa did not discuss findings regarding Outcomes of Leadership 
items such as extra-effort or satisfaction and reported that "highly skewed responses" 
affected the appropriateness of discussing views concerning the success of the 
organizations from the conductor, singer, and colleague viewpoints (p. 63). In this 
category, the most salient finding Ludwa reported concerned an attendant 
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Transformational Leadership requirement that the leader/conductor establish a clear goal, 
in this case, the type of sound, the leader wished to achieve. 
Davidson (1996) studied male and female choral conductors' Transformational 
Leadership behaviors and Rowold and Rohmann (2009) researched how leadership 
worked in the volunteer sector (for which choruses served as a prime example). Ludwa 
(20 12) studied choral leadership to address perceived organizational shortcomings; 
however, other researchers investigated leadership and specifically, Transformational 
Leadership, in music ensembles without using the standard method of measurement, the 
Multifactor Leadership Questionnaire. 
In Germany, Boerner, Krause, and Gerbert (2004) investigated the leadership 
relationship between professional orchestra musicians and the various conductors with 
whom they performed. The authors posited that successful orchestra conductors led by 
combining personal charisma and musical authority in a directive manner due to the 
unique situational challenge. Trained as soloist first and ensemble players second, 
professional players must be motivated to forego their own creative and artistic values in 
favor of the conductors' directions. The authors noted that in many employment 
situations and fields, workers are encouraged to use their autonomous personal creativity, 
but not so in the orchestral field where artistic group performance is the goal. Boerner, 
Krause, and Gerbert (2004) stated that directive-charismatic leadership is important 
because, "it promotes the professional and motivational prerequisites for precise co-
operation among the members of the orchestra" (p. 466). 
The researchers created and disbursed a nationwide questionnaire designed to 
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investigate leader behavior in 30 German orchestras, resulting in a return rate of 
approximately 30%, N = 334. The researchers argued that they created their own 
questionnaire because, "using the self-designed orchestra-specific instrument however ... 
allows for a higher construct validity and thus for a higher degree of explained variance" 
(p. 470). They stated that leadership questionnaires, including the MLQ, "have inherent 
problems" (p. 474). Implications from the study ratify the use of conductor directive-
charismatic leadership behaviors and in terms of a mandated need for artistic 
improvement, the more so, the better. The researchers argued that this type of leadership 
behavior improved "the cooperation, skill and motivation of the musicians in the 
orchestra" (p. 476). 
Boerner and von Streit (2005) sought to discover ifthe "group climate" among 
professional musicians in German orchestras mediated the effects of Transformational 
Leadership by the conductors to the point of improving artistic quality (p. 31). Because 
artistic performance included more than simply starting, stopping, and playing together, 
the researchers proposed that conductors' Transformational Leadership behaviors 
affected the motivational constructs of the players and increased their group citizenship 
behaviors. As earlier, the researchers designed an orchestra-specific questionnaire 
(again, due to reasons of construct validity) to "investigate leadership behavior, group 
climate, and leadership success" (p. 35). Incorporating 208 musicians from 22 German 
orchestras, the authors achieved a questionnaire return rate of76%. Transformational 
Leadership was subsumed into a one-dimensional construct including charisma, 
inspirational motivation, and intellectual stimulation and was assessed by statements such 
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as: "We are proud to work with him; Clarifies his objectives with imagery and gestures; 
Often makes completely new, convincing suggestions for interpretation" (p. 36). The 
researchers found that Transformational Leadership behaviors did not influence the 
artistic quality of the orchestras specifically but that an overall cooperative group 
environment resulted. Because of this cooperative environment finding, the authors 
reported that within the group atmosphere, "High artistic quality can be predicted by the 
degree of the conductor's Transformational Leadership" (p. 38). Finally, the researchers 
reported confirmation that "the assumed interaction effect of the conductor's 
Transformational Leadership style and the cooperative climate among the musicians on 
the orchestra's artistic quality" (p. 31 ). 
Boerner and von Streit (2007), using the same data set and questionnaire items, 
reworded group climate to group mood and reconfirmed the fmding that due to the 
actions and interactions between conductors and their musicians, the combined 
performance extended beyond what could have been accomplished without each other. 
Extending the discussion further beyond the 2005 study led to interesting fmdings. 
Boerner and von Streit (2007) argued that in orchestral situations where positive group 
mood was highest, Transformational Leadership behaviors had the greatest effect on 
artistic quality. Conversely, in orchestras without a positive group mood, 
Transformational Leadership had little to no effect on the orchestras' artistic performance 
quality. 
Need for Additional Methods 
Although researchers typically use some version of the MLQ (Form 5X- Short) 
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to measure the Full Range of Leadership, they point out the need for other methods of 
gathering data on Transformational Leadership, particularly interviews and observations. 
Avolio, Bass, and Jung (1999) stated: 
Specifically, there has been very little effort to confirm survey evaluations of 
leaders with alternative methodologies such as observation and/or interviews. By 
using multiple methods, it may be possible to get a better handle on 
discriminating among these respective leadership factors. (p. 459) 
A study where the researcher portrays the perspectives of the leader and observing the 
leader in action may provide greater clarity as to how Transformational Leadership 
influences a follower's performance. Bass (1999) recognized the need for information 
beyond numeric ratings while considering the childhood upbringing and education of 
young, developing transformational leaders. Citing an earlier study, Bass (1999) 
explained, "Avolio and Gibbons (1988) reported that industrial executives who were 
rated as highly transformational by their subordinates participated in retrospective 
interviews to provide in-depth information pertaining to their upbringing" (p. 14). Bass 
deduced that the authors described parental Transformational Leadership techniques 
when the interviewees spoke of being challenged and supported by their parents, 
regardless of whether they were successful or not. Beyond the transformational 
techniques, however, the implication Bass revealed was that interviews provided deeper 
information than was gained through the MLQ survey. Bass and Riggio (2006) 
suggested that interviews and other qualitative techniques could help to add to the 
Transformational Leadership theory and the MLQ. Cadets in the Virginia Military 
Institute kept diaries regarding the various forms and examples of leadership they 
witnessed over the course of one week. Bass and Riggio (2006) stated, "It was found that 
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these logs could be reliably scored in terms of all the various components of the FRL 
model. These diary reports could then be linked to independently obtained questionnaire 
measures" (p. 27). During interviews about what they believed effective leadership to be, 
the cadets described characterizations of the transformational components including 
"inspiration, intellectual stimulation, and individualized consideration" (Bass & Riggio, 
2006, p. 28). As mentioned earlier, Bass' s original conceptualization of measuring the 
theory began by gaining the descriptions of executives' experiences with their most 
effective leaders through open-ended survey questions (Hater & Bass, 1988). 
Additionally, Bass offered support for including non-quantitative scholarship 
methodologies to investigate Transformational Leadership. Bass (1999) offered: 
We need to appreciate what the non-quantitative scholars in psychohistory, 
sociology, and political science have to say about charisma and transformational 
leadership such as Caro ' s (1982) biography of Lyndon Johnson and Kets de 
Vries ' (1994) psychoanalytic views of defects in charismatic leadership. (p. 18) 
When summarizing his Transformational Leadership theory, Bass (1999) recognized the 
MLQ provided much data about transformational and transactional leadership but 
acknowledged issues regarding reliability, the MLQ scales, and disputes about his Full 
Range of Leadership Model. Bass argued that beyond the questionnaire, the field of 
study needed more contextual information about followers ' perceptions of 
transformational and transactional leaders in addition to what the leaders were thinking 
during various circumstances. Bass wrote, "New methods need to be created for 
measuring transformational and transactional leadership" (Bass, 1999, p. 23) to 
incorporate specifically, "the context in which the leadership occurs. Finally, much more 
explanation is needed about the workings of transformational leadership and how 
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followers are moved from compliance, to identification, and to internalization of values 
and beliefs" (Bass, 1999, p. 24). Beyond Bass, other authors intoned the need for 
different methods of investigating Transformational Leadership in context. Antonakis, 
Avolio, and Sivasubramaniam (2003) agreed with Bass' assertions, reporting that in their 
results, "The factors comprising the full-range theory may be differentially related to 
each other and possibly to outcome measures as a function of context" (p. 285) and that 
the incorporation of context should be the next step in Transformational Leadership 
research. The researchers argued: 
We need to begin to expand our repertoire of methods to examine leadership, 
which could include observations, interviews, content coding of materials, and so 
forth ... We support this position and recommend that future researchers studying 
the FRL T extend their methods beyond survey assessment. Indeed, any survey 
can at best tell what a leader is doing, but it cannot explain why. (Antonakis et 
al., 2003, p. 286) 
In the present study, no participant completed any version or portion of the 
Multifactor Leadership Questionnaire to provide data regarding their perceptions of 
leadership within their organization. I chose to collect data on leadership and the 
participants' perceptions of leadership through my observations of their actions and by 
hearing their spoken words in an attempt to better understand the 'how's and why's' of 
leadership in their choral program. The next portion of this review focuses on various 
studies regarding choral programs and instances of Transformational Leadership found in 
them. 
Part II: Supporting Literature 
As I reviewed the literature, I discovered that relatively few studies in music 
education have used Transformational Leadership as a framework. I found numerous 
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studies, however, that contain points in common with the components of 
Transformational Leadership. In this section, I will review music education literature that 
helped to frame my thinking within the following components of Transformational 
Leadership: StUdies that Support Idealized Attributes and Idealized Behaviors (Idealized 
Influence), Studies that Support Inspirational Motivation, and Studies that Support 
Individualized Consideration. Reviewing these studies helped me as I developed this 
study and while I collected and analyzed the data regarding the leadership of a successful 
high school choral director. 
Recalling that transformational leaders tend to exhibit leadership behaviors that 
span the Full Range of Leadership spectrum, much music education literature depicts 
successful and effective music teachers who demonstrate numerous Transformational 
Leadership behaviors as well as those in the transactional realms. In the following 
studies, evidence exists of leadership behaviors and follower results that support the Full 
Range of Leadership model ofBass and Riggio (2006). Bass viewed the 
Transformational Leadership components and their interactions as a whole because the 
components and their effects reacted holistically (Bass & Riggio, 2006). In the following 
reviews, however, I highlight one main component of Transformational Leadership in 
each study. 
Studies that Support Idealized Behaviors and Idealized Attributes 
Idealized Attributes, the real or imagined characteristics and qualities followers 
assign to transformational leaders along with Idealized Behaviors, the personal actions 
that the transformational leader uses to lead, can be found in music education research 
that describes leaders with a particular charm, magnetism, and personality. The 
transformational leader, however, constantly displays the highest level of a moral code 
and willingness to self-sacrifice for the good of the group. 
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Morals. Borst (2002) examined effective choral teaching qualities by comparing 
two highly successful Michigan choral directors in a case study. Besides the two 
teachers, other participants included their students, parents, and administrators who 
provided data gathered through qualitative techniques. Borst (2002) reported that both 
teachers exhibited "moral character through which choral students internalize their own 
behavior" (p. 119). The teachers provided a safe and nurturing learning environment in 
which students were empowered to develop their own musical skills. The teachers held 
high expectations of quality for their students, not just musically but in all areas. The 
study participants described the teachers as hard working, humorous, and affable. 
Student perceptions of the teachers included attributions of nobility and guidance. 
Students viewed the teachers as being mentors and someone that they could implicitly 
trust and respect. Borst (2002) indicated that the teachers possessed a unique talent for 
recognizing the "learning needs of their students and community" (p. 120). By listening 
to and focusing on the students, the teachers coached and motivated the students to 
accomplish the high standards the teachers placed before them. 
In Transformational Leadership theory, Idealized Attributes and Idealized 
Behaviors incorporate a charismatic component. In the Borst (2002) study, the teachers 
served as examples of high integrity and high morals, to the point of influencing student 
trust and respect, and the development of the students' own characters and morals. As 
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with transformational leaders, these students viewed their teachers and mentors as worthy 
of student trust and respect. 
Self-efficacy and self-esteem. Followers of charismatic leaders develop a greater 
sense of self-esteem and tend to become more effective in achieving their individual and 
corporate goals, according to Bass and Riggio (2006). Some of those characteristics 
align with and can be found in an examination of a long -term band director. King (1992) 
attempted to discover what made a long-term, internationally known band director such 
an exemplary teacher. The band director taught at the same high school for 28 years and 
his community recognized him as a music education and community service leader. King 
(1992) used qualitative and ethnographic techniques to find four emergent qualities and 
characteristics that the researcher believed attributed to the band director' s teaching 
success. First, the researcher reported that the teacher communicated using highly 
developed verbal and non-verbal language skills. King (1992) indicated that the director 
spoke precisely and articulately about music and playing techniques and extensively 
employed metaphor to portray not only musical ideas but life-lessons to his students as 
well. Non-verbal language skills included physical conducting and teaching techniques. 
King ( 1992) attributed the teacher's communicative skills to his experience, knowledge 
about music and teaching, creativity, and careful thinking. The author described the 
language skills as "multidimensional and purposive" (p. 66). A second theme that King 
(1992) reported involved empowering students to develop into self-motivated learners. 
The teacher accomplished this by using routines and organization as a way to achieve 
well-rounded musicianship. The routines the director employed established "stability, 
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continuity, and consistency which embrace a student's self-confidence" (p. 116). King 
(1992) reasoned that students "knew what to expect" (p. 116) which led to improved 
classroom performance and self-efficacy. A third theme King (1992) realized regarded 
the teacher's use ofhumor. King (1992) described the teacher's humor as "subtle, 
natural, and intellectual" and used it "to explain and reinforce concepts, and to nurture 
relationships" (p. 117). The researcher referred to some of the humor as being corny and 
habitual but always appropriate and based on the teacher's deep thinking. Lastly, the 
fourth theme concerned the classroom atmosphere created by the band director. The 
researcher described the environment as familial and "based on the moral values of trust, 
honesty responsibility, quality, stability, consistency, dependability, and commitment" (p. 
117). King (1992) took great care to portray the band director as a positive thinker and 
one who stated thoughts in the affirmative, and he focused on the individual needs of the 
people in his organization. 
The band director demonstrated passion and musicality through both verbal and 
non-verbal behaviors, which provided a model for the students to emulate while they 
became more independent student musicians. Once the students began to assume various 
characteristics of the director's persona and belief systems, the students' self-efficacy to 
improve their own musicianship increased as successes built upon each subsequent 
success. In the transformational realm, the director's Idealized Behaviors-behaviors 
that provided structure, musical teaching and learning, and humor-led to Idealized 
Attributions of the director exhibiting extraordinary competence and determination. 
Communication. A music ensemble director may display charisma by using 
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various approaches, but that charisma originates in the ability to communicate effectively 
with students, administrators, and parents. Through communication-whether it is 
behavioral or attributed, verbal or nonverbal, musical or nonmusical-successful 
directors become role models that students respect and want to emulate. Steele (20 1 0), 
however, reported that no clear answer exists as to what makes an effective teacher. The 
author believed that, according to an examination of existing literature, effective teachers 
exhibited certain inherent traits as well as learned behaviors. In addition to 
demonstrating a focus on their students' personal needs, effective teachers learned to be 
good communicators both verbally and nonverbally, they developed a clear sense of self-
efficacy, and they demonstrated strong leadership skills. 
Steele (2010) argued that researchers identified relationships between teachers ' 
nonverbal communication skills and students' academic achievement and attitude. 
Nonverbal communication included space, distance, physical gestures, facial expression, 
body movement, eye contact, tone of voice, pitch, volume, speech rate, and appearance. 
Steele posited that nonverbal behaviors revealed how teachers perceived their students. 
In the performance ensemble, Steele (20 1 0) maintained the conducting process existed as 
a consummate and intentional expression of nonverbal communication on the part of the 
teacher. The conductor altered and informed the students' ideas, understandings, and 
personal involvement with music and particularly in the music ensemble, nonverbal 
behaviors influenced the students' opinions and preferences concerning the effectiveness 
of the leader. 
Concerning effective music teaching, Steele (20 1 0) argued that teacher efficacy 
served as a basic element. Steele (20 1 0) defined teacher efficacy as, "What a teacher 
believes about his or her own capabilities to teach and influence student behavior and 
achievement regardless of outside influences or obstacles" (p. 73). The researcher 
provided evidence of teacher efficacy positively affecting student achievement, 
motivation, and confidence. Musically speaking, Steele indicated that a teacher's self-
efficacy positively addressed students' performance levels, motivation to practice, and 
diminished student performance anxiety. 
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Teachers build self-efficacy by overcoming classroom obstacles through hard 
work and perseverance. Steele (20 1 0) believed that once a teacher experienced success 
and felt successful, teacher confidence rose in accordance with the success and provided 
inspiration to persist through other obstacles and challenges. The researcher advised that 
for younger and less experienced teachers, observational modeling, peer teaching, and 
positive teaching experiences would raise self-efficacy. Steele (2010) regarded self-
efficacy important to many fields and especially so in music teaching. For many 
teachers, mastery came through persistence until they developed improved and 
innovative skills that led to overcoming teaching problems. Steele's research indicated 
that teachers could be as successful as they could imagine themselves to be. 
Servant leaders tend to be effective teachers (Steele, 201 0). The author 
characterized servant leaders as those who look for ways to build up others in their 
organizations, who never shy away from accomplishing goals without requiring praise, 
and generally put the needs of the organization above their own needs. The researcher 
provided an extensive list of traits and characteristics of servant leaders found in the 
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literature that encompassed nothing but positive descriptions. Ultimately, servant leaders 
focus on the people being led, choose the morally correct path, and view themselves as 
helpers. 
Steele (20 1 0) proposed servant leadership to be an appropriate leadership model 
for music educators because it centered principally on students' needs and abilities. The 
classroom atmosphere resulting from servant leadership tended to provide a sense of 
community. A music teacher viewed as a servant leader, "displays certain characteristics, 
including service, vision, responsiveness, trust, the ability to persuade, and strong 
character" (Steele, 2010, p. 76). 
Both King (1992) and Steele (2010) found that effective ensemble directors who 
communicated effectively with the people in their organizations demonstrated a behavior 
similar to what Bass and Riggio (2006) labeled as Idealized Behavior, both inherent and 
learned. Whether the teacher possessed natural leadership tendencies or developed 
leadership behaviors over time, the teacher's influence resulted in students working to 
become more successful and at home in their organizations. 
Charisma. Oftentimes, followers describe a charismatic leader as possessing an 
almost mystical personality trait that motivates followers to work and try harder in the 
given tasks. Personal magnetism and charm may or may not be learned but for Bass and 
Riggio (2006), a charismatic leader exhibits leadership behaviors (Idealized Behaviors) 
beyond those that generate momentary excitement and enthusiasm. Wright (1996) helped 
to delineate some of those charismatic behaviors. 
Wright (1996) probed into the nonmusical factors associated with an exceptional 
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high school choral program that performed at a national ACDA conference. Gathering 
data through recorded and transcribed interviews, surveys, and in person observations, 
Wright (1996) discovered seven emergent themes that aided the choral program to 
achieve its high caliber of performance capabilities. Of the seven themes, three directly 
involved the choral director's leadership, which is relevant to the current study. Those 
themes involved the director's charisma, the establishment of clear goals, and the 
recruiting process. The remaining four categories involved community expectations, 
administration support, fund-raising, and the program's exalted position in the 
community. 
The researcher, students, school administrators, and community leaders all 
described the choral director in Wright (1996) as a dynamic and charismatic leader, 
which served as an important finding. The choral program in the study numbered 3 70 
singers whereas the entire high school only had 1,600 students. Nearly one fourth ofthe 
student body participated in chorus, exhibiting an exceptionally large and popular 
program led by only one teacher. The choral director enjoyed a support group of people 
including a full-time accompanist/secretary, the choral director's wife who was also a 
singer/musician, and a group of parent volunteers who accomplished tasks outside the 
musical and educational aspects ofthe program. Wright (1996) defined charisma in 
regards to the choral director studied as, "A set of practical procedures that work 
efficiently and powerfully" (p. 58). The researcher enumerated several characteristics to 
demonstrate the teacher's charisma. First, the students and their parents perceived the 
director as someone who was genuinely caring and committed. He demonstrated this by 
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modeling those qualities as he included his wife and children in the choral activities. The 
wife served as a voice teacher for a number of the students and as a grounding force for 
the director. Secondly, Wright (1996) described the director as driven and purposeful 
regarding his choral program and his teaching. The director showed commitment to his 
students by rarely missing school and working long hours. Thirdly, the researcher and 
the participants found the teacher to be modest and realistic about his capabilities as a 
musician and teacher, an attractive quality the students chose to emulate. Wright (1996) 
reported that the many of the male students perceived their director as more than teacher, 
someone to whom they felt much devotion to the degree that the students were aware of 
the stress and pressure levels their teacher incurred. 
Another significant finding was that the teacher established clear goals that helped 
maintain classroom, curriculum, and teaching strategies for a foundation for success. 
Everyone associated with the program realized and understood those goals. Wright 
(1996) indicated that the teacher maintained control of the classroom at all times and 
provided an example of a choral rehearsal of 100 boys in which there was no extraneous 
noise or talking. All rehearsals were efficient and quiet. Choral concerts became shows. 
The choral director's choirs sang standard and superior repertoire but the teacher 
arranged and presented the performances in entertaining and crowd-pleasing ways, 
incorporating various staging arrangements, solos, duets, and Masters of Ceremonies, 
among other ways. Another clear goal for the choral director concerned the way the 
students felt about themselves, what Wright (1996) called "esteem" (p. 66). Because 
Wright described students' feelings for each other, being friends with each other and 
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"singing from the heart," perhaps terms such as group dynamics or esprit de corps might 
have been better choices. At any rate, the researcher observed the choral director actively 
pursuing activities meant to build good feelings amongst and between the choirs' 
members. Those activities included "going around the room saying positive things about 
each other," and "Thanksgiving, we go around the room and say what we're thankful for" 
(p. 67). Wright made it clear that the teacher wanted an atmosphere of togetherness, 
friendship, and family in the large choral program. The teacher explained to Wright that 
a choir was analogous to "body, soul, and spirit," with the technicalities of singing and 
breathing were viewed as Body (p. 68). The teacher described Soul as getting students to 
invest themselves personally (interpretation and expression) into the music. The teacher 
was somewhat dubious regarding Spirit stating, "The spirit, I don't know what makes 
that. But sometimes when you and I sing our concerts, there's a spiritual ... I don't 
necessarily mean a church experience ... " (p. 68). The teacher also established traditions 
that helped create the atmosphere he wanted to establish and provided assistance in 
managing the very large program. Examples Wright (1996) observed included seniors 
teaching freshmen what it meant to be in the program, the processes by which soloists 
were selected, uniform selections, and interval contests between students. 
Wright (1996) maintained that even though the choral program numbered 370, 
more than 450 tried to sign up to take a chorus class. Therefore, the teacher auditioned 
each applicant to determine if and/or in which chorus the student should be placed. The 
teacher attributed the large number of students in chorus as the "in" thing. The teacher 
said, "Right now, choir is a cool thing to be in" (Wright, 1996, p. 75). Besides that, the 
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teacher credited "the grace of God that keeps kids signing up for choir" (p. 75). Even 
with the large number of total students (370) and especially the large number of boys 
(140), the choral director demonstrated that recruiting singers was important. Wright 
(1996) found two strategies that worked well for the choral director. First, the director 
gathered all current athletes already in chorus and took them to talk to the boys in the 
middle feeder school's Physical Education classes. Secondly, the director approached 
students at the high school who he thought to be "nice-looking kids" and asked them to 
sing in his program (p. 76). Wright (1996) indicated that upon the studied teacher's 
arrival at the school, the previously successful program numbered more than 200 students 
but was in disarray due to moral charges being levied against the prior director. Wright 
(1996) also noted the population success the main middle school feeder choral program 
enjoyed. The middle school chorus teacher taught a boys' chorus that numbered more 
than 70 singers that helped establish in the community that it was good for boys to sing in 
chorus. Interestingly, Wright noted that in this community, there was not a need to 
recruit females, so the teachers focused solely on boys. The researcher wrote that the 
large number of boys recruited the girls for the chorus classes. In conclusion, the three 
teacher-specific non-musical factors that helped produce the successful choir included a 
charismatic individual who cared for the students' musical and nonmusical needs, the · 
establishment of clear and specific goals in nearly every aspect of the program, and the 
recruitment of a large number of males to the program. 
In Wright's (1996) study, students and parents described the director's charisma 
as his commitment to the choral program and his demonstrations of genuine care for the 
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students. Students perceived the director as a role model when he included his spouse 
and children in the choral activities. The director's modesty and high integrity influenced 
the students to trust and respect the teacher. The teacher's Idealized Behaviors in dealing 
with his students resulted in their great devotion to him, especially from the male singers 
who viewed the teacher as a mentor and more than a friend. In short, for the director in 
Wright's study, leadership appeared closely aligned in every aspect of teacher's persona, 
which Bass and Riggio (2006) labeled Idealized Attribution. 
Idealized attributes. The choral director characteristics and qualities that Rolsten 
(2011) depicted mirror many of the qualities found in Wright's (1996) study. Perceived 
as a larger-than-life figure, the choral director' s charismatic persona influenced every 
aspect of the choral program and motivated all of the singers to succeed beyond the norm. 
In a grounded theory study in which the researcher attempted to discover how numerous 
factors interacted to produce exceptional choral performances, Rolsten (20 11) examined 
a high school choral ensemble that performed at ACDA conferences on three separate 
occasions. The researcher gathered data by interviewing the directors, students, 
administrators, and parents connected with the choral program and collected other data 
through surveys, classroom observations, and examinations of related documents and 
photos. The students in the Rolsten (20 11) study loved choral singing because they 
produced beautiful music and they valued the hard work their music making required. 
Their own excellence and their desire to be excellent motivated the students. In order to 
achieve that excellence, Rolsten (20 11) found that superior choral performance in the 
studied setting emanated initially from the beliefs and values held and espoused by the 
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head choral director. Students held the director in such high regard to the point that they 
accepted, internalized, and shared in those beliefs and values, which included 
responsibility, hard work, thoroughness, persistence, striving for excellence and success, 
and care and concern for others. Rolsten (20 11) indicated that the choral director 
motivated and inspired his students through his own musicianship and knowledge about 
how to perform both technically and artistically. The researcher explained that the 
conductor exhibited a clear dedication to the composer and to the lyricist and 
demonstrated his own emotional responses to the music, which students viewed as 
passion for the music. Rather than teaching technical vocal performance skills, Rolsten 
(20 11) explained that the teacher expressed rehearsal and performance expectations in 
terms of what the music called for or the desires of the composer. This type of teaching, 
according to Rolsten, helped educate singers' musicianship. 
The repertoire the director chose for his chorus to study and perform motivated 
the students to perform beyond the norm. Rolsten (2011) indicated that the director 
chose music that when performed well, would result in "goose bumps" for both the 
singers and the audience (p. 124). The director chose mostly classical and serious 
musical works because he believed those works "offered deeper aesthetic, musical, 
educational, and emotional experiences to singers" (p. 125). The researcher argued that 
when students feel a personal or emotional connection to their repertoire they are more 
likely to work more intently to perform it well. 
Rolsten (20 11) found that students were motivated to perform exceptionally 
because their director demonstrated genuine concern and care for them. Students saw the 
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director' s concern in his language and in his high expectations and diligence in helping 
students achieve those expectations. The director showed interest in his students' lives 
and in each individual singer's voice, providing personalized assessment for each student. 
Rolsten described the director as taking great care to make sure the students felt 
welcomed in the program and he worked to develop both musical and social leadership 
skills in the students. Students found motivation in the way the director decorated the 
rehearsal room. Photos, plaques, and awards from current and previous years encouraged 
students to hold to the group's traditions and values. Rolsten (2011) described a 
classroom environment where the director treated and respected students as "team 
members" (p. 130). The director established mentors, mostly upperclassmen, to help 
newer and younger members of the choir become acclimated to group processes. The 
researcher witnessed the director teaching students how to work well with each other, 
respect each other, and support one another. These acts resulted in greater student 
commitment. 
Rolsten (2011) argued that previous successes motivated students to perform 
beyond the norm, as "success bred success" (p. 136). By performing challenging 
repertoire expertly and artistically, the director reasoned that students felt a sense of 
accomplishment, pride, and self-esteem. The affirmation presented to the singers by their 
director and by their audiences allowed the students to trust in themselves and the work 
that they accomplished in their choral program. 
In the Rolsten study, the students viewed the director as a role model, mentor, and 
musical guide. Students accepted and valued the director's value systems of 
responsibility, persistence, and hard work towards success. The teacher' s influence on 
the students came from their trust, commitment, and respect that they placed in the 
director. 
Beyond Idealized Attributes and Idealized Behaviors, Bass and Riggio (2006) 
purported that transformational leaders highly motivate followers by inspiring them to 
extend more than a normal effort. 
Studies that Support Inspirational Motivation 
Transformational leaders inspire followers to exert more than normal effort and 
seek to provide meaning to the work. Transformational leaders set attractive goals for 
followers and display optimism and enthusiasm as followers achieve those goals. In a 
study that investigated high school choral students' processes of learning to perform 
musical works, Silvey (2002) reported some teacher behaviors and characteristics that 
compare similarly with the Transformational Leadership component of Inspirational 
Motivation. 
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The students in Silvey's (2002) study rehearsed and performed in a chorus chosen 
to perform at the state's music educator conference, distinguishing itself as one of only 
four selected. Although Silvey focused on the students' point ofview of learning to 
perform their repertoire, he did "explore whether any links can be found between the way 
Nola [the choral director] carried out her role as a choral music educator and the nature of 
her students' knowledge of the works they learned" (p. 352). Silvey wrote of the high 
expectations held by the teacher and her use of related arts activities that provided a 
deeper level of meaning and challenge for the singers. The teacher established the goal 
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of "technical mastery" of all pitches and rhythms and the students understood this to be a 
necessary step on the musical journey towards an artistic experience (p. 356). More than 
teaching musical skills, however, the teacher guided the singers toward deeper and more 
meaningful experiences with the works "by providing opportunities for the students to 
contemplate and respond to the music they were creating" (p. 371). Silvey reported that 
the teacher had been described as "a kid magnet" and "her enthusiasm is infectious" and 
motivated the students to achieve their shared goals (pp. 76-77). The teacher's 
colleagues viewed her as an expert facilitator and motivator. She encouraged students to 
build their own leadership skills and "to take responsibility for their own learning" (p. 
84). The stUdents described the teacher as "one who sets goals, motivates, helps, shows 
how, grades, mentors, envisions, guides, enables, facilitates, engages, and sells" (p. 298) 
and attributed their singing, reading, and interpretive skills to her. 
Silvey (2002) reasoned that the teacher served as a conduit between her students 
and the musical works and connected them through her repertoire selections, by building 
relationships with the students, and through her teaching methods. The participants in 
Silvey' s study had sung with the director for multiple years and indicated a strong level 
of trust and satisfaction with her. Additionally, the repertoire the teacher generally 
selected for performance contained "narrative texts," which she used to engage the 
singers and "expose them to worlds outside their own cultural experiences" (p. 353). 
Having taught previously in the general music area, the teacher connected numerous 
related arts activities that excited the singers' imaginations to form "their own 
interpretations" about the historical musical selections they were learning (p. 357). 
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Even though Silvey (2002) included numerous examples of the teacher using 
creative methods and encouraging new ideas, Silvey explained that students viewed the 
teacher's assessments as criticism, which occasionally created a tense atmosphere for 
some students. The teacher utilized tests (e.g. , students singing both within their voice-
part section and individually in front of the class) in order to assess and to motivate rapid 
learning and skill development. The teacher graded the assessments (the researcher did 
not elaborate on the grading policy itself) while in some instances students informally 
commented on their classmates performances. Silvey discovered both positive and 
negative results from having witnessed the assessments, describing them as "giving the 
students opportunities to experience the success of reaching attainable benchmarks, or 
perhaps the negative reinforcement of embarrassment because of a lack of progress 
displayed publicly" (pp. 145-146). 
Inspirational Motivators hold high expectations for success and provide the 
training needed to meet the expectations, like the teacher in the Silvey study. 
Inspirational Motivators bring rewarding challenges beyond simply singing songs 
beautifully, for example. In the Silvey study, the teacher challenged the minds, senses, 
and feelings of the students as they reflected on their experiences with the repertoire 
studied in class. For the students, the teacher personified commitment to the shared 
vision of going beyond simply performing the music but to making the music come alive. 
Commitment to goals and repertoire. Inspirational Motivators seek to stimulate 
their followers by displaying expertise, communicating clear and challenging goals, and 
sharing in the commitment and workload for a successful completion of any given task. 
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For high school choral directors, the choral art itself, whether musically, socially, or some 
blend of the two, has already motivated students to join and to sing. These same 
Inspirational Motivation behaviors can be found in the college choral setting. 
Saunders (2005) investigated college-aged students' motivations to participate in 
their college choruses. The researcher studied the participants and conductors of three 
western university choral ensembles regarding their various beliefs, mind-sets, and views 
about motivation. The researcher collected data through observations, interviews, and 
surveys and discovered emergent themes through qualitative techniques and descriptive 
statistics while focusing predominantly on the students' perceptions. Saunders (2005) 
indicated that the choral directors provided insight concerning their specific university 
settings and their own beliefs, values, and pedagogy. 
The students and conductors agreed on their motivations to begin choral 
participation initially. The three most cited included possessing a love for choral music, 
parent or sibling influence, and a history of musical involvement. The researcher also 
provided evidence regarding students' reasons for participating in choir on the university 
level when the students rated the following statements between 4.0 and 5.0 on a Likert 
scale (Agree to Strongly Agree): "To develop my musical talent;" "To enrich my musical 
knowledge;" "To experience the musical art;" "To try, succeed and get better;" "To sing 
many different kinds of music;" "To learn to appreciate all kinds of music;" "My 
conductor generates high energy;" "My conductor displays good group-management 
skills;" To be part of something good;" "To please people with our singing;" "To express 
a composer's words and thoughts contained in his music;" "My conductor cares about 
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me" (Saunders, 2005, p. 151). 
Other significant fmdings reveal that both singers and conductors participated in 
university chorus because they believed it encouraged "musical growth and 
development," a form of self-actualization (p. 158). From self-actualization, the 
researcher argued that participants experienced "feelings of accomplishment, success, 
and pride" (p. 158). Obviously, music majors participated in chorus because it was 
required for their degree but some other students were motivated to participate due to 
religious or spiritual reasons. Some students expressed that singing in chorus was 
something that was necessary to their existence. Saunders (2005) explained that 
motivations such as those indicated that the students sought to resolve their need of 
belonging to a group or community. They found the experience pleasurable because they 
had an affmity for music and enjoyed sharing with others musically. The researcher also 
reported that students and conductors combined ideas of communication and expression 
of musical feelings to an audience with desires to succeed, improve, and become a more 
effective choir. Saunders (2005) advised conductors to be aware that many students 
chose to sing in chorus in order to do something out of their ordinary routine and class 
loads. These students reported that singing in chorus served as social function and as 
relaxation and escape from regular pressures. 
Saunders (2005) argued that students found intrinsic motivation to participate in 
choir because of their professed "love for music" and because they believed that they 
exhibited a developing talent or skill for music (p. 162). The researcher pointed out that 
the singers believed they were improving and with competent conductors and teachers, 
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they actually did improve technically and artistically, in a self-fulfilling fashion. 
In the Saunders' (2005) study, the students were already present and motivated to 
sing in chorus; however, it was up to the director to present inspiring and challenging 
repertoire and goals in order to retain students in the ensemble. The students had to feel a 
part of the group and had to believe that their efforts were worth the time and expense 
that was involved with membership in the university ensemble. Saunders' (2005) 
demonstrates that Inspirational Motivation is clearly called for in situations where student 
inclusion is not compulsory. 
Musical and conditional goals. Inspirational Motivators concentrate on goals-
the formation of goals, clearly communicating those goals to followers, explaining how 
goal attainment will benefit the followers-and arousing team spirit to work collectively 
for goal accomplishment. In choral programs, not all goals have to be of high artistic 
value or musically grandiose but may reside in the more mundane level of skill 
attainment and classroom management. 
Rhoads (1990) investigated the thinking of five expert high school choral 
directors regarding the various decisions they made during their rehearsals. A jury of 
college and high school choral directors nominated the five directors to study. The 
researcher videotaped each director during three rehearsals. While the researcher and 
director watched the tapes, the director explained the thinking and rationales regarding 
the decisions made. Rhoads (1990) found that director decisions existed in one oftwo 
categories: either rehearsal conditions or musical goals. Musical goals included issues of 
singing, expression, and music reading while rehearsal conditions centered on the choir 
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members' "focus, morale, and demeanor" (p. iv). The researcher established that the five 
directors all showed considerably more interest in the attainment of musical goals during 
the rehearsals rather than the issues of rehearsal conditions. The directors focused their 
teaching predominantly on vocal tone and artistic expression but made necessary 
decisions "to maintain optimum student participation so that musical goals could be 
achieved" (Rhoads, 1990, p. 98). These decisions included pacing, standing versus 
sitting, and changing formations, among other techniques. Rhoads (1990) indicated that 
the directors recognized "the maintenance of student focus, morale, and demeanor as a 
necessary condition for effective rehearsal but not an end in itself'' (p. 99). Based on the 
study, Rhoads explained that decision-making in a choral rehearsal tended to be reactive, 
based on what the directors saw and heard from the singers; moreover, the researcher also 
argued that the directors' knowing and being involved in their students' lives moderated 
those reactions. 
In Rhoads ' (1990) study, five highly successful high school choral directors 
motivated and instructed their students based on what they experienced in the moment. 
The directors focused on reaching their musical goals but if student focus or effort 
seemed to wane, the directors reacted by focusing on the conditional goals. 
Understanding that the musical goals depended upon the attainment of the conditional 
goals first, the teachers kept the singers focused to the point of offering effort beyond 
normal bounds. 
High expectations. For many performance ensembles, there is usually a sense 
that the group must be improving and becoming more successful. If performance quality 
or repertoire becomes mundane and uninteresting, students lose interest. For 
Inspirational Motivators, challenge and high expectations are the primary tools used to 
motivate students to continue to achieve at a high rate of success. 
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Gleason (1992) provided evidence that characterizations of conductor actions 
positively influenced students' attitudes and values concerning their choruses. The 
researcher collected data through a survey instrument and researcher observation of five 
high school choruses in a large southwestern city. Each chorus had demonstrated 
performance success in competitions and performance evaluations. Gleason (1992) 
examined students' attitudes about their teachers' classroom behaviors in addition to the 
relationship between attitude and performance. The researcher found that the conductors 
in the study placed more emphasis on and valued their conducting and rehearsal 
procedures while students stressed the "personality and personal qualities" of the teachers 
(p. 101). Students rated the following statements as being among the most important 
qualities for their teachers: "being patient and even-tempered; being trust-worthy; 
making choir members feel good about themselves; making choir members feel good 
about the music; showing concern for choir members as individuals; being approachable 
and easy to talk to" (Gleason, 1992, p. 90). Teacher responses dealt more with musical 
matters and classroom management: "controlling discipline in rehearsal; achieving 
expressive responses from choir; setting goals, being friendly; getting results quickly; 
choosing music that is expressive" (Gleason, 1992, p. 90). 
The researcher reported several interesting findings. Generally, for the students in 
Gleason's study, the longer students sang under a conductor, the more their attitude 
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scores lowered and found the experience to be somewhat negative. Gleason discovered 
in the reviewed literature that student attitudes declined the longer students attended 
school. Conversely, for students who reported high attitude scores, the scores tended to 
rise or hold steady the longer they sang with their conductor. These findings prompted 
Gleason (1992) to state that, "Singers have a discriminating nature and increasingly 
appreciate positive experiences, while becoming discouraged by less positive 
experiences" (p. 79). To combat the discouragement, the researcher recommended that 
directors continually provide challenging experiences and to focus on the more personal 
qualities of the students. Gleason (1992) also found a moderate relationship between the 
choruses' attitude and performance scores. Because each of the five choruses 
participating in the study had demonstrated performance success but still contained 
students with low attitude scores, the researcher argued that teachers might lead students 
who demonstrate low attitudes to high levels of performance quality; however, ifthe low 
attitudes persist, then the students may choose to no longer participate in chorus (p. 99). 
As one would expect, Gleason also discovered that the students who exhibited good 
attitudes performed in a stronger fashion towards the choruses' performance goals. 
Lastly, the more the conductors demonstrated characteristics the students indicated they 
found favorable, student attitude scores rose. Teachers exhibited less student-favored 
characteristics in the choruses with lower attitude scores resulting in Gleason (1992) 
stating, "Conductor behavior does relate to student attitude and if students do not 
experience behaviors they feel are important, their attitudes decline" (p. 1 00), which 
could ultimately end with students dropping out of chorus. 
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Choral directors who provide challenging and engaging positive experiences for 
and with their students usually have multiple years to influence those students, for they 
remain in the choral programs longer. Inspirational Motivators understand that students 
work harder for teachers who are personable and friendly but still hold high expectations 
for students. 
Communicating high standards. Mudrick (1997) studied four Pennsylvanian 
high school choral programs that performed for the state ' s music educator conference 
within a five-year period. The researcher focused on discovering aspects of student 
motivation using qualitative methods of observation and interviews and found some 
characteristics that connect with Transformational Leadership qualities. Mudrick (1997) 
reported that in these choral programs, students in the most advanced groups tended to be 
self-motivated and demonstrated positive attitudes and dedication towards the programs. 
They acknowledged their accomplishments as fun and felt related as they took pride in 
accomplishing their choral goals. Some students experienced consternation when they 
believed others demonstrated apathy or a less-caring demeanor concerning their 
collective work. Frustration appeared when students perceived their directors to be 
"stubborn, unfair, and manipulative" (Mudrick, 1997, p. 148). The directors' varied 
repertoire selections greatly motivated their students. This included not only 
multicultural songs but also music the students perceived to be challenging, of high 
quality, and artistic. The choral programs' recognized traditions and familial aspects 
contributed to student motivation as did the various honors and accomplishments the 
programs' individuals earned. The researcher noted that the choral directors ' well-
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defined and explicit musical goals served to motivate the choral students. Mudrick 
( 1997) stated plainly, "Successful choral directors motivate their students with dedicated, 
energetic, and charismatic leadership" (p. 151). The directors in Mudrick's study 
established very high goals for their students and worked tirelessly to help the students 
attain those goals. Mudrick (1997) wrote about the directors, "They work with earnest 
rigor and persistence with all students to go beyond ordinary expectations for average 
high school groups; yet even higher expectations are evident for the elite ensemble in 
each program" (p. 153). Mudrick (1997) reported that the students found teachers most 
motivating when the teachers demonstrated a "genuine sense of concern for them" and 
when the students experienced "their director's sense of humor" (p. 157). Finally, the 
teachers motivated students when they provided "honest, appropriate assessment" and 
established and made plain their "rules and values" (p. 157). 
The teachers' leadership behaviors in the Mudrick study align with the behaviors 
that Inspirational Motivators demonstrate. Of most importance, communicating clear 
goals and holding the highest expectations motivated the singers to achieve above other 
high school choral programs. Even though not all the students felt completely satisfied 
about their choral experience in the Mudrick study, the author did not articulate that the 
unhappy students left the program. Instead, the author argued that the teachers' 
behaviors, goal setting, and high expectations helped to create advanced, self-motivated 
choral singers. 
Room for dissatisfaction. The previous reviewed music education studies 
indicate that very little dissatisfaction or negativity occurs in students when leader 
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behaviors equate with the transformational component of Inspirational Motivation. In 
reality though, students in successful programs may still harbor negative attributions and 
dissatisfaction with the director. 
Morgan (1992) argued, "That music educators have tremendous power to affect 
students' musical values, self-perceptions, and perceptions of other students" (p. iv). 
Morgan (1992) examined how the choral director behaviors (including rehearsal values, 
procedures, techniques, classroom management) influenced the perceptions and values of 
the students singing in chorus. The researcher selected the particular high school chorus 
because of its successes of achieving superior level performance evaluation ratings and 
realized that high performance expectation was the top prioritized goal for the director 
and the students. In this particular choral situation, the performances may have been 
exceptional but not all participants expressed satisfaction in their participation. 
The director focused on building choral tone through vowel formation and 
unification, the learning of pitches and rhythms of the selected challenging repertoire, and 
the musical interpretation of the repertoire in performance. The researcher reported that 
the teacher used both positive and negative reinforcement as motivation to improve 
student performance and classroom behavior. Students viewed the learning of their songs 
as a working process. For example, the students believed that if they worked hard 
enough, then their performance, both in class and in concert, would extend beyond what 
other high school choruses could do. All of the student participants expressed 
commitment to the organizational goals, admiration for the director, and investment in 
the chorus. Morgan (1992) stated that all the students interviewed believed that their 
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chorus' performance capabilities extended beyond the norm and required "intensive work 
from all participants" (p. iii) which sometimes proved to be a source of conflict between 
the teacher and students and among the students themselves. Morgan (1992) reported 
that of the 50 students interviewed, only three said that they were completely happy with 
their organization and choral experience. In this chorus, the researcher informed that the 
preponderance (75.6 %) ofthe dissatisfaction centered on student conflicts and focused 
on some students not caring enough to achieve the expected quality (p. 231 ). More than 
half of the students expressed dissatisfaction in the director's teaching style and 
behavioral expectations. These characterizations focused on negative reinforcement that 
resulted in a tense rehearsal environment and the high expectations of self-discipline 
required in achieving the group's goals. Interestingly, Morgan (1992) included 
statements from students that revealed ambiguous feelings about their situation such as, 
"I would change the tense atmosphere. I wish it would be more relaxed and more easy 
going. But I think it's necessary, because if it was more relaxed, it'd get out of hand" (p. 
239). Other reports of conflict and dissatisfaction involved the pressures of continuously 
working hard and the structure of the choral program itself, which reflected negatively on 
instructor. 
Leaders who employ Inspirational Motivation behaviors fmd ways to enhance the 
team spirit or esprit de corps in groups or ensembles. In Morgan's study, the teacher 
exerted more pressure on the choir when things did not go well, rather than encourage 
and inspire the students as a group to achieve a higher performance level. Rather than 
helping the students envision and expect great success, the teacher allowed dissension 
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and judgmental attitudes to develop among the students. These types of attitudes resulted 
in negative student opinions of each other and resentment towards the instructor. Bass 
and Riggio (2006) indicated that through Transformational Leadership techniques, 
satisfaction and trust builds between the followers and their leader. 
Planning for success.Not all leadership is action based. Decisions about 
organizational structure and classroom procedures help to establish and increase 
commitment to goals for followers, or students. Directors add meaning and challenge to 
the choral rehearsal beyond simply preparing repertoire for performances. There is 
literature where researchers investigate various leadership decisions about rehearsal 
procedures. Cox (1987) investigated the rehearsal structures used by successful, high 
school choral directors in Ohio and how those rehearsal structures influenced students' 
attitudes about their choruses. Important to the current study, Cox (1989) also examined, 
"the perceived teaching style of directors who used differing rehearsal structures" (p. 30). 
The term "rehearsal structure" in this stuqy included the pace of the instruction, the 
organization of faster and slower activities, and the alternation of rehearsing familiar 
versus unfamiliar music. In the first rehearsal plan, the directors rehearsed faster-paced, 
more familiar music at the beginning and ending portions of the rehearsals, reserving the 
middle portion for more detailed work and intricate, unfamiliar portions of the songs. 
Similarly, the second rehearsal plan retained the same types of activities at the beginning, 
middle, and ending of the rehearsals, however, "approximately two-thirds ofthe way into 
a rehearsal, a "climax" of the highest level of intensity occurs" (Cox, 1987, p. 90). For 
the third and final plan, directors spent smaller amounts of time on more frequently 
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changing activities, alternating familiar with unfamiliar music and challenging with less-
challenging music. 
Results of the study showed that more than half of the directors surveyed used the 
first rehearsal type but no one negatively characterized the other structures. Results also 
showed that the type of rehearsal plans investigated did not significantly influence 
students' attitudes towards those types of rehearsals; however, for directors using the first 
and third types, students reported significantly more favorable responses about their 
overall attitude towards chorus. Students of Plan 1 found their directors more 
enthusiastic and stimulating while directors using the second plan, more patient. 
Regardless of the rehearsal structure, Cox indicated that the respondents perceived the 
directors as possessing similar teaching styles. Cox (1987) indicated that the respondents 
described the directors as: 
(a) more bubbly than quiet, (b) more outspoken than reserved, (c) more aggressive 
than passive, (d) more outgoing than withdrawn, (e) more assertive than soft-
spoken, (f) more organized than disorganized, (g) more patient than impatient, (h) 
more stimulating than dull, (i) more demanding than easy to please, G) more 
enthusiastic towards music than apathetic towards music, and (k) more 
enthusiastic towards teaching than apathetic towards teaching. (p. 58-59) 
Cox (1987) stated that the strongest results indicated that director enthusiasm towards 
music and enthusiasm towards teaching, "truly made a positive impact on the lives of the 
people involved" (p. 75). 
Transformational leaders inspire students not only with their personas, but also by 
arranging the situations and environments in which they work. For choral directors, this 
includes the procedures they use to deliver instruction, teach corporate singing, and 
reading skills. Of maximum consideration, a choral director's expectations and goals 
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take a primal importance and priority in growing more committed students and singers. 
Bass and Riggio (2006) explained that the various Transformational Leadership 
components interacted and encouraged followers to reach unexpected levels of success. 
The component Bass and Riggio (2006) found to be most influential, however, involved 
the leaders' genuine care and concern for their followers-Individualized Consideration. 
Studies that Support Individualized Consideration 
Commitment. As noted previously in Part I of this chapter, leaders who employ 
Transformational Leadership components increase levels of commitment and trust in 
their followers (Bass & Riggio, 2006). Successful choral directors build commitment and 
trust by demonstrating real care and long-term concern for individuals in their programs. 
Sharlow (2006) investigated the concept of community in choral organizations by 
focusing on four components as identified in the literature: trust, commitment, 
communication, and relationship. Sharlow surveyed choral directors (N = 249) of the 
Southwestern division of the American Choral Directors Association to gather the 
directors' perceptions about their choral communities. The respondents conducted 
various types of choruses ranging from pre-school and educational institutions to 
professional and community level choruses. The experience level of the conductors 
included one to more than 20 years of experience with a wide range of educational level 
attainment. Several statements used in the survey gauged the conductors' views about 
garnering the singers' trust. Nearly all of the conductors agreed that, "Singers must feel a 
sense of belonging before trust can be established within a choral ensemble" (Sharlow, 
2006, p. 100). A large majority of the respondents indicated that personal care and 
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concern was called for by agreeing with the statement, "The individual needs of each 
singer (psychological, physical, and emotional) must be addressed and/or met in some 
way before a level of trust can be established" (p.1 02). The conductors reported that, 
"Some level of individuality (musically or personally) of singers is essential to create 
trust within a choral ensemble" (p. 1 02). Sharlow (2006) reported that respondents were 
nearly evenly divided about requiring choristers to sing alone in front of the group, "50%, 
n = 141 in favor and 47%, n = 133 opposed" (p. 100). Sharlow surmised that half of the 
directors believed requiring singers to sing alone in front of the group had a deleterious 
effect on the students' trust levels. By not requiring individual assessment, these 
directors viewed themselves as being supportive through non-critical leadership. 
Sharlow included open-ended questions to which the directors responded regarding 
matters of trust. Sharlow reported, "Words such as security, acceptance, vulnerability, 
honesty, fairness, and accountability were commonly found in conductors' responses 
regarding trust" (p. 111 ). 
Bass and Riggio (2006) purported that Transformational Leadership affects 
follower commitment more than any other follower characteristic and in Sharlow (2006), 
the survey items reveal normative motivational techniques the directors agreed helped 
provide increasing levels of commitment among their singers. Directors (95%) saw the 
need for a detailed attendance policy, which initiated a "disciplined and stable 
atmosphere [that] provided a framework for commitment and accountability" (p. 103). 
Due to choir members' time constraints, Sharlow mentioned that some church directors 
realized greater commitment gains from singers by asking for "consistent attendance" 
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rather than a requirement of attendance for a specific number of rehearsals (p. 1 03). The 
directors in this study showed that they appreciated and valued their singers' time. 
Sharlow' s respondents also maintained that the more their singers demonstrated strong 
commitment to the choir, the more successful the choir became. Recognitions of success 
increased pride and self-esteem, leading to a greater sense of belonging and commitment. 
Open-ended responses from the participants that characterized commitment included, 
"responsibility, respect, and passion" and "' standard of excellence,' ' creating 
beautiful/high quality of music,' ' quest for excellence,' ' success breeds commitment,' 
'pride and purpose in performance,' 'intrinsic rewards, ' ' faithful attendance,' and ' active 
leadership"' (p. 112). 
As is found in the transformational component of Individualized Consideration, 
the conductors in the Sharlow study recognized that their singers needed to feel 
acknowledged and cared for if the directors hoped that commitment and trust factors 
might be increased. The directors indicated that they established an environment where 
the singers' individual needs were taken into consideration in terms of time commitment 
and singing alone in front of the group, a practice some believe drives singers away. 
More than singing. Bass and Riggio (2006) pointed out that through 
Individualized Consideration, leaders act as mentors and encourage growth not only in 
skills but also in terms of overall potential. This becomes most likely in a supportive 
learning environment. Kerley (1995) reported leadership behaviors in a study of two 
successful elementary choral directors. The author investigated through multiple case 
study the teachers ' decision-making and planning approaches, leadership styles and 
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actions, and personal musicianship to determine why and how the directors achieved 
success with their choruses. Most important to the current study, Kerley (1995) detailed 
leadership behaviors witnessed through observations and interviews that both teachers 
shared. Besides demonstrating expert musicianship and artistic choral conducting, the 
exemplary directors showed genuine care and concern for their individual singers, 
cultivated respectful attitudes from singers to the director and with each other, and 
fostered relationships within the choruses that promoted child-initiated engagement with 
the director. The teachers also inspired self-worth in the children by including them in 
solving difficulties, and provided extra-challenge by insisting on the highest levels of 
performance from their singers. 
Caring enough to teach children to be respectful to the teacher and to each other, 
caring for the needs of the individual students, and encouraging ·children to engage with 
the teacher are examples of leadership behaviors that Bass and Riggio (2006) described 
as Individual Consideration. Effective music teachers improve musical skills in their 
singers but also enhance the human qualities that may be longer lasting and more 
important. 
When leaders develop a personal connection with followers and recognize them 
as unique human beings, followers become more personally invested with and committed 
to the leader. In another choral investigation, Allen (1988) equated teaching style with 
leadership style and employed Hersey and Blanchard's Leader Effectiveness and 
Adaptability Description Self-Test (LEAD-Self), a self-reported assessment tool 
concerned with Situational Leadership Theory. In this theory, the best mode of 
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leadership is dependent upon the given situation in conjunction with the needs of those 
being led. The LEAD-Self assumes four types of leadership styles: Style I includes high 
task/low relationship behaviors; Style 2 includes high task/high relationship behaviors; 
Style 3 includes high relationship/low task behaviors; and Style 4 includes low 
relationship/low task behaviors (Allen, 1988). Task behaviors included "the 
establishment of goals and carefully delineating the roles of the followers" and involved 
telling followers what and how to do (Allen, 1998, pp. 4-5). Relationship behaviors 
involve clear communication, support, and encouragement to followers. Allen (1988) 
determined that followers viewed these types of behaviors as leaders showing concern for 
them. 
Allen (1988) used the LEAD-Selfwith 122 successful high school and college 
choral directors to discover if a particular style of leadership existed among the directors. 
The author defmed success as directors whose choirs performed at national or regional 
ACDA conventions during 1984-1987. Allen (1988) found that the directors ' primary 
leadership styles included the high task and high relationship Style 2 (72%), the high task 
and low relationship Style 1 (9%), and the high relationship and low task Style 3 (6%). 
Several directors reported a combination of Style 1 and Style 2 (4%) and a combination 
of Style 2 and 3 (9%). No director reported the low relationship/low task style (Style 4). 
Allen (1988) reasoned that the preference for the Style 2 type ofleadership indicated that 
the directors valued individual and group dynamics in addition to high-level choral 
performance. 
Successful choral directors become aware of and address the individual needs of 
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their singers. Like the Style 2 directors in Allen (1988), conductors actively 
communicate and engage in the music making even when giving instruction. In addition, 
transformational leaders, like Style 2 leaders, actively participate in the attainment of 
goals but focus on developing relationships with the followers who have their own needs 
to fulfill. 
Teacher traits. For many teachers, genuinely showing concern and care for 
students is simply part of being a teacher. Teachers seek to impart knowledge, change 
poor academic tendencies into effective traits, and strive to motivate students to be their 
best in all endeavors. Many effective teachers come to know and become involved in 
their students' non-academic lives. These types ofbehaviors and traits connect 
significantly with Individual Consideration. They are so important that one study sought 
to discover whether teacher concern for and commitment to the students should be 
included on a teacher assessment instrument. 
The purpose of Lindley's 2003 study was to determine effective secondary choral 
teacher behaviors that could lead to the creation of a choral teacher assessment 
instrument; however, an examination of the author's Oklahoma Choral Educator 
Questionnaire revealed behaviors roughly associated with the Transformational 
Leadership approach. Secondary public school choral teachers (N = 180) from the 
Oklahoma Music Educators Association served as research participants. Lindley's 
(2003) numerous research questions guided the creation of a survey with one question 
most relevant to the present study. That question sought to discover the behaviors that 
secondary school music teachers in the state of Oklahoma believed most effective and 
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that should be included on an assessment tool. Other questions focused on comparisons 
about effective teaching between older and younger teachers, rural versus urban teachers, 
and larger versus smaller schools. Survey questions asked for agreements as to whether 
items ought to be included on an assessment instrument. 
Lindley's (2003) data analysis showed numerous significant behavioral 
commonalities among the participants in addition to three areas with significant 
differences. Lindley (2003) discovered that teachers believed success related directly to a 
teacher's personal delivery style, subject knowledge, accuracy of academic content, and 
classroom management. Statements on the questionnaire such as "The music teacher 
demonstrates concern for students' well-being" (Lindley, 2003, p. 126) and "The teacher 
maintains a supportive classroom environment" (p. 125) show a concern for the needs of 
the individual students when determining a basis for classroom management. The areas 
of difference involved the use of technology in the classroom, formal written lesson 
plans, and the use of adjudicated performance scores as teacher assessment. The teachers 
preferred inclusion of behaviors that related directly to interactions with students as 
opposed to behaviors that dealt with paperwork or incorporated adjudicated ratings. 
Lindley (2003) provided no information towards the creation of a potential rubric or the 
degree to which effective behaviors existed in reality. The researcher only included 
broad assessment items that teachers recommended and supported including, "The music 
teacher demonstrates enthusiasm for the subject area" and "The music teacher 
demonstrates levels of personal commitment and willingness to spend additional time 
during and outside of the school day" (Lindley, 2003, p. 123). The implications here are 
that these types of traits characterize effective choral teaching. Some teachers show 
genuine care and concern for the students they teach by establishing a classroom 
environment that is supportive and positive, which Bass and Riggio (2006) labeled 
Individual Consideration. 
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Building leadership skills. Another element of Individual Consideration centers 
on the leader encouraging the development of the followers' own leadership skills. A 
transformational teacher, who cares for the students, and not just their content knowledge 
or musical skill sets, seeks to affect positively students' future selves as can be found in 
Parker (2001). 
Parker (200 1) detailed accounts of a teacher affecting the motivation of music 
students. The topics that guided the study, which investigated student motivation in a 
seventh grade orchestra class, included repertoire selection, the use of competition 
between students, types of teacher feedback, the use of class time, and students feeling 
valued and respected. The selection of challenging yet attainable repertoire helped 
motivate students to achieve the teacher's seventh grade orchestra class. The teacher 
selected various styles of works and made certain that students made a connection with 
them beyond just learning to play them. The orchestra teacher avoided typical 
competitive auditions for chair placement in order to motivate students intrinsically to 
improve their skills on their own volition. By clearly establishing the requirements of 
frrst stand players, as well as other seats in the section, the students self-selected where 
they initially sat. The teacher stimulated each student to develop their own leadership 
based on their playing ability and moved students around in the section in order to 
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provide leadership opportunities to all students. Parker (200 1) referred to this non-
competitive approach as "focusing on the process" of learning music (p. 26). Students 
indicated that competitive seating auditions "would lower their self-esteem and make 
orchestra less enjoyable" (p. 27). The researcher indicated that the orchestra teacher 
provided positive feedback at all times, usually with some type of humor involved, even 
while correcting inappropriate behavior. The teacher referred to this approach as 
"Teaching myself out of a job" (p. 28). The overall concept for this teacher involved 
adjusting the students' internal desire to connect with the music and to play it well. 
Students also referred to their teacher ' s personal charisma and humor when they 
described their teacher's attempts to motivate them to play better. Parker (200 1) reported 
that the teacher used class time to teach not only musical concepts and repertoire, but also 
motivated students by bringing in guest artists to serve as role models. The researcher 
also witnessed a class period where the teacher attempted to teach life lessons by leading 
a discussion concerning teenagers' illegal drug use. Parker (2001) wrote, "Music is the 
subject he teaches, but it is more important for him to help the students to learn how to 
play a significant, positive role in the world around them" (p. 32). The orchestra 
teacher's most motivating characteristic, ·according to the researcher, involved making 
sure that every student, no matter the student's capabilities, felt "valued and respected" in 
the class (p. 32). The teacher achieved this through his positive nature and feedback, 
which established a warm, encouraging classroom atmosphere. 
The teacher examined in Parker (200 1) demonstrated classic leadership behaviors 
and characterizations to an astonishing degree, which Bass and Riggio (2006) detailed as 
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Individualized Consideration. The teacher acted as a mentor who sought to develop the 
students' own leadership skills and did so in a warm and supportive environment. The 
teacher made sure that students knew that the teacher valued them as people and that the 
teacher respected them. 
Summary 
In Part One of the review of literature, I provided the historical and developmental 
background that led to Bass's Transformational Leadership Theory. Because one of the 
most critical components of any high school classroom is the teacher and the leadership 
behaviors that teacher uses to motivate students, I chose Transformational Leadership as 
a lens through which to view a successful choral program and its director. Bass argued 
that when leaders, including educators, employed Transformational Leadership 
components of Idealized Attributions, Idealized Behaviors, Inspirational Motivation, 
Intellectual Stimulation, and Individualized Consideration, followers and students were 
motivated to perform beyond normal expectations (Bass & Riggio, 2006). In its simplest 
form, Transformational Leadership leads to success because leaders are genuinely 
concerned for and take actions to better the lives of their followers. Because of the 
singular role the choral director plays in the high school choral program, Bass's 
Transformational Leadership Theory applies critically to this study. 
The studies reviewed in Part Two indicate that successful music teachers lead and 
motivate their students by demonstrating many of the same characteristics that Bass and 
Riggio (2006) refer to as Transformational Leadership. To some degree, these highly 
successful directors demonstrated that the power of a music teacher's own persona 
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(Idealized Behaviors) draws students into the teacher's circle of influence. The director 
became a role model who demonstrated ethical and moral behavior. Students identified 
with their directors and ascribed to the teacher extraordinary skills and purpose (Idealized 
Attributes). The students rose to meet their teachers' clearly communicated and exacting 
standards and goals, which provided meaning to both the rehearsals and performances. 
The directors showed enthusiasm for music and teaching and modeled optimism that they 
could lead the students to goal attainment. The teachers illustrated recognition of the 
uniqueness of each student who possessed their own goals, needs, and motivations. The 
directors established a supportive and positive environment so that maximum learning 
could flourish and successful performances could result. Students believed that their 
teachers genuinely cared and respected them, which increased the students' level of 
commitment to the teacher and to the organization. Like the orchestra teacher in Parker 
(200 1 ), the musical repertoire existed as the curriculum for all of these directors but the 
farther-reaching goal involved teaching students to be more caring, committed, trusting, 
and capable of developing their own musical and leadership skills. Through the 
interactions of these transforming types of motivational characteristics, the directors led 
their students towards success. 
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CHAPTER THREE - Design and Methodology 
For this study, I investigated a high school choral program to understand how the 
director and students achieved success. I wanted to understand why this program 
achieved success and to explore how the leadership behaviors of the director contributed 
to the success. The following overarching research question guided this study: How was 
success defined, determined, and achieved in the Pine Grove High School Choral 
Program? Subsidiary research questions investigated in the study included: 
1. How did the director contribute to the success of this program? 
a. What was the director's philosophy that guided the choral program? 
2. How did the students and teacher value their participation in the choral program? 
a. How did the students learn the fundamentals of music to contribute 
towards success? 
3. What additional elements contributed to the success of the Pine Grove High 
School Choral Program? 
Research Design 
To answer the research questions I posed in this study, I selected a methodology 
based in qualitative inquiry because I wanted to explore the words and actions of the 
participants in a high school choral program. A qualitative framework allowed me to 
investigate the perspectives of the participants with regards to success in the Pine Grove 
choral program and the leadership of its director. Glesne (20 11) suggested that attitudes, 
processes, and perceptions are understood more clearly through qualitative studies. With 
qualitative inquiry, I could view the minute bits and pieces of the situation to gain a 
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deeper understanding of the choral program and its participants, unlike quantitative 
studies that "identify sets of variables and seek to determine their relationship" (Glesne, 
2011, p. 39). Further, I selected a qualitative framework for this study to best present a 
thorough description of the participants' perceptions and actions in this choral program as 
they related to success and the leadership capabilities of the director. 
To explore success and leadership in this study, I selected a case study design for 
the methodology. Yin (2003) advised that case study research design is most relevant 
when "how" and "why" questions are asked and when the researcher investigates current 
happenings in a real-life framework. The case study method assisted me with not only 
discovering the "how" and "why" type questions concerning success in the choral 
program, but also allowed me to investigate what the participants believed to be 
important dimensions of success with their collective actions and how the program 
interacted with their individual lives. 
In order to understand success in this choral program and the leadership of its 
director, though, I had to discover how the participants defined and valued their 
performance and participation, and their perspectives regarding success. Yin (2003) 
stated, "the case study method allows investigators to retain the holistic and meaningful 
characteristics of real-life events-such as individual life cycles, small group behavior, 
organizational and managerial processes, neighborhood change, school performance, 
international relations and the maturation of industries" (p. 4). Choral programs are 
comprised of individuals-students and the teacher in this study-who bring their own 
personalities, experiences, and meanings to bear on the group of which they are members. 
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I sought to investigate the "real life" events as I gathered the participants' explanations of 
their individual and collective beliefs. In addition, a case study design can be used when 
examining a single case. Stake (1995) recommended: 
A case study is expected to catch the complexity of a single case. We study a 
case when it itself is of very special interest. We look for detail of interaction 
with its contexts. Case study is the study of the particularity and complexity of a 
single case, coming to understand its activity within important circumstances (p. 
xi). 
In order to study the complexity of this successful choral program and to "study the 
multiple realities constructed by people and the implications of those constructions for 
their lives and interactions with others" (Patton, 2002, p. 96), I sought to discover how 
the director utilized leadership to contribute towards how success was created, 
implemented, and achieved in this one high school choral program. I used pseudonyms 
for all participants, locations, and schools named in this study in accordance with the 
Boston University Institutional Review Board. 
Site selection process. · 
For the purposes ofthis study, I established a set of criteria for selecting a high 
school program (LeCompte & Preissle, 1993). Criteria for selection in the study 
included: 
• A recent performance by the most advanced auditioned ensemble in the program 
at a state music conference where a superior choral performance was expected to 
be displayed; 
• Consistent yearly superior and excellent ratings at choral performance evaluations 
by choruses making up the program; and, 
• A chorus comprised of students who continued to take the class despite not 
auditioning into the most advanced ensemble. 
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My own knowledge and experience with the choral programs in the region 
allowed me to recruit and select an appropriate program to study with the use of 
convenience sampling. Because I annually attend the state music convention with a 
personal intention of hearing superb choral performances, in addition to being a long-
term Head Choral Adjudicator for my state music association's Large Group 
Performance Evaluations, I had first-hand experience of four choral directors of potential 
programs that met my selection criteria for this study. 
As I determined a program' s suitability as a site for this study, several other major 
considerations had to be deliberated. Of the four suitable programs, three were in my 
same school system: Stony River High School-Edward Smith, director; Joseph E. 
Johnston High School-Shirley McDuffie, director; and, Lyman Hall High School-Dr. 
Juanita Lopez, director. Choosing among them would mandate that the selected program 
and I be on the same school system calendar necessitating extensive time away from my 
own students in order to observe and interview the study participants. My off days would 
be the potential participants' off days requiring me to seek numerous professional and 
personal leave days from my school administration. During the academic year that this 
study occurred (2010-2011), my system experimented with a balanced calendar. The 
most significant components of the balanced calendar affecting my study entailed a one-
week break during mid-September and another week-long break in mid-February. 
During these weeks, same-system study participants would most likely be unavailable for 
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interviews. Another major consideration was possible influence and anxiety that I might 
bring to the director or student participants since I am an active and well-known choral 
director in my district. Anonymity could be negatively affected. 
Each of the programs in my district that I considered met the criteria I had 
previously established. Each program had performed at the state music conference 
within a three-year period, each program performed extensively at Large Group 
Performance Evaluations-usually receiving superior ratings, and each program appeared 
to have students continue in chorus even though they did not audition into the most 
advanced ensemble. Each program, in its own right, demonstrated success; however, 
each of these choral programs also embodied unique characteristics that made them 
unsuitable for my investigation. 
Stony River High School Chorus. Stony River High School advertised itself as a 
performing arts magnet but in reality, only vocalists, dancers, and actors populate the 
department, admitting no instrumentalists. The focus of this particular performing arts 
magnet is purely individualistic with numerous productions of Broadway-style shows and 
song-and-dance extravaganzas. Students are placed in choruses that are organized by 
age, grade in school and by sex (e.g. 9th/ lOth grade SATB; 11 thllih SATB, SSAA, 
TTBB). Singing in chorus is simply another curricular musical experience without 
teacher-led attempts to develop a sense of coming together as a group or program. 
Chorus does not have a unique identity; th~ magnet program itself is the group. I deemed 
Stony River unsuitable as a potential site for this study. 
Joseph E. Johnston High School Chorus. Joseph E. Johnston High School 
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chorus received strong consideration as a program to study. Organized more typically 
than the magnet program, three choruses occur each day. When I first became aware of 
the program, there were enough students involved in the choral program to warrant two 
teacher slots, one of which included the director, Shirley McDuffie. Shortly after I came 
to the system, however, Joseph E. Johnston High moved to a 4 x 4 block schedule and the 
number of chorus students dropped to the point that the system allocated only one chorus 
teacher. Mrs. McDuffie, known as an excellent vocalist and private voice instructor, 
produced a superb and successful concert at the state music conference within my 
prescribed time period for site selection. The unique characteristics that ultimately 
disqualified her program from study existed in dual fashion: the recent opening of a new 
high school that negatively impacted the number of students returning to her program; 
and the initiation of a magnet program at her own school, only this time, one that focused 
on math and science. I predicted unknown challenges regarding chorus activities and 
Mrs. McDuffie expected to have to restart and rebuild her program, which was not what I 
had planned to study. I deemed Joseph E. Johnston High School Chorus unsuitable for 
this study. 
Lyman Hall High School Chorus. The third program that I considered was 
Lyman Hall High School Chorus. The school itself holds the rank of the top academic 
school in my district and is the largest in terms of student population. The choral 
program consistently numbers more than 200 students placed into one of four chorus 
classes consisting of a ninth grade girls ' chorus, tenth grade girls' chorus, a large SA TB 
chorus made up of eleventh and twelfth grade girls and ninth through twelfth grade boys. 
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A smaller, auditioned SATB chorus is the fourth class and is available to all tenth though 
twelfth grade singers. Two large middle school choral programs routinely forward 
between 70 and 90 incoming ninth graders to the choral program. The school runs on a 
seven period day with one entire class period as lunch; students take six classes for credit. 
Dr. Lopez convinced the guidance counselors to schedule the two SATB choruses 
consecutively with both classes occurring during two lunch periods. As many students as 
possible in the large SATB chorus are assigned to lunch while the smaller chorus meets 
and vice versa. By having the two classes scheduled in this fashion, Dr. Lopez can teach 
the large SATB/small SATB choruses one day and on the next day, all of the boys meet 
together during the same period by adjusting when they go to lunch. In addition to the 
two classes, the director could create three more choirs (SSAA/TTBB/a mass SATB). 
During Dr. Lopez's tenure at Lyman Hall High, the Men's Ensemble, older girl's choir 
(SSAA), and the select chorus (twice) have all performed at the state music conference 
and they consistently earn the highest performance evaluation ratings. Many choral 
directors consider this the most successful choral program and director in the state and it 
certainly met all of my selection criteria except for one characteristic. Because I am a 
scholar who is trying to portray success and leadership in a high school choral program, I 
am required to report and analyze all findings, both positive and negative. Dr. Lopez is 
my spouse. Even though Dr. Lopez provided consent and offered the program as a 
potential site for my study if no other program met my requirements, I reasoned that the 
study's focus and methodology would have to be revamped to help insure that the 
participants and site remain anonymous. Further, I feared that I would be too biased 
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towards this program and may not effectively be able to explore the perspectives of the 
participants with regards to success and leadership. I acknowledged that much more 
unencumbered data would be obtained from someone else's students and decided to 
search elsewhere. 
Finally, in order to maintain my own choral program and its attendant activities, I 
needed the chorus classes at a potential study site to occur predominantly in the 
afternoons since the majority of my teaching assignments happened before lunch. I 
decided that securing a study site outside my school system but still in close proximity, 
became my top priority. The fourth choral program known to me as meeting the 
aforementioned criteria was the Pine Grove High School Chorus directed by Mr. Bob 
Young. 
Pine Grove High School Chorus. Bob Young and I had been acquainted for 
many years but had not spent significant time together as professional colleagues or as 
close friends, which may explain his look of astonishment as I approached and sat down 
next to him just before a session began at the state National Association for Music 
Education (NAfME) conference in January, 2010. It was here that I initially asked him if 
he would consider allowing me access to study his program. After hearing more of my 
proposal the next day at the ACDA luncheon associated with this conference, Bob 
consented to permit the study to occur beginning in the autumn of2010. 
I chose this particular teacher because of his long career, state and system 
leadership roles, and excellent reputation of success, particularly with his current 
program at Pine Grove. Bob Young, recognized throughout the state as among its most 
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successful directors, earned his reputation because of yearly superior ratings at 
performance evaluations with his choruses and a state music convention performance at 
his previous school and one within the first three years of Pine Grove's opening. Mr. 
Young held various leadership roles in the state and regional ACDA divisions, had 
worked tirelessly to improve the state MEA activities and procedures, and served as the 
lead choral teacher in his county. The lead choral teacher played a supporting role for the 
county level performing arts administrator by helping and advising young, struggling 
choral teachers, among numerous other duties. 
Observing and interviewing someone with whom I was acquainted posed several 
concerns for me as a researcher. Glesne (2011) warned that when the researcher is 
already familiar with a group or school, "your angles of vision are narrowed by 
preformed assumptions about what is going on" (p. 41). As mentioned earlier, I was 
obligated to account for all findings that related to success, both positive and negative, 
because my aim was to view the entire choral program or 'see the big picture,' not simply 
just the small parts of it. Potentially, issues of guilt or anxiety might develop if the 
teacher participant did not agree with the final analysis or become hurt by something a 
student or colleague said in an interview that I included in the report. Also, as a 
researcher, it was important that I not be viewed as a consultant who came in to help 'fix 
things' or one to validate what I saw or heard. In this study, even though I proposed to 
personally observe and interview the participants, I intended to not be a participant 
observer who might influence any potential outcome or someone's opinions. 
Before fmnly committing to the study, Mr. Young and I conversed at length and 
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acknowledged that these challenges existed. By acknowledging them, we could set them 
aside and proceed with the study. Mr. Young understood that my observations would be 
geared towards data collection, not as an expert choral judge or an attempt for me to 
comment on or judge his techniques or procedures. I acknowledged that I would set 
aside my own expectations and preferences so that as the researcher, I could not only 
view the small components of the chorus but also interpret how those parts fit together to 
form the whole. 
The Pine Grove High School Choral program met my study criteria since the most 
advanced ensemble (Chorale) had performed at the state music conference within the 
prescribed three-year period and because the entire program had achieved a reputation for 
earning the highest ratings in performance and sight-reading evaluations. Exceeding my 
criteria, Chorale was a demonstration chorus for the 2010 ACDA Southern Division 
Conference. The session centered on the use of solfeggio in the choral rehearsal. Even 
though the Pine Grove choral program was convenient for me to study because of its 
dissimilar school calendar and proximity, I ultimately selected the program because it 
met and exceeded my criteria. I wanted to immerse myself into the culture of this 
program to find out what was happening to produce successful results. 
Some of the students that made up the Pine Grove Chorus distinguished 
themselves not only within their program but statewide, regionally, and nationally as 
well. They auditioned and were selected for membership into All State Choruses, All 
State Reading Choruses, district Honor Choruses, plus Regional and National ACDA 
Honor Choruses. Interestingly, some of these students were not yet in the most advanced 
Pine Grove chorus. The program also produced students who majored in music 
performance and music education at some of the fmest music schools in the nation. 
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Site. I studied the Pine Grove High School choral program during the school year 
2010-2011. Pine Grove is a suburb of a large, metropolitan, southern city with a high 
socio-economic level. The high school enrolled approximately 2,250 students during the 
2010-2011 academic year. Bob Young, the choral director, started the program when the 
school first opened in 2004. During the year of this study, the choral program included 
65 students. The chorus room was located in the Fine Arts building, a stand-alone 
building, which also contained the orchestra room, the visual art complex, a computer 
lab, and the auditorium. Band was isolated in its own individual building. Upon entering 
the building, one must walk through a substantial carpeted hall that served as the 
auditorium' s lobby and reception area, which included entrances on both extremes of the 
hallway. Restrooms, available during performances and throughout the school day, 
separated the wide space between auditorium entrances. Turning into the entrance to the 
rehearsal areas, one immediately noticed two large but separate plate glass office 
windows. To the right was the orchestra director' s office and Mr. Young' s dimly lit 
office on the left. Continuing left several steps, the chorus room's wooden double doors 
were approached on the right. Upon entering, the room was brightly lit, non-carpeted, 
and appeared quite new. The room was a concrete rectangle approximately 40ft. x 30ft. 
(12.19 meters x 9.14 meters) with a tiled floor. Just inside the double doors, on the left 
were the backs and side of the seated carpeted choral risers facing east and to the right 
was the choral director' s office, a small, one-person sized office containing two 
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bookshelves, an iMac large-screen work station, two black file cabinets, a wood laminate 
teacher desk, and an office chair. On the wall that could be seen from the entry way was 
a photo of a waterfowl that the director took. Leaving the office and heading back to the 
rehearsal area, there were three plaques on the wall just outside the office. The first two 
plaques were atop one another. The uppermost was a Neff Company design that was 
always presented to the director of a chorus at the conclusion ofthat chorus' performance 
at the State Music Conference. The date listed was 2007. The lower plaque was 
presented to the Pine Grove Chorale recognizing its contribution to the ACDA Southern 
Division Conference in Memphis, Tennessee, 2010. Just beyond the two was the third 
plaque entitled "The Choral Singer Award," displaying previous honorees and the year 
the award was received. 
As in most chorus rooms that I have seen there were several bookshelves and 
choral folio cabinets in use. As usual, random music scores, monthly calendars, 
worksheets, and music books were in abundant display. The choruses rehearsed in the 
large room on four-step carpeted, curved choral seated risers. The seated risers faced the 
eastern wall on which hung two, side by side, eight feet (2.43 meters) wide Mark-N-Wipe 
boards with the one on the left displaying musical staff lines. Acoustical treatment panels 
hung obviously on all the walls in beige and light tan shades. Diffuser panels were 
plainly evident in the 22ft (6.07 meters) ceiling. There was a Yamaha 5 foot 3 inch 
grand piano pushed just to the right of the precariously piled Wenger conductor stand 
with shelf. The keyboard portion of the piano, situated so that the director could give 
pitches, was positioned parallel to the risers so that if anyone were to sit at it, their back 
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would be towards the conductor. The most unique and attention-grabbing feature of the 
entire room were the huge, six feet (1.82 meters) high, 12 feet (3.66 meters) long series of 
non-shaded windows that allowed for an unrestricted vista onto hills and low 
Appalachian-type mountains on the north wall. While beautiful, I found the bright glare 
quite distracting. The other significant feature in the room was a normal school-type 
'long-table ' covered with a maroon plastic tablecloth and exhibited a typical amount of 
cookie crumbs. This out-of-the-way location became my earliest observation point. 
Participants. I sought to study a program that had achieved success and to 
investigate how performance and participation was valued throughout the program. I 
also wanted to investigate the perspectives of choral students who did not perform in the 
most advanced performing ~nsemble but were working to attain that status. 
The primary participants of the study included the director and 57 of the 65 
students that made up the choral program: 
Table 1 Student Participants 
Name Grad.e Voice Part Chorus 
Addy 9 Soprano/ Alto Concert Choir 
Brad 9 Baritone Concert Choir 
Bergit 9 Soprano/ Alto Concert Choir 
Britney 9 Soprano Concert Choir 
Edith 9 Soprano/ Alto Concert Choir 
Kenya 9 Soprano/ Alto Concert Choir 
Laura 9 Soprano/ Alto Concert Choir 
Linda 9 Soprano/ Alto Concert Choir 
Phia 9 Soprano/ Alto Concert Choir 
Sivan 9 Soprano/ Alto Concert Choir 
Terrie 9 Soprano/ Alto Concert Choir 
Zahreya 9 Soprano/ Alto Concert Choir 
Ben 10 Bass Chorale 
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Carly 10 Alto Chorale 
Mark 10 Tenor Chorale 
Gabriel 10 Tenor Chorale 
Sarah 10 Alto Chorale 
Hannah 10 Soprano/ Alto Concert Choir 
Melody 10 Soprano/ Alto Concert Choir 
Nolan 10 Baritone Concert Choir 
Shirley 10 Soprano/ Alto Concert Choir 
Shabari 10 Soprano/ Alto Concert Choir 
Teesha 10 Soprano/ Alto Concert Choir 
Mandy 10 Soprano Select Women's Ensemble 
Becky 10 Soprano Select Women' s Ensemble 
Brenda 10 Soprano Select Women' s Ensemble 
Haliegh 10 Soprano/ Alto Select Women' s Ensemble 
Lilly 10 Soprano/ Alto Select Women' s Ensemble 
Noga 10 Alto Select Women' s Ensemble 
Sarah 10 Soprano/ Alto Select Women' s Ensemble 
Salma 10 Soprano/ Alto Select Women's Ensemble 
Stephanie 10 Alto Select Women's Ensemble 
Tara 10 Soprano Select Women's Ensemble 
Hannah 11 Soprano/ Alto Concert Choir 
Kenzie 11 Soprano/ Alto Concert Choir 
Marie 11 Soprano Chorale 
Greg 11 Tenor Chorale 
Hank 11 Bass Chorale 
John 11 Bass Chorale 
Madhula 11 Alto Chorale 
Olivia 11 Soprano Chorale 
Cammie 11 Soprano Chorale/Select Women' s Ensemble 
Amala 11 Soprano/ Alto Select Women' s Ensemble 
Natalia 11 Soprano Select Women' s Ensemble 
Nicci 11 Soprano Select Women's Ensemble 
Aaron 12 Bass Chorale 
Katie 12 Alto Chorale 
Beth 12 Soprano Chorale 
Jimmie 12 Soprano Chorale 
Jasmine 12 Alto Chorale 
Joe 12 Bass Chorale 
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Laura 12 Soprano Chorale 
Titia 12 Soprano Chorale 
Steve 12 Tenor Chorale 
Bill 12 Tenor Chorale 
Ernie 12 Baritone Concert Choir 
Larry 12 Baritone Concert Choir 
A secondary participant was the middle school choral director, Denise Young, 
whose students fed directly into Pine Grove High School and who was also the wife of 
the high school director. The remaining secondary participant was the high school's 
orchestra director, Jason Stepp, who had thorough organizational and curricular 
experience with the program and its participants. I originally planned to include the 
school principal, a former band director, and parents; however, Mr. Young suggested that 
no parent had influence in the program other than fund-raising and chaperoning duties. 
The period of study was the principal's first and only year at the high school and 
according to Mr. Young, had no impact and little involvement with the choral program. I 
met the principal who expressly commended my research and remarked that Mr. Young 
"was a good one to study" (Pr. File 1, p. 1). At the end of the school year, the principal 
asked for reassignment to a school that required fewer nighttime commitments due to a 
family-member's serious illness. The reassignment was granted. 
The program. At the time of this study, the choral program consisted of students 
in three choruses scheduled for class every day: 
Figure 2 The Chorus Structure 
PINE GROVE ffiGH SCHOOL CHORUS 
65 Student Participants 
2010-2011 
CHORALE 
Premiere Performing Ensemble 
Grades 10- 12 SATB 
25 students 
( 15 females; 10 males) 
~ t.__ _ _, 
Select Women's Ensemble 
Intermediate to advanced ensemble 
Grades 9 - 11 SSA/SSAA 
(19 females) 
Accidentals 
Boy's Quartet 
Ad hoc ensemble 
Chief Recruiting 
activity 
Concert Choir 
Entry-level ensemble 
Grades 9 - 12 SAB 
21 Students 
(19 females; 4 males) 
Chorale was the program's most advanced auditioned SATB ensemble and 
consisted of 25 tenth, eleventh, and twelfth grade experienced singers, fifteen females 
and ten males. Select Women's Ensemble, numbering nineteen singers, was the 
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intermediate/advanced level chorus including ninth, tenth and eleventh grade females 
performing SSA/SSAA choral music. Occasionally, senior girls numbered among its 
members if they did not audition into Chorale but during the period of this study, no 
seniors sang in the chorus. Twenty-one students (nineteen females, four males) 
participated in Concert Choir, the entry-level chorus, populated by ninth graders, first-
time inexperienced singers, and students who did not audition into one of the upper level 
choruses. This chorus performed SAB choral repertoire. Each chorus' membership was 
static throughout the year except in Concert Choir where one boy left the school during 
the winter break and one new male singer chose to take the class starting the second 
semester. 
Data Collection 
The process of qualitative research involves discovered data that leads to new 
questions and practices, data building from specifics to broad themes, and the researcher 
extracting meaning from the discovered data and themes (Creswell, 2008). In this study, 
I employed a case study research design utilizing ethnographic techniques that entailed 
gathering data through in-depth interviewing of the participants, direct observations, and 
document collection and analysis (Glesne, 2011). 
During the data collection stage I inspected the case from a standpoint of "not 
knowing what I do not know" so that data was revealed by the participants in their own 
words, actions, and settings (Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p. 269). A case study design 
incorporating ethnographic techniques allowed for a wide array of data collection, which 
was necessary since I intended to build an in-depth portrait of success in this choral 
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program. Data collection included formal interviews (individual and focus group), full 
and partial-day classroom observations, informal observations and conversations, pre-
performance rehearsals, three concerts, and the collection of choral program documents 
and artifacts. The case was viewed through a wide lens and over time with the purpose of 
providing a high-resolution "picture" of collected data. Data collection for the study 
occurred during the course of one academic school year. 
I began collecting data during the third week of September, 2010. During the fall 
semester I collected artifacts, conducted classroom observations, and engaged in informal 
conversations with the participants. In the spring semester I continued with observations 
and artifact and document collection and conducted all formal interviews. 
Interviews. Obtaining the perceptions and interpretations of the participants are 
two principal results of case study design and cases are usually not viewed the same by 
everyone involved. The interviews helped me to understand the multiple perspectives of 
the participants with regards to success and the leadership ofthe director, Bob Young 
(Stake, i 995). I collected data for this study via semi-structured interviews of the 
participants employing open-ended questions with all of the interviews. Core sets of 
questions designed to address the research questions were asked to all participants 
(Orcher, 2006) (see Appendices A, D, E, G, H). According to Creswell (2009), the open-
ended and semi-structured question protocol allows the participants to voice their own 
personal experiences, ideas, and perceptions. 
Additional interview questions (See Appendices B, F), referred to as probes, were 
asked as needed to explore unexpected answers or to seek a deeper understanding 
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(Creswell, 2008). I used a digital recording device, M-Audio Microtrack 24/96, to record 
the interviews and I transcribed them as soon as possible. Formal interviews (See 
Appendices A, B) with the director occurred on two occasions in 60 and 90 minute 
sessions, once in January at the 2011 state Music Educator Association Inservice 
Conference and lastly, in April just prior to the Spring Concert, in the director's home. A 
third set of interview questions (See Appendix C) was forwarded to the director who 
wrote his responses and returned them to me. Follow-up questions seeking clarification 
and deeper understanding were sent by email, which were also answered and returned by 
email. Conversations and 'interactions outside the formal interview protocol were notated 
in my research journal and revealed confirming and disconfirming data that provided a 
clearer picture of the meanings and rationales for the director's views and actions. 
Transcriptions of the audio recordings were returned to the director for verification. The 
verified transcript assisted in the formation of a complete database ofthe participant's 
composed words (Creswell, 1998). 
Of the 65 student participants in the Pine Grove Chorus, only eight did not 
consent to be interviewed. Fifty-one students interviewed in groups of two to five 
participants. I interviewed 10 students individually; seven ofthose participated in group-
sessions initially. I recruited six students based upon my classroom observations. I 
sought out one student due to her unique and dual role as both student and daughter of the 
instructor. The teacher himself suggested that I interview one young man because the 
student had decided to drop out of chorus next year. The young man was one of the 
members ofthe Accidentals, the very popular boy's quartet, and Mr. Young featured him 
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in the ACDA session where he exhibited superior pitch-memory skill. Besides being 
interested in gathering the perceptions of this very talented young man, I was impressed 
with the teacher' s desire for me to gain a clear picture of every aspect of his program. 
The student interviews I conducted, both individual and in focus groups, allowed the 
students to reveal their own unique perspectives and characterizations and led to an in-
depth portrait of the choral program. Initially, I placed a sign-up sheet on the 
announcement board detailing the various dates and times I planned to be at Pine Grove 
to observe rehearsals and interview students after school. Very few individual students 
signed up or volunteered to interview individually but many were much more agreeable if 
they could do so in small groups. The teacher gave permission for small groups of two to 
three students to leave the classroom in order to interview. Since this method occurred 
during the Performance Evaluation season, the process happened infrequently. 
Additionally, as a participation incentive, I announced that each person who participated 
in an interview, either individually or in a group, became eligible in a drawing for iTunes 
gift cards. Afterwards, many more students signed up for interviews. Later, I purchased 
seven packs of iTunes gift cards, each pack containing three cards at $10.00 for each 
card. At the end of the year chorus banquet, the drawing occurred and I gave the cards to 
the interview participants when their names were called. 
Interviews followed the same procedures as the director except for the time 
length. I digitally recorded the audio of each interview using the same recorder 
previously mentioned and transcribed the interview as soon as possible to a Microsoft 
Word document. I planned for student interviews to be 30 minutes or less but several of 
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the group interviews went much longer. One particular group consisting of three seniors, 
one junior and one sophomore appeared very eager to continue the interview beyond the 
allotted 45 minute lunch period time. I offered to buy pizza and have it delivered to the 
school that afternoon if the students could arrange to stay after the school day ended. All 
five students rearranged their schedules and we continued the interview that afternoon 
both before and after the pizza delivery. 
Because everyone has a voice in qualitative research, all Pine Grove choral 
students had ample and numerous opportunities to provide interview data. Additionally, I 
purposefully recruited and selected several students based upon the director's 
recommendation and my own class observations in order to address a wide array of 
perceptions. I interviewed students from all three choral ensembles and included choir 
officers, section leaders, cheerleaders, athletes and dram~ club participants. Students 
who had excelled vocally by having achieved All State Chorus, ACDA Honor Chorus, 
Governors Honors Program or District Honor Chorus offered unique perspectives since 
students of similar capabilities from other schools provided these Pine Grove students 
variants to which they might compare their own program. Secondarily, the 
aforementioned middle school feeder director and the orchestra director at the high 
school provided confirming and disconfirming interview data and information (Creswell, 
2008). 
Observations. Information about the participants engaged in the music making 
process in the choral rehearsals was gathered via observations. The qualitative researcher 
"keeps a good record of events to provide a relatively incontestable description for 
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further analysis and ultimate reporting" (Stake, 1995, p. 62). The classroom observations 
during the fall semester served to acquaint me with the routine, environment, and 
personality of the Pine Grove chorus members and their rehearsals and helped me begin 
to learn what it was that I did not know. The performance that I observed aided in the 
refinement of anticipated interview questions and provided a framework to consider new 
questions. Observations during the spring semester allowed me to refine my observation 
techniques and spur even more in-depth, probing questions. Throughout, I followed an 
observation protocol in which I took descriptive and reflective field-notes as a 
nonparticipant observer. My prior training as a Teacher Support Specialist helped me 
script what I saw and heard occurring in the rehearsals. Scripting is a form of note taking 
that I learned in the 1990's that focused on the essential elements of a teacher's action or 
words so that the Specialist may help the teacher view that action or those words through 
their students' eyes and ears. My experience as a choral teacher and adjudicator 
permitted me opportunities to reflect on what was different from my own teaching. To 
aide in that reflection, I digitally video-recorded all but two classroom observations using 
a high-definition Flip Video camera. I situated myself in an out-of-the-way location but 
able to view and hear both the teacher and the students. I summarized and typed my field 
notes, which assisted with the formation of the database composed of transcripts and field 
notes (Creswell, 2008). For this type of study, Lichtman (2006) advised identification of 
specific aspects of human interaction to observe rather than a general culture. With the 
research questions in mind, interactions between the director and the choral students, in 
the varying choirs, were my primary focus in order to confirm or disconfirm what I was 
~· 
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learning in the various interviews. 
Artifacts and documents. Artifacts and documents provided a valuable source of 
text data in the present study for they were in the participant's own words or served as a 
display of the teacher's program priorities and underpinnings (Creswell, 2008). Public 
and private documents were sought from the director consisting of concert programs, 
choral handbooks, grading and procedural documents (I did not review actual student 
grades), worksheets and tests, photographs, websites, letters and commendations, large 
group performance evaluations, and conference performance applications. I examined 
the documents for accuracy, completeness, and usefulness in addressing the research 
questions. Information consisted of researcher notes and digital scans of original 
documents that aided in the creation of a qualitative text database. The examination of 
the physical space in which the participants' worked, rehearsed, and performed was 
important to me. For example, pictures, plaques, awards, and certificates were examined 
in the choral office, hallways, and chorus room that helped "paint" a clearer picture of the 
how the director and students perceived and described the main focus of their ensembles. 
Data Analysis 
Yin (2003) indicated that for case study research, "much depends on an 
investigator's own style of rigorous thinking, along with the sufficient presentation of 
evidence and careful consideration of alternative interpretations" (p. 11 0). Furthermore, 
Yin (2003) asserted that the best preparation for conducting case study analysis was to 
have a broad systematic approach. The analytic strategy used in this study involved 
coding the data to aid with developing a descriptive framework. 
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Because a qualitative researcher should be immersed in the entirety of the data by 
reading through it numerous times and writing memos in the margins as ideas and 
hunches occur (Creswell, 2008), I performed all of the coding of transcribed data by hand 
in order to become intimately involved with it in its written format. After the 
transcription process, I pasted the transcribed interviews and observations into the second 
column of one, multi-columned Microsoft Word table. The first left-hand column 
eventually contained codes. The column to the adjacent right of the transcriptions housed 
my field notes and reflections. The combined transcripts totaled 355 pages and more 
than 162,000 words. 
Barrett (2007) described data analysis as being both deductive (arranging data 
into existing categories) and inductive (determining new categories from the gathered 
data). To begin and organize the coding process, I applied general area structural codes 
that I derived from the research questions to each data stream (Saldafia, 2009). Initial 
structural codes I created before actual coding began included ':IA" for Idealized 
Attribution, "IC" for Individualized Consideration, "DPh" for Director Philosophy, "VP" 
for Values Performance, "MB" for Musical Benefit, and "NMB" indicating Non Musical 
Benefit. After this first cycle, I added "PC" for Program Component and "OP" for Other 
Perspectives and spilt Musical Benefit to reflect the teacher's curriculum and the 
students' point of views concerning potential musical benefits. 
On each successive coding cycle, I sub-coded each sentence and sometimes, short 
phrases in order to reflect the meaning and complexity of the participant's words. 
Descriptive codes emerged from the data such as "TLE:C" which meant 
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Transformational Leadership Effect: Commitment, "VP:SPSP," which denoted Value 
Performance: Student Showcasing Preparation for Parents, and "MB: SLS" for Musical 
Benefit: Student, Teaches Life Skills. 
Data existed beyond the realm of the research questions and my original structural 
categories; therefore, I created the Other Perspectives category and separately coded the 
teacher responses from the student responses. Many of these codes emerged specifically 
from challenges or negatives about the program participants described. Codes for this 
data followed earlier methods (e.g., OP:SFB for Other Perspectives: Student, Few Boys). 
I removed or adjusted redundant and overlapping codes. 
Grouping and comparing the codes with the data, over-arching themes emerged 
from the data. Although not all participants valued and experienced leadership behaviors 
and situations similarly, codes resulting in themes such as Valuing the Classroom 
Atmosphere, Chorus as a Diversion from Academics, and Reading Music quickly became 
apparent. Others required close inspection and my immersion into the data (High 
Expectations versus Numbers of Students). The themes were eventually merged together 
to form a narrative of the information gained from the participants and addressed the 
findings in relation to the research questions. In Chapter Four I will present the themes 
that emerged from the data that relate to my first two research questions. Chapter Five 
entails the themes that relate to my third research question. 
Certain topics of discussion during interviews with both the students and the 
teacher yielded interesting information but did not develop into emergent themes or in the 
way I thought they might. The assumption for many teachers is that given the chance, 
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students readily provide negative information about a teacher's personal expectations, 
behaviors, procedures, or classroom practices. I too, expected that there would be 
enough negative data that might evolve into a negative descriptive theme. In actuality, 
though, the students revealed very little negativity towards their teacher. In another 
instance, I asked each student to describe how he/she valued or what he/she found 
important about his/her concert performances. Expecting data to reveal artistic and 
aesthetical motivations as major motivators and an emergent theme, I found something 
vastly different. 
The fmal step was to make an interpretation or meaning of the data. Following 
the advice of Lincoln and Guba (1985), I asked myself, "What were the lessons learned" 
and "What do I know now that I did not know before?" (p. 209). For example, based 
upon my own experience, students want to move away from using their music reading 
system, whether it is solfege, numbers, etc., as soon as possible. The majority of the 
students in this program found security and familiarity singing the solfege to the point 
that memorization of the texts became something that they had to work on to achieve. 
Memorization of texts, in my experience, happens organically but less so in this 
particular program. In addition, contrary to my expectations, many of the girls in the 
program had no issues with swapping or changing voice parts in various songs. Female 
students with whom I have worked identify with and feel security in singing the same 
voice part on their repertoire. Many ofMr. Young's girls became very independent 
singers and music readers because he made the practice of switching voice parts 
acceptable. Further synthesis of this and other evidence produced analytic conclusions 
that addressed the original research questions and findings. 
Trustworthiness and Reliability 
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To provide a context for the biases I bring to this study, I needed to examine my 
own interest in choral teaching and how I approached the term "success." This aided me 
with being aware ofthe biases I brought to this study. In addition to keeping track of my 
biases, I utilized several techniques to establish trustworthiness and reliability in this 
study. These techniques included member checks, peer review, and an external audit. 
With 34 years of teaching choral music in two junior high schools and three vastly 
different high schools, I judged my work as a choral music educator successful and felt 
thankful for the innumerable opportunities to make music with my students. It appeared 
to me that other people, including my musical and educational colleagues, administrators, 
and chorus parents, considered me and my choral programs to be successful 
organizations. My choruses receive the highest ratings at performance evaluations, are 
asked to perform at numerous community functions and gatherings, and I serve my state 
as a head performance evaluation adjudicator. My choruses and I have been selected and 
performed at four Georgia Music Educators Association (MEA) conferences at three of 
the five schools at which I taught and an American Choral Directors Association 
(ACDA) regional conference performance. Based on my work with high school aged 
boys, I was invited to conduct Georgia' s All State Men's Chorus, which played a huge 
role in the way I viewed myself as a teacher and conductor. Besides All State, I am 
routinely asked to conduct honor chorus clinics and workshops and to serve as an 
adjudicator for local and bordering states' performance evaluations. Nearly every year, 
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my choruses receive invitations to perform with touring college or university choirs and 
we presented a series of concerts with the area's nationally known Symphony Orchestra 
for four years. Individually, my students have distinguished themselves by auditioning 
and gaining acceptance into all state chorus, national honor ensembles, and collegiate 
music schools. ·A number of former students have gone on to become choral directors 
and music teachers themselves. So, in terms of choral performances and choral teaching, 
these accomplishments support a description of me as a successful choral music educator. 
Additionally, I have served as a supervising instructor of student-teachers on seven 
occasions and helped guide their early teaching efforts. 
Upon moments of reflection though, I have wondered ifl have truly been as 
successful as it might appear. Questions I seem to ask myself have rarely yielded 
definitive answers. For example, have I provided the best music education possible for 
my students? Do I address their technical vocal skills enough or too much? Do all of my 
singers leave my classroom each day with something they did not know or could not do 
when they entered? Have they experienced the text of their repertoire in a way that will 
allow them to communicate a true understanding of the work? Do they understand why 
and how the Baroque style sounds differently than the Romantic? Have I played enough 
recordings of great choirs for them so that they understand what is possible? Do they feel 
camaraderie or esprit de corps with each other and with me because of this shared 
musical undertaking and our journey together? Have we sung enough music from other 
cultures this year? With all of these questions, I found myself wondering what I might 
have missed and what I might have done differently. 
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Reflecting on periods of time after a couple of the convention performances, I 
remembered that the students seemed to say "we're done." Their excitement and drive 
for performance excellence and beauty became much less apparent in rehearsals. Rather 
than being spurred on for the next choral challenge of preparing repertoire for an 
upcoming concert, whether it be a major work or just the Spring Concert pop music, the 
thrill was gone and my motivational techniques had little effect. The students had been 
energized and enthused during rehearsals while we prepared for the convention 
performances. For us, or at least for me, those performances became monumental 
moments into which the kids and I poured our collective efforts and souls. My students 
seeing and hearing the reactions of and appreciation displayed by our audiences, my 
choral colleagues-who may be the toughest of critics-made our work, both the journey 
and the destination, worthwhile and potentially life-changing, at least for me. At that 
point, the choruses were at their most well-trained and musical selves. Singing with 
consistent and lovely tone throughout the voice parts, impeccable intonation, energized 
and precise rhythmic integrity, diction needing little of my usual modeling and oh, the 
music we had made! The choir should be ready to really take off ... but their desire had 
dwindled. Of course, they continued to rehearse and perform for the rest of the year but 
it was clear that a letdown occurred and that they were missing the internal drive they had 
previously displayed. 
I sought out other directors who both corroborated and contradicted my 
experiences, some chalking it up to the whims and aspirations of high school teenagers. 
From the directors who said that things had progressed differently in their situations, I 
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needed to know what they did alternatively from what I did. I asked myself, how and 
why were they successful? What were the priorities that kept their kids going? If an 
ensemble is a reflection of its leader, then why had the value we, my students and I, 
placed on the convention performance not transferred to the next concert, especially 
when all of our performances are important? How did my singers really value what we 
had accomplished? I believed my life had been enhanced because of these performances 
but it appeared the students valued them differently. They indicated to me that the 
experience was a meaningful, mountaintop experience but afterwards, they had nothing 
left to give. 
I observed students in the next closest feeder choruses, who had cheered on, 
supported, and were proud to be part a program that produced such a respected chorus, 
put vast amounts of effort towards becoming singers that might audition or be placed into 
that group the next year. For the most part, these younger singers seemed to work harder 
on music-reading, tone, voice-building and expressivity, especially on the pieces that they 
would be singing on the concerts in combination with the 'convention choir.' It appeared 
as if the idea of a convention performance actually motivated those students for a longer 
period of time than the singers who had in fact performed at the convention. Or was it 
just that somebody in the program got to take a trip that they did not? I wondered what it 
was that they really valued about chorus and why they had pledged a significant part of 
their school elective time to commit to my choral program especially since there was no 
guarantee that they would ever audition into the top chorus. 
As I reflected more on the issue, I realized that infrequently, the same lack of 
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interest became apparent after the local performance evaluation season and it did not 
necessarily have to be with the most advanced chorus. Performance Evaluations, an 
event where expert adjudicators rate an ensemble' s performance based on accepted 
criteria, sometimes took on a similar monumental significance for my choruses. In my 
area of the southeastern United States, many music directors, student musicians, 
administrators and parents value performance evaluation ratings much like winning 
region and state athletic playoffs. Directors and students, alike, rehearse their repertoire 
and sight-reading techniques with achieving high ratings at Performance Evaluations in 
mind much like athletic squads practice to win their upcoming competitions. Currently, 
terms such as Superior, Excellent, Good, Fair, and Poor describe adjudicators ' final 
grades whereas earlier in my career, the divisions were scored as I's, II's, III's, IV's, and 
V's. Numbers indicate a sense of rank order with I's meaning "we won." Until recently, 
in my state, band performance evaluation officials posted each score from each judge for 
all attendee's to see, which garnered praise for some directors and ensembles and shame 
for others. Even though performance evaluations are not viewed as competitive, nearly 
everyone wants to know the ratings each ensemble receives. 
I found it interesting that many of my students viewed our major performances 
differently from each other and from me. The malaise did not seem to occur after our 
normal, regularly scheduled concerts, but only after the ones we had set up as major goals 
and attainments. Why did my students seem to be happier in chorus when we had a 
simple, routine-type of year? What, in my choral program, did my singers really value? 
I wondered if other choral directors dealt with similar challenges or were other issues in 
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play that might have some type of impact on what I was witnessing. I wanted to know 
how another choral director and their students valued their participation in the choral 
program and how they defined success. 
Researcher bias. As the instrument of data collection, I interpreted the evidence 
from the director and other adult interviews, student and focus group interviews, field 
notes of observations and documents. As I contemplated the various data, a clearer 
portrait of this choral program became evident in regards to the research questions and 
beyond. In order to report my interpretations of the data, the writing of the narrative 
report employed rich description as another means of providing reliability to the fmdings 
(Gall, Gall, & Borg, 2007). One of the assumptions of qualitative research is that all 
research is interpretive; therefore, it was essential for me as the researcher to be 
systematically self-reflective and report any bias that resulted from my pedagogical and 
personal views and history (Creswell, 2008). As a choral director of more than 34 years, 
including 25 at the high school level, I possess very strong beliefs and philosophies based 
upon my own history and experiences. As a researcher, however, I identified and 
articulated those beliefs, isolating them and suspending them in order to understand fully 
the experiences, beliefs, and perspectives of the participants in this study (Arasi, 2006). 
In addition, I used research memos throughout the data collection and data analysis 
process to aid with reporting of my biases. 
Member checks. I asked the participants to verify transcribed data from the 
interviews and the narrative report in order to strengthen the trustworthiness of the study. 
Scholars refer to this procedure as member checks (Creswell, 2009; Gall, Gall, & Borg, 
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2007; Trochim, 2006). I kept an audit trail so that assertions in the final report matched 
the raw data collected in the field (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). 
Peer review. I recruited two choral colleagues to serve as peer reviewers, to help 
strengthen the reliability of my findings (Creswell, 2008; Gall, Gall, & Borg, 2007). I 
instructed them to review and to ask questions about the data, to confirm or disconfirm 
codes, and to comment on the interpreted findings as they emerged. For example, one 
reviewer suggested that some ofthe very specific codes (e.g., OP:SLAp, OP:SCMU, and 
OP:SSAud) that dealt with a perceived lack of appreciation by the school, chorus being 
misunderstood, and small audiences, all led to a 'we versus them' persona that I 
developed into a theme. Another reviewer advised that even though the students 
provided information regarding the musical interests of their family members, those 
family members' direct support (concert attendance) made a greater impact on the way 
the students valued their participation. Lastly, they reviewed the draft of the case study 
report. 
External audit. My Dissertation Supervisor, Dr. Andrew Goodrich, served as the 
external auditor who conducted numerous reviews of the codes during the analysis 
period. During this part of the process he helped me to confirm and disconfirm codes 
that I discovered. The external auditor also conducted numerous edits throughout the 
draft stage of the study. He reported fmdings in writing and suggested alternative ideas 
during all stages of the draft. 
Chapter Summary 
In this chapter, I described the research design and methodology that I used to 
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help explore success in the Pine Grove High School Choral Program. I established that a 
qualitative design, specifically, the case study design, provided the best way for me to 
answer my research questions. I discussed the criteria for the selection of participants 
and details of the program selected. I described data collection methods and the data 
analysis process. Lastly, I discussed the process used to establish trustworthiness and 
reliability. 
In the next chapter, I detail characteristics, philosophies, and processes of Bob 
Young, the director of the Pine Grove choral program, and the students using their own 
words and actions that I observed. Success in this program did not occur by chance but 
originated in the leadership and hard work ofBob Young. 
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CHAPTER FOUR- Teaching and Singing in the Pine Grove High School Chorus 
In this study, I sought to discover how the participants in the Pine Grove High 
School choral program attained success. I wanted to explore how Bob Young engaged in 
leadership behaviors that connected with Transformational Leadership Theory as he 
defined, planned for, and motivated his students to achieve that success. In order to bring 
the reader into the "life" of the participants, I will use a vignette (Vignette I) to begin Part 
One ofthis chapter ofMr. Young teaching in the classroom to portray the interactions 
between Mr. Young and the students in the program. 
In the subsequent Part Two section, in order to provide an understanding of how 
the director contributed to the success of the Pine Grove High School Choral program, I 
will explore the teacher' s background, experiences, and philosophy. This includes Mr. 
Young's musical background-including family and school experiences--components 
that contributed to the formation of his teaching philosophy and leadership behaviors, 
which was vital to the success of the choral program at Pine Grove High School. 
Lastly, I will portray for the reader in Part Three of this chapter how Mr. Young 
served as the leader of the choral program; how he began rehearsals, his expectations, his 
passion for teaching, how he handled classroom management, teaching his students to 
sight read, his attention to details, and how he engaged with his singers-all components 
which contributed to the success of the Pine Grove High School Choral program. 
Success in this choral program, however, included more than choral concerts, 
awards, and recognitions. I desired to discover how Mr. Young incorporated his 
philosophy, leadership skills, and teaching processes as he taught the musical skills his 
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students successfully demonstrated. I wanted to know how they learned the fundamental 
musical and personal skills that led to their successes and what benefits they perceived 
their participation garnered. 
In order to expose the reader to the foundational knowledge, skill-building, and 
procedures Bob Young used to build for success in his choruses, I begin this section with 
a vignette (Vignette II), which is a detailed description of the beginning-level chorus 
class warm-up where Mr. Young focuses his students' attention, prepares their voices for 
rehearsal, and addresses building vocal tone and range extension. Afterward, Mr. Young 
and his students described their processes of the various aspects of learning to sing and 
perform in their choral program. As if to say, "This is how we do it," the reader will 
view the "steps and stumbles" along the journey towards becoming a successful choral 
program. The final portion of the chapter details the students' thoughts regarding their 
journey and the results of their daily work. 
Vignette I. In the third week of September, I arrived at Pine Grove High School, 
about 45 minutes before the first chorus class that started at 11:50 a.m. on Monday. I 
parked my car and made my way towards the Fine Arts wing of the school. From my 
vantage point, the school looked to have three wings, or separate buildings connected by 
a covered breezeway. A U-shaped driveway allowed students ready access to the 
breezeway and to the three adjacent wings after they were dropped off As I walked 
towards the breezeway along the left hand side of the driveway, I felt the outdoor 
temperature increase dramatically, much like standing in front of a hot oven as the door 
opens. Noticing the glaring sun beaming directly on the shiny metal plating that covered 
the two-story building, I hoped that the inside of the building was sufficiently air-
conditioned. 
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As I entered through the glass doors to the building, I saw several small groups of 
students socializing and eating together in the large, carpeted hallway, which I learned 
later, also served as the theater lobby. In my estimation they were avoiding the typically 
loud high school cafeteria experience. I asked for directions to the choral room and a 
student informed me that the Chorus room was located at the end of the hall and I headed 
in that direction. Before seeing the Chorus/Orchestra sign, the Art room became 
apparent to the left with tables, chairs, and copious amounts of various materials with 
which the students constructed their creations. Entering through the door into the music 
area, I faced two plate-glass windows separated by a wall between them. A man with his 
back to the right side window sat at a desk working on a computer and was obviously not 
my choral colleague. I walked to the left, seeing the dark choral office and the double 
doors leading into the chorus room. I entered and began looking around the room. Soon 
thereafter, Mr. Young entered the room, headed directly for his office door and I made 
my presence known. Dressed in a pair of dark slacks and a long-sleeved, warm blue 
Polo shirt with a striped blue and white necktie, he smiled while welcoming me and 
invited me into his office. Mr. Young, approximately 50 years old, stood with excellent 
posture and appeared to be in excellent physical condition. His once-black hair revealed 
obvious graying both on his head and in his full beard. He readily displayed a quick 
smile. 
After our initial pleasantries, Mr. Young began heating food in a microwave, 
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saying that he did not have very much time to eat lunch each day. He told me that the 
previous year 's principal decided that he would have to teach half of each day at a 
nearby elementary school due to the small number of participants in his high school 
program. Mr. Young indicated to the principal that besides his choruses, there were a 
number of students who had signed up for his AP Music Theory class but she decided to 
not offer it and Mr. Young was forced to teach at the elementary school. Mr. Young's 
food was ready and I stepped out of his office so that he could eat and do what he needed 
to do before the students arrived for class. Shortly thereafter, the bell rang and students 
started entering the room. 
As the students entered, I noted that they looked similar to my own students. Mr. 
Young walked out of his office and headed towards either the piano or me, both of which 
were in his line of site. The kids dropped offtheir book bags, purses, etc ... and began to 
locate their individual choral folios from the cabinets and moved towards the risers. Mr. 
Young placed some papers on the piano and came over to me. He said while smiling, 
"It's kinda tough to swallow your food whole and turn right around and teach singing, 
but I do it! " We laughed, both understanding what chorus teachers have to do 
sometimes. Mr. Young called out to the students, "Don 't forget to put your practice 
reports on the table. " Many of the students had mounted the four-step seated risers when 
the bell to start class rings. The other students continue to move to take their places as 
conversations and final mouthfuls of chips and candy continue to take place. The 
sopranos are on the conductor 's left, the altos on the right with the boys spread across 
row three; no one sits on row four. The students appear pleasant but business-like as if 
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they are in a routine and not very excited to be there or see one another. Mr. Young 
begins looking for something on his over-stuffed conductor stand while the kids sit, talk, 
move chairs, or get up to walk over to where they turn in practice reports or pick up their 
forgotten music folders. After a couple of minutes, Mr. Young gives up the search and 
walks towards the risers and just stands in front of the chorus, with a sort of squint about 
the eyes. He does not say anything; he just stands there as if thinking Nothing changes 
with the students. The students go right along with the conversations or whatever they 
were doing and do not look at him. After nearly 45 seconds, he says, "Good morning" to 
which some of the chorus reply "Good morning" Clearly obvious that he is now ready 
to engage with the students, their conversations diminish completely and they give him 
their attention. He offers another reminder to turn in practice reports and to catch up if 
they are behind. He said, "It 's just like all your other classes, if you get behind, you'll 
wind up crammin ' at the last minute and you won't get anything out of it. " He continued, 
"Don't forget that we got Camp co min' up. Get your money turned in. We still have a 
couple of weeks but it will be here quick. " Katie asked him other information about 
camp and while he was responding, I judged his demeanor as laid back and calm. His 
halting speech pattern indicated to me that he was carefully considering his choice of 
words but the unimportant details he was discussing would not have necessitated careful 
consideration. As he returned to the music stand to pick up a stack of papers, student 
conversations resumed and continued as he began passing the papers out to the altos. 
There are only 14 girls and nine boys in this choir. 
Mr. Young calls for the group to stand and they all start stretching. Next comes a 
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breathing exercise, an elongated 'sssss ' followed by pulsing Each time an exercise or 
warm-up is changed, Mr. Young initiates it by demonstrating it first. The warm-ups 
begin with him singing a pitch using 'hoo, ' the students join in and they all immediately 
begin morphing the vowel towards 'oh '. Moving up by half steps, the exercise continues 
and I hear that when they open up to 'oh ' the pitch sags but nobody addresses it. Still 
standing, the teacher sings a descending major arpeggio on 'noo ' echoed by the chorus. 
Again, moving up by half steps, the students alternate singing 'noo ' and 'nah ' four times. 
Mr. Young tells them, "Let's sing triads, " and vocally gives the pitch. The chorus begins 
in unison octaves "do, mi, so, mi, do .. . re, fa, la, fa, re .. . mi, so, ti, so, mi, " and 
continues throughout the major scale also incorporating the use of the Curwen hand 
signs. Rather than moving up by a half step and repeating the exercise, the students 
begin singing the triads in second inversion, again using the hand signs. They sang, "so, 
do, mi, do, so ... fa, re, fa, re, fa " throughout the scale 's entirety. While the students 
sang, I noticed that each singer looked at the white board to see the first-lettered solfege 
symbol in each triad. Singing in this fashion resulted in fewer screechy upper pitches 
because more of the pitches fell a bit lower in most of the singers ' ranges. Upon 
completion of the exercise, the students seated themselves and Mr. Young turned back 
toward the music stand. "Everybody, take out 'Eleanor Rigby,"' Mr. Young called out. 
Conversations continue but the students begin opening their folders to find their octavos. 
Mr. Young approached the piano, a C2 Yamaha grand placed between him and me, for 
the first time in the rehearsal. He played the starting pitches, called out "Two, three, 
four " and the students began solfegingfrom the beginning of the song. He did not 
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support the singers from the piano at all. The singers sang only on solfege and 
occasionally, when they stopped, I saw some students individually practicing the hand 
signs while others wrote in their music. While rehearsing, Mr. Young tended to conduct 
a simple pattern but occasionally moved in front of sections that he thought needed his 
vocal support. All of the students appeared to be very engaged and trying hard To this 
point in the rehearsal, Mr. Young only seemed to be interested in pitches and rhythms 
because he did not mention posture (which was lacking), tone, intonation, or vowels; but, 
the singers' demonstration of reading skills impressed me greatly. Mr. Young said, 
"Basses and tenors, look at those rhythms at measures 38 through 42. Speak the solfege 
on those rhythms, " and they did After saying the rhythms twice, they successfully sang 
the rhythms with everyone. 
About 30 minutes into the rehearsal, a girl, Sarah, stood up, walked off the risers, 
located a writing pad, signed it, and left the room. I did not see the teacher make eye 
contact with the student or give permission to the student to leave the room. Within five 
minutes, Sarah returned to her spot and resumed her participation. During one break in 
the rehearsal, a boy wearing glasses leaned over to the boy sitting beside him and said, 
"That 's supposed to be a C .. . no, wait, I cain 'tread music! I'm wrong!" which 
produced several nods and giggles from those sitting closely. Finally, after working 
through a rhythmically challenging section of "Eleanor Rigby, " Mr. Young looked at the 
girls and asked, "Sopranos, are you happy with those vowels? " and the whole chorus 
responded "NO! " Mr. Young looked back at the chorus with a bit of a sly grin as if to 
say under his breath, "teenagers. " He told the chorus, "Look at the Dickau piece." The 
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song, set to a poem by e. e. cummings entitled "I carry your heart with me, " composed by 
David Dickau, was sung at All State Chorus the previous year. The song is moderately 
difficult, requiring of the singers wide vocal and expressive ranges. Mr. Young provided 
the starting pitches from the piano and asked that the students sing using the text. The 
kids looked up at him with puzzled looks on their faces and then sat up straighter. Mr. 
Young gave the anacrusis and began the piece with the singers who immediately 
disagreed on the tempo, the girls being quicker than the boys. He said, "We seem to 
have a difference of opinion on the tempo, choir. " One of the boys spoke out loudly, 
"That's because we're carrying the hearts!" Everyone, including Mr. Young, enjoyed 
the quip and things settled down again, quickly. Mr. Young started the song again, 
except not on the text but by count-singing, hoping to address the tempo issues. I 
detected one young man who did not enjoy this rehearsal technique as much as the others 
did. Unlike the beginning of class, he now sat slumped over with his chin in his hand and 
his elbow propped on his thigh. I thought that he might not be feeling well. Mr. Young 
did not address his lack of participation and seemed to ignore it. The bass part called for 
the boys to sing do, do, and then descend to low fa in the key of E Major and Mr. Young 
instructed to not push on the low note, meaning to not force the sound. On the next 
attempt, the basses performed it successfully and one boy interjected, "That 's odd. When 
we get it, it feels like we don't. " Mr. Young looked at the boy and smiled but did not say 
anything, almost as if he was trying to think of what to say. After about 10 seconds, Mr. 
Young responded, "I respectfully disagree. Take out 'Da Coconut Nut. '" As the change 
in songs occurred, the back row, made up entirely of boys, seemed to start playing 
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musical chairs. It appeared that the stronger male singers began placing weaker male 
singers between them but I could not determine exactly how many or who fit into which 
category. The young man I observed earlier who appeared disinterested demonstrated 
even less enthusiasm. I saw kids looking at the clock. Mr. Young had the chorus stand 
and they sang through "Da Coconut Nut. " Afterward, he said, "Almost as good as when 
we sightread it last week" to which he received numerous groans and ha-ha-ha 's. The 
bell rang and students began returning their folders to their slots, grabbed their book 
bags and headed out of the chorus room. Mr. Young turned and looked at me with a 
pleasant expression and as if to say, "Well, that's what I do." 
In the next section, "Part One: Young's Background and Philosophy" I will 
discuss Mr. Young's musical background which will provide insights into the formation 
of his teaching philosophy and the development of his leadership tendencies. Mr. 
Young's teaching philosophy provided an important basis for his concept of what 
constituted success in a choral program and how he parlayed this philosophy towards the 
success in the Pine Grove Choral Program. 
Part One: Young's Background and Philosophy 
Bob Young' s early musical influences helped to shape his teaching philosophy 
and the development of his leadership behaviors with the Pine Grove High School Choral 
program. Bob Young grew up in a family where some of his family members 
participated in music while others did not, including his oldest brother because, as Bob 
recalled, "My older brother, if you ask him what he plays, he says he plays the radio. He 
played on the football team and wasn't involved with music at all" (BY p. 3). Three of 
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Bob' s four younger siblings showed varying degrees of interest in music. Bob recalled, 
"My sister Susan, who follows me, is a pianist and a piano teacher as her profession now. 
She was a music major and so was my brother to follow, John. John went on to Eastman 
and did composition" before becoming a software programmer for Microsoft (BY p. 3). 
In addition, he wrote the music component for the software BEAMZ that helps "special 
needs kids to be able to play music without having to master any real instrument" (BY p. 
4). Bob's younger brother is an engineer who "plays guitar and he' s a preacher in a 
fundamentalist church and works in a factory in management or engineering or 
something" (BY p. 4). Bob related that his parents, while not musical themselves, 
supported music in their home. Bob characterized his parents: 
My mom likes music. Her dad was a pianist. He used to play in Philadelphia in a 
big band in the days of the dance marathons and I think we had a conductor of a 
military band somewhere in my ancestry. My mom encouraged us for sure and 
Dad, you know, he encouraged us in as much as he would attend our 
performances. I knew that he would sleep through them! That was just a given 
but he was there and there's a lot to be said for that. (BY p. 4) 
Beyond the support and encouragement of his parents, music was very important 
to his extended family as well. Mr. Young recalled: 
There' s a bunch of cousins on my mom' s side (Cicconetti) who played guitars 
and sang together. Their family sang all the time. That was just such a part of 
their culture. And it was some of these old, Italian songs. The older generation 
had all these Italian songs they sang in harmony. These guys were maybe four to 
eight years older than me and they sang a lot of the early folk songs and that type 
of thing. (BY p. 5) 
Mr. Young said that his mother' s family would come together at least every summer and 
that, "I think that 's why I decided to start playing guitar and how my mom realized that I 
had this interest and she kind of nurtured it" (BY p. 5). 
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In the sixth grade, Mr. Young had had little experience using his voice and 
recalled one ofhis first opportunities of singing at school in a class: 
I remember being in sixth grade and the teacher was wantin' us to sing and I was 
sitting next to some tough kids and [lowers voice] I tried to "sing down low" and 
all that kind of garbage [laughs] , so my singing experience was really kind of 
limited. I didn't sing in the middle school. (BY p. 1) 
Even though Mr. Young did not sing in the middle school chorus, some of his friends 
heard him sing at church and laid out a recruitment plan to get him involved with the high 
school chorus. Bob chronicled his audition experience: 
We were actually at band camp, in the summer, right before high school started. 
Some friends, who were in band and chorus, lured me into a practice room and 
the chorus director was sitting in there waiting for me. Well actually, I said I 
didn't sing in middle school but I played guitar and had done some singing and 
my friends had heard me sing so they knew I could sing. The director is sitting 
there waiting for me and says 'Your friends tell me that you can sing. I wanted to 
hear you sing.' And I'm, like, pulling at the door and they' re holding the door 
[laughs] and so it was, like, 'ok, I'm trapped.' I sang for him and he said enough 
of the right things to convince me that maybe I could give it a try. (BY p. 1) 
The interest and words of encouragement of Mr. Young' s new choral director made his 
decision to join chorus an easier one. And, because his high school was on a seven-
period per day schedule, students could enroll in both chorus and band. Bob revealed: 
So, in high school, for the first time, I'm singing and he put me in the Chamber 
Choir, the best choir. Actually, we had Concert Choir as a class and evening 
rehearsals for the Chamber Choir. But he wanted me to do it. He thought I could 
do it. And I could sight-read because I played trumpet, and had an instrumental 
background. (BY p. 1) 
Mr. Young did not realize until later that his high school chorus rehearsed and performed 
very serious, sophisticated choral music. For example, during his first three years of high 
school he sang music by Dufay, Copland, and Bernstein, and relayed that "in Chamber 
Choir, it was really serious repertoire" (BY p. 3). 
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Mr. Young's first high school choral director provided numerous opportunities for 
choral singing beyond the school day. During high school Bob's chorus travelled to 
Cleveland, Ohio, a trip that turned into a significant and valuable experience for Mr. 
Young. Bob's chorus director was a fan of the Gregg Young singers and Bob recalled: 
He actually took me to Baldwin Wallace College, which is up near Cleveland and 
we sang in the community choir with the Gregg Young singers. I did that while I 
was in high school which was a great experience. (BY p. 3) 
Though Mr. Young expressed his amazement with the high quality repertoire his 
high school chorus performed, he questioned how the singers learned the music. Unlike 
in Mr. Young's classroom, his director di<;l not teach using a music-reading method. Mr. 
Young explained: 
Well, to him, it all [any music-reading method] was just a way of learning the 
music, which you could do outside of class. He didn't want us to waste our class 
time on that but somehow in our school, we had enough of us that could read 
along with an accompanist and the other ones followed and seemed to catch on a 
little. (BY p. 3) 
Bob did not sing with an organized choir at his church during his high school years; 
however, he used skills learned in school and those motivated by playing with his 
cousms: 
A little guitar group in my church but not an organized choir. It was more, like, 
me and my friends led it. Like a praise band before praise bands became popular. 
We called it a folk group. And now, I'm, like, Geez ... what was I thinking? 
Thls was like the beginning of the end, in my opinion, of what happened in the 
Catholic Church between the Renaissance and now 'cause of all that fabulous 
music and we got in there with our guitars and thought, 'this is fun!' (BY p. 3) 
At the end of Mr. Young's junior year, his director decided to change careers; he 
"managed a nursing home or something," according to Bob (BY p. 3). A new director 
took the choral program in a direction of which Bob did not approve. He revealed, "My 
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senior year, we got a new director and he put us in little hats and bowties and I was, like, 
'Oh my God, I don't like this '" (BY p. 3). The costumes were used in an effort to recruit 
new chorus members. According to Tom, the thinking of this new, first year teacher 
included, "We need to glitz up this program more and do some pop stuff and get people 
in" (BY p. 3). Although the new direction of the program was not palatable to Mr. 
Young's musical tastes, he continued in chorus throughout his senior year and has 
remained in contact with the former director. Bob shared, "He and I are really good 
friends to this day," although the two have differing philosophical ideas about choral 
teaching (BY p. 3). Bob recalled a continuing debate: 
In fact, I've had conversations with him recently and he said he doesn't 
understand why sight-reading is part of any chorus audition. He thinks a better 
way to do it is to give you music ahead of time and let you prepare it and see what 
you can do with it in a week because he says you don' t need to sight-read in a 
rehearsal. 'Nobody sight-reads in a rehearsal, ' he said. I said, 'Excuse Me! ' 
[laughs]. I sight-read in rehearsal all the time. All the time. It's what we do 
[laughs]. (BY p. 3) 
Both chorus and band were significant high school activities for Mr. Young but 
singing took precedent in regards to his future study. During a discernment period 
concerning potential college majors, Bob recalled thinking during his junior year of high 
school that he had fun singing and felt that choral music "feeds my soul" (BY p. 1 ). Bob 
discussed with his father his thoughts concerning choral music versus his father ' s stated 
desire for a pre-law major. Bob said, "I had a little talk with my dad and he said ' You 
know, I really think you' ll be a great lawyer"' (BY p. 1). Bob chose to follow his father's 
advice when applying to Bowling Green State University in Bowling Green, Ohio, as a 
pre-professional major. He said, "I was planning on law like my dad wanted me to" (BY 
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p. 1 ). During orientation, as the time for registering for classes approached, Bob made 
his own decision. He recollected, "I walked into the music building and knocked on the 
door of the head of the voice faculty and asked him, 'What do I need to do to be a music 
major?"' (BY p. 1). The professor pointed out Bob's good fortune because another voice 
faculty member was still in the building and that he could audition that day, although the 
time for scholarship auditions had long passed. "I said, 'That's ok.' I wasn't getting 
scholarships in pre-law (laughs) ... and they listened to me and they said ' Yea, we'll 
take you in the music department"' (BY p. 1). Ultimately, Bob thought himself 
extremely fortunate to be allowed admittance to a strong college music program because 
he had not taken the more normal, preliminary steps. He revealed: 
My planning for all this was not very extensive at all [laughs]. I kind of fell into 
this and I fell into that but at that point, it's like I know that this is what I wanna 
do. And my dad was ok. You know, he was, like, 'We want you to do what you 
want to do' but it wasn't what he wanted me to do. (BY p. 2) 
Experienced in both instrumental and vocal areas, Mr. Young realized that 
options existed for him. He considered the possibility of becoming a band director until 
he realized during the college marching band season," ... what a time sucker that was!" 
(BY p. 2). When reflecting on his undergraduate choral director training at Bowling 
Green, Mr. Young realized that the only choral training classes he took were in 
conducting and choral methods. He explained: 
I remember having to take an instrumental conducting class and there were people 
in there that we had to lead who played instruments but I don't think we did a 
choral lab. I know we learned the patterns and stuff. We had the Beth Green 
conducting method. Ivan Trussler led the choral conducting class but I think we 
just learned the beat patterns; you know, the mechanics of it. (BY p. 2) 
Mr. Young credited several choral performances as significant to his musical 
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development as a performer and teacher. Mr. Young sang in the men' s chorus for two 
years during college but actually joined initially in the middle of the academic year. Bob 
recalled a six week tour of the western United States with the A Cappella Choir as 
"magnificent" (BY p. 3). During this experience Mr. Young learned much about vocal 
blend while performing during the tour, including his physical placement in the choir. 
Bob recalled that he said to the conductor, " 'You know, I think I've really mastered this 
blending thing, try me back in the front row, again. ' And he did and left me there. I 
guess I learned a little something along the way on that tour" (BY p. 2). 
Learning to teach solfege. Bob' s college musical experiences led him to place a 
high priority on sight-reading and rehearsing using solfege with the choruses at Pine 
Grove (ObCh09.20). For example, during an elementary methods class at Bowling 
Green, Bob watched a video of a young American children's chorus sight-singing on 
solfege. This experience forever influenced his thinking on music reading. He 
proclaimed, "They were sixth graders and they were reading in parts. And that was 
something that just blew me away. So, I just decided that I was gonna do solfege" (BY p. 
7). Remembering how his high school directors rehearsed without the benefit of a music 
or sight-reading system, Bob reasoned that singers should not have to rely on pianists to 
play the parts for singers to hear. Mr. Young championed the video experience as the 
"One experience that led me to my approach that I take with my students and it was 
something that I witnessed as opposed to something I experienced" (BY p. 8). 
Mr. Young' s first teaching assignment in Ohio was at a small high school 
containing grades seven through twelve. There were two junior high choruses and the 
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one high school chorus that included beginners through advanced singers. Early on, he 
discovered that, "I was my own feeder. That's the good news and the bad news" (BY p. 
4). From the very beginning of his career, Bob prioritized proficient music-reading as a 
major objective for his students. He recounted, "When I started teaching, I started doing 
solfege. And actually we had a book that I bought, it was called the 'Sol Fa' book, 
maybe because it was the cheapest one I could fmd" (BY p. 7). Because the exercises in 
this book had the solfege already written in underneath the notes, he quickly surmised 
that the "Sol Fa" book was not the one to use long-term. He believed that the students 
"needed to be able to do it for themselves" (BY p. 7). He found a sight-reading series 
that suited his purposes and claimed, "We started using those Jensen books. It's a thin 
little book. I haven't used it in years but it's a good one ... has developmental exercises, 
very sequential learning" (BY p. 7). After his second year ofteaching, Mr. Young was 
granted a leave of absence to pursue a Masters degree. 
Improving his conducting skills. Mr. Young characterized the 1982-1983 
Masters program at Florida State University as "wonderful" (BY p. 4) particularly 
because of the feedback he received from his professors with regards to his teaching. Bob 
recalled: 
Colleen Kirk and Clayton Krehbiel and our lab class where we're conducting for 
a group of singers and they videotaped us and sat down with us afterward to go 
through the tapes and talk about what you did right and what you could have done 
better, and about pacing, you know all those things. (BY p. 5) 
For Mr. Young, the Masters program focused on improving choral conducting skills, 
enhanced choral methodologies, and increasing a student's knowledge of informed 
performance practices of choral repertoire. As part of the program, the conducting 
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students were expected to also sing in one of the choruses when they were not serving as 
conductor. Bob explained: 
The choir with Clayton, the Choral Union, was an 'everybody come sing' and 
with Colleen, that was the year she was ACDA national president, and she took 
advantage of her masters students. So, we got great conducting experience that 
year. I think I conducted on every concert that year, two, three pieces each time. 
(BYp. 6) 
Mr. Young showed much determination to complete the program in the prescribed 
amount of time. He revealed, " 1982-83 school year, ten months. I hurried through. This 
was the only way I could afford to do it" (BY p. 5). According to Tom, some people did 
not realize his level of commitment to completing the degree at FSU. He noted, "So, 
people ask me about FSU football. I didn't go to any games. I didn't have time for any 
of that. I only went to the beach twice in the year I was there [laughs]" (BY p. 5). Mr. 
Young held Colleen Kirk and Clayton Krehbiel in the highest regard and credited them as 
major influences while at FSU. Speaking of Professor Kirk, Bob referred to her as a: 
Super educator. She knew so much about the art and how to get from here to 
there and how to help us get from here to there. Clayton (Krehbiel) had been 
Shaw's assistant with the Robert Shaw Chorale and his specialty was repertoire. 
And I sang in the FSU chamber choir with him, and we had maybe one 
performance the whole year 'cause he'd schedule a concert and then it's like 
"Well, you know, let's just cancel that 'cause we got so many other things to 
learn." So we would go and read all kinds of music. I think he just didn't do the 
polish work. That was Shaw' s job. You know, he would introduce pieces and get 
' em ready and I think if he had to get it ready, it would get done but the one 
performance we gave was new music that composers in the school had written 
and it was not the most interesting to me. (BY p. 5) 
Mr. Young described rehearsal procedures in terms of preparing new repertoire 
and learning new conducting skills while at FSU and that, "You're singing and somebody 
is playing and if you miss it we'd bang out the parts for you. Pretty much the standard 
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way of putting choirs together" (BY p. 6). Regarding Kirk's and Krehbiel's views on 
music reading methodology, Mr. Young surmised: 
If you'd have asked them if that [a reading system] was important they'd have 
said of course but we weren't doing it in rehearsals. You know, there's somebody 
playing the piano and we sang and you were expected to read well enough to 
learn the music that way. (BY p. 6) 
Professional influences. The year away from his teaching job to pursue his 
Masters degree resulted in an unforeseen situation. Bob concluded, "I came back to that 
job for one year and then I saw that I had grown and they hadn't. I needed to go 
somewhere else" (BY p. 4). During the process of searching, he hoped a job could be 
found that would facilitate an opportunity to sing under the direction of one of the 
world's great choral conductors, Robert Shaw. Mr. Young expressed his rationale: 
One reason I looked for a job in the area to begin with was to sing with Shaw. So, 
the first five years, I sang in the Symphony Orchestra Chorus. I also did the 
Chamber Chorus one or two years. (BY p. 28) 
Mr. Young understood that the level of musical proficiency exhibited by the Symphony 
Chorus and any high school students he might teach would be vastly disparate; however, 
he detailed what he believed to be some of the rehearsal benefits: 
Singing with Robert Shaw was very influential in my teaching even though it was 
not part of my formal education. He always had us count-sing our parts. We 
were able to achieve a high degree of unanimity rhythmically through that 
method. Diction was approached as a separate component and we generally did 
not add text until late in the process. (BY p. 28) 
Mr. Young began teaching at a high school in a suburb of a large metropolitan 
city in 1985 and remained at that school until the chorus position at the new Pine Grove 
High School opened in 2003, in the same school system. During this time period, Bob 
attributed the one constant throughout his professional career-the American Choral 
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Directors Association (ACDA). ACDA' s influence began early for Mr. Young. He 
recalled, " I was serious enough about choral music that as a senior in high school I joined 
ACDA, so I've been getting Choral Journal' s a long time" (BY p. 1). After his study at 
FSU, Mr. Young placed great significance on the influence of regional and national 
ACDA conferences as shown by his attendance at all but the 2009 Oklahoma conference. 
About the conferences, he stated, "You know, it' s so important to what we do. I learn 
something every time" (BY p. 7). Additionally, at least one conference was important to 
Mr. Young from a personal standpoint as he explained about his wife, "We were first 
introduced to each other at an ACDA conference by friends from FSU" (BY p. 30). Mr. 
Young credited ACDA' s role as a major contributor to his professional training as a 
choral director when he said, "ACDA has been, without a doubt, a HUGE influence in 
everything that I've done" (BY p.7). 
A former long-term teacher in the same county system, the county-level music 
supervisor recruited Mr. Young to serve as a special liaison between the supervisor and 
the other high school choral directors. Mr. Young's responsibilities included observing 
other choral directors, especially young teachers, in order to provide expert advice aimed 
at improving their choral instruction. Mr. Young, however, believed he gained as much 
as he gave. He stated, "I think observing other teachers has had a positive impact on my 
teaching. If you're telling other teachers what they should do, your own teaching better 
be exemplary" (BY p. 28). 
Before moving to the Pine Grove school, Mr. Young realized another important 
component that he found to be important about teaching-he valued being a part of the 
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growth and development of students over time. By being a choral director, in many 
instances, "I get to follow students over the course of four years" (BY p. 30). Mr. Young 
spoke of taking pride in students that unsuccessfully auditioned for All State Chorus but 
through persistence, fmally made it and achieved their goal. He found it to be important 
to help a senior, who used to be afraid to sing alone, to perform a solo during a fmal 
concert. Mr. Young took satisfaction in his teaching when as an adult, a former student 
returned and said that he "was comfortable speaking to large groups of people in his job 
only because of his experience in chorus" (BY p. 28). 
Part Two: Initiating Success 
After singing in choruses from his teenage years into early adulthood, studying 
the art of music teaching on the undergraduate and graduate levels, and the experience of 
teaching over the course of four decades, Bob Young knew what he wanted his singers to 
be able to do, why those skills were important, and felt confident in his ability to teach 
those skills to his students. For Mr. Young, the hard work that went into establishing a 
learning atmosphere began the moment students entered the classroom for rehearsal, 
which I will portray in the next section with a Vignette. 
Vignette II. Success began the moment students entered the classroom. At the 
beginning of rehearsals, students came in the room, placed their books and bags on the 
floor near the folio cabinets, retrieved their music folders from the cabinets and 
proceeded towards the chairs on the seated choral risers while conversing socially with 
each other. After the bell rang to begin class, students typically found their seats and sat 
down as Mr. Young wandered around the over-stacked conductor 's stand or searched the 
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top of the grand piano for various pieces of paper. Sometimes answering questions or 
conversing with students, he eventually stepped closer towards the risers and welcomed 
the students to class. Announcements, reminders, checking the role, and returning of 
various assignments and documents took place over the continuation of numerous student 
conversations and socializations like "I like your blouse" and "I got it at Wal-Mart." 
Warm-ups typically began about ten minutes into the class period, when Mr. Young 
would ask the students to stand to begin the warm-ups. Warm-ups included body 
stretches (arms, back, neck), elongated hissing (1 0- 15 seconds), and then pulsated 
hisses. Next, Mr. Young modeled and guided the students with vocal siren high in his 
falsetto . They began on oo with the students repeating what they heard, and ultimately 
work their way to an ee vowel. Next, Mr. Young sang a pitch ranging from Bb 3 to Db 4. 
The girls sang the octave above and boys matched, singing the vowel oo, morphing 
through oh on the way to aw. This process continued three times ascending a bit higher 
with each repetition, followed with Mr. Young singing a descending arpeggio on noo, 
which the students repeated. He sang a pitch slight higher; they sang the arpeggio a 
second and third time. Occasionally, Mr. Young inserted full major arpeggios. 
The choir continued warming-up by singing Major, minor and chromatic scales 
incorporating the Curwen hand signs. An extension occurred at times when he called for 
triads to be sung and signed, built on each scale degree (e.g., do mi so mi do I re fa lafa 
re I etc .. .). Chorale occasionally sang the triads in first or second inversion. Mr. Young 
only provided starting pitches during warm-ups and rarely from the piano. Select 
Women 's Ensemble and Concert Choir normally sang a sight-singing example or worked 
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on a music theory lesson before proceeding to repertoire. Chorale started work on the 
repertoire immediately after the warm-ups. 
One student had issues with the repetitive warm-up sequence that Mr. Young 
employed. A sophomore tenor in Chorale, Gabriel complained that, "We don 't do any 
different warm-ups. It's the same thing every single day." He indicated that once the 
chorus moved into the repertoire rehearsal stage, his interest picked up but offered, "It 's 
not fun after you do the same warm-ups every day. " He disliked singing the same warm-
ups so much that, "Honestly, I go to the bathroom everyday at the beginning of class so 
that I can miss warm-ups, because it 's so boring. " ·This behavior caused angst towards 
Gabriel by his classmates. He accused some students of "Yelling at me because I'm not 
singing" and that the previous year when he sang in Concert Choir, no one seemed to 
care. This year, however, "When we're doing warm-ups, it 's not fun so !just sit there." 
The success of the Pine Grove choral program began directly from the teacher's 
philosophies, leadership, and experiences; from getting the rehearsal started to repertoire, 
the music reading system, his expectations as director, procedures, goals and classroom 
atmosphere. 
Classroom Atmosphere. The Pine Grove choral students believed that Mr. 
Young successfully created a classroom atmosphere that not only permitted them to be 
productive but also made their learning enjoyable. Mr. Young's classroom atmosphere 
was welcoming and inviting. Addy, a ninth grade cheerleader who sang both soprano 
and alto in Concert Choir, compared Mr. Young with other teachers: 
Yeah, he makes it so, like, you walk into a classroom and the teacher is, like, 
'Take a seat.' But Mr. Young will, like, talk to us, like, 'Hey, what's up?' Like, 
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he' s your dad or, like, he' s your uncle, you know? Uncle Young. (File 14 p. 5) 
Mandy, a sophomore soprano in Select Women' s Ensemble stated, "I really love the 
atmosphere in the chorus. It' s just such a positive atmosphere" (File 58 p. 9). Tara, also 
a sophomore in Select Women' s Ensemble who sang both soprano and alto, described the 
environment as a "very light atmosphere" (FG p. 9). 
The students in the choruses enjoyed Mr. Young' s personality when he taught. 
Phia, a freshman who sang soprano and alto in Concert Choir, noted that the students 
joked around and got to have conversations with Mr. Young and each other. Her friend 
Teesha, a sophomore that sang soprano and alto, explained that because Concert Choir 
was the last period of the day, after all the work and homework assignments in her other 
classes, "We can just relax and just sing and be with your friends and it's just a more 
relaxing class" (File 50 p. 7). Lindsey, freshman that sang both soprano and alto, 
believed Mr. Young wanted the students to "try your best and have fun" (File 50 p. 7). 
She found that students in Concert Choir did not judge one another if they made 
mistakes. Another freshman in Concert Choir that sang soprano and alto, Melody, was 
comfortable asking and answering questions in rehearsals and said, "If you answer a 
question wrong, no one gets an attitude with you. It' s friendly. If you make a mistake, 
they help you instead of trying to judge you, so it' s a more relaxing class" (File 50 p. 7). 
Zahreya, freshman who sang both female voice parts, liked that in Concert Choir, the 
students could move around rather than just sing and do only what Mr. Young told them 
to do. She said, "We're singing but it's not just sitting there. It's just ... you can be 
stupid" (File 57 p. 8). 
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In Select Women's Ensemble, the freshman Becky, who identified herself as an 
alto, described Mr. Young's classroom environment as "no strict teaching, no strict 
mandates" (File 35 p. 7) while Katie, senior alto of Chorale, compared it to academic 
classes. She said, "It doesn't seem as restrictive and constructed as academic classes. 
It's a little bit more free flowing but not to the point where we're not learning anything" 
(File 19 p. 8). Salma, a sophomore soprano II, liked that Mr. Young kept the classroom 
environment relaxed in Select Women's Ensemble because a "teacher who walks in and 
tells you to do this and if you don't do it, you're going to get a beat down" did not 
motivate her class (File 49 p. 12). Rather than describing the atmosphere as relaxing, 
Titia, senior soprano in Chorale defined it as "less stressful." She explained: 
It's something I actually like to do and it's a more inviting environment compared 
to other classes I have. It's more, like, not relaxed because you're singing but it's 
less pressure. You're not listening to a teacher talk all the time. It's more of a 
chill environment. It's a lovely thing. (File 48 p. 4) 
Some students revealed that Mr. Young occasionally allowed his dissatisfactions 
to show but they appreciated that he kept the environment light. Becky revealed that 
earlier in the year, the girls tended to not settle down or focus for very long periods 
during class. She recalled that Mr. Young occasionally expressed dissatisfaction by 
speaking with a more "direct tone of voice" and by being very specific with his directions 
(File 16 p. 4). She said that once the singers "set their minds on improving the music and 
getting it done, he kinda mellowed out a little more" (File 16 p. 4). Nolan, sophomore 
baritone in Concert Choir, said, "You can tell when he' s really frustrated with somebody. 
He's not as, like, forgiving" (File 43 p. 9). Singing in both Chorale and Select Women's 
Ensemble, Cammie, a junior soprano, decided that the successfulness ofthe day's 
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rehearsal affected Mr. Young's mood. She suggested that on days when Chorale, the 
most advanced and first chorus class of the day, rehearsed well or made noticeable 
improvements on their repertoire, the Select Women' s Ensemble rehearsal tended to start 
off in a lighter fashion. If the girls did not remain engaged and continued to make 
improvements "or not paying attention as much, then you can tell it affects him. I don't 
feel like it's like a big thing. It's more, like, 'you guys are being frustrating right now'" 
(File 55 p. 1 0). 
The low pressure, supportive and friendly classroom atmosphere was not by 
accident. Mr. Young prioritized this type of atmosphere. He explained: 
I think you gotta be persistent, and friendly, and some combination of those two. 
I try to always maintain a friendliness in rehearsals so that I'm not just annoying 
them. Cause I know if you're just harping on the same thing over and over, I 
don't like that, and so many of us tend to do that and it's hard not to sometimes. 
So, ifl'm saying the same thing again, maybe try saying it with a smile this time? 
(File BY p. 1 0) 
By providing this type of light atmosphere, Mr. Young believed that students felt 
supported and more willing to take both musical and personal chances in class. He 
reasoned that students who were comfortable and believed themselves to be among 
friends, tended to not laugh at or be laughed at by their classmates. By nurturing this 
kind of atmosphere, Mr. Young said that students "who' s not even carrying a tune will 
jump right in and wanna take their turn singing a solo in class" (File BY p. 18). He said 
he told his students that the chorus was there to support each other and that everyone 
should feel "free to make a mistake. Nobody' s gonnajump on you. And in order for that 
to happen, none of us can jump on anybody that makes a mistake" (File BY p. 19). Mr. 
Young said that he made a point of encouraging his students to buy into that attitude and 
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it was not something that he taught earlier in his career (File BY p. 19). 
But, how did Mr. Young create a successful classroom atmosphere in which 
students could feel comfortable yet work ahead to perform at a high level? For Mr. 
Young, the successful classroom atmosphere was the result of his high expectations for 
rehearsals. 
Rehearsal expectations. Within the consistency of unchanging rehearsal 
procedures, Mr. Young's students knew what to expect on any given day, for the warm-
ups rarely changed. The students knew Mr. Young wanted them to be independent 
musicians, both from a music-reading standpoint and as individual singers, because he 
told them his objectives: that the piano would not be used to provide pitch support; and 
that they would work up to the final bell. Shabari, a tenth grader soprano/alto in the 
beginning level Concert Choir, noted that even though the class worked up until the bell, 
she and her choir did not feel pressured to be on task 100% of the time. She termed it 
working "within the freedom he gave us" (File 57 p. 13). For students in the upper level 
classes, knowing that they would be rehearsing the entire class period seemed normal. 
Sarah, a tenth grade alto in Select Women's Ensemble explained, "In chorus, bell-to-bell 
is great but in history or math, maybe not" (File 44 p. 5). Mr. Young's style of teaching 
promoted a feeling of enjoyment in singing. Because they enjoyed singing with Mr. 
Young, students characterized him as motivating and fun. From the high-achieving level 
of Chorale to the entry level Concert Choir, some students viewed Mr. Young as applying 
his non-pressure approach consistently. Katie, in Chorale, stated that Mr. Young, "makes 
the class fun but he keeps it structured to some extent" (File 45 p. 2). Kenzie, a junior 
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soprano/alto in Concert Choir said: 
You to have fun with your students, like, not be tough all the time. No one would 
want to be in your class, like, "Yeah, you're such a great teacher but you do not 
know how to have fun." Mr. Young knows how to have fun. You can't always be 
serious in that class. You can't always read music, read music, read music. You 
have to relax a little. (File 39 p. 8) 
Nicci, who spent her freshman year in Concert Choir, the current sophomore year 
in Select Women's Ensemble, and sang both treble voice parts, recognized that Mr. 
Young exhibited teacher-characteristics based on the needs of the class. Concert Choir, 
the entry level class and populated mostly by ninth graders, required a firmer demeanor 
because they "aren't as serious about chorus and stuff' (File 30 p.1 0). Rather than 
singing or listening to the teacher, Nicci remembered a lot more "talking" (File 30 p.l 0). 
She recalled, "There's a lot more people who weren't paying attention and I feel like he 
has to be stricter in order to keep key people on task" (File 55 p. 9). Cammie, on the 
other hand, indicated that discipline issues rarely existed in the choruses she participated 
in at Pine Grove. Because she sang in both Chorale and Select Women' s Ensemble, she 
viewed Mr. Young's style of teaching as dependent on the focus level ofthe group on a 
given day but that his consistency remained constant between the two choruses. She 
indicated that when the choirs made improvements easily, his mood improved; however, 
when things were not going well, rather than becoming angry or stem, she said Mr. 
Young told them "You guys are being frustrating right now" (File 55 p. 11). Titia, senior 
Chorale soprano, mentioned that the amount of student chatter that occurred when her 
choir was not singing, sometimes affected her teacher. Even though she overstated Mr. 
Young's response, she described an occurrence when he gave the beginning pitches of a 
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song and then conducted the chorus to begin. She said that because of the talking "We 
didn't hear the pitch and no one came in and he got really mad. But that's kind of our 
fault" (File 48 p. 9). Mark, sophomore tenor in Chorale, described the same event, "Like, 
you saw it today when he played the pitches and nobody was listening and we tried to 
sing it and he just stopped us after two beats and played the pitches again" (File 51 p. 2). 
Mr. Young actually did more than replay the starting pitches. Rather than admonish the 
chorus with humor as he normally did, this time, he looked at the group sternly and said 
rather pointedly for him, "That would not have happened if you were listening rather than 
talking" (ObCho3 .01 p2). 
Mr. Young's students noticed that there were some changes in his style and 
mannerisms as performances drew nearer, but only slight alterations. To Mark, the 
director seemed more "laid back" when preparing for the Fall Concert but "I know, 
during LGPE, he gets a little more serious about it when you're not on task" (File 51 p. 
2). Terrie, freshman who sang soprano and alto in Concert Choir qualified Mr. Young's 
teaching as "more vigorous" the closer they got to a concert while Edith explained the 
potential reason for the increased vigor. She said, "Depending on how well we've been 
doing, sometimes there's a little bit of worry" (File 42 p. 1 0). Regarding the performance 
evaluations specifically, Cammie recalled that Mr. Young "cracked down a little more" 
(File 55 p. 11). Marie, a junior soprano in Chorale and Mr. Young's daughter, verified 
Cammie's assertion that the closer the proximity of the performance, the director more 
often reminded singers to stay on task. She said, "He's not going to let the random, off-
topic stuff, happen. When we get closer to concerts, it's unnecessary and sometimes, 
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he'll be, ' Okay, guys, let's get back on-topic. We have a concert in two days"' (File 37 
p. 6). Brenda, a sophomore alto in Select Women' s Ensemble, proposed that the students 
in her chorus adjusted more than Mr. Young did as the concert approached. She 
revealed, "I think we feel like we need to get all this done but he stays all level-headed 
and says, 'Keep working on this and working on that.' I don't feel like he changes that 
much around concert time" (File 44 p. 3). Titia and Jimmie, both senior sopranos in 
Chorale, participated in the demonstration chorus of the 2010 ACDA session Mr. Young 
conducted entitled "The Use of Solfege for Music Learning." In the days leading up to 
the session, they reported Mr. Young "was freakin ' out" (File 48 p. 4). Because of the 
nature "of our weird little demonstrations," (File 48 p. 5) no one, including Mr. Young, 
could predict precisely what might occur during the session and due to that 
unpredictability, Mr. Young exhibited nervousness. Titia clarified that "He thought that 
we were going to have to perform a lot. He just kept making sure all the songs were .good 
and that we knew them really well" (File 48 p. 5). Jimmie reported that the chorus only 
got to perform two of their prepared pieces during the demonstration session due to time 
restraints (File 48 p. 5). 
Mr. Young's passion. For many ofthe Pine Grove Chorus students, Mr. Young 
was the consummate teacher. They described him as motivating, passionate, and 
friendly. Sarah, sophomore alto in Select Women' s Ensemble said, "If you need work on 
something, he focuses on that and helps you" (File 56 p. 3). Salma, soprano II of Select 
Women' s Ensemble, described Mr. Yackely' s teaching: 
I feel like when we don't get something and Mr. Young has been trying for a long 
time, he just stops and he tells us, you know, 'I want you to imagine this. I want 
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you to picture this and just watch me.' And you know, he' s going to tell us the 
effects and we're just going to sit down and have a little chat about how to make 
something better. And what to picture in your head and I feel like that makes the 
biggest difference. So, that teaching style of, you know, not like a machine but 
like a friendly conversation where he talks to us about it, to make sure we 
understand. (File 49 p. 13) 
Steve, Chorale senior tenor, stated that Mr. Young' s passion for music and teaching made 
him want to continually improve. He said, "You know, he sure seems to enjoy teaching" 
(File 60 p. 7). Steve concluded that Mr. Young's enthusiasm for music and his passion 
about "getting your students to understand what you're trying to say or what you want 
them to do in a certain part of the song," inspired him and his classmates (File 60 p. 7). 
Steve offered that a lot of what Mr. Young said and did in class really helped him. 
Coming into chorus as a senior with a stated desire to learn how to sing, Steve found that 
"The way he conducts and how much emotion and passion he puts into teaching you, 
helps you really get things and makes you want to be a better singer" (File 60 p. 1). 
Steve said that when Mr. Young conducted, "He uses his face and everything about his 
body to get you to do the dynamics" (File 60 p. 5). When building towards the climatic 
point ofthe song, Steve said that Mr. Young "has this strong energy and gets you lifted 
up" (File 60 p. 5). 
Mr. Young' s choruses sang a pre-LOPE concert the week before the performance 
evaluation event. He asked this researcher to listen and make written suggestions on 
performance criteria that needed further improvement. For Steve, the manner Mr. Young 
ran the rehearsal the day after the event spoke to the type of teacher he was. According 
to Steve, Mr. Young reported that "the judge made a bunch of great comments" but said 
that a number of things "needed fixing" (File 60 p. 6). Mr. Young did not make the 
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chorus feel like "We ' re bad," but he made it "So that you see the little things that you' re 
making mistakes at and helps you see how much room you still have for improvement" 
(File 60 p. 6). Steve explained that, "when he' s talking to us, to really get his point 
across, he tries to phrase it a different way or try different techniques with us to get it the 
right way" (File 60 p. 6). 
Classroom management. During the course ofthis study Mr. Young maintained 
a classroom environment with very few disturbances--either from students or other 
events. On occasion, interruptions occurred in Concert Choir-the younger group-but 
rarely, if ever in the Select Women' s Ensemble or Chorale. Whenever a disruption 
occurred, Mr. Young' s consistent, easy-going manner permitted the class to continue 
solfeging the repertoire unfazed until the offending parties chose to realign with the 
group. For example, during a rehearsal in mid March, concrete repair crews arrived to fix 
the cement walkway that abutted the chorus room wall. To remove the already cracked 
and broken original cement pad, the repair crew used jackhammers and mini-cranes to 
break up and haul away the waist material. During Concert Choir, the last period of the 
day, while jackhammers pounded and the crane' s metal bucket noisily scraped away 
concrete refuse, Mr. Young worked as if nothing out ofthe ordinary happened. 
Amazingly, most ofthe class worked right along with him (ObCC3.15.11 p. 1). 
In terms of classroom management, an occasional ' shush' sufficed to diminish 
most student noisemakers. Addy, freshman treble singer in Concert Choir, reported that 
one of the boys in her class hid non-chorus books in his music folder and read them 
during chorus class. She said Mr. Young "Yells at him and the class goes, 'oooo"' (File 
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14 p. 8). She clarified what she meant by the term 'yells.' She explained, "He kind of 
just pauses, and gives like a death stare, a Young look" (File 14 p. 8). Laura, also a 
freshman who sang both treble parts joined in with, "He raises a really stem talking 
voice" (File 14 p. 8). Other students were aware ofthe "Young look." Cammie and 
Salma described "the look" as a stare that began with a raised eyebrow and was meant to 
convey to the offender, "Really, you're going to act like that?" (File 55 p. 10). Salma 
noted that if the look contained both "a smile and a raised eyebrow, that's different" (File 
55 p. 1 0). She described the Mr. Young look that meant trouble as, "When he stares at 
you, it's like mouth open, staring right at you, it's, like, sorry. It's not a nice feeling" 
(File 55 p. 1 0). Cammie understood why Mr. Young tried to address issues just by 
looking at the offender. She reasoned, "I feel like he tried not to spend time on it because 
if you spend time on it, not only does it reinforce habits but it also slows down the class" 
(File 55 p. 10). Natalia, a junior soprano in Select Women's Ensemble, labeled the 'slow 
down' as being "less productive and besides, who wants to have to sit through that" (File 
55 p. 1 0). Cammie deemed the Mr. Young method worthwhile and that, "I feel that he 
gave them a look and ignored them and they eventually straightened up" (File 55 p. 10). 
Becky, a tenth grade soprano in Select Women's Ensemble, said that Mr. Young "doesn't 
show frustration and I think that's a good part about him. He' s pretty much the same" 
(File 16 p. 4) while Nolan in Concert Choir detected frustration coming out in Mr. 
Young's language. He said, "It's not what he says but you can just tell when he's really 
frustrated with somebody." Larry, a senior baritone in Concert Choir, believed that Mr. 
Young's biggest source of :frustration came when "People weren't working up to their 
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potential" (File 43 p. 9). Nolan explained, "I never feel like he gets frustrated with our 
performance, it's the participation. He's never, like, 'You people suck,' it's just 
'people"' (File 43 p. 9). Mandy of Select Women's Ensemble agreed with Nolan that, at 
times, working with others contributed to her feeling frustrated. She said, "The only time 
he snaps at us is if it is our fault. He definitely has reasons ifhe snaps. I don't blame him 
because sometimes I want to snap at our chorus" (File 58 p. 1 0). 
Mr. Young created an environment in which students were comfortable with 
asking questions without having to raise their hand, especially in the more advanced 
choirs. For example, Becky said the students and Mr. Young joked around while they 
rehearsed and that "He's not like one of the teachers where you have to raise your hand 
every time you want to speak" (File 35 p. 8). She added that Mr. Young did not have to 
take control because "We're able to talk in a conversational way and the class doesn't get 
out of hand" (File 35 p. 8). Becky said that at times she did not "feel like he's an actual 
teacher. You just feel like he's another part ofthe choir" (File 35 p. 8). Bill, who had 
sung in Concert Choir during his first year of high school and then sang tenor in Chorale 
for three years, noticed that Mr. Young's management style varied among his ensembles. 
He said: 
I would say strict. I mean that in a good way because he doesn't tolerate 
distractions in rehearsal. And, he really doesn't tolerate a lot of goofmg off, 
nonsense and silliness, and I honestly think that's important in dealing with high 
school chorus that he keeps us focused. And a lot of people are maybe put off by 
that when they first meet him, but you realize that it really comes from him 
wanting us to be great and, him believing in the music and believing in our ability 
to create the music. It's, like, him as a director, he wants us all to be able to do 
that together and so, he really doesn't tolerate getting away from that and I think 
that's a good thing. (File 34 p. 1 0) 
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Cammie, who sang in Chorale and Select Women's Ensemble, depicted Mr. Young as a 
teacher that enjoyed the social aspects of his students. She recounted, "He is one who's 
not afraid to, like, sit back and let something not be so productive, like, occasionally, 
we'll just have something that's funny" (File 49 p. 11). Cammie hastened to add though, 
that Mr. Young did not personify "one of those teachers who is always laughing and 
never does anything" (File 49 p. 11). 
Young's persona. Mr. Young's demeanor contributed to rehearsals in which the 
students were comfortable. For many of the Pine Grove students, Mr. Young was the 
epitome of a chorus teacher. Working with a good teacher was important to Salma, 
sophomore soprano in Select Women's Ensemble, who remarked, "The fact that we have 
an amazing teacher just makes us better than everyone else" (File 49 p. 9). Brenda, 
sophomore soprano in the same choir as Salma, also credited Mr. Young's role as a 
teacher. She said, "If it weren' t for him, I think we wouldn' t be as good as we are" (File 
23 p. 15). The chorus students noticed their teacher's comfortable nature in rehearsals. 
Although Hannah, junior soprano/alto in Concert Choir, indicated that she thought Young 
to be "very good at what he does" (File 39 p. 7), Laura, also in Concert Choir, described 
him as "a little loose" (File 14 p.7). Students found benefits from this lack of pressure. 
For example, Edith, freshman Concert Choir soprano/alto, feltthat Mr. Young's "loose" 
demeanor helped her with auditions for solos and chorus placement. Edith remarked, 
"Mr. Young's really loose. It's so much easier auditioning for him because he won't 
scowl at you. I really appreciate that" (File 42 p. 13). 
This "loose" persona included a sense of humor. In Select Women' s Ensemble, 
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Haliegh, ajunior soprano-alto singer, considered his jokes "hilarious" (FG 3.01 p. 4) but 
Sivan and Britney, both freshmen Concert Choir sopranos, deemed them "corny" (File 36 
p. 9-1 0). During a Chorale rehearsal (ObCho 04.15) on a song where the basses 
repeatedly sang the pitch sol, Mr. Young began to discuss various trouble spots and 
musical issues and advised the singers to be careful. Describing a bass-line that repeated 
the fifth scale degree, Mr. Young, with a deadpan manner, said to the chorus, "You 
know, that bass part isn't a very good bass part. I'd say it's just so-so." After a two 
second pause,the students figured out the play on words and responded with typical 
"ah's" and "oh's," which sounded similar to groans as they reacted to what they viewed 
as an extremely corny joke. The students considered this experience as a quintessential 
"Young joke." Titia commented, "Would you stop that?" Mr. Young said," I've tried to 
stop but I just can't ... Oh, you're not talking to me." She was not; she was speaking to 
' Hank, a bass, who had just flipped her hair with his music (Ob09.22.10). Rather than 
hilarious or corny, Natalia described the teacher's attempts at humor as sarcastic. She 
remarked, "He's sarcastic. You have to understand his sense of humor but if you've been 
here long enough, it's, like, 'Oh, Mr. Young"' (File 49 p. 11). For some ofthe students, 
his jokes encouraged them to see him as fun-loving. Bill, Chorale tenor, said "I'd say fun 
is something that describes him" (File 34 p. 12). Kenzie, freshman in Concert Choir, 
explained, "I was one of those people who didn't like chorus but then I started learning 
and I met Mr. Young and thought that it was the funnest (sic) thing ever" (File 39 p. 10). 
Students responded to Mr. Young's easy-going nature in a positive manner. 
Laura of Concert Choir liked Mr. Young's comfort with himself. "He doesn't try to be 
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professional, even though he is, you know? He doesn't try to be" (File 14 p. 7). Because 
students chose to take or not take his class, teacher ' likability ' helped defme success. 
Addy of Concert Choir remarked that if she did not like the teacher, "I'd probably quit!" 
(File 14 p. 7). What she liked about Mr. Young's technique harkened back to Salma' s 
earlier comments: 
He knows the stuff, and he explains it well. Some teachers don' t explain. 
They 're just, like, "Use that, and go find it in the book, or do something." But he 
explains it. If you have questions, he answers it. And it' s, just, he ' s just such a 
great teacher. (File 14 p. 7) 
Attention to details for success. Mr. Young was insistent in rehearsals that the 
students perform at a high level. Because of this, Mr. Young paid great attention to 
minute musical details. Students in the program were aware of Young's quest for 
perfection. Joe, senior bass in Chorale, said, "He seems to focus on getting things down 
perfect" (File 46 p. 1 0). Steve, senior tenor in Chorale, revealed, "I think the whole 
attention-to-detail thing is definitely one of his big things and I think it characterizes him" 
(File 46 p. 13). The students recognized that meticulous, detailed work could become 
very tedious and they appreciated that Mr. Young was cognizant of those tendencies. 
Haliegh, a sophomore soprano/alto, described how she felt in Select Women' s Ensemble 
and said, "Even if something' s really hard, he makes it fun to be doing it." For example, 
she recognized that Mr. Young, rather than becoming frustrated with slow progress, 
tended to "find ways to make it easier" (FG p. 7). Ben, sophomore bass in Chorale, 
stated, "He wants us to reach our highest potential" (File 53 p. 1 ). 
Whether Mr. Young focused on the group or the individuals that made up the 
group did not matter to Steve because Mr. Young 's passion for teaching made the 
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students want to improve. Steve said, "He really makes you want to be better and always 
makes you want to be the best you can be and everyone has room for improvement" (File 
60 p. 3). Phia, freshman soprano/alto of Concert Choir, agreed with Steve. She said, 
"He's not a drama queen, but he's really, really dramatic and emphasizes, like, 
everything. Everything! I'm, like, what? Because it just shows how passionate he is 
about teaching music" (File 57 p. 17). Bill, who sang for Mr. Young for four years, 
responded, "I think that Mr. Young focuses on helping us all. I think that he wants us all 
to develop as singers, as choral singers" (File 34 p. 8). Aaron, senior bass section leader 
in Chorale, recalled Mr. Young's goal, "He has mentioned that he wants to equip us to 
take it out in the world" (File 34 p. 8). 
Some students expressed displeasure with Mr. Young's exacting quest for 
excellence, both of the group and of individuals. Several students believed that his 
philosophy resonated negatively with some students. Greg, junior Chorale tenor, 
positively expressed that his middle school teacher worked on both repertoire and music 
theory. He explained, "Sometimes we'd come in and work on intervals. We'd do little 
games that taught us how to use the solfege but Mr. Young doesn't do that at all" (File 
41, p. 1 ). Instead, Greg said that when new students came to chorus, he believed that Mr. 
Young, "just expects them to go home and practice but they don't know how to practice." 
Greg understood his high school teacher's priority of producing independent singers but 
said, "Some of these kids needed help just getting to the point that they can help 
themselves" (File 41 p. 1 ). Greg insinuated that, at times, Mr. Young exhibited an 
exacting attitude, which created negative feelings towards the teacher. Greg contributed, 
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"He just had high expectations and they got in here and he was, like, 'You' re off, do it 
again' and 'you're still a beat behind.' And I know the kids just didn't like him for that" 
(File 41 p. 2). Steve, along with other students, viewed Mr. Young's attitude differently 
than Greg. Steve said, "He seems to really want to make everything as perfect as he can 
get it" (File 60 p. 4) while a sophomore soprano in Concert Choir, Shirley, saw Young as 
"determined to teach people who are dedicated" (File 18 p. 3). This variance of opinion 
was noticed by Marie, Mr. Young's daughter, who conducted the Chorale in the Student 
Conductor segment of the Large Group Performance Evaluation. She recognized that not 
everyone saw her as she viewed herself because they told her: 
People keep telling me that my face is, like, this is painful, and I mean, that's just 
what my face looks like. He [Young] has this expression like 'Oh, yes, this is 
good' and I don't know, you just have to be really into it. (File FG p. 6) 
Sarah, Select Women's Ensemble alto, expressed her opinion that when Young "get's in 
the zone and gets excited," she found it easier to become excited and put "everything I 
have into it" (File FG p. 6). 
In Mr. Young's last period class, Concert Choir, Terrie, soprano/alto, expressed 
her view that, "I think he just wants us to learn" (File 42 p. 13). Edith, also of Concert 
Choir, felt Mr. Young allowed the students in the three choruses to learn at their own 
rates. Edith stated, "I've never heard him say 'blah blah blah chorus is doing fantastic. 
Why can' t you sound that good?' He doesn't say that. He says, 'You know, I know that 
we can get this fixed. Let's fix it" (File 42 p. 13). Kenzie, who sang both soprano and 
alto in Concert Choir, said Mr. Young, "Concentrates on reading music, rather than 
having the right note" (File 39 p. 7) while for Kenya, practicality determined Mr. 
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Young's focus. A freshman who switched between female voice parts, Kenya believed 
Mr. Young thought early in the semester, "I want them to learn this and know this 
because that's what they come to class for" (File 57 p. 17). As time passed and the 
performance became imminent, Kenya thought Mr. Young's priorities changed. She 
argued that Mr. Young's thinking became, "When it's near time to get ready for the 
concert and we're not there yet, then it's, like, 'I've got to get these kids ready for the 
concert"' (File 57 p. 17). 
Beyond Concert Choir, Hank, junior bass of Chorale, described Mr. Young's 
philosophy differently. He proposed, "He doesn't'focus on the songs but about getting 
better at singing" (File HL p. 1) and to that end, other Chorale students placed value on 
things Mr. Young stressed. Madhula, junior Chorale alto, brought up the lack of piano 
use in rehearsal. She said, "Yea, we sing everything, all the time, a cappella" (File 19 p. 
8). Katie, senior Chorale alto, found Mr. Young's determination to provide depth to be a 
positive. She offered, "I like that he includes a lot of music theory" (File 19 p. 8) while 
Mathew (tenth grade tenor) favored, "The different types of music that we do, all the 
different styles through history" (File 19 p. 8). Haliegh, Select Women's Ensemble 
sophomore soprano II, viewed Mr. Young's ideals from a more global viewpoint. When 
speaking with friends at other high schools, Haliegh discovered that she did not 
previously realize her good fortune of receiving instruction from Mr. Young. She 
concluded, "Not only do we come in here to sing but we get to learn about the theory and 
everything behind the music" (FG p. 7). Because of the foundation and background 
provided by Mr. Young, Haliegh found chorus "Really exciting when you understand it 
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because it makes the music make a lot more sense. It' s not just singing some notes that 
somebody plays on the piano" (FG p. 7). 
Selecting soloists. When it came time to audition students for solo parts, Mr. 
Young usually made the decision without verbal input from the students. Numerous Pine 
Grove students auditioned for a solo in class. Natalia, a junior soprano in Select 
Women' s Ensemble, explained that while he made the decision partly based on "How 
well your voice goes with that particular solo" (File 49 p. 4), she realized that other 
factors were considered, too. Natalia believed Mr. Young took into account "How many 
solos the other kids have they gotten this year or the past year" (File 49 p. 4). She 
thought Mr. Young took into account the singer's level of involvement with the program 
"So that the same people don't get all the solos so everyone has a fair chance" (File 49 p. 
5). 
The solo selection process occasionally produced uncomfortable moments for 
Marie, Mr. Young' s eleventh grade daughter. Marie indicated that both she and her 
father were sometimes in untenable situations even when she might have been the best 
singer auditioning. In order to not be accused of receiving special consideration, she said 
that, "He is hesitant to let me do things sometimes, because he doesn't want people to 
think that he's treating me special" (File 37 p. 4). Although students did not have a 
verbal say in who would sing a solo, Mr. Young did gauge student reactions to how well 
a solo was being performed in an audition . . For senior soprano Laura in Chorale, she 
believed that she discovered Mr. Young's secret soloist-selection criteria. She explained 
that while Mr. Young was listening to the try-outs, she caught him looking at the chorus 
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members' faces, "and how they're reacting to the singer. I think I've seen him do that a 
couple of times" (File 14 p. 7). 
Attitude. For Bob Young, attitude is central. According to Mr. Young, an 
effective choral director " ... has a positive attitude. He challenges his singers while 
making them feel good about their accomplishments" (BY p. 20). Mandy, tenth grade 
Select Women's Ensemble soprano, remarked that Mr. Young, "He' s, like, a really 
positive guy" (File 58 p. 1 0). She considered Mr. Young as "supportive" and that "You 
can tell he loves what he does" (File 58 p. 1 0). Mr. Young maintained a positive attitude, 
even at the end of the school day. According to Concert Choir' s sophomore Melody, Mr. 
Young exhibited a special level of patience because "At the end ofthe day with us, we're 
crazy" (File 50 p. 11 ). Beth, Chorale senior soprano, considered Mr. Young to possess a 
lot of patience, which helped to prepare the students for rehearsals and performances. 
Britney, who sang soprano in Mixed Chorus during last period of the day, agreed with 
Beth due to her class sounding "terrible-like" (File 36 p. 11). As a tenth grade alto, 
Concert Choir's Linda spoke from experience when she revealed the rather large 
challenge to "Just wait this out and listen from like the cruddiest of moments to when 
we 're on stage" (File 50 p. 11). 
Communication and commitment. In addition to a positive attitude, the Pine 
Grove students stated that a choral director must communicate well and demonstrate a 
great deal of commitment to the program. Cammie, a junior who sang in chorus for two 
periods (Chorale and Select Women's Ensemble) during the year of this study, suggested 
that phrases including "That's not quite it" or "Make it better" were not helpful and, 
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"He's, like, you need to do more of this and less of this and then he'll, like, give you 
steps for how to do it" (File 49 p. 11). Commitment and dedication shown by Mr. Young · 
was a motivational leadership factor to perform at a higher level, according to Bill, senior 
tenor president of Pine Grove Chorus. He indicated that when students witnessed 
commitment exhibited by Mr. Young, the students tended to "put forth the effort" 
whereas if commitment was not seen, then it appeared that "the director was not really 
there" and dedication was lacking (File 41 p. 5). Mr. Young explained, "I think 
dedication to the program and to the students is important. They need to know that you 
care and, therefore, you really do need to care. You can only fake so much sincerity!" 
(BY p. 10). 
As part of commitment to the program and dedication to the students, Aaron, 
Chorale senior bass, stated that Mr. Young was "approachable" and that this made him 
feel more comfortable, especially when he needed to remain after class to ask Mr. Young 
questions about the music (File 41 p. 5). The students indicated that Mr. Young was able 
to critique their singing without criticizing them. Greg, Chorale junior tenor, remarked 
that "Singing is a personal thing" and if someone is too judgmental, "It hurts and people 
leave" (File 41 p. 5). 
Establishing respect. Mr. Young' s choristers appreciated the respect with which 
they were treated. Natalia, a junior alto in the Select Women' s Ensemble, offered that 
she remembered an occurrence when she was a part of Concert Choir. Mr. Young 
worked with the young men on their falsettos and because it sounded funny, "Everybody 
laughed but he addressed it and said that you can't ever laugh at anybody trying to sing 
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better. You can't make fun of that" (File 55 p.l1 ). Beth, Chorale senior soprano, thought 
that students not having to worry about being called-out for making mistakes helped them 
to feel better about participating more fully: 
I mean, he knows that we're not going to be perfect and not everyone is going to 
get every pitch of every song all at the same time which I think is really good to 
keep in mind. Because if he didn't, then I feel like, it would be a lot tenser and he 
would just be like, really angry. (File 34 p. 11) 
Marie, a junior soprano and Mr. Young's daughter, commented on the few times that 
discipline issues had to be addressed in class. Marie stated, "When Dad, Mr. Young, has 
to stop and fix, like, discipline things, sometimes it' s just, it's not tense, really, but 
frustrating to the rest of us. (File 3 7 p. 7). Aaron, senior bass of Chorale and headed to a 
major institute oftechnology, understood the unique role Mr. Young played for his 
students: 
I definitely understand the need for a director, the concept of group work, in 
general. I do math and science things and those are very independently 
motivated. In math or science, I can look in a text book and figure it all out. I'd 
be fme. In chorus, well, you need some direction, number one, to combine a lot 
of people together and number two, to understand a lot of the big picture and the 
nuances. (File 40 p. 3) 
Encouraging the students. For Shirley, the manner in which Mr. Young 
"combined a lot of people together" (File 18 p. 3) was described as encouraging and 
motivating. The sophomore Concert Choir member reasoned, "You know, he really 
takes the time with us and even if it is a little frustrating, he says ' You know what, we're 
doing this, you can do this. ' He encourages us" (File 18 p. 3). Sarah, who sang soprano 
II and alto in Select Women's Ensemble, recognized Mr. Young' s ability to deal with 
frustration. She explained, "He never seems to get frustrated and that takes a lot because 
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when it's frustrating for us, it must be ten times worse for him. So it's good to know that 
he's always there to support and encourage us" (FG 3.01 p. 5). Because of the way her 
teacher handled intonation problems in Concert Choir, Britney revealed that the students 
were motivated to keep giving a lot of effort when she said, "Mr. Young was really 
patient with us and just laughed and said that we were really pitchy or something," (File 
36 p. 11 ). Britney saw the value of a diligent work-ethic, inspired by her teacher, over 
the long-term. She said, "If we listen to our performance on 'The Drinking Gourd' in 
September compared to now, it would be night and day and I think that's really due to his 
nurturing and helping us grow as musicians" (File 36 p. 1 0). Katie, senior Chorale alto, 
described Mr. Young as motivational and inspiring. She detailed that her opinion of a 
piece of music could be affected by her teacher and remarked, "He's so enthusiastic 
about it that it almost gets me more interested in the song and I reconsider what I thought 
about it initially" (File 19 p. 9). Brenda, sophomore in Select Women's Ensemble, 
believed that Mr. Young's specificity helped her chorus be more proficient. He pointed 
out various trouble or weak spots in the performance repertoire and encouraged each 
individual to work on it outside of class. Brenda reported: 
We always feel motivated when he tells us, 'You can work on this, you can work 
on that. You can try to fix this, you can try to fix that.' And it just gives us 
motivation and determination to fix it and make it better. (File 23 p. 14) 
According to sophomore Teesha in Concert Choir, when students progressed, Mr. Young 
quickly offered a pat on the back. She said, "When we do something better, he sits there 
and he congratulates us for it and he just makes us feel good that we have come a long 
way" (File 50 p. 9). Select Women's Ensemble sophomore Mandy said that there were 
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always things to be improved upon. "And, Mr. Young is always egging us on. Little bit 
more, little bit more, and then we've got it. It's just the positiveness (sic)" (File 58 p. 9). 
Katie reasoned that because the classes were "Fun, positive and structured" (File 45 p. 2), 
some very detailed and specific training could occur which enhanced the final product. 
Sara, one of only two sophomore females in the top group, indicated small things made a 
difference, "Even the way we say things, down to every last syllable, and I think it's a 
good thing, because all the small details make it really great" (File 46 p. 9). 
Accomplishing goals. Within the relaxed atmosphere of the Pine Grove High 
Chorus rehearsals, the students believed that they were accomplishing the goals the 
director had set for them. In terms of musical independence, Greg, junior tenor in 
Chorale spoke for his private teacher, "Definitely the Young training I got going into my 
voice lessons, helped. And she [the private instructor] noticed too. There's definitely a 
base level going which is really helpful," (File 41 p. 3). Marie, junior soprano, placed a 
great deal oftrust in her dad, Mr. Young: 
I feel like the majority of the time he's being fun and, urn, what' s the word, 
productive. I don't feel like there's any time when he's just saying, 'Gosh, guys, 
you sound so bad,' or just, 'Hey, so what are you doing this weekend?' I don't 
know. I feel like he knows what he's talking about. So, that's good. (File 37 p. 
10) 
According to the middle school chorus teacher and wife, Mr. Young's confidence that his 
students could reach the goals he set for them helped to make him a supportive and 
compassionate person (MSD p. 5). That confidence inspired pride in the choral program 
from its members. Salma, Select Women's Ensemble soprano II shared: 
Because I have a bunch of friends at Southpark that are a part of chorus and, like, 
day by day, they just hate it every day. Because they walk in and that teacher is 
just pounding them all the time, and they're just complaining, and they're even 
considering leaving because of the way, you know, respect is like a two-way 
street, and what not. And they feel like she's disrespectful. (File 49 p. 11) 
Beth, senior Chorale soprano, relayed her non-Pine Grove friend's frustrating choral 
experience in preparing for performance evaluations: 
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They got music for Large Group Performance Evaluations two weeks before they 
were supposed to perform. And to us that just sounds ridiculous because Mr. 
Young makes sure we get our music probably as early as possible, that we're 
working on it all the time. But this director just, you know, for every concert they 
would be reading out of their folders and I don't know if that's what he thought it 
was the best they could do? But it made me not have as much respect for that 
guy ... and it's just, I just think that's a terrible thing to put students through. (File 
41 p. 5) 
Long-term dedication to the program. For students who sang in Mr. Young's 
choral program over the course of their high school careers, he became more than a 
chorus teacher. Madhula, junior Chorale alto, recounted, "He really cares about what 
he's doing and he really cares about us being the best that we can be" (File 19 p. 8). For 
Cammie, the junior soprano who sang in two chorus classes, the lengthy time element 
helped her feel at home. Cammie said, "He knows his students, mainly because he has 
them for four years" (File 49 p. 11). Salma, soprano II in Select Women's Ensemble, 
agreed, "He knows every single one of us in there" (File 49 p. 11 ). The students . 
recognized that Mr. Young modeled characteristics that he felt were important. For 
Carly, the other sophomore girl in Chorale who sang alto, Mr. Young's dedication to the 
program served to influence the students. She said, "He wants everyone in the chorus to 
stay in chorus and his dedication is, he ' s trying to rub it off onto everyone in the chorus" 
(File 34 p. 12). Aaron, senior Chorale bass, understood that Mr. Young prized the 
individuals who participated in the various choruses. Aaron explained: 
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I'd say he values the chorus overall and the chorus as individuals. Like, when we 
performed with other groups a few times last year, several of us in the class 
thought that it was a competition, but he was just, "No, no, no, it's just about the 
creation of sounds." (File 34 p. 12) 
Terrie, a freshman officer in Concert Choir, believed that Mr. Young cared for the 
students in her chorus and that he wanted to be beneficial to them. Edith agreed by 
stating, "He does a lot. He's not uptight and that's like an anti-negative" (File 42 p. 13). 
Students thought Mr. Young showed his care and concern for them by making sure they 
understood what he wanted them to know. To Becky, the sophomore soprano in Select 
Women's Ensemble, "He takes the time to teach you the stuff. He takes the time to point 
out improvements, more than he does flaws. He really, really helps us" (File 16 p. 4). 
Shirley concurred by adding, "Very good teacher; very helpful. Seeks improvements 
instead of flaws" (File 18 p. 3). For senior lacrosse player and Chorale alto, Jimmie, 
working with Mr. Young over time allowed her to have a unique perspective. She stated, 
"I don't really think of him as a teacher, he's, like, I know this is cliche, but, like a friend. 
I know if I had a problem, I could go talk to Mr. Young" (File 21 p. 6). As President of 
the choral program and senior tenor, Bill said, "I think that he continues because he sees 
how important it is to us. The people in the chorus really do appreciate it" (File 40 p. 9). 
Some students commented less positively about the director and related the 
perceptions of students not involved with the choral program. Bill understood that "Mr. 
Young's got a reputation," but from his own viewpoint, "he just takes a while to get to 
know" (File 42 p. 2). Beth, senior Chorale soprano, likened it to getting to know a shy 
person. Beth remarked, "They [students not in chorus] don't understand why he acts the 
way he does" (File 41 p. 2). John, a junior bass/baritone in Chorale, agreed and said, 
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"You hear a lot of people that think he's, I don't know, almost like, he's not very 
friendly" (File 34 p. 11). Haliegh, sophomore Select Women's Ensemble soprano/alto, 
described it as characteristic teenage behavior. She indicated: 
I know people at the school who've never had any of the Young's but they hear 
things ... and so they just go ahead and say 'Oh yea,' you know, 'He' s not nice' 
or all ofthese things that they don't have any evidence to back it up because they 
don' t have any experience but they go tell everybody else and they just believe 
them. (File 41 p. 1) 
Some of the choral students revealed information that was inconsistent with most 
descriptions of the teacher. Both Beth and Greg of Chorale detailed their thoughts 
concerning the teacher's comments to a student string duo (violin and cello) who had 
come in to rehearse with the chorus and pianist on the Gorczycki, "In Virtute Tua, 
Domine" just before the performance evaluation. Greg explained, "I saw this, when we 
had a little violin trio (sic) [actually a violin, cello, and piano] come in and play on one of 
our songs, and he was really hard on them" (File 41 p. 1 ). Beth, speaking about the same 
encounter, expressed allegiance with the player: 
When we were practicing with the string players who were accompanying us for 
our piece, I think it was the girl who ' s doing the bass, was trying really hard to get 
it right. I don't know, but it seemed like he was making these comments that 
were just, like, you know, 'practice,' then, well, she's trying, just give her a 
second, she' s really trying (File 34 p. 10). 
Brenda, soprano in Select Women Ensemble, commented that, "Sometimes, we may feel 
a little bit pressured by him" (File 23 p. 14). Greg indicated that Mr. Young could be 
quite "picky." Greg added, "I don't mean it in a bad way but he is very (pause) precise, 
you know? He always wants us to ... I don't know how to describe it, but I feel like, 
critical . . . and caring" (File 34 p. 1 0). Natalia, junior soprano in Select Women's 
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Ensemble, favored Mr. Young's 'sarcastic' quips (File 56 p. 2) but Amala, a quiet and 
reserved eleventh grade soprano/alto noted that: 
Sometimes it makes you feel, don't tell him I said this, sometimes it's, like, he's 
almost trying to be, like, trying to relate to us, but being critical but not too 
critical. Sometimes when you're already having a bad day, and he says 
something sarcastic, it makes you feel bad. (File 56 p. 3) 
The audition process for solos in the chorus did not always produce the student 
who would actually perform the solo in concert. During one observation, numerous 
students volunteered to sing the solos during a Chorale rehearsal. As part of Chorale's 
first concert repertoire, a Mozart "Kyrie Eleison" from Missa Brevis, K. 275 was about to 
be rehearsed. Mr. Young called out, "Okay, who're going to be our soloists today?" Of 
the 23 students in the chorus, eleven raised their hands, volunteering to attempt the solos 
in the classroom setting (ObCho9.22). Later, for Jasmine, Titia, and Jimmie, all Chorale 
seniors, being allowed to audition actually meant very little in terms of who was fmally 
selected to perform the solos in concert. Jimmie recounted, "He did auditions. I just felt 
like it didn't matter who sang it, Marie was going to get it and it ended up like that" (File 
48 p. 7). Titia added, "There are people who, like, he, constantly gives solos out to. I 
mean, they are good, but ... " (File 48 p. 7). Regarding another piece that incorporated a 
solo, Jasmine expressed: 
It's like the dynamics ... you'd have to be there for. Like, you'd have one solo, 
and he'd narrow it down to two people and everyone knew it would be those two 
people. And there wouldn't be much of a difference between you or Madhula 
(File 48 p. 8). 
Titia added, "Like,they were both equally good but since Madhula has more choral 
honor things, he thought that she was better and she got it" (File 48 p. 8). For a brand 
•. 
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new choral singer in Concert Choir, Kenya, a freshman, thought it unfair that the 
repertoire did not suit her voice. She explained: 
I feel like I'm not getting an opportunity. Like, I know I can sing but it' s just the 
way that, the type of music that he likes and the way that he wants it to be sung, I 
feel like my voice isn' t good enough for that. (File 57 p. 3) 
Zahreya, a sophomore alto in Concert Choir, thought it unfair that Mr. Young chose not 
to recognize or call on her when she had her hand raised in class. She recounted one 
specific occurrence, "If I needed to ask a question, I'll be raising my hand, but, like, an 
hour and he sees my hand raised and he'll just, like, 'Let's sing,' and I'm like, 'Dude, 
didn' t you just see my hand?"' Zahreya explained in detail: 
I raised my hand and he looked at me and looked away and I had raised my hand 
for five minutes, and I had to go to the bathroom so I just walked out because I 
thought "you looked at me and you didn't say anything." (File 57 p. 14) 
In a Chorale rehearsal, Sylvia stood up and walked across the risers, signed a pad, and 
left the room (ObCho9.20). She followed Mr. Young's established procedure for 
students who needed to be excused from class for restroom visits. 
At least one student believed that she and her chorus needed a break from 
rehearsing immediately following a performance. A sophomore soprano in Concert 
Choir, Zahreya commented on how she favored the middle school chorus teacher' s after-
concert activities. She explained: 
I know Mr. and Mrs. Young have different teaching techniques, but after a 
concert, she'lllet us see a video or watch our performance. Mr. Young goes 
straight into the next song and that not really frustrates me but, like, I need a 
break! I know the point is the music and the next song but just give me one break 
so that I can get ready (File 57 p. 1 0) . 
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Part Three: The Nuts and Bolts of Success 
The Pine Grove chorus students valued their exposure to much of the music Mr. 
Young selected and many appreciated his philosophy of striving for individual musical 
independence. Mostly, however, they valued learning and performing the new, 
challenging choral repertoire Mr. Young selected and the incumbent vocal skills the 
repertoire required them to demonstrate to perform successfully. In the following 
vignette, Mr. Young begins a rehearsal with warm-ups in Concert Choir, the introductory 
level chorus class. 
Vignette Ill. ssssssssssssssss (for five seconds). Mr. Young softly says, "Again, " 
and the students of Concert Choir breathe and begin the hiss a second time. This time 
the singers hiss for 15 seconds and demonstrate a perfect diminuendo. As a chorus, their 
standing posture is as varied and unique as any other roomful teenagers. Larry has one 
hand in his pocket, Kenzi and Terrie have both hands on their hips, several others have 
their hands clasped behind their backs, and Teesha 's arms crossed in front. Ernie is 
modeling perfect singer's posture. Perhaps that is why he is standing dead center of the 
front row. As the hiss dies away, I hear a soft Zoo begin in the male range and then 
ceases. Everyone inhales and then sings the Zoo except for one student who begins a hiss, 
again. The four boys sing the modeled pitch and vowel but the girls are not quite so 
instantaneous. Afew slide or briefly search for the pitch an octave above Mr. Young 's 
pitch. The students begin wiggling around and some start to snicker. Mr. Young cuts 
them off and says, "One more time. Everybody awake now?" and cues the chorus to 
begin anew. The same pitch discrepancies occur but the chorus continues with the 
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exercise. The Zoo, based on the teacher's hand motions, morphs to oh and then to ah. 
The idea Mr. Young is conveying is an opening up of space in the mouth and throat by 
modeling with his arms and hands. He sings a new pitch a step above the previous and 
the process begins again. Kenzie looks over at me, waves, and Terrie follows her lead 
with waves, too. Laura is holding and swinging hands with Bergit on the back row. Mr. 
Young sings, "mee " and the chorus sings back mee moving to oh to ah. He gives a pitch 
a step higher and the students repeat the process. Mr. Young sings mah on a jive note 
descending scale and Concert Choir echoes. He hums a pitch a half step higher and the 
singers sing the scale, which continues for eight repetitions. Mr. Young pitched and 
modeled all the exercises without the aid of a piano. The only thing between him and the 
students is his music stand with its attendant piles of papers. Finally, he leans to his 
right to play the digital keyboard that is placed on a RockSteady stand as he sings, "Mah, 
Mah, Mah, Mah" on a descending major arpeggio. The chorus immediately performs the 
arpeggio. He plays a triad a half step higher. Kenzie and Terrie stretch up on their 
tiptoes as they go the upper pitch. There are a lot bored faces and nervous energy in the 
students. Nolan and Brad on the back row saw the tiptoe stretch and join in. The 
director moves up by half step eight times andfor the last four, used his left hand similar 
to a basketball player shooting afoul shot. He even dipped his knees before shooting the 
upper Mah. After the eighth time, which was in the F5 to G5 range, Mr. Young played a 
triad a full step lower that seemed to have no effect on the singers. This occurred two 
more times. "Wooo, " Mr. Young demonstrated a descending glissando high in his 
falsetto. Boys and girls all echo back. "Weeee" and the students repeat. Then he 
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models an ascending falsetto glissando and the students repeat. "Now altogether, "from 
Mr. Young and they all perform the descending glissando on Weee at the highest point 
yet. This is certainly not the first time they have done this because they knew what was 
coming. Mr. Young performs a full octave C arpeggio on an ih vowel, demonstrating 
placement and resonance. The students begin their attempt and when completed, Mr. 
Young moves the exercise up by half steps by playing the triad on the keyboard. With 
each arpeggio, the director not only sings but also uses his left hand and arm to give a 
visual representation of what he wants to hear from the singers. After five repetitions, 
Mr. Young says, "Just the ladies" and only the girls perform the arpeggio. "Again, and 
put a lot of breath energy behind it" followed by "This time, let there be relaxation in the 
back" as the girls sing the exercise several more times. Finally, Mr. Young offered, 
"What wonderful progress you 've made. Everybody sing this ..... ZING! Ready, Go. " 
The chorus gives him what he wants and then he models the five note descending scale 
singing 'zing ' on each pitch. He tells them, "Almost like there's no vowel. Go right to 
the 'ng. ' Really make it ring. It's resonating. " This continues for six repetitions when 
he calls for "Major Scale and use the signs. " He is referring to the Curwen hand signs. 
Everyone sings the scale and I am surprised to see everyone displaying the signs, if not 
enthusiastically, at least not grumbling. "Now this time, I want you to sing do, do re do, 
do re mire do. You remember that one. Except leave a space, don 't sing fa and ti. Do 
the sign but don 't sing the pitch, okay? " says the teacher. Then the students begin 
singing and of course, at least three students sing the fa instead of making it silent. As 
the sequence continues, various students slip up and sing when they not supposed to but 
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Mr. Young just smiles and continues to lead. The students like this exercise because it is 
an opportunity to make silly, unimportant mistakes in a supportive atmosphere. As soon 
as the entire scale has been accomplished, the director looks to the students on his left 
and says, "Ready, Go, " and starts the altos. He cues the boys who begin in canon-
fashion, finally followed by the sopranos. As the altos and then the boys finish, the 
sopranos are left by themselves who seem to be having serious issues at remembering 
which syllable to leave out. The whole group descends to laughter and giggles, including 
Mr. Young. "It's too fast! " Phia exclaims as she bends over laughing. 
Repertoire. For Bob Young, choral repertoire selection provided an important 
foundation for success because, "The songs give me a hook to expose them to so many 
things that might become important to them down the road" (BY p. 4). He added, "Well, 
you want the students to have a well-balanced diet of music, variety, a broad 
understanding of many cultures, of many styles and periods throughout history" (BY p. 
8). The idea of the students' likes or dislikes of particular repertoire choices received no 
consideration from Mr. Young. He said that he wanted each student to be challenged and 
that he was "rarely concerned with whether they will like a piece of music" (File BY p. 
21). In Mr. Young's view, students often do not like 'new' music but "grow to like it as 
they become familiar with it" (BY p. 21). For the fall concert, each Pine Grove chorus 
performed music from other cultures, non-English texts, and mostly unaccompanied 
works from noted choral composers including Mozart, Alice Parker, Mark Culloton, and 
David Dickau (Ob FC 10.07.10). Mr. Young used multi-cultural pieces to challenge the 
students, although he did admit that "I love doing the classics. I love doing Romantic 
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mus1c. I like a broad range" (BY p. 8). Mr. Young sought to affect his students' world-
views by selecting multi-cultural music to perform. He noted that the Pine Grove school 
and particularly, his chorus, exhibited a diverse population. Mr. Young reasoned that the 
more his students knew about each other, the more likely they might understand and get 
along with each other. He shared that, "Ifl can fmd a piece that represents somebody's 
culture then they have something to share that's beyond what I could share with them or 
what they, as a group can share, then that's a bonus" (BY p. 8). 
Additionally, Mr. Young knew that he must keep an eye towards the future ofhis 
program. He said, "There are some musical compromises, too. We will sometimes sing 
music that will appeal to students. We've got to draw students to the program to have a 
future" (File BY p. 22). 
During the second semester of this study and in preparation for LGPE, Concert 
Choir rehearsed two songs of disparate characteristics: an a cappella "Kyrie" by de 
Victoria and "Peter Gray," an accompanied arrangement of a folk song by Alice Parker 
(OB02.08.11 ). Larry, a senior baritone who sang heary-metal songs with his father, 
shared that, "I didn't like the melody to 'Peter Gray' a lot. I like 'Kyrie Eleison' because 
I like the old Latin songs" (File 15 p. 3). Because ofMr. Young's choices of music for 
Concert Choir, Terrie, a freshman officer, felt challenged and valued unlike in her 
previous middle school choral program. Terrie reported, "I feel that over there she 
picked songs that she knew we would sound good on and it wasn't that meaningful" (File 
13 p. 6). Mandy's judgment, a Select Women's Ensemble's sophomore soprano, about 
the appropriateness of a singing style revealed an impact made by her experiences in Pine 
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Grove chorus. When she attended middle school, Mandy performed in a show choir 
about which she said, "We were told to slide when we sing, dance, and have fun. 
Obviously, that's not the proper way" (File 58 p. 1). For each major concert 
performance, Mr. Young included at least one selection that that featured the entire Pine 
Grove Chorus. The all performance included several combined selections and one 
became many students' favorite song, "A City Called Heaven" by Poelinitz. It featured 
Mr. Young's junior daughter, Marie, as soprano soloist. Brenda, of Select Women's 
Ensemble, described the performance as "it was like 'wow"' (File 6 p. 5). 
Not all ofthe students, however, appreciated or liked Mr. Young's repertoire 
choices. Titia, a senior soprano in Chorale, thought that Mr. Young's repertoire choices 
became predictable over the years. She conceded that the songs needed to be 
challenging, especially for Chorale, but in her opinion, many tended to be slow and 
boring. She stated, "Sometimes I feel like we're always singing the same kind of music 
every year" (File 52 p. 4). Many ofthe songs that Mr. Young chose for study in Concert 
Choir early in the year did not please the first-time freshman chorister, Kenya, although 
she enjoyed the lighter styles of music. She explained: 
I know that he picks the songs but, like, now, if we sung (sic) the songs that we're 
singing now, we sung (sic) songs that we know, it will be, like, easier to start off 
with that and then work our way up to songs like that because in the beginning we 
were, like, 'how come we can't sing a song in English, like all these foreign 
languages and stuff.' (File 57 p. 5) 
Edith, a soprano/alto ninth grader in Concert Choir, concluded that the way Mr. 
Young organized the school year according to the types of repertoire he selected for them 
to sing enhanced the students' musical education. After only one semester in the 
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program, Edith characterized the year's repertoire as "more traditional, regional, 
international first, then holiday, then hard stuff, and then pop stuff. It's a good way to 
make sure you have some of everything" (File 42 p. 15). After four years of singing in 
Mr. Young's choirs, though, Laura, senior Chorale soprano, indicated that some choices 
could be predicted. She stated, "It was a Kyrie ... no, was it a spiritual? I feel like it 
would have been because he usually does that!" (File 59 p. 3). After three years in the 
program, junior soprano Cammie summarized the units of study in a typical Young year: 
The first concert, we always do music that is, like, world, from all over the world, 
different cultures. And like, for LGPE, our focus is on LGPE songs but then, our 
fmal concert, we always do stuff that's, we have like a theme and we always do 
stuff that's like, more popular and I really like that because you've been singing 
hard stuff and that's fun, but now we want to sing something that other people are 
going to appreciate as much as we do. (File 49 p. 13) 
Bill, senior tenor and choral program president, reported that many people thought that 
repertoire selection needed adjustment. He stated, "I think that a lot of people outside of 
chorus, and inside of chorus as well, they think that we should be singing more popular 
music" (File 34 p. 7). Britney, freshman soprano in Concert Choir, pointed out that her 
repertoire choices would be "a cappella arrangements of contemporary songs, like Top 
40 kind of stuff' because student enjoyment would increase if "they sang a song 
everyone hears on the radio and change it" (File 36 p. 8). Still, outside those repertoire 
changes, she valued the chosen repertoire because "what we sing now is really beneficial 
to our voices and music learning" (File 36 p. 8). Jasmine and Jimmie, Chorale senior alto 
and soprano respectively, indicated that singing pop music might not result with the 
intended effect. Jasmine advised that performing certain pop songs (referring to those 
heard on the television show "Glee") might be alienating for the students rather than 
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songs that enhanced the chorus' social stature. Jimmie offered, "You can't just have 
people join because of the pop music because that's not what chorus is" (File 48 p. 17). 
Kenya, as previously noted, urged for more pop music but also suggested, "I would try 
different johnders (sic) of music. I think it would be more appropriate to do classical 
music, like what we're doing now" (File 57 p. 14). Even though Jimmie questioned the 
use of pop music and understood that the repertoire chosen fit a general pattern each year, 
she did not hesitate to call for more of one of her favorite varieties. She said, "I love 
spirituals and when we don't do them, I get sad" (File 21 p. 7). 
Benefits of repertoire. The Pine Grove choristers valued the music that Mr. 
Young selected and some of the students found the repertoire a beneficial challenge. 
Terrie, a freshman soprano/alto in Concert Choir who moved from Florida the previous 
summer, commented that in comparison with choruses in her previous city and middle 
school, "We pick harder songs for Large Group Performance Evaluation" (File 42 p. 6). 
Melody, a freshman soprano/alto in Concert Choir, stated that even though not every 
piece was liked by all students, "They like that it is challenging music" (File 50 p. 9). 
Although these students considered the music challenging, not all of them enjoyed 
singing the music selected by Mr. Young. Titia, senior soprano in Chorale, remembered 
a song in a previous year "that was very, very strange" (File 52 p. 5). Not able to recall 
the title, she described the piece as "the girls were in one key and the guys in another key 
and it sounded really weird" yet she found the weirdness "really cool" (File 52 p. 5). 
Jimmie, Chorale senior soprano, expressed her fondness of a piece by Gorczycki that her 
chorus sang at LGPE in March. She said, "In 'Virtute,' it was nice because I like that 
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kind of old school choir music and I like how it sounded because it had strings which was 
a kind of more advanced piece for us" (File 52 p. 3). Mandy, a sophomore soprano in 
Select Women's Ensemble, described "Koudjay" by Sydney Guillaume as "My favorite 
by far. I love that song" (File 58 p. 5). She remembered that when she first saw the 
octavo she thought that it would be an extremely difficult piece to learn. She 
commented, "It was challenging but I thrive for that next step. I loved being challenged 
because in the end, you're going to have it amazing. And, I like how far we've come" 
(File 58 p. 5). Titia thought that the music, "was challenging in a good way, not like so 
challenging that it makes you want to give up, challenging just to where we can do it" 
(File 52 p. 5). 
The power of repertoire. Students valued some of the repertoire because of how it 
made them feel during the rehearsals and performances. Steve, a tenor who participated 
in chorus only during his senior year, discovered that slower songs tended to be more 
expressive. He said, "Some of them are a little bit slower and those are the ones you can 
put emotion into and make it incredible" (File 46 p. 1 0). Hank, junior bass in Chorale, 
cited "Famine Song" arranged by Mathew Culleton as a song that he could put himself 
into completely. He recalled that the story of the song focused on an African mother's 
wishes for rain so that plants would grow and she could feed her starving child. Hank 
said, "In Famine Song, that long part after the two female solos and we get to the cool 
part, if we do it right, you can really feel it" (File 57 p. 3). Steve referred to 'Let Me Fly,' 
an African-American spiritual, as a selection that "has the most power, soul, and emotion 
in it" (File 60 p. 2). Katie, a multi-year Chorale alto, recognized that Mr. Young sought 
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to provide music that would provoke his student's emotions. About David Dickau's 
setting of an e. e. cummings' poem, "I carry your heart," Katie said, "I liked that one too 
because it was a little bit different. I mean we usually do a piece similar to that every 
year but I enjoyed that one" (File 45 p. 2). Bill, the senior tenor headed to Harvard upon 
graduation, valued the Dickau piece as well and added, "There're really moments in that 
song where it's just so musical that, that, it's you just feel a lot" (File 41 p. 6). 
Several students stated that Mr. Young selected music based on one particular 
movement of the Catholic Mass, the Kyrie. Referring to a previous LGPE performance, 
Hank said, "We're always singing Kyrie songs" and Laura, a senior soprano, added, "We 
all sang Kyrie songs" [both modeled melismas with lots oflaughs] (File 54 p. 4). Linda, a 
freshman soprano in Concert Choir, said that "after you sang it [Kyrie] a hundred times in 
rehearsals, it was, like, I don't ever want to sing it again" (File 50 p. 13). 
Students valued specific songs simply because they found beauty in them. 
Brenda, sophomore soprano of Select Women's Ensemble, described "Through Winter's 
Window" by Brad Printz as "the prettiest song we sang" (File 23 p. 4) while Stephanie, a 
Select Women's Ensemble sophomore, recalled "Golden Slumbers" by Mark Culloton 
and "(,Quien es ese pajarito?" arranged by Dwyer as "the most beautiful songs I've sung" 
(File 35 p. 4). Melody, in Concert Choir, named "A City Called Heaven" arranged by 
Poelinitz her favorite because it helped her remember rehearsing it at the Chorus Camp, 
which held special significance for her (File 50 p. 7). Becky, sophomore soprano II of 
Select Women's Ensemble "always enjoy singing in Latin" and found Vivaldi's "Domine 
Fili Unigenite" interesting because there were a lot of new words that I don't ever 
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remember singing before in it" (File 35 p. 4). Other students, however, valued repertoire 
mainly because it came from a more 'popular' genre. Titia mentioned having performed 
"Santa Baby, and we did a little dance with it" and Jasmine mentioned liking "the one 
about the hippopotamus. That was fun, too, and sometimes we have fun choreography" 
(File 48 p. 12). Not everyone liked all of the choreography Mr. Young and his choruses 
worked out, though, and Kenya, a ninth grader in Concert Choir, said that she "hated" 
doing moves which consisted of her and a boy performing a dip (File 57 p. 4). 
Some students disliked some of the repertoire chosen for them to perform while 
others could not decipher Mr. Young's reasoning for picking certain songs. Titia 
commented, "I don't know if he has, like, a book he goes through? I'm not even sure 
how he, like, finds some ofthis cause some of it, I just don't know" (File 52 p. 5). 
Bridgette, freshman of Concert Choir, recognized that people made judgments about 
chorus due to the songs the choruses sang. She said, "Because, like, they are so, I mean, 
because I sing them, but, like, I think a lot of people would think they are just corny" 
(File 50 p. 14). Gabriel, the sophomore Chorale tenor who really wanted to sing soprano, 
relayed comments said to him when he tried to recruit new students to chorus. He said, 
"I ask all my friends, you know, like, you're a good singer, why don't you join chorus, 
and it's 'oh, because, you know, you guys sing lame songs"' (File 46 p. 12). Titia 
explained that occasionally they would sing songs which only used syllables rather than a 
real text and that she found those kinds of pieces bothersome. Even though she offered 
no specific titles, she revealed, "Well, the words don't make any sense so you don't know 
what you' re singing about. Or you're singing about trees or something or it's 
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meaningless or boring kind of things" (File 52 p. 4). Phia, a freshman soprano/alto in 
Concert Choir, based her negative opinions on obvious erroneous information concerning 
one of her concert pieces and expressed a greater sense of frustration when she said, 
"What he picks is like for instruments and how can you sing an instrument part? Like 
one song, 'Follow the Drinking Gourd.' It's meant for drums and how can you sing along 
with drums?" (File 57 p. 5). Titia claimed that she did not enjoy Christmas music "unless 
it is the happy Christmas music on the radio" (File 48 p. 12). She indicated that in most 
years, there would be only one song on the Holiday Concert that she enjoyed and that the 
rest of the concert "is drab Christmas music and always the one Hanukah song" (File 48 
p. 12). Jimmie shared a similar viewpoint with Titia and said, "Yea, because you got to 
have the Hanukah song" and Jasmine concluded that "I feel like it's not really important 
to them," referring to the Jewish students (File 48 p. 12). 
The students in the choral program were aware of the difficulty levels of the 
repertoire. Mandy, sophomore soprano in Select Women's Ensemble, made a distinction 
between singing fun songs and singing challenging songs and said, "In the fall, I wasn't 
bored by the music because it was fun to sing but it wasn' t challenging and in that case, I 
didn't like it because it wasn't a challenge at all" (File 58 p. 5). For Zahreya, however, a 
freshman in Concert Choir, singing fun songs should be Mr. Young's main impetus. 
Zahreya argued: 
I know that in two of the books that we have right now, I found a bunch of songs 
that I thought were so cute that we could sing but he picks different songs that 
aren't that good but they' re good, but I think "Shout" and other songs in the 
books, I would love to sing them and I would have so much fun. (File 57 p. 5) 
Difficulty level ofthe repertoire provided interesting challenges for the students. For 
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instance, while rehearsing the song "Bumblebee" by the Real Group, Jasmine expressed 
frustration. Mr. Young said to the chorus, "I thought you'd have problems on page 11 
but it turns out there was trouble getting from the bottom of 10 to 11 where there is the 
key change." Then Jasmine said, "We still don't hear our parts very well there ... well 
some of us. I know I don't. We just need you to .. . " Mr. Young interjected, "That's the 
same one you were complaining about last week." Jasmine countered, "But I'm telling 
you, I'm having trouble with that." Mr. Young responded, "And I'm telling you that I'm 
counting on you to learn it," to which Jasmine quipped, "Oh, I will!" (Ob Cho 04.13.11 p. 
2). Nolan, one of the four boys in Concert Choir, made clear that singing SAB voiced 
music in Concert Choir placed the pitches in a difficult area of his voice. Nolan 
explained, "I have limited range and when we sirig SAB, the bass parts are usually higher 
to accommodate changing voices" (File 43 p. 5). Because ofthe high tessitura, Nolan 
implied that he did not enjoy singing the chorus' repertoire since he could not reach many 
of the pitches. He said, "It' s not the song that's bad; it's just my personal thing, that I 
can' t sing it. I can't do it" (File 43 p. 5). 
Developing Independent Musicians. Under Mr. Young's direction, the Pine 
Grove Chorus students learned and rehearsed their repertoire in order to become 
complete, self-sufficient musicians. According to Mr. Young, he sought to create 
musically independent vocalists with the main idea of respect, challenge, and fun (BY p. 
27). He expected his students to be more independent not just at the end of the year but 
after each rehearsal. He reasoned that student musical independence resulted in the 
chorus making progress on its repertoire. Mr. Young made it very clear that "I want them 
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[the students] to be independent" (File BY p. 8). To Mr. Young, independence meant 
success and a description of independence went deeper than simply being proficient with 
music fundamentals. 
Mr. Young articulated musical independence as "I want them to look at a piece of 
music and be able to figure out how it goes without anybody showing them" (File BY p. 
8) and he taught and modeled the skills that produced that result in many of his students. 
To Mr. Young, musically independent singers expanded their thinking capabilities the 
more they thought about and engaged in music-making. He said, "The fact that you've 
got to think about pitch, rhythm, diction, and articulation, dynamics and tone and vowels 
and, oh yea, Emotion! All at the same time" (File BY p. 21). 
The students in the Pine Grove Choral Program valued Mr. Young's desire to 
teach them to become independent musicians and continually used the music reading 
tools and singing techniques that he taught them (Ob Cho 09.24.10 p. 1) John, junior 
Chorale baritone said, "I think that's what his goal is, to make us good singers forever" 
(File 24 p. 10). Mandy, Select Women's Ensemble sophomore soprano, said, "I think he 
wants us to learn music on our own, like an independent musician so that we can have 
that with us for the rest of our lives" (File 58 p. 9). Even in the introductory Concert 
Choir, Mr. Young made his ultimate goal clear to the students. Britney, a freshman who 
sang both soprano and alto, concluded, "I think that chorus is a great way to increase your 
musical skills and your musicianship" (File 9 p. 6). Bill, the senior tenor AlphaMale 
headed to Harvard University, suggested that Mr. Young, like most chorus teachers, 
wanted a chorus that sang and performed well, "but more than that, he wants us to learn 
what the musical process is, how do you make music. It's getting into the very fme 
details about how each of us can sing and be a musician" (File 7 p. 8). 
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Achieving independence. Mr. Young used two techniques to progress the singers 
through the various levels; everyone in all choruses rehearsed a cappella and all singers 
sang almost exclusively using solfege. The students believed thatthose techniques set 
them apart from other choruses in other schools. Katie, Chorale senior alto, said in 
regards to learning repertoire, "I know I've heard that some choruses don't focus as much 
on pitch and rhythm. It's more rote learning" (File 4 p. 8). Katie liked her independence 
and did not want to have to rely on "somebody to play it on the piano or sing it for me" 
(File 4 p. 8). 
For Mr. Young, allowing female students to occasionally select their own voice 
part, the use of solfege, and sight-reading in rehearsals served as gateways to teaching the 
students to be successful, independent musicians. Mr. Young viewed solfege as a system 
that incorporated many facets of singing including tone production, phrasing, and 
expression. The students, however, considered musical independence as becoming 
proficient music readers and sight-singers. 
Selecting a voice-part. Although Mr. Young was insistent with details, he allowed 
the female students to explore the various voice parts so that they could help determine 
their most favorable voice part. In Concert Choir and Select Women's Ensemble, Mr. 
Young sometimes allowed the girls to choose the voice part they wanted to sing. For 
example, Mr. Young's female students in Select Women's Ensemble and Concert Choir 
alternated among Soprano I, Soprano II, Alto I, and Alto II (Ob09.22.10 SWE p. 1). 
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Stephanie, a sophomore Select Women's Ensemble alto, explained the process, "For the 
first concert, he wants to place us in different places just to see how comfortable we are 
with the different voices. But, then the next concert and so on, we get to pretty much 
choose" (File 35 p. 1). Becky, in Select Women's Ensemble, appreciated making a 
contribution to the decision. She said, "I like how you get to kind of try around different 
vocal parts to see if there is any other part that you like better" (File 35 p. 1). 
Despite this freedom, Mr. Young monitored which students sang which voice 
part. "Natalia, please sing alto on the combined numbers this time. I think the altos in 
Concert Choir might appreciate your leadership," Mr. Young said (Ob SWE 04.15.11 p. 
2). For example, in the Select Women's Ensemble, if a student sang Soprano I on one 
song, they sang Soprano II on another song, and in some cases, Alto on the third 
selection. In Concert Choir, the girls usually alternated between soprano and alto 
because rarely did a middle treble voice part occur in Mr. Young's repertoire selections 
during the course of this study. Becky, freshman in Concert Choir, explained, "One 
song, our side will probably sing soprano and the other will sing alto. And then the next 
song, the other side will sing soprano and we'll sing alto" (File 2 p. 1). The girls found 
the practice of switching voice parts beneficial for several reasons. Salma, a sophomore 
in Select Women's Ensemble, said, "We got to pick our voice part at the beginning of the 
year and some people picked something and they didn't like it" (File 26 p. 2). Cammie 
showed a similar line of thinking when she said, "Well, I like being able to change 
because I know sometimes, a voice part isn't necessarily a good fit and it's nice to be able 
to move around" (File 26 p. 2). Stephanie, a tenth grader in Select Women's Ensemble, 
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found herself in a similar situation. She said, "We kind of switched around but most of 
the time I was soprano. But then I didn' t really like singing that high, so I moved all the 
way down to alto II" (File 8 p. 1 ). Salma liked the variety the practice afforded her. 
Since she began singing in Select Women' s Ensemble, the decision to switch parts 
happened more individually than in Concert Choir, and Salma reasoned, "It' s based off 
what' s better for the choir than it is what you like because if you're capable of singing 
something, then you should be singing it. You should be developing your voice" (File 26 
p. 2). Natalia, a junior in Select Women's Ensemble believed the practice beneficial 
because the students broadened their vocal ranges (File 55 p. 6). Sarah, normally an alto 
sophomore in Select Women's Ensemble, explained why she chose to sing soprano 
during the Fall semester: 
I've always been alto because it' s really comfortable for me. I've found though 
that ifl don't sing in my upper register, I'm never going to get better at it, so I 
feel like ifl work it more, it will get better. I mean, for the most part, I 'm 
comfortable up there but there are always those iffy notes. I felt like I was able to 
get control over my voice a little bit better by singing where I wasn't as 
comfortable. (File 20 p. 1) 
Because she tried several voice parts, Lilly, a sophomore in Select Women's Ensemble, 
developed a clear preference based upon her experiences. She said, "I like alto better. I 
know you aren' t supposed to have strain in your voice when you sing higher but 
sometimes that just happens for me every once in a while when I'm singing high" (File 
54 p. 1 ). Terrie, a freshman in Concert Choir, believed that voice part switching 
benefitted the singers beyond building wider ranges. She determined "I think it's good to 
be able to understand harmonizing a little better. In middle school, I used to sing soprano 
all the time and that doesn' t help you very much up here" (File 13 p. 1). 
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Kenya, a ninth grade girl in Concert Choir, did not like that her voice part 
changed. Originally determined to be an alto at the beginning ofthe year, Mr. Young 
switched her to soprano during the second semester. She reported, "I could do both but I 
prefer alto because it's easier and that's what I practiced. But now, I'm a soprano. I 
don't know where I sit" (File 32 p. 1). Being brand new to chorus as a freshman, Kenya 
did not embrace the idea of range building or not having a clear identifying role in 
chorus. Although she liked the idea of 'being an alto,' she said, "I thought that it kind of 
confused me because now I'm trying to sing soprano but I catch myself really singing 
alto. So, I don' t even know. I'm all messed up" (File 32 p. 3). Sara, a sophomore alto 
allowed into Chorale because her acid reflux prevented her from taking one of the after-
lunch chorus classes, explained, "I think it helps your vocal chords because you get to see 
how high and how low you can go, but I would rather be certain with one part" (File 7 p. 
3). Gabriel, a sophomore tenor in Chorale, clearly post-voice change, wanted to sing 
soprano using his falsetto but Mr. Young would not allow it. Gabriel informed, "I hate 
singing tenor or I hate singing in, you know, low voice. I hate that" (File 24 p. 7). 
Teaching solfege. The students learned their music by singing a cappella using 
solfege syllables. Mr. Young did not demonstrate the pitches or rhythms for the students 
but guided them in their learning. With music reading as a career-long objective for his 
students, Mr. Young recalled realizing the importance ofthe skill during his early years. 
He said, "At some point while I was in high school, I sang with a community group that 
was doing ' Messiah. ' I sang with these old people who could not read music but had 
learned their parts years ago" (File BY p. 4). He compared solfege singing to being 
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immersed in a foreign language. In the beginning stages of learning solfege, Mr. Young 
believed the intervals reinforced the solfege syllables but that later on in the 
development-if used persistently-the solfege reinforced the intervals. Mr. Young said 
that "Once they start hearing the intervallic relationships, then the solfege really makes 
sense" (File BY p. 9). He described the process as taking something familiar, such as the 
interval from do to mi, and applying it elsewhere when it is encountered which is better 
"than just guessing at how far it's supposed to be" (File BY p. 9). He proposed that the 
benefits for the students were long-term because "it's part of what they know, part of 
what they can do without thinking. You've got to get it to that point to where the solfege 
really kicks in for it to be useful" (File BY p. 9). 
In order to further the students' proficiency of correctly singing solfege syllables, 
Mr. Young occasionally instructed the singers to use the Curwen hand signs, which many 
of the students learned in his wife's (Denise) middle school chorus at Webb Bridge. He 
cited a rehearsal in which the sopranos sang mi while the altos sangfa, a half-step above 
and with both pitches sustained. He recalled, "I had them just do the sign and sing the 
words and all of a sudden, it's there. Just add the sign. They didn't have to sing the 
solfege but if they're signing it, they're thinking it" (File BY p. 10). 
Sight-reading. The Pine Grove chorus students valued many of Mr. Young's 
priorities and took much pride in components of his choral curriculum, including sight 
reading. Katie, senior Chorale alto, said, "I like that Mr. Young counts on us to know 
how to sight-read and be independent enough to work on harder pieces" (File 45 p. 1 ). 
Additionally, she indicated that while he had high expectations, he did not expect his 
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students to be perfect all the time. She appreciated that he gave them techniques and 
strategies to work out problems for themselves. For Hannah, alto in Concert Choir, it's 
all about "sight-reading. He loves sight-reading!" (File 39 p. 6). For Edith, a soprano in 
the same chorus as Hannah, using solfege as a music-reading skill happened daily, even 
for inexperienced singers. Edith said, "If you come in not knowing that, it's something 
that you've gotta learn" (File 42 p. 13). 
Mr. Young's consistent daily teaching style addressed his stated goal of musical 
independence for his students. Students sang a cappella and students learned the 
performance repertoire by using solfege. The voices received piano support only during 
the rehearsals immediately preceding the performance evaluations and then only piano 
accompaniments. This even included the beginning level Concert Choir. Beyond the 
value ofbuilding vocal independence, daughter Marie stated, "Yea, he can't play piano" 
with regards to why she thought they rehearsed a cappella (File 37 p. 8). Joe, a senior 
bass, joined chorus in the hopes of getting a better part in the school musical. He 
admitted to enjoying the solfege and sight-reading process. He said, "I would like to be 
more comfortable with solfege so if he could focus on giving us more sight-reading 
pieces, that'd be great" (File 46 p. 10). As others vehemently disagreed with Joe, he 
countered with, "Perhaps I haven't been in chorus long enough, yet" (File 46 p. 1 0). 
Greg, junior tenor in Chorale, reported negative consequences attributed to Mr. Young's 
insistence of solfeging. He stated that he knew several students who came into chorus 
when they got in high school but quit after one year. He said, "And their complaint was 
that it was just too much. Like, they were tossed into it and he was like 'Oh, solfege!'" 
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(File 41 p. 1). 
In addition, Mr. Young held students accountable for their sight-singing with 
individual sight-singing assessments. Students sang examples individually into a 
recorder in a separate room so that Mr. Young could listen to and grade the attempt later. 
This procedure helped alleviate some students' potential nervousness about singing alone 
in front of their classmates. Laura, Chorale senior soprano, said, "We'll have, like, 30 
seconds or so to practice it and then we sing it to a camera and Mr. Young grades that" 
(File 59 p. 5). In the two upper level choruses, Mr. Young devised practice reports that 
the students completed detailing what and for how long they practiced each week. Mr. 
Young required individual work on sight-singing as part of the practice report. 
Sight-singing comprised a component of the audition process. Britney, who 
participated in Concert Choir, recalled her audition, which involved sight-reading. The 
ninth grader said that in the audition, Mr. Young wanted to hear how her voice sounded 
and how high and low she could sing. "Then," she said, "he's, like, 'Could you sight-
read for me?' And I was, like, 'What's sight-reading?' and I had no clue what it was. 
That was my first experience and I felt out of my league at that point" (File 9 p. 2). 
Consequently, Britney's skills with sight-reading improved and she said, "I think I'm 
most proud of my sight-reading and how it's gotten better" (File 9 p. 8). Regarding the 
middle school chorus she came from, she could not understand "how we got the music 
without sight-reading. We had concerts and stuffbut I just don't know how we did it" 
(File 9 p. 8). She recalled her previous instructor's teaching procedure when she said, 
"She sang the song to us or played it back. It was nothing, like, it didn't prepare me for 
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this. That's the bad part of it. It was fun but it wasn't as hard work, so I wasn't ready. 
(File 9 p. 7) 
Reading music. Many Pine Grove Chorus students placed value on the Mr. 
Young commitment of teaching musical independence through reading music. Cammie, 
a junior Chorale soprano, determined, "If you're in chorus, you're gonna learn to read 
music. That's important" (File 30 p. 3). Larry, a senior male in Concert Choir, enjoyed 
singing heavy metal music with his dad and he found relevance in building his musical 
skills in chorus. He said, "Learning basic music theory and applying it to other aspects of 
music outside of chorus, it's really beneficial. It really is" (File 15 p. 11 ). Becky, a 
freshman in Concert Choir, believed that what she learned in chorus helped set her apart 
from those less-musically advantaged. She argued, "Well, not a lot of people are 
musically literate, you know" (File 2 p. 3). She explained that a great deal of 
improvement occurred in Concert Choir over the course of the year because a lot of the 
younger students realized "You need to learn all this stuff about music, you need to learn 
notes, you need to know how to read them, you need to know the solfege syllables" (File 
2 p. 3). Terrie, Concert Choir's freshman representative on the chorus officer board, 
agreed with Becky's assessment when she said, "I think it's really important to be able to 
do all that because instead of just singing a song you have background behind it" (File 13 
p. 12). 
For Madhula, Chorale junior alto, Mr. Young "focuses first on pitches and 
rhythms, then phrasing, then expression" (File 4 p. 6). Before the two younger choruses 
began working on their repertoire, Mr. Young usually allocated time to practice music 
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reading skills and engage in sight-singing practice examples found in the Experiencing 
Choral Music: Sight-singing series. Steve, a Chorale tenor, said, "He had us do sight-
reading out of the little books over there. I guess that's part ofhow I remember solfege" 
(File 38 p. 3). Laura, a freshman in Concert Choir, said, "Yeah, like going over syllables, 
syllables and do re mi and like all that kind of stuff. He does that a lot" (File 1 p. 4). 
Sivan, a freshman treble singer, explained the process in Concert Choir: 
He gives us these books. We don' t practice each piece over and over again like 
the songs that we do for performances. We read them once or a second time if we 
butchered it. But when we' re sight-reading, we 're reading it on solfege. (File 9 p. 
7) 
Brenda, of Select Women' s Ensemble, indicated that Mr. Young included more than just 
the solfege syllables when she said, "We do exercises in counting and clapping to 
practice our rhythm. So, whenever we' re doing sight-reading, we're always counting and 
clapping the rhythm examples that are given to us in a book" (File 6 p. 1 0). Mr. Young 
admitted that solfege and pitch-work received more attention than rhythm. He said, "My 
kids do count-singing, too, but maybe with high school, pitch is the more challenging 
aspect so we spend more time with that. I've not really thought about that before but I 
think there is a connection" (File BY p. 29). According to Laura, a freshman in Concert 
Choir, on rare occasions, Mr. Young allowed the singers to use the text on the first read-
through of the days ' sight-singing example. She claimed, "Sometimes there ' s pieces in 
there, just like a short little, you know, 30 second piece and sometimes he'lllet us do the 
words and everything" (File 1 p. 5). 
Learning and using solfege helped the students with learning repertoire in 
rehearsals. Madhula, junior alto, articulated the benefits for Chorale and stated "Solfege 
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is how we ever grasp the abstract concept of how to read music. So, we all have that 
same foundation so we use it to get where we are going" (File 4 p. 2). In Select 
Women's Ensemble, Brenda suggested that they sang on solfege syllables for "maybe 
three and a half to four weeks" before including the text (File 6 p. 1 0). She said that she 
figured they spent a lot of time on the solfege in order to memorize the music before 
putting in the text. Madhula tried to explain how the solfeging benefitted her but also 
revealed a confounding issue in her explanation. She said: 
I think that by using solfege, if you practice it more often, you can get to the text 
faster. I went to GHP (Governors Honors Program) this summer so I had to go 
straight to text and I didn't know what to do but you think the solfege in your 
head and you can kind of hear what it sounded like cause it helps you and it helps 
you place the intervals and without that I don't know how to find out how the 
notes relate to each other. You can still go to text but you have to think in 
solfege. (File 4 p. 2) 
In the Pine Grove program, because all the students spent a great deal of time and energy 
singing on solfege, they began to realize multiple levels of benefits. Jimmie summed it 
up and stated, "You can sit down and sight-read a piece of music and, like, even on the 
first time, it can all come together" (File 5 p. 4). Additionally, she stated that because she 
could "solfege really quickly, people are really impressed that I can speed through a 
piece" (File 5 p. 4). On the group-level, because many of her fellow students read well, 
"Chorale is so much fun because we know how to sight-read. We can learn songs really 
fast, get it done and it sounds good to start with" (File 5 p. 4). 
Like most individuals, the Pine Grove singers liked doing what they believed they 
were good at doing. Titia, a senior soprano, recounted an earlier experience of Chorale 
sight-reading at LGPE. Often-times, in the most difficult LGPE classification, Class A, 
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directors may choose between two SA TB sight-singing examples, both of similar 
difficulty. For the evaluation, Titia believed that Mr. Young chose the less-difficult 
example for Chorale to read. She said, "He wanted to make sure we did well so he did 
the easier example" (File 25 p. 11). After the five minute study period during which 
individuals may audiate and sing aloud individually, the chorus sang the sight-singing 
example flawlessly. Titia continued, "We asked, 'Can we try the other one?' And we did 
it really well without even practicing. We stoned it. It was interesting that we wanted to 
do that" (File 25 p. 11). Mark, sophomore Chorale tenor, referred to Mr. Young's 
attempt to introduce another method of sight-reading to his chorus. The student 
explained, "I remember hearing that some colleges require that they use numbers and, we 
did that once and it was terrifying. I did not like it at all. It did not sound pretty" (File 4 
p. 2). Mark believed that solfeging extended his knowledge about music. 
Issues with solfege. Even though the ability to read music well and sing on the 
solfege syllables benefitted the chorus students, it became a divider between them and the 
choruses they sang in outside of school. Edith, a freshman in Concert Choir, revealed 
that she sang in her church choir with her mother. The mother did not use solfege but did 
learn all of the songs the choir sang. Edith reported, "I can learn all the songs faster 
'cause I can use the solfege and she can't so it really does help in all aspects of singing" 
(File 13 p. 13). Greg, junior tenor in Chorale, emphasized that in his church choir, "You 
don't do what you do in here" (File 7 p. 2). In the church choir practice, the director put 
the CD in the stereo which played the instrumental accompaniment and studio voices to 
which the singers sang along. Greg realized that the adults that sang in the choir 
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demonstrated excellent sight-reading skills and pondered that over the years, "they just 
learned and jump in on the text" (File 7 p. 2). Beth, senior Chorale soprano, found 
herself in a musical leadership position in her church. She reported that she sometimes 
led the youth by playing the guitar and singing. Beth said, "I can't get everyone on pitch 
and some people don't even know the songs and they don't know solfege at all and that's 
annoying" (File 7 p. 2). 
Because many of the high school students sang with Mrs. Young in middle school 
and because the both teachers shared similar ideas about the benefits of musical 
independence and the use of solfege in their rehearsals, the students accepted their 
chorus' routines as normal. The students took pride in their abilities to read music and 
sing in the teacher's prescribed method but some students suggested that the solfege 
presented special challenges. Addy, a freshman in Concert Choir, supposed that Mr. 
Young used solfege to a great degree in order to help newer students' inexperience in 
chorus. For students like herself, those who knew how to read, she argued, "but I mean 
for people who have been in chorus for a while like me and Laura, we're just, like, 'okay, 
can we get on with it now?"' (File 1 pg 5). To Laura, with so much focus placed on 
rehearsing the music on solfege, learning the text became more difficult. She indicated 
that "memorization is a big part of it because you gotta get the words right to kinda sing 
the song. Otherwise, you're just like uh-ya-hya. I just think a little bit less than what he 
does" (File 1 p. 6). In order to feel successful in chorus, Melody, a sophomore in Concert 
Choir, believed that she must improve her skills. She remarked, "It's just that, sight-
reading, I'm new to. I just learned sight-reading last year. I'm getting better but it's still 
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constant practice that I need to put into" (File 50 p. 9). Other students indicated that they 
felt using solfege became the focal point rather than a tool to aid their learning. Britney 
explained: 
When we get a new piece of music that we'll perform in concert, we have to go 
through it on solfege for the first couple of weeks when we're practicing it. I've 
never done solfege or sight-reading with solfege before. I have to write it in 
underneath it. I love to challenge myself and not write it in, but then I feel like I 
can't keep up with the class. And, that's the last thing I want to do. (File 9 p. 7) 
Sight-reading in auditions. Because the students knew Mr. Young used sight-
reading as a component of the placement auditions, difficulties with using solfege 
produced anxiety with at least one student. Sivan, a freshman in Concert Choir, believed 
she could learn and perform any song but having to audition on solfege "I'm really afraid 
because I'm not that great at it like she is, so I'm probably going to have some problems 
with that. I can do it but in an audition, I don't know" (File 9 p. 6). Sara, a sophomore 
alto in Chorale who could only be scheduled for a chorus class before lunch due to acid 
reflux problems, found that she did not have similar music-reading skills as others in her 
class. She referred to herself as a slow reader [non music] and that she felt great pressure 
to try to keep up with the students in the class that really knew how to sight-read well. 
She said, "I can sing my part, but reading the notes, jumping from one line to the next is 
like, really hard. I feel like I'm dyslexic" (File 24 p. 7). 
No piano. To help the choirs achieve success with students who were independent 
musicians, Mr. Young preferred not use the piano. He said, "I know I could play it for 
you but that is not what you need. You can figure this out for yourselves" 
(ObCC02.11.11). For each chorus, fromthe most-advanced Chorale through the 
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beginning level Concert Choir, the piano existed only as a collection point for various 
papers and octavos and to provide beginning pitches on warm-ups and repertoire. Mr. 
Young and his choruses rehearsed a cappella on all sight-singing examples, scales, 
warm-ups, and repertoire. Madhula, junior Chorale alto, said, "We sing everything a 
cappella. I love to sing a cappella pieces" (File 4 p. 8). Just before the LGPE event, Mr. 
Young hired an accompanist to rehearse and perform at LGPE with the choruses on the 
pieces that required piano. His wife, Denise, the middle school chorus teacher, normally 
accompanied Mr. Young's choruses during regular evening concerts. A dress rehearsal 
preceded these concerts where she and the singers ran-through the songs about to be 
performed. Because she taught her classes during the day and at the same time Mr. 
Young rehearsed his, an outside accompanist became necessary for the LGPE event. 
Concert Choir exhibited some difficulties while preparing one of their songs, "Peter 
Gray" because ofthe lack of rehearsal time with the piano and because they always sang 
everything a cappella. When trying to combine the chorus with the newly heard 
accompaniment during the next to last rehearsal before LGPE, Mr. Young remarked, 
"Now you guys always seem to know where this moves together at the end but the piano 
is confusing you a little bit, isn't it?" (Ob CC 03.01.6 p. 2) He explained that in this 
song, the piano performed as a separate voice in addition to being an accompaniment but 
little progress occurred on the next run-through. 
The routine of learning music without the aid of a piano seemed expected and 
normal to the Pine Grove students. Students did not ask to hear certain portions of their 
parts played on the piano nor did they ask for someone to sing it so that they might hear 
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their part; however, Cammie, the junior girl who took two chorus classes, revealed that 
very infrequently, the students used the piano to sound out their pitches. She said, 
"Sometimes we'll use the piano especially if we're nearing a concert and he's [referring 
to Mr. Young] not here" (File 30 p. 8). Cammie revealed that Mr. Young rarely used the 
piano to sound out parts or to provide harmonic support to the choruses. She stated that 
when he did incorporate the piano, "It's not like he plays an entire melody part. He'll 
play like three measures, tops, oflike the melody or, like, the harmony section just so that 
we can hear it if we're having trouble with it" (File 30 p. 8). 
Singers successfully demonstrating musical independence was Mr. Young's 
major objective and a goal shared by many of his students. They gained that 
independence by continually using solfege and Curwen hand signs on all music sung in 
class and without the harmonic support from a piano. Many of the female students 
valued working and extending their entire vocal range by alternating vocal parts on 
vanous songs. 
Vocal training. Another aspect of success in Mr. Young's program entailed his 
working with the students on vocal production. For example, at the end of a section 
being rehearsed, Mr. Young said, ''Now, soprano I's, the more closed the vowel, the more 
we're really getting a pinched tone [and then he demonstrated what he heard in some of 
the spots]. It needs more space. We've really got to open up" [said in a hooty type of 
singing voice]. Then, Mandy, sophomore Select Women's Ensemble soprano, said, 
"When you do that, it really makes me want to yawn." Mr. Young said, "Good, go right 
ahead. Soprano I's, let's start top of7'' (ObSWE02.15.11 p. 2). The Pine Grove singers 
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found Mr. Young's efforts at vocal training beneficial. Larry, senior male in Concert 
Choir said, "I grew up listening to Kiss and Iron Maiden and Judas Priest and you would 
hear these sort of epic rock singers be able to sing really high, falsetto vocals and that's 
really what got me into singing" (File 15 p. 1 ). Larry decided to join chorus because he 
saw it as the "easiest way to learn how to sing" (File 15 p. 1 ). Becky, a freshman in 
Concert Choir, reported that initially in her class, some students had the wrong ideas 
about singing. She said, "Well, in the beginning of the year, the new people thought, 'all 
you have to do is sing, there's nothing really to it.' But behind it, there is" (File 2 p. 3). 
Steve, a senior tenor in Chorale, explained that he sang in chorus while in middle school 
and played piano throughout high school but only joined high school chorus during his 
final year. He realized that compared to the way he sounded when he tried out for Mr. 
Young's chorus, "my voice is much, much improved. It isn't shaky and my range is 
much greater" (File 38 p. 1). 
Shirley, a sophomore soprano in Select Women's Ensemble, communicated some 
techniques Mr. Young employed with his younger students. She remembered that Mr. 
Young said they could alter their tone by changing the shape of their mouths, working on 
vowels and developing greater breath support. She said, "He tells us to go for it. Even if 
our voice cracks and there's a screeching pitch in the room like nails on a chalk board, 
'just go for it. You'll eventually be able to do it"' (File 3 p. 1 ). Brenda, sophomore 
soprano of Select Women's Ensemble, recalled, "He would usually tell us whenever we 
hit high notes to open up more, just let it out, and if we have to sing ~ouder, to sing 
louder" (File 6 p. 1 0). Steve of Chorale, realized, "He focuses on breath support but he 
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focuses on a lot of things. Breath support, intonation, not straining, and dynamics" (File 
38 p. 5). Ben, a sophomore bass in Chorale credited Mr. Young for helping him to 
improve his range over the course of the year. Ben said, "He focuses on the development 
of the voice. This year, he's expanded my range from the high note being aCto an F" 
(File 53 p. 4). Brenda, sophomore of Select Women's Ensemble, reported that Mr. 
Young addressed her chorus' tone by concentrating on "the shape of our vowels and the 
quality of our sound" (File 6 p. 12). In Concert Choir, Britney recalled that Mr. Young 
prioritized tone and blend by "really focusing on how you pronounce the vowels" (File 9 
p. 9). A senior soprano in Chorale, Laura, who played the role of Ado Annie in the 
school musical, Oklahoma, informed that Mr. Young often employed kinesthetic 
movement to aid the singers on difficult pitches or musical passages. Laura said: 
He'll have us come from the top of the note. These hand gestures [made a 
circular spinning motion] kind of demonstrate what your voice is doing 
physically. When you do that, I don't know, it's, like, something in your mind, 
it's a physiological thing and it works and sometimes to keep from falling if we're 
holding out a note, to spin it, energizes it. It really works. It's always worked for 
me. (File HLp. 1) 
Early in the fall semester, numerous Chorale students spun their hands or fingers 
when they sang during segments of the warm-up time or during rehearsal of repertoire. 
The spinning motions occurred mainly in a horizontal fashion across the abdomen and 
from the wrist with the index finger pointed. Almost always, the spin or roll went away 
from the body, top to bottom. Infrequently, some students pointed their fmger straight 
away from the body and the roll went top out and bottom in. I noticed, "The tall, curly 
headed tenor is spinning his left hand and pointing with the index finger on the Dickau 
song" (Ob Cho 9.20 p. 3). Several students used the kinesthetic technique of spinning the 
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hands and fingers repeatedly throughout rehearsals without prompting from the director 
over the course of the study. Bill, senior tenor with the curly hair, explained that he used 
the spinning motion to "help spin the tone away from my body" addressing his penchant 
of singing under pitch (File 12 p. 14). Although some of these students considered Mr. 
Young to be helpful with their vocal training, some of the students sought out private 
teachers to aid with their vocal development. 
Private teachers. Several members of Pine Grove Chorus wanted to delve deeper 
into individualized vocal training than Mr. Young could accomplish in a choral setting. 
Steve offered, "You can do a bunch of big things to change the way you sing, but then, 
there's always room for improvement" (File 24 p. 11). Beth, a senior soprano, 
remembered, "I know that before I got a private voice teacher, my voice developed so 
much just from being in chorus in only one hour a day" (File 12 p. 3). For Greg, a junior 
tenor, the vocal training he received through Mr. Young's lower chorus sufficed until he 
auditioned into Chorale where he felt over-whelmed. Greg remembered, "'I'm not 
prepared for this, so getting a private teacher helped prepare me and really got the 
placement of certain notes good so that I'm not trying to strain" (File 7 p. 3). For 
students like Jimmie, even though the desire for private instruction presented itself, other 
factors came into play. Jimmie said, "I took one private lesson. I couldn't really afford 
it. It's really, really expensive. I feel like I get enough training in here" (File 5 p. 3). 
Teesha, a sophomore in Concert Choir, wanted to be able to perform solos but believed, 
that because of her soft voice, she needed more individual training. Teesha said, "I feel 
that ifl had more vocal training then I'll be able, it's like, a soloist should have a stronger 
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voice so I want my voice to develop more and be stronger" (File 27 p. 4). Regarding the 
idea that the Pine Grove students should receive more individual instruction, Bill, the 
Chorus President and senior tenor in Chorale, rationalized: 
I don't think you can expect, like, if Mr. Young took 10 or 15 and gave each one 
ofus a 10 or 15-minute vocal lesson that we would all improve but at the same 
time, you can't expect him to do that. There are so many people in chorus. (File 
7 p. 9) 
Some Pine Grove students wanted more class-time work on individual vocal 
training and voice building led by their teacher. Aaron, Chorale senior bass, offered that 
Mr. Young excelled at giving general instructions in class but that Aaron learned a great 
deal more working with Mr. Young on extra-curricular projects like the Accidentals and 
the school musicals (File 34 p. 9). Beth reasoned that much of what she learned about 
the voice in her private lessons could help and impact the other students in her chorus, 
Chorale. She said, "Once I got into voice lessons, there was a lot of little stuff like 
placement, like it was never even mentioned in class and like, 'open wider more' and I 
was, 'oh, okay' (File 7 p. 9). Other members of Chorale indicated that they viewed the 
teacher as addressing choral issues more than vocal issues. Titia declared "that's all we 
ever work on; pitch, vowels, blend, and diction" ratified by Jimmie's interjection, "Basic 
things" (File 25 p. 9). Beth wondered whether the teacher heard the same things as she 
and why he did not do something about what she described as "bad singing." Beth 
remarked, "Yea, like I hear it all around me and I don't have the heart to say anything 
about it but it happens all the time" (File 7 p. 9). 
Vowel production. Even though some of the singers wanted more instruction 
concerning their individual voices, they felt well grounded in Mr. Young's 
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methodologies and standards concerning vowels. Titia, senior Chorale soprano, revealed 
Mr. Young' s influence on her thinking when she described listening to other choruses. 
She said, "He' s very strong on having good vowels because I know whenever we go to 
performance evaluations, it' s like the first thing I'll listen for. It' s like, how good their 
vowels are?" (File 25 p. 8). Bill recalled his thoughts when, at his church, he attended 
the teen Mass, which was led by a teen band. He said, "When they sing Latin I just think, 
' Oh my God, those vowels, what is that?' Sometimes I find it hard, from the things I' ve 
learned here, to listen to bad singing, I guess" (File 7 p. 2). Mr. Young attributed his 
wife's influence on his ideas concerning vowel production: 
Denise says that doing multicultural music at the beginning of the year is good 
because you can set the vowels the way that you want them. If they do songs in 
English, then they come at it with their own interpretation of what English should 
sound like. If you're giving ' em a language that nobody knows, then you can set 
the tone that you want. I think there ' s a little something to that. (File BY p. 8) 
Since vowels carry vocal tone and pitch, Mr. Young indicated that each year, he searched 
for choral repertoire that would aid in teaching tone production (File BY p. 22). 
Blending voices. The Pine Grove Chorus students found their choral-blend efforts 
beneficial. Sarah, sophomore alto in Select Women' s Ensemble, said, "Well, we want to 
make all our voices blend so that it sounds like just one voice coming out" (File 31 p. 3). 
Blending is one of Steve' s favorite parts about chorus, "The harmony and hearing people 
blend, that' s just, uhmm!" (File 38 p. 4). Jasmine indicated that blending had to be 
important to the director in order for the students to care. She proposed, "I think he just 
wants to make sure that we all blend really well, like, he doesn' t like the idea of hearing 
specific people" (File 25 p. 8). Sarah, sophomore alto in Select Women' s Ensemble, said 
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that she enjoyed singing in mixed formations in class not only because she got to visit 
other friends who did not sing the same voice part as she but because she liked being able 
to hear all of the other parts rather than just her own. She said, "When we're sitting in 
sections, about all I can hear is my part. I have a better idea of what the song sounds like 
when we're mixed up" (File 20 p. 4). Shabari, the Concert Choir student who took 
private instruction in singing music from India, explained that she found blending in the 
choral setting quite difficult. She said, "Blending, in Indian music, is more about 
technique, making the fast notes move together but in Concert Choir, it's about your 
voice not sticking out and that' s hard for me" (File 32 p. 3). She judged the Concert 
Choir songs "comparatively simpler" than the Indian songs but found it hard to develop 
the necessary blending skills Mr. Young worked to obtain. 
Beyond the mechanics. The Pine Grove singers valued the progress they made 
and felt that they benefitted from singing in chorus in numerous ways. Larry, a senior 
male who sang in Concert Choir for three years, realized that his music skills improved 
over time. He said, "That's why he challenges us a lot. He's given me music before and 
I've looked at it and thought there's no way I'm going to do this. Then, two weeks pass 
and I sing it just fine" (File 15 p. 8). Greg, Chorale junior tenor, believed he saved his 
parents money by taking chorus as a class. He rationalized, "Chorus is good going into 
voice lessons because you don't want to waste money learning what you can learn from 
Mr. Young" (File 11 p. 3). Cammie, a junior who sang soprano in both Chorale and 
Select Women's Ensemble, mentioned that a singer can only learn to sing harmony when 
singing with someone else and that maintaining a voice part "is a unique skill you can 
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only really get in chorus. You can't do that in voice lessons. You'd never learn to 
harmonize" (File 30 p. 3). Becky, a freshman soprano/alto in Concert Choir, believed 
that the skills she learned in chorus would benefit her by to setting her apart from other 
students when it came time to apply to colleges. She reasoned, "Others won' t know 
about music, they don' t know how to read music and I think that' s a great opportunity for 
me. I can interpret all that kind of stuff' (File 2 p. 3). One of the four boys in Concert 
Choir, Larry, claimed that his self-esteem increased because of the development of 
musical independence. He explained, "Personally, I've come a long way in the last 
couple of years. I came in completely blind, didn't know anything. I'm walking out of 
here, graduating, a veteran, solid basis of choral knowledge, voice knowledge. It' s a 
good feeling" (File 15 p. 1 0). Jimmie, a senior Chorale soprano, realized she benefited 
by earning the right to be a member of the most advanced ensemble, "You know, you' re 
on top. You can' t do better than Chorale" (File 5 p. 4). More so, singing with students 
with similar skills as hers meant that they "knew what they're doing. You can sit down 
and sight-read a piece of music and even on the first time, it can all come together" (File 
5 p. 4). Like Becky, Jimmie believed that her musical skills that she learned in chorus 
distinguished her from her peers. She said, "I can solfege really quickly. People are 
really impressed that I can speed through a piece" (File 5 p. 4). At the beginning of the 
school year, Britney, a freshman, spent a week in Chorale before her schedule could be 
changed in order to get her into the correct class, Concert Choir. Even though she 
realized that the students in Chorale exhibited musical skills that far exceeded her own, 
she viewed that week in a positive fashion: 
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I think a big part of chorus is, like, that first week that I was in Chorale watching 
the kids that are seniors; chorus is probably something they'll pursue in college 
and stuff. They're so great at what they're doing and they're so really fantastic 
musicians and just to think that they probably started where we are today. I can't 
really sight-read that well and we're really singing basic music right now, but to 
think that I could be at that level someday has really pushed me to continue in 
chorus. Even if it's sometimes boring, like fmding each pitch or sight-reading 
each day, it's worth it because I'll be somewhere really exciting in the end. And 
besides, you're with friends, so it's not like a punishment to keep trying to do 
better. (File 9 p. 6) 
Musical expression and creativity. Musical expression and creativity 
contributed to the success ofthe Pine Grove High School Choral Program. Mr. Young 
credits the choral experience as innately creative, for he considered "the human voice is 
so incredibly expressive" which became apparent in his teaching. The teacher viewed 
expressiveness beneficial to his students' lives beyond high school (Ob Cho 04.13.11 p. 
5). He explained: 
We're in a period where we're spending all our time trying to teach kids to be 
prepared for twentieth century jobs when what we need to be preparing them for 
are the jobs that don't exist yet. We gotta teach kids to be creative and to use 
their ideas. (BY p. 20) 
Pine Grove chorus students considered their singing in chorus as an opportunity to 
express themselves and to be creative. Kenya, a freshman in Concert Choir, indicated 
that she believed Mr. Young valued 'feeling the music' when she said "I think he wants 
us to understand the music and learn how to feel what we're singing" (File 32 p. 13). 
Brenda, a sophomore soprano/alto in Select Women's Ensemble, suggested that 
observing and performing the written dynamics in the repertoire led to expressive 
singing. She said, "We try to make sure that here we crescendo, here we decrescendo, 
here we try to make it spin a little bit. We have an idea of what to do whenever we start 
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to sing the piece with text" (File 6 p. 9). Steve, senior Chorale tenor, phrased it 
somewhat differently by reporting that he believed Mr. Young wanted the singers to put · 
emotion into the song and emphasized getting the "dynamics down and things like that. 
He wants us to get excited about the songs" (File 24 p. 9). According to two Chorale 
students, the chorus made a point of working on facial expressions on some of their 
pieces. Katie, senior alto, addressed facial expression work by saying, "I think it's fun. 
It brings out the fun side in us. We sing serious pieces and we're still working on facial 
expressions. We look pretty monotone much of the time and that gets us more 
expressive" (File 22 p. 2). Mark, sophomore tenor, noted that Chorale "worked on facial 
expressions and enjoying the song" (File 4 p. 3). For him, focusing on facial expressions 
and his enjoyment of the song helped him interpret the song better. 
Self-expression. Students referred to self-expression through music as a 
particular benefit. Jasmine, a senior Chorale alto, could always find a song that could 
express her particular mood at that time. She believed that she brought that quality to 
chorus by allowing herself to feel the emotions in the music she sang. She reported, "I'm 
not one of those kinds of people who are going to cry during the songs because it's 
heartfelt but I feel it sometimes" (File 25 p. 18). 
Not all of the students felt expressive when they sang in the chorus. Bill, senior 
Chorale tenor, rarely had strong emotions while singing in his home chorus but said, "I 
sometimes get those feelings in the All State choruses" (File 7 p. 4). For other students, 
feeling the emotional qualities of the music did not come naturally to them on every song. 
Brenda, in Select Women' s Ensemble, described an idea as she approached performing 
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music that did not resonate with her. She explained, "I try to bring as much expression as 
I can even if it doesn't relate to me. Maybe it relates to others. I try to express it as much 
as other people who find it fitting for them" (File 6 p. 6). Terrie, freshman president of 
Concert Choir, explained that the singers needed to express themselves through someone 
else's work, namely the composer and poet but that "It's difficult because you interpret 
something one way and someone else interprets it differently but you're supposed to be 
together on it" (File 13 p. 5). Edith, another freshman in Concert Choir, referred to the 
music the chorus sang as an "engine of emotion that someone else made" (File 13 p. 5) 
and that when the students added their own emotions to the music, it changed into "what 
it's supposed to be." She concluded, "It's putting part of your emotion into it that makes 
it work" (File 13 p. 5). Greg, a junior tenor in Chorale and Accidentals, revealed that his 
ideas about music and self-expression changed over time. He said: 
You know, music is all about expressing yourself so, before this year my sister 
would always listen to RAP and she was like "Ah, that is so awesome" and I was 
like "Please, that doesn't take any skill at all. They're just saying stuff fast." 
Then I went back and listened to some of the lyrics and read them and went "Oh 
wow, this can hold a lot of meaning too." You know, I am sure there are genres 
of music that I would prefer over others but I guess, music is all about expressing 
yourself and as long as someone really puts their soul into something, I think it's 
beautiful. (File 11 p. 4) 
Aaron and Bill, both senior members of Chorale and the popUlar Accidentals 
quartet, believed their participation in chorus benefitted them more than just their self-
expression. Aaron viewed artistic expression in chorus as group interpretation of poetry. 
Speaking about the song "I carry your heart" by Dickau that Chorale performed on the 
Fall Concert, Aaron said, "The task was to interpret the literature, express the words. On 
that one there's also piano accompaniment, so it's combining your voices together into 
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one unit and the instrument into one unit. It's really to interpret the poem" (File 12 p. 6). 
Bill found artistry in the chorus simply sounding the pitches and chords the composer 
wrote. Citing Tichelli' s "Earth Song," Bill said, "There are so many awesome chords in 
that song. I realized that there's so much to get out of singing your part and listening to 
other people and hearing everybody around you" (File 7 p. 7). Aaron recognized his 
good fortune that someone at some point made a decision to provide an outlet for him and 
other students to be musically artistic. He revealed, "I love to create. Chorus is basically 
my medium for, like, sure, it's not like original work and stuff, but I interpret and it's 
self-motivated interpretation. It's pretty wonderful and it's nice to have something set up 
for that" (File 7 p. 6). The fact that few people, students or adults alike, took the 
opportunity to experience the artistry and expression the choruses exhibited in 
performance caused Bill to lament, "People aren't willing to come to a concert and just 
sit there and listen and say, 'Well, that actually was beautiful. It's not the kind of music 
that I listen to on the radio but there was beauty in that"' (File 7 p. 7). 
Not all Pine Grove students believed that the journey towards artistic expression 
received the proper focus from their teacher or from the students themselves. Beth, 
senior Chorale alto, recalled that in comparison to previous years in chorus, "Not 
everyone feels the same kind of passion for all of the songs" (File 7 p. 3). She recounted 
her thoughts concerning one of Chorale's LGPE songs, "I really hadn't been getting that 
much out of it because I didn't feel like everybody around me was getting into it" (File 7 
p. 4). After performing the song for the adjudicators, a clinician came up to work with 
the chorus. Beth said that the clinician walked around excitedly and encouraged the 
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chorus with phrases like "Come on, get into it" and "Go for it" and because of his 
encouragement, "I felt like what I wanted to feel all along with it" (File 7 p. 4). Bill 
reasoned that the small number of singers in his chorus had an adverse effect on his 
artistic expression. He explained that he felt self-induced pressure to perform well 
because "sometimes I'm the only person on my part. When you have to make sure you 
get everything right, sometimes I don't get into it as much" (File 7 p. 5). The idea of 
'getting everything right' impacted Greg's views of Chorale's performances. He said: 
Sometimes, maybe this is going to sound awful, but I feel like sometimes in 
chorus, we're so focused on learning the notes and singing correctly that we lose 
some ofthe soul ofthe music. It's not, "This is so powerful!" It's, like, "Yea, it's 
correct," you know? (File 7 p. 4) 
Madhula, junior Chorale alto who sang in numerous All State and Honor Choruses in 
middle and high school, suggested that more emphasis be placed on expression and 
artistry in the daily rehearsals. She described, "We don't really talk about expression 
until right before a concert or even after the concert when we're watching the recording" 
(File 4 p. 6). She said that the chorus, when performing, did not think about the song but 
about singing the correct notes (File 4 p. 6). 
Creativity. For some of his students, the ideas of 'expression in their repertoire' or 
'expressing themselves while singing' coalesced as a form of creativity, which ultimately 
served as an outgrowth of the Young mantra. Terrie, an officer and freshman in Concert 
Choir, revealed her thinking about singing an alto line that did not vary in pitch very 
often. She said, "You have to be a lot more creative than you would think singing the 
same note. There's so many ways to handle it, expressing yourself through it ... more than 
people would think" (File 13 p. 6). Jimmie, a senior Chorale soprano, revealed a specific 
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challenge Mr. Young placed before Select Women's Ensemble. She identified a song 
learned in a previous year as "Maria Pancha," music with a Spanish text but "It didn't 
have any meaning. We do a lot of songs that don't mean anything" (File 5 p. 3). Jimmie 
wondered aloud ifMr. Young chose songs "like that so that we have to be creative? You 
know, we don't always sing, like, deep, meaningful songs, like, this-is-the-meaning-of-
life songs" (File 5 p. 3). Aaron, Chorale's best senior bass, came to a similar conclusion 
when he said, "I feel like there's an aspect of creation in interpretation. They're two 
different things but neither one can exist without the other" (File 12 p. 6). Even in the 
lower level classes, the Pine Grove chorus students recognized a responsibility to be 
expressive concerning the interpretation of their repertoire. Brenda, a sophomore 
soprano in Select Women's Ensemble, emphasized, "We all kind of share the 
responsibility and we all just bring out the expression, this peaceful feeling" (File 6 p. 6). 
Students in the day's final chorus class period, Concert Choir, found value in expressing 
themselves individually while singing collectively with their fellow choristers. Kenya, a 
first-time freshman chorister, suggested, "Actually, it's [chorus] a way to let kids express 
themselves. For some kids, singing is their passion and it's good to have your last class 
of the day expressing yourself' (File 32 p. 9). In Select Women's Ensemble, Stephanie, a 
sophomore soprano, felt comfortable taking emotional risks. She said, "So, expressing 
myself and getting out of my comfort zone, my shell, and letting it all out. It doesn't 
matter in chorus" (File 8 p. 6). For Aaron, the bond that held everything together 
depended upon communication amongst the singers. He said that it would be much 
easier to sing expressive individually but because individuals make up a chorus, "rather 
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than just being able to sit down and do something by yourself, you have to sit down with 
someone else" (File 40 p. 4). In Aaron's experience, he found it easier to be 
communicative and expressive in chorus rather than when he played in orchestra. He 
suspected that the same could be said of band. He explained, "When I was in orchestra, 
the only way you could physically express the song was some leaning and maybe larger 
bow strokes. I imagine with a trumpet, it's even harder" (File 41 p. 8). With a chorus 
that additionally uses texts and words beyond the music with which to communicate, 
however, the interpersonal relationships and dependencies on other people, including the 
director, Aaron stated, "Combining all that with the time that you put into it, it really 
becomes an investment that is a part of you, that is inside of you that you are letting out" 
(File 41 p. 8). Because Mr. Young hoped to address school curriculum short-comings 
that he believed might enhance his students' later lives, he offered an explanation of the 
value of self-expression in chorus. He argued: 
I think Chorus teaches kids to be expressive, to be expressive communicators and 
where are we doing that? In Chorus! I don' t think there's another class in the 
school that does that. Not Band or Orchestra either because they don' t have the 
text component, the "expressing a text" idea. (File BY p 21) 
Musical aspirations. Many participants believed that in order to be musically 
independent, Mr. Young's expressed goal, their individual musical skills needed 
improving. Jimmie, a senior soprano in Chorale said, "I'm motivated because I want to 
get better. I'm not motivated by a scholarship or anything" (File 5 p. 4). Ernie, one of 
the four boys in Concert Choir, revealed that he never gave up at trying to improve. He 
said, "I go extra hard and try to actually do more than I used to feel comfortable with" 
(File 15 p. 8). Britney, a Concert Choir freshman, expressed dissatisfaction at her level 
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of expertise with solfege but knew what to do to improve. She said, "I'd love to just look 
at the page and know what I'm supposed to be reading but I just can't. So, I have to write 
in every do andre and it really bothers me" (File 9 p. 7). Britney hoped to audition into 
one of the more advanced choirs and she voiced her fears when she said, "I'm really 
worried that the sight-reading or the solfege is going to hold me back from going farther" 
(File 9 p. 7). Steve, senior tenor, wanted to increase his vocal range and joined Chorale 
as a senior to help achieve that goal. He said, "Some of the songs I like to sing on my 
own go out of my range. Unfortunately, they're too low to do falsetto, so I'd like to be 
able to stretch my range more" (File 38 p. 5). Mark, a sophomore tenor in Chorale, knew 
that his skills improved tremendously during his time in Concert Choir as a freshman but 
worried that he would not be able to hold his own in Chorale. Mark detailed, "I was 
mostly prepared but I could have been better on my sight-reading and stuff like that for 
Chorale. He sort of, maybe, pushed me through because he needed another tenor in 
there" (File 28 p. 3). Some of the participants took pride in what they thought they did 
well. Titia and Jasmine, seniors in Chorale, described their perceptions of the reactions 
ofthe audience when they sang in the demonstration chorus Mr. Young took to regional 
ACDA. Titia said, "There were people taking notes. We'd do some little activity 
[solfege syllable games] and they'd be writing it down" (File 25 p. 10). Jasmine added, 
"Everyone thought we were awesome but we do this stuff every day" (File 25 p. 1 0). 
Titia boasted, "He gave us this thing, he gave us something to sight-read and we did it the 
first time and it sounded like we had practiced it and everyone was like, 'Wow!'" (File 25 
p. 1 0). The desire to improve did not reside only in Chorale. Noga, a sophomore alto in 
...__ 
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Select Women's Ensemble, described her diligence on a difficult piece Mr. Young 
presented to her chorus. She said, "I practiced it pretty much for three weeks, everyday, 
so that I could get it down. I wanted the solo, too. I was just determined to know that I 
could do it" (File 31 p. 2). Noga said she was not named the soloist but felt that the effort 
made her a better singer. Even though Steve joined chorus only for his senior year, 
Chorale's desire to improve impressed him. He said, "We really work on things like 
breath support and intonation and all those important things. We always continue to 
improve the little things" (File 38 p. 7). Brenda, a sophomore, summed up how she 
viewed Select Women's Ensembles operation when she said, "Our pieces are a little bit 
harder but we still have fun with them. We try to make the best out of all the pieces that 
we sing" (File 6 p. 1 ). Salma revealed an unexpected benefit. She said: 
The fun part is you always feel like you're progressing and you're always 
learning. I think, "Oh, I haven't gotten all that better," but sight-reading has 
become much easier and I've been looking at more challenging pieces and I can 
read them, pieces with large skips in them. (File 26 p. 8) 
Chapter Summary 
Bob Young built his successful choral program in a manner consistent with his 
early choral experiences, musical and educational training, and his personal philosophies 
regarding musical independence and working with high school aged singers. Exposed to 
excellent choral repertoire and significant performances, the young Mr. Young realized 
he would be happiest building a high school choral program. During his undergraduate 
years, he viewed a video of elementary-aged students sight singing in parts using the 
solfege method and that experience provided him with his most prevalent philosophy: 
teaching students to be independent musicians and readers. Additionally, as part of the 
independence factor, the use of a piano for vocal support did not occur. Monumental 
mentors, including Robert Shaw, Colleen Kirk, and Clayton Krehbiel influenced Mr. 
Young's philosophies and teaching practice. 
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Mr. Young indicated that he created an overall plan for his rehearsals but he 
tended to react and instruct based on what he heard and saw in the moment. He chose 
repertoire to address musical skill and artistry as well as songs that provided a well-
balanced diet of musical variety, an understanding of various cultures, styles, and periods 
throughout history. 
Mr. Young tended to use many ofthe same warm-ups throughout his classes, to 
the delight of some students while others disliked the technique. Because of Mr. Young's 
teaching style and leadership, students did not feel pressure and they expressed a sense of 
enjoyment while rehearsing. Because ofthis enjoyment, students described Mr. Young 
as motivating and fun. The students recognized that the teacher exhibited greater angst as 
performances approached but reasoned that his passion for well-performed choral music 
caused it. Very few discipline or management problems occurred in the Young 
classroom but when they did, the teacher either ignored them or dealt with them in a non-
confrontational way. 
Mr. Young's students believed he focused on all the various aspects ofthe music 
and their learning to perform it, as well as the students' development as musicians so that 
what they learn in the classroom, they can take into the real world later on. Some 
students believed that the focus on musical independence and the use of solfege hindered 
the recruitment of new students to chorus who found that they were too far behind to 
catch up. Female choral students appreciated the opportunity of singing various voice 
parts but tended to settle onto one single part as juniors and seniors. The students 
appreciated the opportunity of auditioning for the various solos found in the repertoire 
but not all agreed with the teacher's selections. 
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Students felt respected by their teacher and judged him as an excellent 
communicator who listened to and valued their opinions. They appreciated Mr. Young's 
focus on goal accomplishment and the sense that productivity in class was a mandate for 
all. 
Students suggested that their director should spend more rehearsal time focusing 
on the expressive qualities in their repertoire rather than on their reading system. Others 
wanted Mr. Young to be more assertive regarding publicity and the social standing ofthe 
chorus at the school and the surrounding community. Because of the small number of 
students, at least one All State level singer believed that undeserving students gained 
admittance into the most advanced ensemble, which negatively affected his enjoyment of 
the chorus. Several female students expressed negativity about not gaining selection into 
the top group due to the small number of male participants. The classroom atmosphere, 
productivity without pressure in a mutually respected setting, permitted Mr. Young and 
his students to congenially work together to create musical moments in rehearsals and an 
innate sense of membership in a successful choral program. 
Further, Bob Young carefully and thoroughly organized, designed, and delivered 
a curriculum that produced many musically independent students and choruses that 
performed at a high level. Arranged in a sequential order, Mr. Young intended to provide 
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steps to move students from beginning level skills through intermediate to the advanced 
levels of choral singing. Mr. Young used repertoire to address singing, music reading 
skills, historical and cultural knowledge while providing artistic experiences for his 
students. His main selection criteria for repertoire centered on its level of challenge, 
which some students appreciated. Many of his students described the musical works as 
of good quality and they indicated they valued and appreciated the songs he chose; 
however, the teacher did not select repertoire based on whether the students might like it 
or not. Other students indicated that they liked some of the repertoire because of its 
beauty and/or its expressive qualities. Some students expressed concern that their 
repertoire did not appeal to non-choral students at their school while other students did 
not appreciate singing the popular songs. Students believed that they could predict what 
types of songs their teacher would select for them to study. 
Mr. Young, as did his wife at the middle school, selected songs based on a yearly 
model they developed early in their careers. The first concert selections tended to 
involve standard choral repertoire that incorporated much music from other cultures. The 
second concert included seasonal songs Mr. Young believed to be worthy of study. The 
usual third yearly performance tended to be a cluster concert in conjunction with the 
middle school choruses. The choruses sang the Large Group Performance repertoire as a 
pre-LGPE demonstration. Finally, the Spring performance consisted of a cappella 
arrangements of older popular music, some with simple group choreography. 
Oftentimes, solos and small group performances occurred on the final concert. 
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Mr. Young' s stated objective, of which many of his students understood and 
bought into, focused on students understanding the music learning process and producing 
independent music readers and singers who could use those skills to sing in choruses 
once they left high school. Mr. Young worked to achieve this independence chiefly by 
learning and rehearsing the repertoire on solfege syllables with no support from the 
keyboard. Numerous students valued being able to sing music well at first sight, a skill 
Mr. Young assessed. Students also revealed that using solfege to such a degree created 
negative issues between classmates, choruses, and potential recruits. 
Mr. Young provided vocal instruction to his students in a group setting. He 
expertly modeled and adjusted his instruction based upon what he heard and saw in the 
moment. He addressed issues of breath support, voice placement, and vowel production 
to improve his students' individual tone, which in turn, affected the overall sound of the 
chorus. In order to provide experience throughout the voice range of his younger girl 
singers, he encouraged voice part switching from one song to the next. Students believed 
choral blend to be of import due to Mr. Young's focus on it in rehearsals. Students 
valued various techniques the teacher employed that help them hear the overall chorus 
rather than only their part. 
Singing and learning in the Pine Grove choral program created residual beliefs 
held by numerous students. Some students realized the increase in their musical skills 
created feelings of self-confidence and they believed that they sang at an advanced level, 
beyond other high school choruses. The constant challenge that Mr. Young presented 
motivated students to work that much harder to move up to more advanced ensembles. 
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Others commented on a realization that singing harmony in a chorus equated with being 
able to accomplish more than they could by singing by themselves. 
Mr. Young worked to address with his students the expressive qualities in the 
performance pieces. The students understood the meanings of and demonstrated dynamic 
and articulation marks found in the repertoire and consciously worked on their facial 
expression while rehearsing. The older, more advanced singers described their attempts 
of self-motivated expression regarding the texts of some of their repertoire. Some 
students suggested that the teacher focus more on musical expression on a daily basis 
instead of waiting until just before a scheduled performance. One student opined that 
perhaps expression suffered due to the extended work with and on solfege. 
Mr. Young inspired the Pine Grove students to improve their singing and music 
reading skills, not from a competitive stance but from an intrinsic view. Students 
described the classroom activities that aided their improvement as fun. Others viewed 
their chorus period as a break from academics to the point of being a separate day. They 
appreciated the creative and fun aspects of singing in chorus and valued the idea of 
community they discovered when singing with the entire combined choruses. ·A few of 
the lower-level students offered reservations about singing with the older students. They 
judged that the more advanced students believed themselves superior to the beginning 
level singers. 
In the next chapter, I provide a window through which to view the students' 
beliefs and ideas about what they gained from participating in chorus. The reader will 
discover what is important to the students beyond the actual singing and how the 
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participants think chorus participation might affect their future lives. Additionally, the 
reader will discover Mr. Young's ideas about why his chorus students take ownership in 
and strive for success in his choral program. 
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CHAPTER FIVE - Beyond the Singing 
In this study, I attempted to discover how the participants of a successful high 
school program defmed, determined, and achieved their success through means of my 
observations and the participants' own words. I examined the value that the participants 
placed on their participation in the choral program and precisely how the teacher 
demonstrated leadership as he taught and students learned the elements of music and 
choral performance that contributed to their success. In this chapter, I will scrutinize 
their success in terms of Transformational Leadership and non-musical extensions that 
also contributed to success as well. 
In the following vignette (Vignette IV), I use a fictional conversation comprised 
from numerous conversations and observations over the course of the data collection 
period to present to the reader how Bob Young interacted with his students in regards to 
elements that went beyond their singing. 
Vignette IV. 
Mr. Young: Don 't forget, you need to keep the weekend of October 151h open for Chorus 
Camp. We '!I leave right after school on the 'big cheese' and get up there about 7: 30, 
unpack and eat dinner. I've already made the cabin assignments but there 's plenty of 
room if you haven 't signed up to go yet. It 's really worthwhile and it '!I be a whole Iotta 
fun. Doesn 't cost but 25 bucks and if that 's a problem Iemme know. Bet we can work 
something out. 
Salma: Have you made the Big Sister Little Sister assignments yet? 
Mr. Young: Not yet. I thought I'd give 'em more time so more kids could decide to go. 
Varsha (to Ashley seated beside her): What did she say? Big Sister Little Sister? 
What 's that? 
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Ashley: He takes the new girls in chorus and pairs them up with older girls in SWE 
(pronounced swee) and Chorale. It 's all a big secret that you find out in the end. The 
older girls, well, I think the boys do it, too, they uhm, give the little sisters little gifts that 
they come up with, that sorta tells the Iittles about the bigs, that's what we call the big 
sisters, bigs. Then, at the reveal on Saturday night, the bigs use the gifts they gave to 
help introduce themselves to the younger kids and the younger kids get to feel like they 
know somebody else that's not in their chorus. I hope that I get to be a big this year but 
since there 's not too many new girls, he might make a me a little, again. You'll definitely 
be a little since you just got in this year. 
Varsha: Well, I haven 't signed up to go yet. Seems kinda weird going off to a camp with 
kids from school. I mean, I like you and these kids in SWE, but I don 't know about 
Chorale. They 're older. How do you know you even want to get to know those people? 
Ashley: Oh, you gotta go. It's 'bout the best thing we do. There's a lot of singing but 
it 's better than in class. You 're in this little chapel and we 're practicing and it sounds 
wonderful. You can hear everything and everybody. We sing a lot of the combined songs 
that we do at the end of the concerts. It don 't sound anything like what it does in here 
when the boys start singing. And then there's the 'Last Song ' 
Varsha: What 's the 'Last Song?' 
Ashley: It 's the last song you 'll sing as a part of chorus. We only learn it at camp. He 
plays it on the guitar. Oh, and he won 't teach it during class. They said last year that he 
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wrote it a long time ago for a graduating class and his kids sing it every year at 
graduation and banquet. It really gave me the tingles and all the girls were cryin ' and 
huggin ' and the boys shaking hands an ' bumpin ' shoulders. We sang it at the bonfire on 
Saturday night at Camp. It was really some thin. ' 
Varsha: Bonfire? I've been to those before. They 'refun. What else do you do? 
Ashley: We do a lot of practicing, with everybody and in your own chorus but there's 
lots of other stuff, too. We do skits and perform for each other. And the Accidentals 
perform. They're great. Well, you 've seen them. Last year's skit was something about 
removing your mask and letting others see the real you or something. We even cut-out 
and created our own masks. Oh, and there 's some free time when you can walk around 
the camp with your friends 'cause all of the leaf colors with it being during autumn and 
all. The boys played Frisbee Golf and hung out. Then, after the bonfire starts dying 
down, we sat around, everybody, the whole chorus, and listened to the seniors talk about 
what they remembered about chorus and the seniors that came before them. When that 
started, I remember thinking 'This is stupid' but I wound up cry in ' right along with 
everybody else. Then we sang 'The Last Song ' and everybody lost it. Somewhere in 
there, I realized I wanted to really know these people and be like them and be a part of 
them. You 've heard how good they sing and how easy it is to get your part when they 're 
singin ' it, too, so I got all emotional when I thought 'Hey, one day, I'm gonna be sitting 
where they are and talkin' about them. ' I really think you should come and go. It was a 
lot of fun. And, if money's an issue, he 'll pay for it. 
Chorus family and friends. Knowing that many teenagers feel a need to belong 
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to some type of group, Bob Young created and instituted several traditions that provided 
his students with opportunities to experience inclusion. Numerous younger and less-
experienced Pine Grove singers described a feeling that chorus felt like a family to them. 
Brenda, a sophomore in Select Women's Ensemble said, "We're all like a big family. 
This choir's like my second family" (File 23 p. 7). Sivan, a freshman female in Concert 
Choir, offered, "The whole family aspect and having fun being together, that's what I 
really like about it. And you think, 'we're family and this is how we sound, and this is 
my chorus"' (File 36 p. 5). Sara, a sophomore alto in Select Women's Ensemble, 
commented that she could be herself in the chorus class. Because of the family feel, she 
explained, "You can cut up and you learn how to make mistakes in front of everyone and 
not even care about it" (File 46 p. 6). Noga, also a sophomore alto in Select Women's 
Ensemble, referred to the chorus class as a "free spirit class. You get a family that you 
keep seeing everyday for four years" (File 56 p. 3). In one case, a sister and her younger 
brother, Jimmie and Hank, both sang in Mr. Young's Chorale. Jimmie, the senior 
soprano, said, "You get so much more than just music. We both work at Chic-fil-A and 
at closing, we'll just break out and sing chorus songs and people just start smiling at us" 
(File 48 p. 18). For Britney, a Concert Choir freshman, participation in chorus created an 
instant opportunity for acceptance with other people who shared a similar interest. She 
claimed: 
I definitely think the family element and knowing, seeing people throughout 
school and, like, 'they're in chorus with me.' Ifworse comes to worse, ifl ever 
needed something, even ifl don't know this person in chorus, you always have 
this tie that kind of binds you to these people. You always have somebody to talk 
with; you can always ask them if you need help or anything. (File 36 p. 13) 
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Even more important than the family feeling experienced in Pine Grove Chorus, 
the students indicated that making new friends and singing with current friends held an 
extremely high priority for them. Addy, a freshman in Concert Choir who sang both 
soprano and alto, judged, "Chorus is good for making friends . You make a lot of really 
awesome friends in there. Hannah found her best friend in that class" (File 14 p. 4). 
Brenda, sophomore Select Women's Ensemble soprano, detailed the benefits of singing 
with her friends and said, "I really enjoy spending a lot oftirne with people that I know, 
like the same things that I like, interacting with my peers, interacting with my 
classmates" (File 23 p. 7). Becky, a female Concert Choir freshman, used her chorus 
class as a springboard and safety net when she first got to Pine Grove . She said that 
because she attended Hannahwell Middle School- which sent only about half of its 
eighth graders to Pine Grove -she did not know many people on her first day of classes. 
When she went to chorus, she found that, "Everybody' s already making friends and 
everything' s great. You can build friendships because you're singing and you're already 
on the same part and as you work together, you become good friends" (File 16 p. 4). 
Stephanie, a sophomore soprano II in Select Women' s Ensemble, reasoned, "It's really 
fun being around friends when you're singing. Like, you don' t have enemies in chorus. 
It ' s hard to be mad with someone and still sing with 'ern" (File 35 p. 4). Additionally, 
Stephanie realized a greater benefit while singing with her friends. Because of the 
confidence students constructed due to the friend-making process experienced in chorus, 
she believed that chorus students tended to make friends easier with non-chorus students. 
She explained, "It helps you get out of your shell so you' re not just walking around the 
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hallways all shy, and stuff' (File 35 p. 8). For Cammie, junior soprano in Chorale and 
Select Women's Ensemble, the love of singing served as a seed that bloomed into a 
friendship. She said: 
I know that I don't make friends really easily. I'm just quiet and I know that the 
majority of my friends at least started in chorus. I went to camp one time and I 
knew somebody who had been an eighth grader when I was a sixth grader but she 
had been in chorus, so we had that common bond of having been in the same 
chorus and we were able to become friends because of that. (File 30 p. 2) 
Bill, senior Chorale tenor, concluded that the singing environment "connects you with 
other people because it is such a personal thing" (File 40 p. 5). Bill viewed singing as an 
individual and personal activity as well as a group endeavor. He indicated that students 
judged and felt judged on the quality of their voices and their musical skills by each other 
and the instructor. Because the students all experienced similar personal aspects of 
singing in chorus, then many of them felt a connection with each other. The inherent 
pressures, failures, and successes helped forge friendships with other students (File 40 p. 
5). Aaron, Chorale senior bass, thought that previous years' seniors left an impact on him 
as both friends and fellow chorus students. He said, "Legacies that we remember from 
the people before us are just their quirky habits. Things like plucking your leg hairs in 
sectional rehearsals. That was an annoying one that I certainly remember from two years 
ago" (File 40 p. 6). Bill favorably recalled a former chorus president who 'ruled' with an 
iron hand when he said, "Ben use to hit me every time I missed a note" (File 40 p. 6). 
Sarah, a sophomore Select Women's Ensemble alto, realized that because of rehearsing 
and performing with the combined Pine Grove choruses, she made friends with students 
that she otherwise would not know. She said, "It's really neat getting to meet everybody 
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and just knowing a lot of these people I wouldn't hang out with if we weren't in chorus. 
So, it's been a friend-base and support-base for me" (File 44 p. 5). Mark, sophomore 
Chorale tenor, concurred, "There are people in chorus that I probably would not have met 
and would not have become friends with, if it was not for chorus" (File 51 p. 6). 
Because several Concert Choir girls became friends due to being in chorus 
together, their affiliations drew in other people. Arnala said, "At our last concert, our 
moms got to talking and now every weekend we all hang out together, which is all right, 
but they got together because of the concert. We've got new friends!" (File 56 p. 4). 
Laura, Mr. Young's best Chorale soprano soloist, summed up the prevailing student 
viewpoint when she revealed, "You make the best friends that you'll have throughout 
high school" (File 59 p. 7). As a fourth-year chorus senior, Laura sang with many other 
students over the course of time, several which made lasting impressions on her. She 
noted, "I've developed close friendships there. People in my chorus, I've strengthened 
friendships with over the years. And we've stayed in touch when they've gone off to 
college" (File 59 p. 3). For Mr. Young himself, one ofthe benefits ofleading a choral 
program revolves around the opportunities of strengthening ties with like-minded people. 
Bob said: 
I think most kids who like to sing find their friends in chorus. If I can get 'em in, 
usually I can keep 'em because they find this sense of identity. They fmd 
common ground. Why are you and I friends? 'Cause we share this whole thing 
about singing and chorus. It bul.lds bonds. (BY p. 20) 
Friendship, for Katie, a senior Chorale alto, while important to feel positive about singing 
in chorus, played a less important role. She claimed that her closest friends did not 
participate in chorus and that she liked keeping the "chorus part of me separate" from her 
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other friends (File 45 p. 3). She said, "There are some really strong friendships in 
Chorale. I found good friends in chorus but my closer friends aren't actually (File 45 p. 
3). 
Not all of the students got along with each other all of the time, which became 
evident during one of the solo tryouts when Jasmine rolled her eyes while Marie 
auditioned (Ob Cho 04.15.11 p. 3). For Katie, senior Chorale alto, negative interactions 
were sometimes a part of participation in chorus and she said, "Sometimes, there's a little 
bit of drama going on with people and they bring it to chorus, which I guess isn't a 
problem, but, yea, sometimes, I can tell that it's there (File 45 p. 3). Salma, a sophomore 
soprano in Select Women's Ensemble, spoke more explicitly about some of her 
classmates. She acknowledged that many close friendships existed because of the chorus 
experience but she also revealed that difficulties abounded. She said, "There is some 
snapping that goes on" (File 55 p. 5). She indicated that one must be a "quiet observer 
who watches everything" to notice it. Salma said, "We're really nice to each other but 
not in our heads, we're not. I'm just saying. We've got some haters" (File 55 p. 5). 
Diversion from academics. In addition to forming and maintaining friendships 
with each other in the choruses, Mr. Young led the students to view their chorus class 
periods as breaks in the academic day. Sarah, sophomore alto in Select Women's 
Ensemble, explained, "It's always my break in the day when I can relax and just do 
something that I enjoy doing" (File 44 p. 7). Britney, who sang in Concert Choir that met 
during the last period of the day, also referred to chorus as a break. She said, "You can 
kind of unwind from having all the crazy classes at the beginning of the day" (File 36 p. 
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5). Sivan, a freshman in Concert Choir, added, "There's not any homework. No need to 
think about it, you know. It's a nice break" (File 36 p. 5). Brad, one of the four boys in 
Concert Choir, viewed the chorus class as more than just a break in the day. He said, 
"Chorus helps relieve stress because it's something that can help you forget about school 
and just focus on the music so you don't have to worry about homework or anything 
while you're in class" (File 43 p. 7). Terrie, the freshman Concert Choir officer, 
compared chorus to her other classes when she said, "It's an outlet from everything else 
because the rest of my day is a lot harder and less fun. I need some time in the day to sit 
down and do something I like" (File 42 p. 13). Edith, another freshman in Concert Choir, 
found that her chorus class impacted her mood. She said, "Chorus just sort of boosts my 
mood and it's good. It just makes life in general seem more bright and a happier outlook 
(File 42 p. 13). Cammie, junior Chorale and Select Women's Ensemble soprano, voiced 
what she believed other upper-level choral students thought about chorus when she said, 
"A lot of people are drawn to the fact that it's a down time of the day, where you' re still 
working but it's not math or science or language arts. You're kind of doing your own 
thing" (File 49 p. 12). Natalia, junior alto in Select Women's Ensemble, proposed a 
reason to include chorus each year in her schedule. She said: 
Since you've had chorus in your day for so long, it feels like it has to be there and 
there is no other way that your schedule should be. Because there ' s just, like, yea, 
we work hard and stuff, but it's kind oflike a relax, too, because we' re not doing 
all this hard, you know, hard, like, written work and stuff. (File 49 p. 1 0) 
Terrie of Concert Choir realized that chorus served a purpose beyond just being a 
down-time. She said, "The rest of the classes during the day are a lot more strenuous so 
it' s a good break but you're still learning, so I thillk that's good to have that" (File 13 p. 
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2). Larry, a senior boy in Concert Choir, explained why student-learning in chorus took a 
place of priority when he said, "Learning music is different than learning another sort of 
academics. It's not like learning mathematics or science. It's learning music and there is 
something personal to it" (File 15 p. 10). 
With having fun, though, came Mr. Young's high expectations. Carly, an alto and 
one of only two sophomore girls in Chorale, realized that because her school schedule 
allowed for her to be placed only into the most advanced chorus, Carly felt a great deal of 
pressure to perform at a high level. She believed that because of the way she responded 
to that pressure, she became more proficient at learning the music. She said, "There was 
more pressure put on me as a sophomore. It was 'I have to practice, I have to do this, I 
have to keep to the highest standard.' So, that just kind of developed with everything 
else" (File 11 p. 3). Sarah, a sophomore alto in Select Women's Ensemble, depicted her 
chorus class as the perfect place to learn from one's mistakes. She concluded, "We're in 
here to make mistakes and to improve unlike every other class where you're supposed to 
know the answers. In here, we're supposed to make mistakes to improve, to make better 
instruments" (File 24 p. 15). 
Fun. For the Pine Grove students, participation in chorus went beyond a 
diversion from their hectic class schedules. For some, chorus was simply a fun 
experience. Becky, freshman soprano/alto in Concert Choir, spoke about the act of 
singing itself and remarked, "I was singing all the time and so I thought chorus would be 
really fun so I tried it and it turned out it was really fun and so I kept on with it" (File 16 
p. 1 ). Hank, a Chorale junior bass who, early in the year, played on the football team, 
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reported encounters with non-chorus friends and said, "People ask me, 'Oh you sing? 
That's dumb', and I say, 'Actually, it's a lot of fun" ' (File HLp. 4). Jimmie, Hank' s 
older sister, originally started band in middle school but discovered that "I liked singing 
more than playing an instrument anyways and I didn't know that chorus could be fun" 
(File 21 p. 1). Brenda, a Select Women's Ensemble sophomore soprano, chose to take 
chorus over orchestra when she got to Pine Grove . She reflected, "I kept asking myself 
what if I had taken orchestra instead? What would it have been like? But, I really have 
no regrets in taking chorus. It' s really enjoyable for me. It' s the most fun for me" (File 
23 p. 9). Hank described his similar thinking by saying, "I wasn't in chorus until 9th 
grade and I joined because my sister basically pressured me into it. She said it was fun 
and I hated band so ' Okay, I guess I'm in chorus with my sister"' (File 33 p. 1). 
A strong component of why chorus was fun for these students included the 
repertoire that Mr. Young selected for them to sing. Becky, Concert Choir freshman, 
recalled her favorite Winter Concert song, "It was called 'Psallite.' It was a Latin-
German song. One part was Latin, one part was German, and it was really fun" (File 16 
p. 2). Brenda, sophomore Select Women' s Ensemble soprano, described how they made 
the songs more fun to sing. She said, "We always make it fun to sing. We always 
connect it to these little stories. One piece tells this story. One piece tells another story 
and it's really fun" (File 23 p. 1). Laura, freshman cheerleader in Concert Choir revealed 
that Mr. Young used a similar story-telling technique in her chorus as well. She 
explained, "I wasn't really excited when we got 'Peter Gray. ' I was, like, 'Dude, both of 
them die. ' But he [Mr. Young] made it a fun song, you know, with those little analogies 
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about killing people" (File 1 p. 8). Steve, senior Chorale tenor, revealed that overcoming 
a challenge created a fun experience for him. Steve described that when he first got into 
Chorale and started singing tenor, he experienced difficulty singing higher pitches loudly. 
Speaking about the spiritual 'Let Me Fly' Steve said, "There' s a high part at the end and 
it's fun to be able to hit that, especially when earlier, I wouldn't have been able to hit it at 
all" (File 38 p. 2). 
Mr. Young provided activities that were both fun and inspiring. Traveling with 
the chorus presented opportunities for the students to have fun. Jimmie, senior soprano, 
reported the fun Chorale experienced when they travelled to Memphis, Tennessee to 
serve as a demonstration chorus at the Southern Division Conference of ACDA. She 
regaled: 
Yes, we went to Memphis. It was so much fun! We went with everybody on a 
bus. We went to eat at a famous barbeque place and it was so much fun to hang 
out with everybody. We went to the best ... the best part . .. the American 
Spiritual Ensemble. It was incredible. They' re, like, all professionally trained, 
opera, and, like, the whole time you were on your feet clapping. We got to see 
that. (File 21 p. 4) 
Jimmie recounted another time that Mr. Young travelled with Chorale on a performance 
excursion. She said, "We went to a high school and saw another chorus and that was 
like, super fun, the best part. They sang for us and we sang for them. Then we ate with 
them and talked and made friends" (File 25 p. 5). The Pine Grove chorus students 
reported the classroom as a fun place because of Mr. Young. Beth, a senior Chorale 
soprano, believed, "It's a different environment. It can be fun and you're still learning, 
whereas, like, in some classes, it' s learning or have fun, not both" (File 34 p. 7). Brenda, 
sophomore soprano in Select Women' s Ensemble, revealed her favorite parts of the class 
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when she said, "Definitely the liveliness of the chorus room at the very beginning and at 
the end of class. Definitely the jokes that we all like to make with one another. We 
defmitely enjoy each other's company" (File 23 p. 11). Britney, freshman in Concert 
Choir, reported, "Singing with friends is, like, really, really fun. It's such a fun place to 
be. It's not a chore. It's like the funnest (sic) class of the day" (File 36 p. 11). For 
Gabriel, sophomore tenor in Chorale, being with friends meant the most. He said, "We 
just all get to know each other, you know, we have fun together" (File 24 p. 14). 
Haliegh, a sophomore soprano/alto in Select Women's Ensemble concurred when she 
said, "I really enjoy the people in our chorus and Mr. Young's fun" (File 54 p. 4). 
Mr. Young maintained an active role in making chorus fun while recruiting 
students for the program. Mr. Young used a chorus "hit-list" to keep track of students not 
in chorus. The chorus hit-list names were students that Mr. Young and his students tried 
to recruit to chorus at some point in the future, hopefully the sooner the better. Mr. 
Young left the names written on the classroom board until all listed had been contacted 
(Ob Cho 03.25.11 p. 1 ). For example, Steve, who joined chorus and auditioned into 
Chorale at the beginning of his senior year, explained, "It didn't cross my mind to join 
chorus until they put me on the chorus hit-list. I went to a caroling party and I enjoyed 
singing with everyone. It was a lot of fun and so I joined (File 38 p. 1 ). 
Ownership in the ensemble. Several Pine Grove students mentioned their 
feelings of pride they felt for their chorus. Noga, a sophomore alto in Select Women's 
Ensemble, took pride in being able to sing the lowest pitches in her chorus. She said, 
"I'm proud of being an alto II. It's not a part a lot of people can sing. A lot of people are 
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scared of doing something really low so I'm proud of being able to" (File 56 p. 3). 
Becky, a freshman in Concert Choir, looked forward to moving up in the chorus 
hierarchy. She explained, "You worked to get into the class. Ifi move up, I just think 
it's something that I can feel proud of at the end of the day" (File 16 p. 7). Mark 
compared the level of expectations between being a freshman in Concert Choir and a 
sophomore in Chorale. He reported, "I'm a much more proud of what I'm doing in 
chorus now since I'm doing a much harder level of stuff' (File 51 p. 6). Several students 
spoke of the pride they felt because of having a reputation for performance excellence. 
Hank, a Chorale junior bass, uttered, "Hey, we're not this good for no reason" (File 59 p. 
8). Katie, senior Chorale alto, noticed a difference between the Pine Grove singers and 
singers from other area high schools. She suggested, "It seems like we strive a little bit 
further for our goals than most of the other schools that I have friends in" (File 45 p. 3). 
Titia, a senior Chorale soprano, reasoned their reputation justified based on previous 
ratings at LGPE where the best rating, superior, equated with the Roman numeral, I. She 
said, "We're actually really good because we always do really well at performance 
evaluations and stuff. We always get I's, so we know we are good" (File 48 p. 9). 
Jimmie, also a senior Chorale soprano, disagreed somewhat with Titia. Perhaps due to 
considering herself an athlete and ultra-competitive by nature, Jimmie suggested that 
because her choruses always received superior ratings at LGPE, the students did not take 
as much pride in their accomplishments as they would have if they won a competitive 
match-up. She continued, "If we never got I's (Superior ratings) and then, all of a 
sudden, we got I's, then we'd feel real proud of that, but, like, it's never been 
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challenging. LGPE is really easy" (File 48 p. 10). Mandy, a sophomore Select Women's 
Ensemble soprano, said that she always spoke with pride whenever she talked about her 
chorus. She contributed, "We're a good choir and I'm so proud of our choir. When I talk 
about chorus, I'm so into it and other people are because we love our chorus" (File 58 p. 
9). On the other hand, though, Salma, a sophomore soprano II in the same chorus as 
Mandy, expressed a dissenting view. She said, "I feel like there are a lot of people that 
take pride in the work they do when they are in chorus but when they leave, they don't 
really take pride that they are in chorus" (File 55 p. 2). 
Laura, a senior Chorale soprano, exhibited pride in her chorus' performances 
when her friends attended the concerts. She said, "When we do well and we have our 
friends at the concerts, there's such a satisfaction when it goes right" (File 54 p. 3). 
Mark, sophomore Chorale tenor, summed up the sense of pride felt by the singers in 
Select Women's Ensemble and Chorale when he offered: 
I'm proud to be part of this chorus. I'm proud to be a student under Mr. Young. 
He's a great teacher. To be a part of Chorale is a great honor. Just in the stream 
of choruses, you know that Chorale is hard to get into and you know how good 
Chorale is. Concert Choir and Chorale, when you hear the difference in how they 
sound, it's mind-blowing. I'm just proud to be in such a great music program that 
our county and Pine Grove High School provides. (File 51 p. 6) 
Chorus played a foundational role for Nolan, a sophomore baritone in Concert 
Choir. He transferred into Pine Grove from another state and decided to fmd out about 
high school chorus. Before moving, Nolan took private piano lessons but mostly enjoyed 
making his own arrangements of popular songs at the keyboard. He said, "As far as 
sight-reading on piano, I did classical stuff but because we sight-read so much in chorus, 
it's really made piano easier" (File 43 p. 2). Later on, Nolan commented that he might 
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one day entertain the idea of arranging a song for his chorus (File 43 p. 3). Like many 
other Pine Grove Chorus students, Nolan expressed pride in the chorus when he said, 
"I'm proud of jumping into something that I had no experience whatsoever. It was a dare 
to put chorus on my sheet because I had no clue what to expect. It turned out really good 
though" (File 43 p. 1 0). 
Acting on the pride felt by the Pine Grove singers, the steps students took to 
reorder their class schedules showed a distinct loyalty to Mr. Young and his choral 
program. Jimmie, who began chorus in the sixth grade, detailed some of the required 
classes in which she enrolled and stated, "They have all these requirements like language; 
you have to do econ[omics], you have to doPE, math, and I'm also an APArt student, 
and I have stuff for lacrosse season. It's kind of crazy" (File 5 p. 6). Fortunately, options 
existed for students to take required classes outside of the school day. Jimmie said, "I'm 
taking an online class right now so I can be in Chorale" (File 5 p. 6). Concert Choir's 
freshman, Edith, determined early in her high school career how she felt about chorus. 
She concluded, "Oh, I'm going to be in chorus. I've made the investment and I am 
taking online classes already so I can be in chorus" (File 13 p. 1 0). With her eye on the 
final transcript grade rather than on the content of the class, Edith decided that two co-
curricular classes (chorus and debate) held more value for her than an Advanced 
Placement class. She explained, "I'm taking AP World [History] online because I want 
to take debate but I would never give up chorus to take debate and so I am going to take 
an AP class online (File 13 p. 11 ). Online classes and summer school classes charged 
steep fees, as much as $250.00 per half-hour credit, yet numerous students took them in 
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order to be able to schedule chorus during the day. Cammie, a junior soprano who took 
two chorus classes each day, denoted, "I've done PE online, I've done health online, and 
I will also do, what else? Yea, econ online" (File 26 p. 1 0). Similarly, Salma, junior 
soprano II in Select Women's Ensemble, recounted her beyond-the-school day classes, 
"I'm taking math online this summer so I can fit things in and I've taken Health and PE 
online" (File 26 p. 1 0). Cammie, cognizant of the high costs of the extra classes, 
explained, "We actually have in chorus a scholarship program. You can write an essay 
and the choral council will grant a scholarship for people to take a class during the 
summer in order to stay in chorus" (File 26 p. 1 0). Some students realized that remaining 
in chorus throughout the high school years meant that they must choose chorus to the 
exclusion of other classes. Stephanie, a sophomore soprano in Select Women's 
Ensemble, planned her classes far in advance and realized that difficult choices arose. 
Stephanie explained that psychology held a great interest for her and that she originally 
planned to take it as a senior. Sadly though, she decided that, "Since chorus has been 
such a huge part of my life, I've decided not to take psychology. I'm really interested in 
that kind of stuff, but at the same time, I know that chorus is the class I love" (File 35 p. 
5). Mr. Young remembered the first year at Pine Grove when he initially began building 
his choral program and loyalty existed for some still at the students' previous school. He 
shared: 
The kids who had Sybille Washington at Oconee High just absolutely adored her. 
And at the end of the year, I was able to retain only one of them. They just, they 
never liked me. You know, I always warn people who are going into a new job or 
student teaching, the first year, you're going to be following somebody and 
whatever they did, just go with what they did. And then the next year, whatever 
traditions you want to set, set 'em. Just go ahead and do what you want. And I 
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thought 'It's a new school, I'm not gonna have that' but the heck I didn't cause 
those students, they really did love her and it was, I wasn't the same warm fuzzy 
that she is. They didn't take to me so I wasn't able to keep those kids. It was 
almost all girls. About 20 girls ... phew ... offthey went. (File BYp. 19) 
Taking musical risks. The Pine Grove Chorus students referred to numerous 
benefits they received that went beyond what one might expect from a high school chorus 
classroom. One ofthese benefits included Mr. Young inspiring the students to take 
musical risks. For example, numerous Chorale students raised their hands during a 
rehearsal to volunteer to sing the solo lines of the "Kyrie Eleison" from the Mozart, 
"Missa Brevis in B flat, K. 275" after Mr. Young asked, "Who are our soloists today?" 
(ObCh09.22.10 p. 2). Mr. Young selected four students, one for each SATB part, and the 
chorus began rehearsing in its typical fashion by singing the solfege syllables a cappella, 
including the still-learning soloists. The expected reticence of students to sing solo in 
front of their peers during t~e learning process never became evident during the rehearsal 
and seemed to be the ordinary mode of operation. 
The supportive classroom environment. Mr. Young created a supportive 
classroom environment that encouraged his students to take musical and social risks. Mr. 
Young rehearsed the solo sections with the full chorus so that no one sang it for the first 
time in a solo format. Mr. Young said, "Well, they all felt comfortable to do it because 
they had done it together before. That's part of it I think" (File BY p. 19). Titia, senior 
Chorale soprano, remarked, "No one expects you to be good so you can just try it out. 
And if you're bad, no one is going to be, like, 'oh, she's so bad' kind ofthing" (File 48 p. 
6). Titia revealed that Mr. Young normally asked for volunteers to sing the solos in the 
chorus' rehearsals so that the students felt that everyone practiced all of the songs. 
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Because someone sang the solo in class did not guarantee that they sang it during the 
performance; an audition came later and Mr. Young then named the soloist. For Concert 
Choir's freshman Edith, the teacher's attitude made the process less scary. She said, "Mr. 
Young's really loose. It's so much easier auditioning for him because he won't scowl at 
you. I really appreciate that" (File 42 p. 13). 
An educational benefit transpired because the students believed that they might be 
chosen to perform the solo they rehearsed in class. Noga, a sophomore alto in Select 
Women's Ensemble, communicated that auditioning for a solo became a challenge for 
her and served as a greater motivation to independently prepare. She said, "I practiced it 
pretty much for three weeks, everyday so that I could get it down. I was determined to 
know that I could do it" (File 56 p. 2). Learning an even greater life-lesson, Noga 
reported, "I ended up being really confident going in but after doing the audition three 
times, I faltered and didn't get the solo" (File 56 p. 2). Salma, a sophomore who 
predominantly sang soprano II in Select Women's Ensemble, explained that the solo 
auditions in her chorus occurred during the class period. Everyone who wanted to 
audition got to do so and Mr. Young narrowed down the candidate list after everyone 
sang the first time. After multiple attempts, he eventually came down to the fmal two 
remaining singers. Salma said, "You know, the way he does it, it's, like, first running, 
then second running, so if you're out after the first one, it's, like, 'whatever"' (File 49 p. 
5). For Salma, earning one of the final two spots spurred on her competitive side. She 
said, "I'm saying, 'I might just get it, you know? I'm good enough to be considered.' 
That's when it's, okay, now I want it" (File 49 p. 5). 
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Even in Mr. Young's supportive and gentle rehearsals, some students struggled 
with the idea of singing by themselves in front of their peers. A senior Chorale alto, 
Jasmine wanted to sing for a solo and went so far as to raise her hand to audition but 
when it came time to sing, nothing came out of her mouth. She said, "I just get so 
nervous and then I just don't want to do it. I start shaking and my heart starts beating fast 
and then I know it's going to sound bad because I'm shaking (File 48 p. 7). Nicci, a quiet 
sophomore soprano II in Select Women's Ensemble, attributed her hesitancy of singing 
solo to stage fright. She said, "I've auditioned more lately but I got this stage fright for a 
while when I moved here in eighth grade and I didn't audition for anything until this 
year, I think" (File 49 p. 4). Natalia, a junior soprano in Select Women's Ensemble, 
explained her thoughts as "I audition for solos and I've gotten a few. It's fun but super 
nerve-wracking. It feels like my heart goes out, really far out and then it messes up my 
breathing, so, it affects my sound" (File 49 p. 4). 
Benefits of participation. Some benefits extended beyond simply singing in the 
choir for the sake of singing. One benefit for some students, extended towards 
establishing a relationship with Mr. Young. For example, Joe, a senior Chorale bass, 
joined chorus as a senior hoping to improve his chances for landing a significant role in 
the school musical and said, "I'm into acting so I figured there was a link between being 
in chorus and getting a good part in the musical" (File 46 p. 2). Because Mr. Young 
served as the music director for the musical every year, Joe figured that establishing a 
relationship with him certainly could not hurt his chances. Sara, a sophomore soprano in 
Chorale, revealed that other students reasoned like Joe when she said, "It's good to be in 
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chorus ifyou're going to do musical theater because Mr. Young sees your voice part, 
sees what you're good at, gets to know you and that makes it easier to get a good part" 
(File 47 p. 12). 
Several students considered their participation in the chorus beneficial for college 
applications. Under the impression that college admission officials looked for 
consistency in specific high school organizations, students planned to highlight their 
chorus participation. Becky, a ninth grader in Concert Choir, planned early to point out 
chorus. She said, "It's a good extra-curricular activity that I can put on my college 
application" (File 16 p. 3). Sara, a sophomore soprano in Chorale, insisted that "we need 
things to put on our resumes, to be frank" (File 46 p. 1 0). Unbeknownst to Mr. Young, 
the idea of chorus as a resume-builder helped keep at least two students in chorus for 
another year. Gabriel, the Chorale tenor who really wanted to sing soprano, asserted, 
"Well, both of us were thinking about quitting. But, the only thing, honestly, that kept us 
in is college. They look for consistency' (File 46 p. 16). Greg, a junior Chorale tenor, 
insisted that his four years in chorus would be noticed by the admission officials when he 
said, "People don't realize what it's worth because if you have four years of chorus, it 
does look good" (File 41 p. 4). 
Developing life skills. In the Pine Grove Choral program, Mr. Young went 
beyond teaching the basic fundamentals of singing. The teacher said, "Look, when 
you're outta here, you're not gonna live in a bubble. You're gonna have to work with 
others and depend on them to do their job. Just like here" (Ob CC 10.04.10 p. 3). Mr. 
Young taught students to not only perform at a high level, but more important, learn 
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skills that would help them beyond high school. This process began with the feeder 
program to Young's choruses. Denise Young categorized some ofthe life skills she 
believed her students began learning in middle school chorus and continued learning in 
the high school choral program. Her inventory included: 
Life skills of organization through the maintenance of music folders, punctuality 
in reporting to both rehearsals and concerts, determination to overcome obstacles 
in the way of success using peer tutors, self-practice techniques, and diligence on 
a daily basis to be the best possible. (MSD p. 4) 
Some ofBob Young's high school students recognized life skills beneficially addressed 
by chorus beyond those mentioned by the middle school director. Mark, a sophomore 
Chorale tenor, reported, "He teaches other life skills ... like commitment" (File 19 p. 7). 
Stephanie, a sophomore Select Women's Ensemble soprano, learned about herself that 
she worked more diligently when she placed a target date before herself. She indicated 
that if Mr. Young did not remind her chorus of the concert date or that if the concert date 
was far in the future, she tended to take her time in learning the repertoire. She said, 
"I've learned that I work best and get things done faster when I'm under pressure. So, 
now, I give myself a lot oflittle goals so that I'm always working towards something. I 
hope that helps later on" (File 35 p. 9). Stephanie offered that chorus helped her develop 
social skills that addressed her shyness tendencies. The Select Women's Ensemble 
sophomore alto said, "I used to be super shy in elementary, kind of shy in middle school 
when I started getting more into chorus and now, I'm just like totally out-going" (File 35 
p. 5). Salma, a Select Women's Ensemble sophomore that sang both soprano II and alto, 
attributed to chorus her experiencing and learning to think critically. She said, "When 
you think about it, performing music is not easy and you're thinking, 'there's this not in 
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relation to this.' There are so many things in your head. You don't realize it but they 
really are" (File 55 p. 4). She explained that because she thought about so many various 
important aspects of music while she sang, that experience helped her learn to multi-task 
in other classes. Salma said: 
When the teacher puts you on the spot in an academic class, it helps me reason 
my way through it and even ifl don't know the answer at the time, I can sort of 
stumble my way through it because of the way that I think in chorus. (File 55 p. 4) 
Salma ratified Denise Young's thinking in that students have to learn to work as effective 
team members. Salma argued, "When you go into the real world, there're the project 
managers and the workers. My dad tells me his job description and my mom talks about 
her work and I think that chorus is giving me that indirect experience" (File 55 p. 4). 
Confidence. Students credited their association with Mr. Young for helping them 
be more confident individuals. Becky, a Select Women's Ensemble sophomore alto, said 
about chorus, "It just pulls you out of your shell and kind of shows you that it's okay to 
be crazy and goofy and have fun and stuff' (File 8 p. 9) and Terrie, a Concert Choir 
freshman remarked that, "It definitely boosts your confidence," (File 13 p. 9). Stephanie, 
a Select Women's Ensemble sophomore soprano, said, "I used to be super shy in 
elementary school, and now I'm, like, basically the opposite. It just opened me up to 
many new things" (File 8 p. 9). Another Concert Choir sophomore experienced a change 
similar to Stephanie. Becky said, "For me, it's like breaking out of my shell, sort of, 
because freshman year, I was like really shy, barely talked to people, and I got to chorus 
and now I can sing" (File 2 p. 4). Edith, a freshman Concert Choir student, believed the 
confidence she gained from her choral experience transferred to other needed skills. She 
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said, "You feel more comfortable with public speaking and stuff, I think. But that may 
be my experience cause I used to be terrified but now it's not that big a deal at all" (File 
13 p. 13). Natalia, a junior soprano in Select Women's Ensemble, reasoned that being in 
chorus provided students with experiences that they would not have in other academic 
classes. She explained, "You have more of a motivation to do chorus and it gives you 
more, like, the drive to take other risks in other aspects of your life" (File 30 p. 3). Titia, 
senior Chorale soprano, warranted chorus for impacting her life significantly when she 
contributed: 
I like how it's made me really different as a person, how it has shaped me. I 
remember I wrote one of my college essays about being in chorus and how it 
made me less shy. I remember in 6th grade, I was really, really shy in chorus and I 
wouldn't sing very loudly and I never would audition for a solo. But now it's, 
like, I am more comfortable with myself as a person and with who I am because 
everyone in chorus accepts you and no one thinks you're weird. So, like, that 
helped me be more confident and who I am and how I sing. (File 29 p. 1) 
As confidence grew, the chorus students' self-esteem benefitted both individually 
and collectively. Brenda, a sophomore soprano in Select Women's Ensemble, described 
what she thought of her chorus and how she fit in it when she said, "I think I'm a pretty 
good choir singer. I think we all have what it takes to really bring out what our choir has 
to offer. Everyone does their own little part and we have, like, this great group" (File 6 p. 
4). Titia reasoned, "Being in chorus has made me realize that I'm actually a good singer 
and that I can sing in public" (File 29 p. 1). Their chorus' performance helped determine 
the students' sense of self-worth. Becky, a sophomore soprano in Select Women's 
Ensemble, revealed, "After a concert, everybody's coming up to you saying, 'you did 
such a great job' and it's kind oflike, you can tell people, 'oh, we're so awesome, we did 
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this right" (File 8 p. 8). Jimmie, a senior soprano in Chorale, felt great about the fact that 
she sang in the most advanced ensemble at Pine Grove. She said, "At our concerts, 
Chorale is last and we build up from the beginning choir to the best. Everyone looks 
forward to being in the best group and we sound so accomplished and so good" (File 5 p. 
4). Jimmie remembered first understanding the level of success that Chorale 
demonstrated at the regional ACDA conference her junior year. She proudly asserted: 
I took for granted everything we do in class, and then we get there, and there are 
directors from all over taking notes. And, I'm thinking, we do this every day. 
Like, the simple solfege games we do, and, like when we sang a song, everyone 
loved it. It was weird. (File 5 p. 4) 
Some students showed concern that self-esteem might be lessened for some 
choral singers. Greg, junior Chorale tenor, felt that new students who initially came into 
chorus or students that did not experience quick musical success, self-esteem tended to 
lessen. He said, "I know a major problem is that when you decide to join a group of 
singers, your voice is really exposed sometimes and a lot of people are self-conscious 
about their voices" (File 7 p. 8). Jimmie described an experience during middle school 
chorus when her self-esteem diminished. She auditioned for a place in an extra-curricular 
group Mrs. Young planned to start and reported, "I was on choral council and I thought I 
was like the 'in' kid in chorus. Mrs. Young liked me and I always got leads in the 
musicals but I didn' t make that group" (File 5 p. 1 ). Jimmie reported that even though 
not making the group made her question her musical abilities, her competitiveness 
motivated her to work harder to achieve her goals. She noted that less competitive 
students might internalize the rejection and eventually drop chorus altogether (File 5 p. 
1). 
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Leadership. Mr. Young led students to increase their own leadership skills. Pine 
Grove chorus provided beneficial opportunities for students to learn and practice 
leadership skills that they might possibly need later in life, according to several students. 
The leadership skills mentioned fell in two distinct areas. The first area centered on 
helping other students with procedures and motivation while the second area focused on 
musical improvement. Cammie, the junior girl who sang in soprano in both Select 
Women's Ensemble and Chorale, reasoned, "Chorus teaches you a lot of leadership skills 
especially as you start to become the upperclassman in a chorus. Since I've been in for 
three years, I've seen a lot and understand this chorus now" (File 30 p. 4). Teesha, a 
sophomore in Concert Choir, transferred into Pine Grove chorus from a school which 
focused on Gospel Choir rather than Mr. Young' s wide-ranging repertoire and music 
reading curriculum. She believed the teaching of leadership skills to be part of that 
curriculum. Teesha said, "It' s not just about the music that we sing. They teach you how 
to be a leader, how to depend on people and it' s just good. It's a good experience" (File 
27 p. 14). Bill, the senior Chorale tenor who served as chorus president, held leadership 
roles in other school clubs and in Boy Scouts. He found the chorus presidency to be the 
most difficult position because "Mr. Young is in charge of a lot of things, so part of it is 
trying to figure out what I can do as a student leader to help without getting in the way" 
(File 11 p. 5). Aaron complemented Bill for his attempts to enhance the chorus' stature at 
the school. Aaron, the senior Chorale bass, said, "Bill has truly tried to bridge the chorus 
to the school, making sure that it's not just the 'AHS Chorus' but it' s we ' re part of AHS. 
We want you to enjoy us and hopefully, join us" (File 11 p. 5). Mark, a sophomore 
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Chorale tenor, reflected on a demonstration of leadership displayed by both President Bill 
and Vice-President Jimmie. According to Mark, with only a week or so to go before 
Large Group Performance Evaluations, Mr. Young did not come to school for several 
days due to other professional obligations in his school district. After another day of a 
student-led rehearsal, Mark said that the two officers stood before the class and 
"Basically gave us like a three minute pep talk, telling us that we need to focus now. We 
needed to focus on this because we want to do well and get superiors on stuff' (File 28 p. 
3). He concluded that because of their words and then followed with Bill and Jimmie's 
increased work models, "We slowly ... there was only one or two who took more time to 
get their minds changed, but a lot of people were a lot more focused" (File 28 p. 3). 
Mandy, a sophomore soprano in Select Women's Ensemble, took it upon herself to assess 
the level of readiness in members of her chorus. She said, "I tend to push people to 
actually sing. Like, lots of people joke around but we need this time in sectionals 
because not everyone is in the same place" (File 58 p. 11). Salma, sophomore second 
soprano in Select Women's Ensemble, recognized that part oflearning to lead focused on 
knowing when to follow. She explained, "When you have a bunch of different leaders 
with different ways of trying to lead, leading together at the same time, it turns into a lot 
of not pretty stuff' (File 55 p. 5). Beth, a senior soprano in Chorale described her 
methods of helping her chorus by addressing individuals' issues. She said: 
I've learned how to fix problems that individuals have without making them feel 
embarrassed or without calling them out or something so that they can accomplish 
their part so that we all can accomplish something but in a more positive way; not 
like "you're sharp" but, like, "let's all try to fmd this note." (File 11 p. 5) 
For Laura, a senior Chorale soprano, she found working cooperatively with other 
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students beneficial. She said, "I like how we kind of work in groups and sections. You 
know, we get to work with other people" (File 14 p. 6). Because blending the chorus' 
voices together served as a priority, she likened working with her fellow students to be of 
similar importance. Laura said, "It's big. We have to work together to blend" (File 14 p. 
4). Becky, a sophomore Select Women's Ensemble soprano, valued the cooperative 
group effort because not too much responsibility rested on one individual. She reasoned, 
"If you fall behind or something, you have a bunch of people to help pick you up. You 
need to help each other so that you kind ofleam more, I guess" (File 35 p. 3). Brenda, 
soprano also in Select Women's Ensemble, agreed when she said, "I think we all try to 
collaborate with each other, try to make it fit with one another so one is not doing more 
or less. We all share the responsibility" (File 23 p. 6). Hank summed the opinions 
succinctly by saying, "We all look dumb so it's fun if we're dumb together" (File 59 p. 
1). 
Mandy and Cammie realized a benefit from chorus participation that no one else 
mentioned. Mandy, a sophomore Select Women's Ensemble soprano, believed that 
chorus participation caused her to manage her time better. She said, "I know that I'm 
better at managing my time because I have to practice. Everyone has to practice" (File 
58 p. 8). Cammie, junior Chorale soprano, found a similar benefit. She said, "I've 
dedicated myself to chorus and practicing so I feel like that's helped me in other aspects. 
I have the chorus model of how to dedicate my time to something" (File 30 p. 3). 
Being a part of something cool. In the Pine Grove Chorus, Mr. Young 
encouraged students to consider their membership in chorus as being part of something 
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larger than themselves. Addy, the freshman cheerleader in Concert Choir explained, 
"I've always liked singing so this is where I like to chill out. I just feel comfortable in 
there. These are my people" (File 1 p. 4). Katie, a senior Chorale alto, sang in each of 
Pine Grove ' s three choruses during her high school career and reasoned that the sense of 
belonging came about because "I think everybody who' s there, wants to be there. Maybe 
not to the same extent as others, but it's nice to share the same kind of interests" (File 20 
p. 7). Madhula, a junior Chorale alto, remembered how she felt as a freshman. She said, 
"I was really relieved to come to chorus class and, like, I know these people ... because I 
was lost all day long. So, that was really helpful" (File 20 p. 7). Becky, while only a 
ninth grader in Concert Choir, defined the sense ofbelonging best when she said, "I think 
that I'm not just another person in the chorus, I think I have, you know, not a big role, but 
I do think I play a part in it somewhat, you know? Everybody does" (File 2 p. 5). Laura, 
a senior Chorale soprano who sang with Mr. Young for four years, considered that 
singing music might hold a subservient priority to the group dynamic. She argued, 
"Chorus is about working with people with the music. I don't know ... for the music, 
it's a medium to bring us all together and make us more unified as a chorus. All of us" 
(File 59 p. 3). 
When speaking about their ensemble, the students repeatedly referred to chorus as 
their community. Edith, a freshman in Concert Choir, said, "It'.s really a community of 
people who all love to do the same thing and we get to make something all together" 
(File 42 p. 2). Noga, a sophomore alto in Select Women' s Ensemble, identified the same 
characteristic in her chorus. She said, "I like knowing it's a community and not just a 
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chorus" (File 56 p. 12). Brenda, also a sophomore in Select Women's Ensemble, tried to 
explain that the music served as the original connection for the students but that much 
more occurred as a result. She communicated, "We have conversations and we get to 
spend time together. When we're not performing, we're doing social activities. We're 
interacting with each other and also with other people" (File 23 p. 6). Edith also 
recognized the connection even in the predominantly ninth grade Concert Choir. She 
said, "It' s just really cool to have all these people who have this connection and you 
know you have the same connection, too" (File 42 p. 5). 
Laura, a senior Chorale soprano who played Ado Annie in the school's 
"Oklahoma" production, revealed an enormous benefit for students in the high school 
chorus community. She said, "Other classes, I mean, sure, you enjoy talking to 
somebody but they don't give you that feeling of community that chorus does. It's like 
you've got somewhere to be, and that's wonderful" (File 54 p. 8). Aaron, a senior 
Chorale bass, showed a unique depth of maturity and self-awareness as he explained his 
thoughts about his approaching college years. He articulated: 
This is a skill and a community that I've fallen in love with. Compare that to 
theater. I've done ten musicals, ten shows on the school stage. From show to 
show to show, it's a different commitment and when you're done with one, you 
really could stop there. Considering going into drama in college? It's really a 
tough decision and I'm actually leaning against continuing drama but not doing 
chorus is inconceivable. Yes, I want to continue chorus! The work that I ' ve put 
into it pays off only the more that I do it and it's fun and it' s unique. (File 41 p. 5) 
Because many of the students felt connected to each other due to their similar 
feelings towards choral music and singing, they realized that they belonged to a larger, 
homogeneous group, perhaps at varying skill-levels but they still shared a characteristic 
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of loving to sing. They understood that their individual choruses operated much like any 
type of team might and they expressed some distinct allegiances. Titia, a senior Chorale 
soprano that sang as a part ofthe Memphis ACDA demonstration chorus her junior year, 
said, "It was a really good bonding experience. All the people who went got really close 
because we had a really small chorus. It's just those things that you don't ever forget" 
(File 48 p. 6). Cammie, the junior soprano who sang in both Chorale and Select 
Women' s Ensemble, owned a unique perspective since she could compare one chorus 
with another. She, like many girls who sang in Select Women's Ensemble, affectionately 
referred to the chorus as ' SWE' , [pronounced swee]. What Cammie described did not 
revolve around the voicing or difficulty level of the music studied in the two choruses but 
around group-dynamic issues. She remarked, "During the first part of the year, I enjoyed 
Select Women's Ensemble more because in an all-girls' class, there's a different sort of 
bond than when you're in a class with guys. We're all like SWE-sisters" (File 49 p. 14). 
Beyond any allegiances to their individual choruses, the idea of community emerged 
from a singular event that Mr. Young· first instituted and perfected at his previous school 
and brought with him when he began teaching at Pine Grove. Mr. Young.arranged a 
weekend Chorus Camp that focused on rehearsing predominantly the combined chorus 
selections that would be performed at the end of the year' s concerts along with individual 
self-discovery, team-bonding and community-building exercises and activities. Hank, the 
junior Chorale bass, called Chorus Camp, "the place where we take chorus beyond 
chorus" (File 59 p. 4). 
Creating community. The feeling of community among the students began with 
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Mr. Young, who created opportunities outside ofthe rehearsal room for students to bond 
together. On a Friday in September, Mr. Young took the previous year's Chorus Camp 
participants out of the room to plan details concerning this year's camp. 'The Rookies' 
were left to wonder what's going on. Later he said that the older students select little 
brothers and sisters to leave gifts and surprises for at the Camp (Ob09.24.10Ch p. 1). 
During the year of this study, Mr. Young organized the weekend retreat for 
students at a Methodist Church camp. Mr. Young described his leadership objectives as, 
"That whole weekend is about becoming a team and being supportive of each other, 
about communicating and recognizing our differences and accepting them and looking 
for common ground" (File BY p. 20). Mr. Young and as many ofhis students as he 
could convince, along with a number of parent chaperones, left on a school bus on a 
Friday afternoon in early October and drove approximately 45 miles to a church camp 
facility located in the Appalachian Mountains. They returned home on the following 
Sunday afternoon. Cabins housing eight to ten bunk beds and a bathroom made up the 
sleeping areas. Students described the meals, which were served in the cafeteria, buffet-
style, as "tasty" (File 59 p. 5). The enclosed, all-wood, high ceilinged chapel-building 
served as the rehearsal/ performance hall and provided the singers with many of their 
favorite musical moments. Addy, a freshman in Concert Choir, said, "The sound that 
came off the walls in the Chapel was just soooo beautiful" (File 14 p. 3). Referring to the 
chapel's acoustics, Mr. Young said, "The kids love it because it' s very resonant. For that 
reason they have to control the noise-level which helps with discipline. They have to pay 
close attention to the conductor and what they hear in order to stay together (File BY p. 
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28). Although the students rarely mentioned the choral rehearsals without noting the 
beautiful acoustics, they focused more on their interactions with each other. Carly, a 
sophomore alto in Chorale, explained, "Camp is when we all come together, like one 
unison group, and there are no titles that matter. It's not Chorale, SWE and Concert 
Choir, it's like everyone and that makes it that much better" (File 34 p. 6). Stephanie, a 
sophomore in Select Women' s Ensemble, concurred when she said, "All the choirs come 
together for camp. It's not just one choir. Concert choir, SWE and Chorale all go to 
camp at the same time. It helps bring the entire chorus together instead of just your 
chorus" (File 35 p. 9). ·Greg, a junior Chorale tenor that sang in the male quartet 
articulated, "It' s the one time that chorus is like a big family. We don' t always see the 
other kids in the other choruses but that' s when we really connect. Everyone really tries 
to be each others' friend at camp" (File 34 p. 5). Greg also referred to the traditional 
Saturday night ' singing around the bonfire' that became one ofhis favorite camp 
activities. He informed, "There' s something about trapping a bunch of people overnight 
where you just connect, you know? And, we have the campfire night. Oh gosh, yes" 
(File 34 p. 5). 
Greg continued that besides singing fun songs accompanied by guitars, the 
students presented skits that they arranged with each other based on the themes that either 
Mr. Young or the chorus officers created in advance. Jimmie recalled a poignant 
memory of the seniors performing "The Last Song" for all the new students, a song that 
Pine Grove Chorus sang every year at the year-end banquet and at graduation (File 21 p. 
8). Mr. Young included free-time during the weekend' s activities that Bill said allowed 
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the boys to experience some non-musical competition. The chorus president and senior 
Chorale tenor, informed, "We get there Friday night and then Saturday morning, it' s the 
tenor versus bass Frisbee game. I think it's a good start for the guys. We get up and get 
excited about the game and then we ' re ready" (File 34 p. 6). 
Nolan, a freshman bass in Concert Choir, moved to Pine Grove from California 
just prior to school starting. Chorus Camp made the fall semester easier for him because, 
"I barely had any friends and going to chorus camp, I met lots of new people. It was a 
good time to make friends" (File 42 p. 4). The students introduced themselves to each 
other in the various activities in which they participated. Bill spoke about an activity that 
he helped plan. He said: 
We have art projects and I think they are really important to the camp experience 
because they' re centered on expressing yourself and discovering something about 
yourself. They're mostly symbolic, like one time, they took pictures of us and we 
had to color them in and decorate them, like, symbolically, like, our personalities. 
People really get into the projects and you start really learning about yourself and 
about other people. (File 34 p. 6) 
Sara, a sophomore alto in Chorale, reasoned that the ' retreat-atmosphere' helped students 
create their chorus community. She said, "It' s away from an education environment, 
away from everything. There' s barely any cell service! You get to know each other" 
(File 46 p. 14). Cammie believed that at school, students tended to stay in their "cliques 
and their school personas" but at camp, "we do a lot of silly things and they sort of shed 
that and become open people" (File 49 p. 7). Natalia, a junior soprano in Select 
Women's Ensemble, understood that a part of Mr. Young' s objective of camp included 
acclimating chorus students by creating new friendships. She explained, "What Mr. 
Young is trying to achieve is what ends up happening. We're put in cabins with friends 
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and with people that we don't know. Then, we're assigned little sisters, to make the new 
people feel welcome" (File 49 p. 6). Addy, a freshman in Concert Choir, revealed how 
the big sister/little sister idea worked. She explained: 
It was where some of the older girls who had already been in choir, they would 
sign up for a girl that was new and they would leave us little notes about 
themselves and little presents and at the end of camp, we'd figure out who they 
were and they'd be, like, friends for the year. It was fun. (File 1 p. 3) 
Jimmie, a senior Chorale soprano, expressed the social importance the camp experience 
held for her through the years. She said, "It sounds cliche but you fmd yourself. We get 
closer and become a community" (File 5 p. 8). Because she took several Advanced 
Placement level classes many made up of "nerdy" students, in addition to being on 
athletic teams including volleyball, cross country, swim-team and lacrosse with the 
requisite "jock-types," Jimmie said, "I feel like I have so many groups" (File 5 p. 8). 
Jimmie compared all of those other groups to the chorus community and they came up 
short. She said, "Then, at Chorus Camp (sighed), I know my chorus friends will always 
be there. They are my true friends. We sing in chapel. The campfire and then 
everybody cries for you. It's emotional, sweet. It's so much fun!" (File 21 p. 8). For 
Sivan, a ninth grade soprano/alto in Concert Choir, before the camp experience, she 
considered not continuing in chorus second semester because she saw very little 
motivation from her classmates. She said, "But you get to camp and you get closer to 
everyone and you meet new people and you get back from camp and you have so many 
more Facebook friends" (File 36 p. 5). Sivan shared a distinctive outlook when 
describing the benefit of the Chorus Camp. She said, "After camp, I understood what it 
was all about. It's not like he did it [referring to Young], but now we motivate ourselves" 
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(File 36 p. 12). Another girl in Sivan's chorus credited the camp for her positive feelings 
towards Pine Grove Chorus. Teesha, a sophomore soprano/alto, said, "They welcomed 
me and it made me feel like I wantec,l to be in chorus. It inspired me to stay in chorus. If 
other people would have came (sic) to camp, they would want to be in chorus, too" (File 
50 p. 5). 
Connecting to the program. The students realized Mr. Young placed a priority 
on the singers feeling connected to their individual choruses in addition to the overall 
choral program and the students benefitted by identifying with those groups. Sara, a 
sophomore alto in Select Women's Ensemble, suggested that being a group "is what it's 
all about with Mr. Young. I feel like by the end of the year, he just really wants us to 
become a group and be really unified" (File 44 p. 4). 
Feeling connected to and identified with a specific group at school, while of high 
importance, was viewed both positively and negatively by the participants. Natalia, a 
junior soprano who sang for two years in Select Women's Ensemble, compared her 
chorus group with her perceptions of the band kids. She said, "You're not in this giant 
group of 300 people. They only hang out and date each other. It's creepy and it's just, 
like, this cult. They stay in their group and they don't expand their horizons" (File 55 p. 
3). Natalia further explained that her best friend was one of the drum majors and that 
"I'll go hang out at her house. I'm the only chorus person there because they' re all band 
kids and they're all together. I'd like to hang out but at the same time, not as much" (File 
55 p. 3). Steve, a tenor in Chorale who joined chorus as a senior, attributed similar 
opinions being held about chorus students. He said, "Some people have this weird sense 
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of 'I don't want to be in chorus because it's this group of people' or ' this type of person 
and I don' t want to be associated with that type of person"' (File 38 p. 4). Since he 
started singing in chorus, though, he found those types of opinions to be incorrect. He 
revealed, "It's not just one type of person that's in Chorale. You've got all different 
types of people-people who like sports, math, science, literature, all kinds of different 
varieties of people" (File 3 8 p. 4 ). 
Due to conflicts in his schedule with AP courses in literature, math, and science, 
Steve did not enroll in chorus until his senior year. Because he entered into chorus as a 
new student, he observed that, "A lot of non-chorus people enjoy singing but don't enjoy 
chorus, which I don' t necessarily understand" (File 38 p. 7). What he found most 
rewarding about the chorus experience "is being with a group of people that enjoy the 
same things as you" (File 38 p. 7). 
Steve and his fellow chorus members realized the magnitude of operating within 
their choral group. They understood that they could not accomplish singularly what they 
could while being responsible to the group. Steve said, "It' s kind of inspirational. You 
feel like you belong with this group of people who are singing and you feel their energy" 
(File 38 p. 3). Noga, a sophomore alto in Select Women's Ensemble, realized the group 
dynamic intensified the musical experience. She said, "I enjoy having a part. When you 
sing a solo, everything is on you but when you sing in chorus, you're singing with a 
group and you feel like you're a part of something. You're not alone" (File 31 p. 1 ). 
Britney, a freshman in Concert Choir framed a similar experience when she described the 
performance of a combined, full chorus song on the Winter Holiday Concert. She said, 
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"It's not yourself, it's the whole group. It was fantastic. I think we sang really great and 
when you hear that perfect hannony, it's almost like a different note than what you could 
ever create by yourself' (File 9 p. 5). Mandy, a sophomore soprano in Select Women's 
Ensemble, also referred to the combined chorus performances in general. She suggested 
that while she appreciated the sound ofthe full combined chorus, she said "It's always a 
little hard that we have to under-sing a little bit that no one likes to do" (File 58 p. 3). 
Titia, senior Chorale soprano, understood that the older, more advanced singers needed to 
occasionally satisfy group obligations that might be beneficial for the younger students, 
such as the combined chorus selections at the end of their concerts. She proposed, "It's 
good to sing them even ifthey don' t, though, sound as good. I think it's better for them 
to sing with people in higher choruses so they know what they're aiming for" (File 29 p. 
3). 
Hard work pays off. The students' collective journey, led by Mr. Young, 
resulted in feelings of accomplishment. The students' improvement as individuals and as 
a chorus constituted something of which they showed pride. Shirley, a sophomore in 
Concert Choir, explained, "Our hard work, our improvement, and to see how much we've 
improved, that's a good feeling" (File 3 p. 2). Stephanie, a sophomore soprano in Select 
Women' s Ensemble, recognized, "When everything comes together, hearing it come 
together and knowing that I helped make it come together, that' s when you feel the 
accomplishment" (File 8 p. 7). Katie, a senior Chorale alto, suggested that the collective 
community did the work together and the beautiful performance became the fmal 
accomplishment. She said, "Everybody pretty much knows what they 're doing. It' s like 
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you can all work together on pretty challenging music and accomplish something really 
special" (File 4 p. 7). An accomplished junior Chorale soprano, Marie stated, "I think he 
[Mr. Young] does a good job of keeping everybody on task and most of the .students 
moderately happy" (File 10 p. 7). She explained that since most of the students want to 
sound good, "They're aware that if we have to keep stopping and deal with discipline 
issues, it's going to take time away from singing and I'm pretty sure that most of the kids 
in chorus enjoy singing more than that" (File 10 p. 7). 
Beth, a senior Chorale soprano, explained that the desire to accomplish something 
existed as intrinsic motivation and did not rely on outside competition. She compared her 
musical ensemble with a sports team: 
It's different from sports because people who are on teams, they obviously play 
other teams and there's the whole winning aspect. There are championships and 
there's none of that in chorus. It' s a more intrinsically motivated activity. If you 
don't really love what you're doing, you're not going to get that much out of it. 
You won't see that you're getting much out of it when like in sports you see that 
you won the game. (File 41 p. 3) 
For Titia, senior Chorale soprano, outside competition might have served a positive role 
since she revealed, "In our chorus, it's kind of stoic, we're always the same. We don't 
feel like the drive to get better since we feel like we're always at the top" (File 48 p. 10). 
For Cammie, the junior soprano taking both Select Women's Ensemble and Chorale, the 
term 'intrinsic motivation' yielded to her version of dedication. Cammie said, "It's kind 
ofbeen something that I've dedicated myself to so I feel like that's it's helped me in 
other aspects. I have the model of chorus, of how to dedicate my time to something" 
(File 55 p. 3). Larry, a young man who sang for three years in Concert Choir, credited 
chorus as a meaningful endeavor. He explained, "It' s meaningful, I guess especially for 
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me since I'm a senior. Whoa, the last three or four years went by pretty quick. I might 
not be doing this again anytime soon," thinking aloud (File 42 p. 4). 
Motivation to advance. The sequential nature ofthe three choruses Mr. Young 
arranged provided a prestige benefit to the choral students. Students completely new to 
chorus or those who needed more advanced reading skills sang in Concert Choir until 
they achieved Mr. Young' s high standards. Working to move up to a more advanced 
chorus provided motivation for some Concert Choir members. Teesha, a sophomore in 
Concert Choir, said, "I think seeing Chorale and SWE and I keep thinking, 'maybe we 
could be them someday"' (File 27 p. 9). Kenya, a freshman in Concert Choir, felt 
challenged to improve when she heard the upper level choruses. She proposed, "The 
other choruses sound so good. The advancement of their songs makes me want to do 
better" (File 32 p. 9). Natalia, a junior, sang for a year in Concert Choir and for two 
years in Select Women' s Ensemble. She addressed where she hoped to sing during her 
senior year by saying, "If he doesn' t put me in Chorale, after all this, it's going to be bad! 
I'll be so angry" (File 30 p. 14). Cammie, as a junior, auditioned into Chorale to sing 
soprano. When she received her schedule of classes, she discovered that her second 
elective, Year book, was scheduled at the same time as her chorus class. She said, 
"There ' s no way I was giving up Chorale" (File 55 p. 9). She found herself with an open 
elective class and when the guidance counselor listed the available classes, Cammie 
looked no further when she noticed Select Women' s Ensemble. Taking the two most 
advanced chorus classes within the same day provided Cammie with a unique viewpoint. 
She compared Select Women' s Ensemble and Chorale, "I get to hang out with my SWE 
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sisters but because Chorale is more advanced, we sing more music. Chorale ' s been a lot 
more fun this semester. You sing challenging pieces and you get to do more stuff, too" 
(File 30 p. 14). Jimmie, senior soprano, relished her inclusion in Chorale. She said, 
"When you're in Chorale, you're the best ofthe best. You know, you're like on top" 
(File 21 p. 4). Katie, a senior Chorale alto, conveyed her thoughts about singing in the 
most advanced chorus at her school. She said, "I find it prestigious to be in Chorale. 
Ever since I first heard Chorale, I thought it was the coolest thing ever. I really wanted to 
be in Chorale because it was the highest level we can get to" (File 45 p. 1 ). 
As students moved up in the choral program, they believed the prestige increased 
as well. Becky, a sophomore soprano in Select Women' s Ensemble explained why, "I 
think it's kind of cool or even, more awesome to be in Select Women' s Ensemble or 
Chorale because then I feel prestigious in a way because you auditioned to get that part" 
(File 35 p. 7). Students believed that Pine Grove Chorus held a lofty position among 
other high schools in their district. Brenda, a sophomore Select Women' s Ensemble 
soprano, suggested, "I'm familiar with the Davidson chorus. I think ours is different. 
Ours has a little bit of a spark to it because we enjoy it so much. Our Pine Grove Chorus 
is quite advanced" (File 23 p. 14). Titia seemed to confirm Brenda's opinion when she 
said, "We know we're good when we hear other choruses because we know we sound 
better than that" (File 48 p. 1 0). 
Titia referred to the singular nature of receiving an invitation to present a clinic at 
the ACDA Conference on Memphis. She said, "I was proud after we heard that we got 
Memphis because we were the only chorus in Georgia that got invited. That singled us 
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out" (File 48 p. 10). At the conclusion of the demonstration, numerous attendees 
approached Mr. Young for contact information but some of the students saw things 
differently. Jimmie expressed, "After we were done, people came up and they asked for 
Mr. Young' s autograph and that was, we were laughing so hard because ofthat. But, like 
after that, we were really proud" (File 48 p. 1 0). 
External opportunities. Numerous Pine Grove Chorus students benefitted 
because ofthe access Mr. Young provided to various Honor and All State choruses. 
Honor choruses, sponsored by the state affiliate of ACDA or the district of the state 
affiliate of the National Association for Music Education, required no audition for 
inclusion, only Mr. Young' s recommendation. Other groups, such as All State Chorus, 
All State Reading Chorus and ACDA National or Regional Honor Chorus, required 
various rigorous auditions. Mr. Young encouraged his students to take part in as many of 
these groups as they could. Jimmie said, "He always makes sure we have something to 
do. We're going to UGA soon. He always focuses on getting us auditioned for All-State. 
I feel like we 're never not doing something" (File 5 p. 5). Mr. Young showed confidence 
in his students and made sure the students knew that he stood ready to help them prepare 
for the auditions. Sarah, a sophomore alto in Select Women's Ensemble, said, "He 
always makes sure that we all know that we can audition. He makes sure that everyone 
knows that he' ll help and that he thinks that we could all get in" (File 20 p. 2). 
One of the reasons Mandy decided to take chorus included the honor chorus 
opportunity. A sophomore soprano in Select Women' s Ensemble, she remembered, "My 
oldest sister did choir in elementary school and she was in an honor choir and I thought it 
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was so cool. I wanted to do it, too" (File 58 p. 2). Marie, Mr. Young's junior soprano 
daughter, recounted participating in more than twenty district honor choruses, All States, 
and ACDA Honor Choruses. Asked to describe her interest in them, she said, "I like 
being able to work with different directors for a little while and to like, get new ideas 
from them, and see what I like" (File 10 p. 2). Bill, a senior Chorale tenor, liked singing 
in a large chorus. He over-spoke, "The difference between All State and here, is like, at 
All-State, I'm a little more relaxed because there are a hundred people on your part" (File 
7 p. 4). Marie expanded on Bill's comparison of singing in an All State and in Chorale. 
She said: 
In the bigger groups, you don't have to support your section. Whenever I go to 
All State and stuff, I feel like I learn from the people around me and if I 
accidentally mess up, nobody really knows, whereas in the smaller group, you 
have to be more independent. And, I feel like I have to work, like, always be 
thinking, which I should be anyway, but, like, I have to concentrate and make sure 
I do everything exactly right because I'm one of three soprano one's and ifl mess 
up, you'll hear it. But, I mean, that's good sometimes, too, because then, you 
don' t have, like, so many people over-powering you and you don' t feel like 
you're insignificant. (File 10 p. 1) 
Some students revealed that singing in the All State and Honor Choruses 
sometimes negatively impacted their experiences in Pine Grove Chorus. Salma, a 
sophomore soprano II in Select Women' s Ensemble, accused, "I actually think that All 
State is more fun than being with the Pine Grove students. Camp is fun but I like All 
State. All State is more fun" (File 26 p. 6). John, a junior baritone in Chorale and 
Accidentals, determined drama held a greater significance. He said, "All State and 
ACDA, they're my favorite things about chorus. But I'm really into acting and singing, 
more into acting, so I had to give up All State. I would have gone ifl could have" (File 
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24 p. 15). John relayed how he felt upon returning to Pine Grove after an All State event. 
He said, "Once I've been there, corning back to class is kind of disappointing because it's 
not nearly as good. Not that we' re bad but it's just not as good" (File 24 p. 5). Marie 
expressed similar feelings upon returning home from the Governor' s Honors Program. 
She evaluated the difference between the two experiences as, "I came from something 
that was so enthusiastic to something where it' s, well . . . he'll tell somebody to sit up and 
the entire class will move to sit up because nobody was sitting up" (File 10 p. 2) 
Thankful for chorus. The students in the Pine Grove High School Choral 
program loved to sing. The students, however, could not determine whether they loved 
to sing before they decided to participate in chorus or loved to sing because of their 
participation in Mr. Young' s choruses. Like Mr. Young himself, prior experiences with 
family played a pivotal and sometimes challenging reason for why these students loved to 
sing. Mandy, a sophomore soprano in Select Women's Ensemble, first realized that she 
loved music and singing during her seventh grade year at Webb Bridge Middle; however, 
she vividly recalled, as a small child, riding in her father ' s car singing along with some of 
his recordings of 1970's popular songs. She said, "I thought it was so much fun to hear 
my voice singing along with this singer' s amazing voice. I just thought music was really 
awesome" (File 58 p. 3). Brad, a freshman baritone in Concert Choir, also revealed a 
minor family connection with singing. He said, "Well, I just like singing myself. As far 
as family singing, my sister sang for two years but she didn't stick with it. I just really 
like singing" (File 15 p. 2). Greg, a junior tenor in Chorale, decided to sing despite being 
advised not to by members of his family. He said: 
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I guess for a while my family was, like, 'Why are you taking private lessons, 
Greg? It's just a waste of money.' And I was, like, 'It' s something I want to 
continue to do.' And it was, like, ' Well, you' re not gonna do it in college.' And it 
was like, ' Yea I am. Shut up!' (File 12 p. 4) 
For other students, such as Sivan and Brenda, singing was a hobby. Sivan, in Concert 
Choir, admitted that "It' s probably not going to be something as a career but it's 
definitely a hobby" (File 9 p. 2) while Select Women' s Ensemble's Brenda called singing 
"one ofher main hobbies" (File 6 p. 11). Teesha, a sophomore in Concert Choir, sang in 
a Gospel Choir as ninth grader at a different high school. Even though Mr. Young' s 
choral program performed music and produced vocal tone vastly different than what 
Gospel music required, Teesha pointed out, "It's actually like three main things that I 
enjoy doing that I've been doing my whole life, which is singing, dancing, and stepping" 
(File 26 p. 6). Becky, a ninth grader also in Concert Choir, loved that chorus occurred at 
the end of her day. She said, "Well, for me I always look forward to my last period 
because it's chorus. It motivates me because I love it so much. I love doing it and I just 
can' t wait until that last period" (File 2 p. 3). 
Other students enjoyed their participation in Mr. Young's choirs because ofthe 
camaraderie. Once, when Mr. Young asked Concert Choir to stand and sing one of their 
LGPE pieces, Kenzie and Tricia held hands swinging their arms back and for displaying 
childlike smiles (Ob CC 03.02.11 p.1). Sara, the sophomore alto who Mr. Young let into 
Chorale because of an acid reflux problem, reported singing in chorus as, "doing 
something you love with people you love" (File 24 p. 14). Mark, sophomore tenor in 
Chorale, commented, "I never feel bored or depressed when singing. In all my other 
classes, ifl get a bad grade, I'm depressed the rest of the class, but with chorus, I really 
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don' t focus on grades in chorus" (File 4 p. 2). For Titia, a senior soprano in Chorale, 
singing impacted the way she viewed herself. She said, "It's the thing that I can do that 
actually makes me happy. It' s what I love to do and it's something I've been doing for a 
long time, it's something that I know I'm good at" (File 25 p. 18). Katie, a senior 
Chorale alto, planned to be a life-long singer. She predicted, "I want to always sing. I'm 
not going to major in music but whether it's through school or if for some reason that 
doesn' t work, I'll always sing with some kind of group" (File 4 p. 2). 
Beneficial feelings. Participants referred to special feelings, "goose-bumps," and 
signature artistic moments as something they experienced while singing in one of the 
choruses at their school. Although they struggled to describe these feelings with words, 
the student participants spoke of certain feelings and moments as being special but found 
it difficult to recall specifics. For example, Laura, a freshman in Concert Choir, recalled 
that during one ofthe combined pieces sung at the Fall Concert, she felt as if she "was 
there. Like it just made me feel, like, I don' t know" (File 1 p.1). The senior Chorale 
soprano, Beth, described a feeling as "one of those feeling moments" (File 12 p. 7) when 
she said, "I've gotten shivers before on some notes that are so melodious" (File 15 p. 3). 
The chorus president, Bill, explained what he experienced as "it' s just a feeling inside 
and you' re like ' that was so right! ' (File 12 p. 7). 
The students realized that these special moments could not be forced. For Mark, 
sophomore Chorale tenor, whether that special moment occurred or not did not matter 
because, "I focus more on the participation and the enjoyment when singing. If it 
happens, it happens" (File 4 p. 3). Laura, Chorale' s strongest senior soprano, defined the 
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artistic performance as "when everybody comes together and creates one of those special 
moments" (File 33 p. 3). 
The participants experienced these "goose bump" moments far more frequently in 
performance than during their rehearsals. Edith of Concert Choir reported, "Some days 
in class it will happen but then it pretty much always happens at a concert" (File 13 p. 6). 
Terrie, an officer in Concert Choir, recalled, "I've had one at one of the concerts during 
the combined song" (File 13 p. 5). Larry, a senior who spent three years in Concert 
Choir, offered, "Yea, I've had a lot of those moments, usually in concerts. I guess it's the 
concert that can actually push you into a whole new realm of performance and you can 
fmd yourself performing really well" (File 15 p. 3). Madhula, a junior alto in Chorale, 
revealed, "I've noticed that it doesn't happen often in class when you' re working out 
pitches but sometimes you can just feel that the entire group is completely into the song 
you're singing and that gives the feeling of wholeness" (File 4 p. 3). Haliegh, sophomore 
Select Women' s Ensemble soprano/alto, explained why she thought these moments 
rarely occurred during rehearsals when she said, "I know when I'm singing in rehearsal, 
I'm not thinking emotionally about it, I don' t get into it. In rehearsal, I'm concentrating 
on the rhythms and stuff and that's why it's never as exciting" (File 54 p. 4). Marie, Mr. 
Young' s junior daughter, put it more succinctly, "In class, you have to go back and fix 
stuff' (File 10 p. 3). Madhula reasoned why the specials moments tended to happen in 
concerts. She said: 
It happens when people stop focusing on the notes and rhythms and are more 
focused on the song and what it means. When we don' t know one song as well as 
we should, then in a concert, if you're thinking about memorization, then it 
doesn' t happen. But, if you know what you' re doing, then it happens. (File 4 p. 3) 
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Nolan, a sophomore transfer student in Concert Choir, determined that these 
special moments could occur for him at any time based on what he heard from the other 
choruses. Nolan said, "When I'm listening to Chorale, there are some moments that 
sound so good, that I get goose bumps" (File 15 p. 3). Sarah, sophomore alto of Select 
Women' s Ensemble, recalled an experience that paralleled Nolan' s. During her freshman 
year, Sarah recalled that Chorale sang a song in a foreign language and she did not 
understand the meaning ofthe text. She said, "I just remember getting goose bumps. It 
made me want to stay in it a lot longer. Even though I couldn' t understand what they 
were saying in the song, it got to me for some reason" (File 24 p. 4). Steve, senior tenor 
in Chorale, remembered being impacted by the way his chorus sounded in an acoustically 
pleasing performance hall. He relayed, "At LGPE, it was really cool to sing in a hall with 
really good acoustics. It sounded really good, and, it was like, a lot of added emotion in 
the song" (File 24 p. 5). Jimmie, senior Chorale soprano, referred to the small 
church/chapel-type building that Mr. Young used for rehearsals each year when he took 
the chorus to their Chorus Camp. Because the small, all-wood chapel contained tall 
ceilings and produced exceptional acoustics for the singers, Jimmie considered it her 
favorite place to sing and consistently experienced aesthetical moments there. She said, 
"Nothing sounds like that wooden chapel at Camp Glisson" (File 5 p. 8). Sivan, a Jewish 
freshman in Concert Choir who experienced camp for the first time this year, referred to 
the way she felt when she sang in the chapel, "You're in this church and even ifyou're 
just sight-reading, it sounds magical" (File 9 p. 5). 
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Student Desired Changes 
The Pine Grove Chorus students pointed out that their choruses formed a greater 
whole led by a teacher that they appreciated and respected; however, they recognized that 
not everyone (the school's faculty, administration, and community), demonstrated 
appreciation for what Mr. Young produced in the chorus classes. The choral students 
valued Mr. Young's insistence of developing better music reading skills and expressive 
singing and the relaxed environment of the chorus classes. Conversely, some of the 
students expressed desire that Mr. Young make some changes that addressed what they 
saw as recurrent problems or their own personal agendas and tastes. Greg, junior Chorale 
tenor, said that some persistent issues existed such as the tenor section "always going 
flat" (File 34 p. 9). He expressed uncertainty as to why Mr. Young chose to ignore or 
address the matter but communicated confidence that the section could fix the intonation 
with some extra work. He suggested that Mr. Young could take the tenors to a room next 
door to the chorus room to spend time on vocal production and leave the rest of Chorale 
to work on their own. Greg offered, "Okay, like you guys practice and I'm going to take 
the tenors out and we're going to beat them into shape" (File 34 p. 8). On a similar topic, 
Greg believed that Mr. Young's penchant to focus on group-improvement rather than 
individual improvement and responsibility ultimately resulted negatively on Chorale. 
Speaking of vocal production issues, Greg noted that, "he never calls anyone out 
individually and fixes individual problems" (File 34 p. 9). Greg understood that no 
student wanted to be "called out" because it would be embarrassing but he argued, "If he 
just pulled them 10-15 minutes after class, I feel like the level of the independent singers 
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could really go up" (File 34 p. 9). Greg revealed that he empathized with his teacher 
because of the sensitive nature of some people's feelings. Greg said, "It's a difficult 
thing to do because you don't want to offend anyone and your voice is really personal. I 
don't know what I would do in his position" (File 34 p. 9). Aaron, Chorale and 
AlphaMale bass, referred to extra-curricular instruction received from Mr. Young that he 
found extremely helpful over time. Aaron earned the role of Judd in the school musical 
Oklahoma that necessitated his working individually with Mr. Young, the music director 
for the show. Aaron shared that Mr. Young said to him, "This is a problem that you're 
having with the solo, and by the way, what I'm tellin' you now applies anytime you're 
singin'. What he was sayin' was like the holy grail of truth" (File 34 p. 9). Aaron 
speculated that the 'musical' afforded him the opportunity ofworking with Mr. Young 
individually and without that opportunity, what he eventually learned could not have 
been achieved from the chorus experience alone. 
Some Pine Grove Chorus students criticized various facets of their choral 
program and hoped to experience change to those aspects. A Concert Choir freshman, 
Terrie, desired a choral situation where the director did not make all the decisions. To 
her, a top-down approach limited student involvement and the "team" idea of working 
together. She said, "I don't like the whole 'in charge thing' when a conductor tells you 
exactly how they want it to be done, which Mr. Young does well, actually" (File 42 p. 7). 
More musical expression needed. Mughda, a junior Chorale alto, received 
several choral and vocal honors during her high school career. As rising juniors, she, 
along with Mr. Young's daughter, Marie, auditioned and earned selection to the 
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Governor' s Honors Program, an enrichment program for the state' s most accomplished 
high school scholars and artists, which ran for six weeks during the summer on the 
campus of a small, state university. Vocally, only 28 rising eleventh and twelfth grade 
singers (seven per voice part) attain the honor each year. Inclusion in the small vocal 
ensemble, which rehearsed a minimum of three-to-five hours each day, depended upon 
state-wide competitions in vocal solo technique, individual music-reading execution and 
discriminating listening skills. Considering her GHP experience, Madhula wished that 
Chorale focused more on musical expression. She said, "There' s nothing in daily 
rehearsal. We're not really thinking about the song. We're thinking about the notes. So, 
I think we need more ofthat" (File 19 p. 6). She described her favorite GHP experience 
of performing a cappella choral music in the rotunda of one of the larger buildings on 
campus and how the choir' s work on expressive singing during the rehearsals impacted 
that performance. She said, "You could just close your eyes and sing. You didn't have 
to see anyone or look anywhere .. We weren' t being led by a conductor but by the music" 
(File 19 p. 6). Even though she realized that not every member of Chorale sang as well 
as her GHP colleagues, Madhula believed that Chorale would be positively impacted 
with more rehearsal work on expressivity. She concluded, "I think we should do more 
because we don't really talk about expression until right before the concert or even after 
the concert, when we're watching our faces" (File 19 p. 6). 
More visibility needed. Some changes hoped for by students did not have to do 
specifically with music or singing. Mandy, sophomore soprano of Select Women' s 
Ensemble, wanted more visibility for the choral program in the school. She said, "I 
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would make a change about so many people not knowing about us" (File 58 p. 8). 
Because of the small number of students involved in chorus in a school of more than 
2000, the chorus students felt ignored and unimportant. Ben, a sophomore bass in 
Chorale concurred with Mandy. He argued, "We hear about band concerts and football 
games on the announcements but we never hear about chorus announcements. I don't 
know who's supposed to get 'em on there" (File 53 p. 4). Mandy believed that her 
experience would be enhanced with more whole-chorus social events. She promoted that 
a Chorale member should be a social chairperson that planned and carried out 
opportunities for the chorus members to "get to know each other better" (File 58 p. 8). 
She reasoned that this person could also be responsible for announcing chorus events to 
the school population (File 58 p. 8). 
Several Pine Grove Chorus students complained about the choral students' 
standing in the school community. Terrie, freshman and like all girls in Concert Choir 
who switched voice-parts, noted, "People I'm around say chorus is for the least musical 
people. They say that orchestra is for the people who actually know music" (File 42 p. 
16). Edith, also a freshman in Concert Choir, indicated that orchestra students played up 
that persona by revealing, "People in orchestra are always like 'Orchestra's the best' but I 
think that's more of a bias issue than anything else" (File 42 p. 16). Terrie explained her 
friends' thinking more deeply. She said, "People think it's more worthwhile to be in 
orchestra because you get an actual instrument but they don't understand that training 
your voice is like an instrument" (File 42 p. 16 - 17). Greg, of Chorale, concluded, "I 
know chorus is not perceived well" (File 34 p. 7). He disclosed that he had not gone 
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seeking non-chorus students' opinions about the choral program but he did recount that, 
"Their number one thing is that 'you don' t say anything.' People view chorus as an 
outlet for emotions and they see us perform 'Kyrie' and they're like, 'Whoa, it doesn't 
mean anything. Why would I want to do that?"' (File 34 p. 7). Also, Greg articulated 
that many of his acquaintances did not value the style of solo-singing they believed that 
the choral program produced. He divulged "that very few people in our choruses can do 
well at solo singing" (File 41 p. 3). When confronted about the soloists that performed in 
the various concerts and in the musical Oklahoma, Greg expressed that he was referring 
to the stylized singing heard in the pop realm. He explained that when his friends heard 
chorus kids singing along on songs heard on the radio, "They'll be like, 'You sound like 
you're a chorus singer on this song. You can't put the soul into it. You can' t do it right" 
(File 41 p. 3). 
Audition process. Like other high school choral programs in the Pine Grove 
High vicinity, the entry level chorus supposedly led to the next higher level in a 
sequential nature fmally concluding with membership into Chorale, the most advanced 
Pine Grove chorus. With only 65 students divided into three choruses, along with the 
small number of male singers (14), choir placement became a source of consternation for 
several Chorale students. John, a junior baritone who planned to not sign up for chorus 
as a senior, explained that every ninth grader went through Concert Choir. He said, "I 
really didn't like Concert Choir that much because it was really simple" (File 46 p. 9) and 
Ben remarked, "I felt like the song selections were a bit easy and not challenging. I felt 
like it should have had more challenging songs or I should have been in Chorale" (File 53 
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p. 3). Most males move from Concert Choir directly into Chorale as sophomores because 
of the scarcity of male singers. 
Females, however, generally sang for a year in Select Women's Ensemble before 
gaining admittance into Chorale. Very infrequently, a sophomore girl auditioned directly 
into Chorale. When they were rising sophomores, Jimmie and Titia hoped to be placed in 
Chorale but auditioned into Select Women' s Ensemble and felt" ... horribly mad. We 
didn' t want to have to go through that but we felt better after we realized no sophomores 
made it that year" (File 48 p. 1 ). Sara, sophomore Chorale alto, spoke about some 
students she judged not skilled enough for Chorale, "There' s such a wide range in people 
in every class and different skill levels, almost like, to the point where we should have 
more choirs, but at the same time, we don' t have enough people" (File 46 p. 7). In 
speaking about her friend, Gabriel, who spent a year in Concert Choir but did not exhibit 
enough skill for Chorale, Sara revealed, "He can't go in Select Women's Ensemble and 
then Chorale is the only thing left" (File 46 p. 8). Jasmine, senior Chorale alto, voiced 
succinctly her thoughts by saying, "I feel like there are some people in Chorale right now, 
no offense, but there are some people who just shouldn't be in Chorale" (File 48 p. 15). 
In her explanation, she revealed that she did not completely understand why certain male 
placement decisions were made. She said, "He' s only put them in there because he 
knows he needs an even amount" (File 48 p. 15). Jimmie accused some Chorale students 
of deception in order to gain admission to the group. She said, "There were people who 
went up to him and went, ' Oh, my schedule won't work and his schedule won 't work. 
We can only be in Chorale and if not that class, I can't take chorus"' (File 48 p. 15). 
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Jasmine recounted a situation where she believed a female student reasoned her way out 
of Select Women' s Ensemble and into Chorale. She said, "Yea, one girl had acid reflux, 
so she couldn't do chorus after lunch, so she had to join Chorale in order to sing" (File 48 
p. 15). Understanding the dilemma of the small number of choral students, Steve, senior 
tenor, revealed a mature insight and stated, "We need a lot more people. If you have a lot 
more people you'd be able to have more competition on who could get in and stuff like 
that" (File 46 p. 9). John, who planned to not be in chorus after his junior year and who 
exhibited extraordinary pitch-memory skills, revealed the impetus behind his decision to 
quit. He said, "In Chorale last year, I enjoyed it more because, like, there were still a lot 
of older people and people a lot better than me and I was still learning stuff. And, it' s 
less challenging now" (File 46 p. 8). At the ACDA session that Chorale presented, Mr. 
Young featured John and Bill in a demonstration of a pitch-memory exercise using 
solfege and sung individually by each boy in succession. The exercise began with one 
boy singing five pitches and the other singing the pitches back plus tacking on another 
pitch at the end. The contest resulted in more than 25 pitches being recalled and sung by 
each boy (File 46 p. 9). With Bill graduating and John quitting, two strong leaders would 
not be back for the next year. John created an Pine Grove Chorus reorganization plan 
that he found more attractive than the current chorus arrangement. He detailed: 
For Chorale, there should be a separate choir. Every year, it changes based on 
who he has and if there aren' t enough people in Chorale, it should be, like, if 
you're this good, you should be in this chorus. And, if it has 8 people, then, 
Chorale should be really good. (File 46 p. 9) 
Laura, soprano Chorale senior, suggested that she would restructure the choruses, too. 
Because of the larger number of girls, she would create at least one more girls' chorus 
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since "I feel like in Chorale, there are definitely different levels of singers" (File 59 p. 2). 
Laura revealed that she understood the positive effect afforded to weaker singers who 
benefitted by being in a choir with stronger singers but she intimated that the stronger . 
singers found that practice somewhat degrading. Specifically, in the Pine Grove 
situation, she suggested, "I would have another chorus and have it for women and have a 
beginning Women's, and then Select Women's, still have the Concert Choir and keep 
Chorale, but even things out a little better" (File 59 p. 2). 
Chapter Summary 
As important as it was for the participants in the Pine Grove Choral program to 
become independent musicians, what they most appreciated was the sense of having fun 
in a family atmosphere. The students believed that they could be themselves and learned 
that they could make mistakes without being judged or ridiculed~ As an extension of the 
family characteristic, friendship played an enormous role in their successes. They viewed 
chorus as a place to interact with and expand their number of friends. They realized that 
the love of music and singing provided a common characteristic that they all shared and 
relished. Their interactions within their choruses served as common ground and help 
build bonds between the participants. 
The students described their chorus class period as a break, not only in the day, 
but also from the rigors of their academic pursuits. With relatively no homework, the 
participants described chorus as a stress reliever and a way that brightened the day. 
Several students mentioned that learning choral music incorporated a personal quality 
unlike a math or science class. The students viewed chorus as a break in the day because 
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they saw it as a place to have fun. They described singing as an intrinsically fun activity 
but also recounted that they found many ofthe songs Mr. Young selected fun to sing. 
Others defined fun as overcoming a particular vocal challenge while other participants 
found group travel with the chorus a fun experience. Nearly all the students described 
their classroom as fun with little pressure and portrayed their teacher as fun. 
Because of feeling successful, the students felt pride in connection with their 
chorus. They believed that their music reading skills set them apart from other school 
choruses because it permitted them to sing more challenging repertoire. Some students 
indicated that they enjoyed their reputation of performing well at LGPE while one 
student proposed that the students' pride in their program would increase if they 
competed against other choruses rather than only receiving adjudicator ratings. Students 
pointed out that some participants appeared to take pride in chorus while they were in 
class but that pride waned once they left. Several participants recounted that they loved 
their chorus more than some of their other friends in choruses at other high schools did. 
Because they loved various aspects of Mr. Young's teaching, some students 
prioritized chorus in their daily and yearly schedules. Students took required classes 
online, dropped out of other classes that were important to them, and took academic or P. 
E. classes during the summer, in order to be able to take chorus each day. Mr. Young 
tried to support his students by offering scholarships to some students who would 
otherwise have to drop out in order to take a required class. 
Mr. Young' s non-pressure and respectful classroom atmosphere encouraged his 
students to take musical and personal risks. Students felt comfortable enough to sing 
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solos in rehearsal, which in turn, inspired them to work harder at individual preparation. 
The teacher's unassuming, pleasant manner, and quick humor, encouraged his students to 
open up around him and feel comfortable. Other students, somewhat more practicality-
minded, viewed chorus as an activity that might appear beneficial to college recruiters 
because of the tendency to remain in chorus over the entire high school career. 
Students claimed that through chorus, Mr. Young taught life-skills including 
commitment, goal-setting, social skills, critical thinking, and enhanced multi-tasking 
skills. Some students credited chorus for helping to increase their self-confidence, with 
diminishing their shyness, and for helping to increase their self-esteem. The choral 
students maintained that their leadership skills improved due to their work in chorus 
activities while at least one student believed that learning how to work collaboratively in 
the choral community would benefit her in her later fields of endeavors. Students also 
attributed better time management skills and commitment for having participated in their 
choral program. 
The students repeatedly referred to their choruses as a community that increased 
their sense of belonging and acceptance. They felt that they had a place in which they 
were accepted and expected to contribute. Mr. Young arranged for these types of beliefs 
through the Chorus Camp, where nearly all the students learned what it was like to be a 
part of his chorus community and also learned the song they most looked forward to 
singing-"The Last Song." 
The Pine Grove chorus students felt successful within their community and in 
their concert performances. They viewed concerts much as an athletic team might view a 
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game as a collective goal and undertaking, without the competitiveness. The culminating 
experience, the concert, enhanced the chorus communities' sense of accomplishment and 
pride, which in turn, led to increased motivation to perform well again. As students 
advanced in the program, they achieved an increased sense of prestige. The students who 
participated in the ACDA demonstration chorus felt pride and accomplishment for their 
inclusion. Other students spoke of having access to honor groups because of their 
participation in the Pine Grove Chorus while one person believed that the honor groups' 
level of performance spoiled his enjoyment of singing in his school's chorus. Numerous 
students indicated that they were thankful for having the opportunity to sing in the Pine 
Grove chorus and felt that they were successful due to their hard work and excellent 
training with Mr. Young. The special 'goose bump' moments they felt while singing in 
the chorus, while important for some, did not occur frequently or widely. The students 
struggled to speak specifically about special moments and seemed to value participation 
and enjoyment more than artistic moments while performing. 
Despite the success the choral program achieved and the value the students placed 
on many ofthe components of the program, the young participants perceived issues 
within the chorus that they hoped were rectified. Concerning Mr. Young specifically, 
some students suggested that Mr. Young work especially and specifically with the 
weaker individuals and sections. Also, students expressed a desire to spend more effort 
on musical expressiveness earlier in the rehearsal process. Some students believed that 
the chorus audition process was flawed because of the small number of male participants. 
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The singers decried the lack of support the chorus received from the school community 
and hoped Mr. Young could address the chorus' low standing. 
In the next chapter, I will discuss the themes and implications residing in the data. 
Although those themes cannot be generalized to any other choruses, they will help the 
profession to better understand this one successful choral program. Those themes will be 
examined through the Transformational Leadership lens. Following that, I will make 
suggestions for the profession based on this study and suggest other areas deserving 
research. 
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CHAPTER SIX - Summary, Discussion, and Implications 
With this study, I aimed to explore the perspectives of the students and choral 
director regarding their pursuit of success on a daily basis and to explore how the 
leadership of the director contributed to the success. Guided by the research questions, I 
wanted to understand how these participants defmed success, what elements contributed 
to the success of the Pine Grove High School Choral program, and why this program 
achieved success. 
In order to understand the words and actions of the participants in this successful 
choral program, I investigated the leadership behaviors of Mr. Young. To provide a 
framework for this study and how the director and students achieved success, I used 
Transformational Leadership Theory (Bass & Riggio, 2006). Bass's Full Range of 
Leadership (FRL) model accounts for Transformational Leadership behaviors that 
motivate followers to extend extra effort and commitment, as well as transactional 
leadership behaviors, known as contingent reward and management-by-exception active, 
where followers are motivated though extrinsic rewards. According to the main tenets of 
Transformational Leadership, nearly all leaders demonstrate the leadership tendencies 
found in the FRL model at some point (Bass & Riggio, 2006). Although I did not use the 
FRL for this study, many of the results align with components of the FRL model. Bob 
Young's leadership behaviors guided and motivated the students in the Pine Grove choral 
program during the course of this study. With Transformational Leadership Theory as 
the lens, I will discuss how Mr. Young motivated his students towards success. 
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Success through Leadership 
The Pine Grove High School Choral Program, known for its superior performance 
level and demonstrations of superior music-reading skills, enjoyed success on a daily 
basis. The students believed they were constantly moving forward, improving their 
voices and musical independence, and felt very comfortable with the director and each 
other. The director, Bob Young, demonstrated many leadership behaviors that Bass and 
Riggio (2006) describe as Transformational Leadership behaviors. The authors claimed 
that leadership behaviors called Idealized Attribution, Idealized Behaviors, Inspirational 
Motivation, Intellectual Stimulation, and Individualized Consideration promote followers 
to greater levels of commitment and satisfaction in a leader than do simple transactional 
leadership behaviors. Followers are motivated to extend extra-effort and perform beyond 
anticipated levels, which I found in this study. The teacher enjoyed good relations with 
his students because the students judged the group atmosphere as positive; they liked and 
trusted the teacher. Mr. Young, an excellent vocalist, an expressive conductor, and an 
effective teacher with real-world experience, established a choral program well-known 
for exceptional performances and produced students who demonstrated advanced levels 
of musical independence and sight-singing abilities. The choral director created a sense 
of family through a collaborative approach with his students. His students met his goals 
with general agreement and in many cases, very diligent and focused work, in order to 
maintain their identification with him as a ' choral' role model. From an overall 
viewpoint, the Transformational Leadership tenets espoused in Bass and Riggio (2006) as 
demonstrated by Bob Young encouraged these high school choral students to excel 
beyond normal levels. 
Director's Contributions to Success 
Research Question I . How did the director contribute to the success of the choral 
program? 
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Bob Young contributed to the success ofthe Pine Grove choral program by 
serving as its visionary, architect, instructor, and through motivating leadership. Many of 
Mr. Young' s leadership behaviors connect with those in Transformational Leadership 
Theory, which motivate followers to exceed normal expectations of performance (Bass & 
Riggio, 2006). 
Idealized Attributions. Mr. Young' s students described him as passionate about 
the chorus and the musical works they sang. During the course of this study, they sought 
to emulate his singing and music reading abilities. Their statements indicated that the 
students attributed Mr. Young with charisma that Bass and Riggio (2006) labeled 
Idealized Attributions. Bass indicated that when exposed to these types of leaders, 
followers credited the leaders with extraordinary abilities and determination as some of 
the Pine Grove students did with Mr. Young. 
Idealized Behaviors. Mr. Young demonstrated leadership behaviors that Bass 
placed in the Idealized Behavior category of the Transformational Leadership Theory. 
Bass and Riggio (2006) described Idealized Behaviors as leadership through which the 
leader is trusted to demonstrate moral integrity and displays behaviors that instill pride 
and promotes a team mentality in followers. As Young led the students to success in the 
rehearsals and in concerts, pride developed in the students as their commitment to the 
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teacher and the choral program increased, which was a direct result of Idealized 
Behaviors (Bass & Riggio, 2006). For example, students recognized that Mr. Young 
demonstrated fairness and consistency in their interactions. The chorus students valued 
their teacher's judgment and opinions. 
The students in the choral program viewed Mr. Young as a role model. Bass and 
Riggio (2006) argued that transformational leaders earn respect and trust from followers 
as they demonstrate Idealized Behaviors. This type of leader represents high integrity 
and moralistic ethics, and is often viewed by followers as a role model. Due to Mr. 
Young's talent, education, and real world experiences of choral and vocal teaching, 
coupled with experiencing highly musical performances and concerts at music 
conferences, the students understood that their teacher knew what was possible for 
students and that the teacher persistently strove to help them achieve. 
Inspirational Motivation. Leaders who establish high standards and challenging 
goals are enthusiastic and optimistic that the goals will be reached. These leaders inspire 
followers to deeper levels of commitment and are labeled as Inspirational Motivators in 
Transformational Leadership Theory (Bass & Riggio, 2006). Mr. Young led students in 
rehearsals and performances of challenging and artful choral repertoire, which provided 
challenge and meaning to the students' work. He established an overall goal of students 
becoming independent musicians and every student in the program knew it. Mr. Young 
and the students worked towards this objective by singing solfege syllables in nearly 
every rehearsal observed. Because the students understood independence to be the goal, 
they used solfege (the tool to achieve it) that Mr. Young provided. Mr. Young, as 
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teacher, determined precisely what musical skills would be taught, the methods of 
teaching those skills, and the assessment of the learned skills, both individually and 
collectively within the ensemble. Based upon my observations, Mr. Young- a veteran 
music educator-was an expressive and knowledgeable conductor and an excellent 
vocalist. Mr. Young inspired artistry and a love of choral music in his students. He 
arranged his choruses differentially and sequentially by ability, gender, and experience 
level. Mr. Young selected repertoire that broadened both the musical and societal 
horizons of students. Inspirational Motivators lead in a manner that creates a concept of 
teamwork and makes belonging to the team an attractive state. Mr. Young achieved this 
in each of the upper level choruses and the overall choral program in general. From what 
I observed in rehearsals and from interviews of the participants, Mr. Young successfully 
established a sense of family amongst the choruses and instigated a collaborative 
approach to accomplishment between himself and his students based on respect and trust. 
Upper grade level students not only voiced their own desires to be a part of the 'chorus 
family' but advised younger students that their sense of community was one of the best 
parts about chorus. This sense of togetherness and like-mindedness originated in Mr. 
Young's leadership behaviors. 
Intellectual Stimulation and Individualized Consideration. Mr. Young 
established in each of his classes a welcoming, positive, fun, and yet structured 
environment in which students loved to sing and rehearse. These qualities intersect with 
Intellectual Stimulation and Individualized Consideration leadership behaviors because 
each addresses working in supportive environments (Bass & Riggio, 2006). Intellectual 
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Stimulators provide an environment that is safe from criticism, which encourages risk-
taking and creativity. Individualized Consideration behaviors demonstrate a leader' s 
recognition of each follower ' s needs for support and growth. Because the choruses 
maintained low enrollment during this study, Mr. Young could teach and coach 
individuals expertly in the group format. Interactions between the teacher and individual 
students in the group occurred with the teacher's understanding of how to best manage 
and instruct any particular individual student. Mr. Young' s structured and positive 
classroom environment encouraged students to excel. The teacher provided opportunities 
for the students to perform their repertoire publically in concerts and other settings. The 
teacher allowed interested students to audition and perform solos in class and in concerts. 
As the director' s contributions to success are discussed further, specific notations will be 
made where the teacher ' s leadership connects with the characteristics of 
Transformational Leadership. 
Philosophy 
Research Question 1 a. What was the director 's philosophy that guided the program? 
The ideas any choral director holds regarding teaching and music impact nearly 
all aspects of the actions taken to musically educate students. Therefore, I wanted to 
explore how Mr. Young' s philosophy guided the Pine Grove choral program. In this 
section, I will discuss how his philosophy contributed to the development of his 
leadership behaviors and how he used these behaviors to contribute to the success of the 
Pine Grove Choral Program. 
Early influences, education mentors, and ACDA. Bob Young united his early 
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musical experiences during childhood and high school, with undergraduate and graduate 
school training, and years of teaching experience to lead the Pine Grove choral program 
to success. The internal and significant influences in Bob Young's early life affected his 
later philosophy as he guided his students. Similar to King (1992), where the mother of 
the band director participant played piano and supported her child's musical endeavors, 
early musical experiences with family provided motivation and acceptance for Bob to 
experience music from a personal and relevant standpoint. Wanting to be like his uncles, 
Bob took up the guitar, played in the school band, and learned to read music in school. 
Because he displayed musical talents and interests, Bob's musical friends convinced him 
to audition for the high school choral director who persuaded Bob to join chorus. For 
Tom, this first choral director directly influenced his ideas about choral performance 
expertise, repertoire selections, choral pedagogy, musical independence, and exposed him 
to great choirs and choral concerts. 
Nearly as important-when Bob's first director chose to leave the position-the 
new choral director served as an antithesis who displayed characteristics that Bob did not 
appreciate-showy, glitzier music with costumes, and dancing. According to Tom, the 
second director did not value musical independence and strong choral repertoire 
selections. Bob remembered this, and at Pine Grove High School, chose to include 
elements in his program that he experienced under his first director and minimized 
elements he experienced under the second. According to Arasi (2006) and Hunsaker 
(2007), choral directors based many of their teaching practices upon their prior choral 
directors and learning experiences. Through these experiences, the basis of Bob's 
teaching philosophy was formed as he discovered what was important and what he 
deemed unimportant when leading a choral program. 
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Bob placed significance on his college performances and the choral methods class 
while pursuing his undergraduate degree at Bowling Green University. He indicated that 
the degree program was more about becoming a musician than about learning to be a 
choral director, which left him feeling somewhat unprepared for the classroom. 
Appropriately though, in the choral methods class, Bob viewed a video of young children 
part-singing on solfege that greatly influenced his ideas on students becoming 
independent musicians. He attributed witnessing the video as one of the most significant 
experiences that ultimately led to his philosophy of teaching musical independence 
through solfege. 
Mr. Young reported that he learned how to be successful in choral music through 
educational and professional affiliations and by attending conferences. Bob sought to 
learn from great choral mentors and conductors while working on the Masters degree at 
Florida State University and after moving to Georgia. He credited part of his success to 
Colleen Kirk, not only a Florida State University professor but also a National ACDA 
president. Mr. Young credited the work of another Florida State professor, Clayton 
Krehbiel, who also prepared choruses for the notable Robert Shaw, and Mr. Shaw 
himself, for their unique and advanced choral methods that he continued to employ in his 
own classroom. Having joined ACDA during his high school years, the trade publication 
The Choral Journal provided scholarly articles at his disposal throughout his career. In 
addition to reading ACDA publications, Mr. Young noted that he learned a lot about 
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becoming a successful choral director by attending ACDA conferences. Rittenhouse 
(1989) marked choruses and choral directors who performed at ACDA conferences as 
exemplary cases and worthy of study and emulation. Hunsaker (2007) recommended that 
high school choral directors use similar repertoire selection practices as the nationally 
recognized directors signified by their ACDA conference appearances. Rolsten (2011) 
discovered that membership and attendance at ACDA conferences, both National and 
Regional, provided important learning and performing opportunities for the choral 
directors investigated. 
Bob Young's educational and personal involvements with music and singing in 
choruses led to the development of ideas and principles that formed the philosophy that 
guided the creation of the choral programs that the teacher led. The principles 
continually evolved through exposure to top-level performing choruses at ACDA and 
other important trade conferences. 
Musical independence. Educationally and musically, Bob Young found success 
when his students demonstrated musical independence (not relying on him to sing or play 
the vocal parts to aid in learning or for harmonic support) and sang with musical 
expression. In Transformational Leadership, when leaders exhibit behaviors that lead 
toward independence and successively higher levels of potential in their followers, this 
category of behaviors is named Individualistic Consideration. Mr. Young's stated 
philosophy centered on an ultimate goal of creating independent singing musicians who 
employed solfege, who could sight-read well, and who rehearsed a cappella. The Young 
method involved an expanded length oftime that the singers sang the solfege syllables on 
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their repertoire. Normally, the reading method serves as a means to an end, a method of 
learning the vocal part quickly and thoroughly, or as Silvey (2002) called it, "getting the 
music inside" (p. 8). Mr. Young, however, often rehearsed the solfege on the repertoire 
to the point that text memorization had to become an objective as a performance became 
imminent. Some students indicated that they could sing the songs by memory on solfege 
but less so using the text. 
Repertoire. The process of repertoire selection, which emanated from Young's 
philosophy, was critical to the success of the Pine Grove program. Mr. Young used 
similar rationales to the Transformational Leadership component of Inspirational 
Motivation in choosing choral repertoire for the students. The teacher not only selected 
artistic musical works that challenged and brought meaning to his students but also used 
the works as gateways that allowed him to teach vocal and choral ensemble skills, music-
reading skills, investigations into other cultures, style periods of music as well as extra-
musical skills and group dynamics. Bass explained that transformational leaders inspire 
their students when leaders hold high expectations and bring challenging meaning to the 
work (Bass & Riggio, 2006). From an Inspirational Motivation approach, the students 
valued the challenges the repertoire presented and recognized that Mr. Young made sure 
that they achieved success in performing them. Students judged the music Mr. Young 
selected to be high quality and many reported that they liked most of the songs he 
selected. Melody, in Concert Choir, reported that, "They like that it is challenging 
music" (File 50 p. 9). Mandy, soprano in Select Women's Ensemble commented about 
challenging repertoire, "It was challenging but I thrive for that next step. I loved being 
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challenged because in the end, you're going to have it amazing. And, I like how far 
we've come" (File 58 p. 5). The teacher valued choral repertoire as a means to address 
numerous musical, aesthetic, and educational goals. Like the student in Rolsten (20 11 ), 
the students in Chorale, the most advanced chorus, described their favorite musical works 
as those that made them feel something attuned to power, soul, and emotion. 
Mr. Young's main criteria for selecting repertoire centered on its level of 
appropriate challenge for the students' musical needs; however, occasionally he chose 
music because of its appeal to the students. He selected choral songs similarly as his 
wife, Denise, employing a well thought-out plan. The initial unit of study consisted of 
standard high quality choral repertoire with inclusions of multi-cultural songs. The 
winter unit of study included seasonal and holiday songs, which usually included at least 
one Hanukah song. The next unit of study consisted of works the choruses performed for 
adjudication at performance evaluation. Frequently, songs for performance evaluation 
came from required lists and other titles of the director's choosing that addressed 
objectives that the director believed needed addressing, including tone, ensemble and 
sectional blend, intonation, diction, and musical interpretation. Kerley (1995), Morgan 
(1992), Rhoads (1990), and Rolsten (2011) addressed the need for choral directors to 
select repertoire that not only dealt with skill building but also music that was expressive 
and engaging. Steve, a senior tenor in Chorale, recalled, "Some of them are a bit slower 
and those are the ones you can put emotion into and make it incredible" (File 46 p. 1 0). 
The fmal unit of study consisted of a cappella arrangements of popular songs that the 
teacher hoped might be appealing to his current students and to potential recruits. 
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Additionally, each concert included songs performed by the combined high school 
choruses as well as songs performed by the combined middle school and high school 
choruses. 
Additionally, repertoire selection resonated with the Transformational Leadership 
category of Individualized Consideration because Mr. Young also used the musical works 
as gateways to affect students beyond music and musicianship skills. The teacher 
thought of the repertoire as a way to expose students to greater skills that may be needed 
in their later lives, such as working together in groups and individual responsibility. This 
is also similar to Hunsaker (2007) who investigated repertoire selection practices of noted 
choral directors who hoped to address life-skills. Bob Young valued the songs as 
vehicles to not only teach musical skills but also to affect students' growth through 
Individualized Consideration. Young addressed student leadership skills, responsibility 
to each other, and teamwork due to the students' stated desire of wanting to perform 
chorally. Regarding how he hoped to influence the students, Mr. Young explained, 
"You're gonna have to work with others and depend on them to do their job. Just like 
here" (Ob CC 10.04.10 p. 3). 
Although Mr. Young worked hard to select repertoire for his choral program, 
some longer-termed student participants, namely Jimmie and Titia, noted predictability in 
Mr. Young's repertoire choices. They said the teacher chose similar types of songs each 
year for each concert cycle but did not judge what they perceived as predictability as 
either positive or negative. Katie, senior Chorale alto, remarked, "I mean we usually do a 
I 
piece similar to that every year but I enjoyed that one" (File 45 p. 2). Further, not all of 
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the students valued Mr. Young's repertoire choices and expressed personal dislikes about 
specific songs. In Concert Choir, SAB voiced repertoire placed the baritone voices too 
high for some males. Nolan, Concert Choir baritone with a low speaking voice said, "I 
have limited range and when we sing SAB, the bass parts are usually higher to 
accommodate changing voices" (File 43 p. 5). Students did not value songs without a 
musical purpose, such as songs without text or sung on nonsense syllables. Importantly, 
even though the choral students valued most ofthe music Mr. Young selected for study 
and performance, they believed that students outside of chorus characterized the choral 
students by the types of music they sang. For the most part, the choral students judged 
their music relevant and placed their trust in Mr. Young's selections but they also 
understood that theirs was a closed society. The Pine Grove participants believed that 
many fellow students not in chorus viewed the music the chorus performed as irrelevant, 
as the chorus having nothing to say, therefore making the chorus itself irrelevant. Greg, 
Chorale tenor, explained what he considered to be a non-chorus students' viewpoint, 
"Their number one thing is that you don't say anything ... they see us perform Kyrie and 
they're, like, 'Whoa, it doesn't mean anything. Why would I want to do that?" (File 34 p. 
7). 
Popular songs. Students in Mudrick's (1997) study valued diverse performance 
opportunities, including Broadway and pop culture songs. In the Pine Grove situation, 
the Drama Department sponsored the annual musical with Mr. Young serving as the 
music director/conductor. From a leadership standpoint, the choral students viewed this 
as Mr. Young demonstrating commitment and dedication to the enhancement ofthe 
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choral program. The students understood that the teacher's work in this activity was an 
attempt at outreach and recruitment and at least one male student joined chorus in the 
hopes of securing a larger role in the musical production during the year of data 
collection. Bass & Riggio (2006) labeled these types of leadership behaviors and 
attributions Idealized Influence. In regards to popular music being sung or performed, 
something Mr. Young did not particularly enjoy, the Pine Grove Spring Concert included 
a cappella arrangements of 1950's and 1960's songs. Conversely, the high school 
director investigated by Rolsten (20 11) selected repertoire that "through a superior 
performance would facilitate singer and audience goose bumps" (p. 124) and avoided pop 
music because he believed it to cause vocal health issues. Mr. Young seemed to agree 
with that assessment but chose to use pop songs in the hopes of recruiting students to the 
program. 
Competition. Research indicates aspects of choral programs, which include 
group morale and bonding, benefit when a chorus performs in an evaluation, whether it is 
for a score or rating (Borst, 2002; Gleason, 1992; Morgan, 1992; Rhoads, 1990; Rolsten, 
2011; Wright, 1996). Some directors, students, administrators, and communities view 
performances at conferences and high marks at performance evaluations and contests as 
markers of success. For example, Rittenhouse (1989) reported that choral directors 
favored ratings at performance evaluations while administrators supported choral 
competitions because they believed competition motivated students more thoroughly. 
Battersby (1994) similarly posited directors whose choruses participated in competitions 
also believed competitions and evaluations motivated their students. Battersby (1994) 
also reported that contests and evaluations could help with public relations and 
community support. 
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Mr. Young did not consider contests as appropriate in regards to choral 
performance and viewed performance evaluations as professional corroborations, not as a 
validation of the teaching or learning that was taking place in his choral classroom. Mr. 
Young supported individual competition such as students auditioning for inclusion in All 
State Chorus, the All State Reading Chorus, and Governors Honors Program. Rolsten 
(20 11) described a similar situation of an ACDA level chorus where participants, 
including the director, were highly motivated to perform because of their "commitment to 
gorgeous choral sound, excellence in all aspects ofthe choral domain (e.g., performance, 
musicianship, and teaching), the music, and servant leadership" (p. 141 ). This type of 
leadership intersects with Inspirational Motivation in that both leader and follower 
become committed to a shared vision which results in esprit de corps. Mr. Young's 
desire for high quality performance grew out of a love of the choral art and a passion for 
working with students as a team rather than for a one-time, scored, competitive 
performance. This is one of the main reasons for the success of the Pine Grove Choral 
program that I found during the course of this study because success was not the goal but 
emanated out of the daily work habits of the teacher and the students together. 
Classroom atmosphere. Within his stated philosophy of musical independence 
for his students, Mr. Young established an atmosphere of mutual respect, positive 
guidance, and confidence to attain objectives in the rehearsal. The students understood 
the director's primary goal and worked diligently to achieve his objective of daily 
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performance success. In many regards, the rehearsal environment Mr. Young instituted 
served as an amalgamation of all of the Transformational Leadership components-
Idealized Attribution, Idealized Behaviors, Inspirational Motivation, Intellectual 
Stimulation, and Individualized Consideration. The students trusted that Mr. Young 
could teach them to perform beyond the norm and credited him for using techniques that 
helped them learn how to be successful (Idealized Attribution and Idealized Behaviors). 
Student participants credited Mr. Young for inspiring them to perform more successfully 
than other choruses they witnessed and shared a similar vision of what their chorus had 
been and how they worked to achieve the director' s high standards and goals 
(Inspirational Motivation). The extremely positive, non-pressured classroom atmosphere 
allowed students to try new and creative approaches to meet Mr. Young' s performance 
standards without fear of being criticized (Intellectual Stimulation). The students knew 
and understood that Mr. Young genuinely cared and showed concern for their well-being, 
both in the present and for their future selves (Individualized Consideration). Aspects of 
each category interacted and augmented the effects of leadership to the point that student 
commitment to the teacher, the choral program, the repertoire, and to each other 
superseded individual justifications and needs. Based upon my observations during the 
course of this study, another reason why this program achieved success involved the 
positive, respectful, and confident atmosphere of the Pine Grove choral classroom. The 
atmosphere and environment initiated directly from the leadership behaviors and 
personality of the teacher. 
Fun . The vast majority of the participants described their chorus classroom as 
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fun yet structured and the teacher as motivating, passionate, and friendly. Kerley (1995) 
and King ( 1992), in their investigations of exemplary ensemble directors, established that 
routines and procedures afforded participants with a desire to achieve and caused them to 
value their relationships with the teachers. As noted in Chapter Two, these leadership 
characteristics relate to the Inspirational Motivation category of Transformational 
Leadership. Mr. Young's teaching philosophy included educating and training young 
musicians and also included advocating for students' life-long inclusion and appreciation 
of the choral arts. The teacher believed and modeled a sense of ease and a readiness to 
have fun in nearly all of the classes observed that resulted in student enjoyment while 
working to achieve the goals. Parker (2001) suggested that an exemplary teacher's 
unique personality and genuine care for students was the underlying formula for success. 
Katie, Salma, Mandy, and Sarah all mentioned Mr. Young's unique sense of humor and 
they recognized his attempts to build group dynamics. A leader' s sense of humor draws 
followers within the leader's circle of influence as does a charismatic personality. The 
participants revealed Idealized Attributions regarding Mr. Young' s fun nature and 
personality. Morgan (1992) and Rhoads (1990) examined exemplary choral directors ' 
major foci , which were very similar to Mr. Young' s. Like Young, these directors focused 
on tone building, expression, diction, and effective teaching practices. The student 
participants in the literature all mentioned the director's sense of humor and fun as an 
important component of enjoying the musical program. Mr. Young exhibited similar 
teaching methods, musical techniques, sense ofhumor, and fun. 
Productive. Mentioned by nearly every participant, the students viewed their 
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chorus as always productive and moving forward. For many students, Mr. Young created 
an ideal choral classroom by choosing challenging repertoire, holding high expectations 
for individual musicianship, in a positive, low-pressure, and encouraging rehearsal 
atmosphere. They viewed Mr. Young's classroom to be welcoming, positive, relaxed, 
and supportive, which resulted in student enjoyment and willingness to take risks. These 
types of leadership behaviors connect with the Transformational Leadership components 
of Inspirational Motivation and Individualized Consideration in which a pleasant and 
supportive work environment is addressed. 
Mr. Young and success. The students described various characteristics Mr. 
Young displayed as leading to their success and many of their characterizations are found 
in the components of Transformational Leadership. Students described Mr. Young as a 
wonderful musician and an effective teacher, similar descriptions ofRolsten's (2011) and 
Wright's ( 1996) main director participants. The Pine Grove students believed the 
teacher's positive and patient attitude in conjunction with high expectations (Inspirational 
Motivation), helped provide the foundation for their success. From an educational 
viewpoint, Gleason (1992), King (1992), and Steele (2010) examined effective teacher 
language, behaviors, and characteristics and reported similar indicators of success 
attributed to and emanating from teacher attitude. Students described Mr. Young as 
knowing how to identify problems and solve them (Idealized Influence) including 
critiquing the choruses without negatively criticizing them (Intellectual Stimulation). 
The Pine Grove students trusted Mr. Young to know how to make them better. Bass and 
Riggio (2006) indicated that when Transformational Leadership techniques are applied, 
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greater levels of trust and commitment result in followers (students) towards the leader, 
in this case, Mr. Young. Like Mr. Young, Parker (2001) reported that the teacher hoped 
to develop the whole person due to the involvement in the music program (Individual 
Consideration). Most of Pine Grove students, especially those in Chorale, understood 
their director's objectives and endeavored beyond the norm to achieve them. Similarly, 
Rolsten (2011) and Wright (1996) found that shared common beliefs and philosophical 
vision among students and director helped determine a collective identity as was the case 
in the Pine Grove program (Inspirational Motivation). The students viewed Mr. Young's 
commitment and dedication to the choral organization as motivating (Inspirational 
Motivation). Steele (2010) defined a music teacher's commitment to a group as servant 
leadership and one form of effective teaching. Mr. Young's students appreciated the 
teacher's attempts at humor and found the teacher likable (Idealized Attributions). The 
students in Rolsten (2011) viewed their director's humor similarly, as an approach to 
alleviate stress in the rehearsal and as an opportunity to get to know the teacher better. 
Students took pride in Mr. Young's attendance at professional conferences and clinics to 
remain well-trained with the latest techniques (Idealized Behaviors). They found him to 
be supportive, encouraging, motivating, and goal-oriented, which Steele (2010) described 
as characteristics of effective teachers (Inspirational Motivation). 
Learning in the Choral Classroom 
Research Question 2. How did the students and teacher value participation in the choral 
program? 
The students and Mr. Young valued their participation in the choral program as 
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ensembles that performed, individually and collectively, choral works of high quality, 
which brought meaning and challenge to their goals. The participants viewed the 
classroom as the place to learn and increase innumerable musical skills that enhanced not 
only their concerts/performances but also their potential futures selves. They valued the 
warm, supportive atmosphere and many satisfied their need of 'belonging.' Participants 
valued chorus as an activity that enriched their quality of life. The students believed that 
because of their participation in chorus, their future selves would be better than if they 
had not participated in chorus. These beliefs permitted Mr. Young to address life skills 
and self-esteem in their work together. 
Because of the trust and respect they felt for their teacher, the choral students 
achieved success due to their commitment to Mr. Young and Pine Grove Chorus. The 
students expressed satisfaction with the teacher and admired many of his teaching 
techniques and personality traits. The students believed that if they continued to use the 
procedures and skills that the teacher taught and became proficient with them, then the 
students would perform successfully. For some students, they believed they would 
perform more successfully than other choral programs with which they were familiar. 
The students placed importance on the musical work they accomplished together in 
rehearsal. Ultimately, the students valued what they believed they could learn to do well, 
which Steele (2010) defmed as self-efficacy. Mr. Young, too, being a long- term teacher 
with many successes in the classroom and in performances, believed he could prepare his 
students not only for any upcoming concert but was also confident that he could provide 
students vocal and choral skills that he hoped they would use past graduation (Steele, 
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2010). 
Finding a voice. Like transformational leaders who support developing 
leadership skills in followers through Individualized Consideration (Bass & Riggio, 
2006), Mr. Young allowed quite a bit of freedom and self-determination among the 
students to discover and ultimately select which voice parts they would sing on which 
songs. Many female students, especially those in the beginning level Concert Choir and 
intermediate level Select Women' s Ensemble, alternated voice parts on the various songs 
they sang. The students valued the part-switching practice, explaining that it provided 
variety, helped their reading and harmonizing skills, broadened their voice ranges, and 
allowed them to do what they believed was best for themselves and the ensemble. The 
practice, especially in the most advanced choir-Chorale, allowed the female students to 
find their own solutions regarding Soprano/ Alto divisi in some of the advanced repertoire 
the chorus rehearsed. This practice is similar to Intellectual Stimulation behaviors where 
leaders encourage followers to find unique solutions. Some females in Concert Choir, 
the young, beginning level chorus, however, complained that the practice of alternating 
voice parts between soprano and alto confused them and added a level of complexity that 
was confounding. Further, Mr. Young would not allow one male in Chorale to sing 
soprano in falsetto , even after the student stated that he hated singing in his regular voice. 
Although the student was upset, based upon my observations I think Mr. Young made the 
correct decision, as more females than males participated in the chorus, and another 
soprano not needed. Plus, Mr. Young prevented the boy from possibly making a decision 
that other students might view as odd. 
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On the periphery. Besides achieving success as performing ensembles, the 
choral students believed they personally benefitted from singing in chorus. Pine Grove 
students indicated that their self-esteem and confidence increased because of learning 
music-reading independence and performing high quality musical works. King (1992) 
indicated that self-efficacy, self-esteem, and confidence increased in students who were 
taught by a teacher who expertly communicated goals and objectives. Bass and Riggio 
(2006) indicated that a strong and consistent result of Transformational Leadership is 
greater self-esteem and self-efficacy of followers. The students believed that singing in 
chorus made them more attractive to colleges. 
Transformational leaders, through Inspirational Motivation and Intellectual 
Stimulation, spur creativity in followers (Bass & Riggio, 2006), much like musicians and 
artists who instigate new ways of hearing and viewing artworks. The students and Mr. 
Young valued their musical expressiveness as a form of creativity and creativity held 
much value for the Pine Grove students. The chorus students suggested that creativity 
would be important in their adult lives and that their chorus experience would help them 
later on. Terrie, as an alto, indicated that she had to be creative in order to express herself 
while only singing one pitch (File 13 p. 6). Mr. Young commented that for the future, 
students needed to learn to be creative and how to learn to use their ideas (BY p. 20). 
Similarly, Arasi (2006) found that self-perceived outcomes, including critical thinking 
and creativity, were influential in the development of lifelong learning skills. The Pine 
Grove students reported that self-expression and creativity contributed to their feelings of 
being artistic much like the student participants in Rolsten (2011), Silvey (2002), and 
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Wright (1996). These mind-to-feelings experiences led some ofMr. Young's students to 
become more accepting of other people who enjoyed a different style of music from what 
they enjoyed. Aaron coined the term "self-motivated interpretation" to describe a 
creative and self-expressive benefit of performing in the Pine Grove chorus (File 7 p. 6). 
Transformational leaders set up and adjust circumstances so that success can be 
achieved. The leaders communicate clear, high expectations and goals that followers 
want to meet and inspire their followers to expend effort beyond normal bounds (Bass & 
Riggio, 2006). · In Cox (1982), the researcher indicated that teacher/conductors inspire 
their students by arranging situations and learning environments. Even with the 
relatively small number of students, Mr. Young organized the chorus classes in a 
sequential manner, differentiated by ability and experience, to address the progression of 
skills, culminating with the most advanced ensemble, Chorale. In the Pine Grove choral 
program, new students were usually channeled through Concert Choir, which some might 
describe as a year-long choral boot camp or training chorus where Mr. Young helped 
inexperienced singers learn voice-building techniques and music-reading procedures. 
Much like a junior varsity athletic squad, Mr. Young attempted to involve his new 
students musically and socially into the choral program. After Concert Choir, females 
auditioned for the most advanced ensemble, Chorale, but normally were placed into 
Select Women's Ensemble, an intermediate level female chorus populated mostly with 
tenth graders. Concert Choir males also auditioned for Chorale and generally gained 
placement into the most advanced chorus because so few boys sang at Pine Grove. One 
male, Larry, chose not to audition for Chorale and remained in Concert Choir for three 
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years. Chorale, the top chorus, typically consisted of eleventh and twelfth grade males 
and females. During the year of data collection, Mr. Young allowed two sophomore 
females into Chorale not based on their ability. Due to an acid reflux issue, one girl 
needed to be in a chorus before lunch and Chorale was the only chorus that fit the 
requirement. For the other girl, the only time that chorus would fit into her schedule was 
during the Chorale period. Always conscious of losing students, Mr. Young decided to 
allow the sophomores into Chorale as exceptions. As fewer and fewer males chose to 
sing in chorus, Mr. Young had to delay some other advanced tenth and eleventh grade 
female singers' advancement to Chorale. With supposedly all new students spending a 
year in the beginning Concert Choir, most boys moved directly into Chorale while the 
girls sang for a minimum of one year, sometimestwo, in Select Women's Ensemble, 
which was viewed as a sequential training ensemble that males did not have to have. 
The students in the choral program hoped to progress through the program and 
perform in Chorale, the top ensemble. Chorale personnel expressed pride in their musical 
independence and for performing as a demonstration group at an ACDA conference, 
similar to Rolsten's (2011) and Wright's (1996) participants. Jimmie, senior Chorale 
soprano, expressed amazement that directors took notes concerning the solfege activities 
Chorale demonstrated at an ACDA conference. Students in Concert Choir, the lowest 
level chorus, expressed pride in their classroom achievements. Shirley, a sophomore, felt 
proud when she noted her class' hard work and how much they had improved (File 3 p. 
2). 
Inspirational Motivation behaviors include leaders arousing a sense of allegiance 
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in followers to both their leaders and to their 'team.' A byproduct ofthat allegiance 
oftentimes is satisfaction (Bass & Riggio, 2006). The students valued moving forward in 
the choral program and realized that singing in an ensemble allowed them to achieve 
more than they could achieve alone. Kenya, a freshman in Concert Choir, was motivated 
to improve when she heard the other choruses perform. She commented, "The 
advancement oftheir songs makes me want to do better" (File 32 p. 9). Beth, a Chorale 
senior soprano, remarked that chorus, while working and performing together as a team, 
did not require competition for motivation. Beth thought of it as an "intrinsically 
motivated activity" (File 41 p. 3). Mudrick (1997), Saunders (2005), and Silvey (2002) 
reported that the satisfaction students achieved through singing helped increase self-
esteem by contributing to an individual' s feelings of accomplishment, success, and pride. 
Choral singing provided the Pine Grove students with feelings of importance without the 
individual having to be focal point. The students noted that in the group format, they 
progressed at a quicker rate because they did not have to sing by themselves which might 
cause increased pressure and sensitivity. Unlike the teacher in Silvey (2002), Mr. Young 
allowed students to leave the room to record themselves while sight-reading or singing 
selections of the music as an assessment. The teacher in the Silvey study used quizzes 
where individuals sang their music in front of the class, which caused consternation for 
some students. The Pine Grove students progressed at their own rate but their collective 
successes spurred each other on. Similarly, in the Saunders (2005), participants judged 
the experience in chorus meaningful because it allowed them to explore their own 
identities, strengths and weaknesses, and permitted them to develop relationships with 
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other members of the group, which created the sense of belonging. Sharlow (2006) found 
students required a sense of belonging to a group before trust could develop. Cammie, 
the junior soprano who took two chorus classes, reported, "I have the model of chorus, of 
how to dedicate my time to something" (File 55 p. 3). 
The students valued favorably the combined all-choruses performances at the end 
of the concerts and performances that included the middle school choruses. Rolsten 
(2011) reported cluster-type concerts as an important recruiting tool for high school 
choruses. Several female students, including Cammie and Katie, remembered fondly 
finally getting the opportunity to sing with the males. Edith described the combined 
chorus performances as building choral community. As a whole, the Concert Choir 
students enjoyed the combined chorus performances the least because they believed the 
more advanced students looked down on them and did not respect them. 
Life skills. Not only do Transformational Leaders motivate followers to expend 
extra effort and develop deep commitment to goals through Individualized Consideration, 
they genuinely nurture and care for their followers. Transformational Leaders seek to 
improve the life conditions of those that they lead. The students in this study valued that 
Mr. Young and chorus helped teach life skills including responsibility, determination, 
self-discipline, diligence, commitment, critical thinking, and leadership skills. In 
addition to achieving musical skills, successfully addressing life skills led the choral 
students to feel more confident and increased their individual self-esteem. Like students 
in Morgan (1992), Mudrick (1997), Rolsten (2011), and Wright (1996), the Pine Grove 
students valued learning to read and perform music in their ensemble classes; however, 
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other Pine Grove students more often reported benefits to be development of self-
discipline and learning to work hard with others. Because of her experiences in chorus, 
Stephanie, a sophomore in Select Women's Chorale, explained that she had learned an 
organizing technique, "So, now, I give myself a lot of little goals so that I'm always 
working towards something. I hope that helps later on" (File 35 p. 9). Like the Pine 
Grove students, Kerley (1995) and Sharlow (2006) suggested that being involved in 
music ensembles provided students with a sense of belonging by serving as a place to be. 
Independence 
Research Question 2a. How did the students learn the fundamentals of music that 
contributed towards success? 
Beginning to learn new repertoire in a chorus can be quite challenging, especially 
with young and/or inexperienced singers. In terms of leadership, part of the challenge is 
convincing students to actually learn how to use the tools the choral director provides the 
students-in this case, learning how to use solfege. Beyond learning to read and produce 
the notes the music example or songs call for, students must be motivated to adjust their 
own voices based on what the teacher says and what they hear. Therefore, a level of trust 
and confidence from student to teacher must be developed and maintained as experiences 
mount up and skills increase. Motivating students to be successful singers and music-
readers requires consistent, unwavering, and confident teacher-leaders who can inspire 
students to commit to goals that at times seem more drudgery than fun. Bob Young was 
one of those leaders. 
Pitches and rhythms. The task of producing musically independent choral 
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students started with the reading method Mr. Young used in each and every chorus 
rehearsal. Continuing the use of solfege established in his wife's middle school program, 
the primary feeder program, the students learned all repertoire pitches using the reading 
method, sometimes to the extent that text memorization became an objective just before 
concert time. Mr. Young believed that in high school, reading and learning pitches was 
more challenging than reading rhythms, therefore, the teacher and the students spent 
more time and effort in this area. At times, if rhythm needed focus, Mr. Young asked the 
students to clap individual trouble spots, or to count-sing, a technique learned while 
singing with the maestro, Robert Shaw. The teacher assessed the students' individual 
reading progress periodically by digitally recording their individual sight-reading 
attempts and factored this into their grades. The director encouraged the students to use 
Curwen hand signs to kinesthetically aid in intervallic work. Mr. Young rehearsed all 
warm-ups, vocalises, and repertoire without the aid or support of a piano; the teacher 
used the piano only to provide starting pitches. The Pine Grove choruses evidenced their 
leader's core philosophy of musical independence in terms of not needing help in 
learning the pitches of their repertoire and many of the students, especially older students, 
prided themselves for being able to read a piece of music well the first time through. 
Many of the chorus students demonstrated commitment to the use of solfege as an 
instructional tool, partially because they knew no other way to learn their repertoire. 
Some ninth grade students and first-time chorus students found the use of solfege 
troublesome and tiresome. They understood its role as a learning tool in Mr. Young's 
rehearsal but they expressed frustration because of their lack of success with it and the 
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teacher's insistence upon its use to the exclusion of the text of the repertoire. 
Vocal training. Like the students in Morgan (1992), Mudrick (1997), Rolsten 
(20 11 ), and Wright (1996), the Pine Grove choral students believed they achieved 
success due to the vocal training they received from Mr. Young. In order for any choral 
director to help singers improve their individual tone in a group setting, the director must 
gamer the singers' trust and respect by demonstrating knowledge, integrity, and skill. 
Many Pine Grove students attributed charisma and passion to Mr. Young regarding his 
abilities as a choral director. 
The students experienced noticed improvements in their own singing and that of 
their choruses, especially from the beginning of the school year. The students indicated 
that Mr. Young addressed tone by modeling, by having them alter the shapes of their 
mouths and throats, through vowel production, and through proper breath support and 
control. For students who wanted to work more in-depth individually, Mr. Young 
encouraged his students to take private voice lessons but some students reported that they 
really did not need to take lessons because they received the best instruction from him 
during class. At least one student indicated that his parents saved money because the 
vocal training he received from Mr. Young superseded what he might receive in lessons. 
Through Mr. Young' s knowledge, experience, and leadership skills, the chorus 
students understood that they were being led by a master teacher. Nearly all the students 
valued the singing and reading skills Mr. Young insisted upon and appreciated most of 
the songs that the teacher selected. For the few students who found Mr. Young' s 
techniques boring or less than fun, every student commented that they considered the 
teacher to be a nice person who genuinely respected and supported the students. 
Other Contributors to Success 
Research Question 3. What additional elements contributed to the success of the Pine 
Grove High School Choral Program? 
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Even though ratings, rankings, and high-stakes conference performances 
ostensibly defme success in many high school choral programs, the Pine Grove High 
School choral students included and described other contributors to their successes. 
These contributors existed as by-products ofBob Young's leadership endeavors and have 
connections with Transformational Leadership theory. These other contributors extend 
beyond learning the mechanics of choral singing, musical independence, and how to 
teach the students to successfully perform the repertoire. 
Community. Through Transformational Leadership behaviors that Bass and 
Riggio (2006) labeled Idealized Influence, Inspirational Motivation, and Individualized 
Influence, Mr. Young created more than a collection of young people who all liked to 
sing and perform. The Young persona, coupled with clearly communicated goals and 
high standards of excellence, in a setting where students felt respected and cared for, all 
interacted to produce a program of success beyond just the music. The choral students 
recognized and repeatedly spoke of their group as a community and a family of friends. 
Developing friendships and relationships played a major role for Mr. Young's students. 
This included the entire choral department as well as within their individual choruses. 
The students valued having a place to belong, a role to play, and a place to feel accepted 
as Mudrick ( 1997), Rolsten (20 11 ), and Saunders (2005) also discovered. The Pine 
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Grove students recognized that Mr. Young created and nurtured their community with his 
calm and easy-going nature. Mudrick (1997) reported that a director's sense ofhumor 
and genuine sense of concern motivated students to succeed, which is how the Pine 
Grove students described their teacher. In chorus, they learned how to make mistakes 
rather than always needing to know the right answer as was the case in their other classes. 
Because of the personal nature of using their voices, singing in the group meant that they 
always remained connected to one another. They valued chorus as a free-spirit class, a 
place to do something in school that they enjoyed. The students referred to the act of 
singing as something fun to do and they described many of the associated elements (e.g., 
traveling, performances, repertoire, and meeting other schools' choirs) as enjoyable. 
The Pine Grove students repeatedly described their chorus class as fun and as a break 
during the day. 
Pride. Bass and Riggio (2006) indicated that as the Transformational Leadership 
components interact in followers, a greater sense of self-concept and self-efficacy results 
in followers. Because followers identify with the transformational leader, they take on a 
more personal allegiance to the leader's goals and to those of the organization. As 
commitment to those goals deepens and goal achievement transpires, satisfaction with the 
leader and pride in the work accomplished results in the followers. This process was 
observed in the chorus program. 
The Pine Grove students took great pride in their chorus program because they 
believed they performed successfully, successfully sang challenging repertoire, and 
earned high annual performance evaluation ratings. They also took pride in caring for 
one another as friends. The Pine Grove students viewed chorus as a place where hard 
work led to advancement, ultimately achieving a spot in the most advanced ensemble 
(Morgan, 1992). Like many of the students interviewed in the Pine Grove program, 
Mudrick (1997) described participants in successful choral programs as usually self-
motivated and proficient because they felt prepared to perform. 
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Chorus camp. Transformational leaders, through Inspirational Motivation 
behaviors, inspire followers to imagine more positive future states. Beyond presenting 
successful concerts or performances, Mr. Young developed in students a desire to be 
connected with the chorus regardless of their musical or singing abilities. The older 
students took steps to share with the younger students the sense of togetherness and 
belonging that sprang from Mr. Young's leadership. 
The students placed great value on the Chorus Camp experience where Mr. 
Young established the idea of team-building and community with his students. The camp 
experience also provided emotional and musical moments that students described as 
significant. At camp, first hearing and then learning the song sung by the chorus at 
graduation each year that Mr. Young composed, "The Last Song," served as a unifier for 
the entire chorus and became a favorite part of the chorus tradition. Upperclassmen, like 
those in Rolsten (20 11 ), became mentors to young students as they passed on the 
traditions that mattered to them. 
Other successes. Numerous students valued the access to state, regional, and 
national honor choruses and all-state ensembles that the choral program afforded them 
and many students performed in several all-state and honor choruses. A negative 
happenstance affected one singer who, after having made All State, indicated that his 
chorus at school did not compare favorably to All State Chorus, which lessened his 
enjoyment of the school chorus. 
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Some students valued the artistic musical moments that occurred when they 
interacted with the musical works. Students reported that these experiences rarely 
happened in rehearsal and usually not in a widespread fashion. Less than 1 0 Pine Grove 
students indicated that aesthetic moments occurred during performances. They termed 
these experiences as ' goose bump' moments and struggled to speak specifically in terms 
how or why they occurred. 
As I will further discuss in this chapter, some negatives existed in the choral 
program, some beyond the teacher's control, which affected the number of students in the 
choral program to the point that the program itself became important and relevant only to 
its small number of participants. 
Beyond Transformational Leadership 
In this study, Mr. Young's leadership behaviors aligned with many components of 
Transformational Leadership. Based upon my observations and interviews, Mr. Young's 
leadership transformed the Pine Grove choral program into one that was highly 
successful, beyond merely receiving high ratings at music festivals. During the course of 
this study, however, Mr. Young encountered issues that potentially hindered the success 
of the Pine Grove choral program that cannot be attributed to nor addressed with 
Transformational Leadership. 
Few in number. Despite Mr. Young' s leadership and desire for high-quality 
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choral performances, and student satisfaction with their particular participation in chorus, 
it became readily apparent that the small number of choral singers created serious 
negative circumstances for Mr. Young and his students. Based upon my observations 
and interviews, Transformational Leadership-type behaviors did not bring in new 
students to the chorus program. In a high school with an enrollment of more than 2000 
students, only 65 chose to sing in chorus during the year of data collection for this study. 
Student participants discussed reasons for the small number of participants during 
interviews. The situation of a dwindling number of students had plagued the choral 
program for a number of years. Because of the small number of choral students at Pine 
Grove High, Mr. Young no longer fit the full time teacher criteria. In order to meet 
fulltime teaching requirements, the administration required Mr. Young to perform duties 
at an elementary school for half of the school day. In an attempt to rectify this situation 
in the long-term, the leader-Mr. Young---employed a positive attitude and creative 
scheduling approaches to these duties, which resulted in his leading both a fourth grade 
chorus and a fifth grade chorus at a feeder elementary school that he believed would 
eventually help address the small number ofhigh school choral students. Mr. Young 
worked hard to tum a potentially negative situation into a positive one. Even though 
transformational leaders demonstrate positive attitudes and creative approaches while 
seeking new solutions, all prior attempts to increase the number of choral students at this 
school met with less than favorable results. 
In a high school numbering more than 2000 students, in an affluent upper-middle 
class area, a general expectation would be that the choral program would number an 
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appropriate population but this high school did not. Having performed at the state music 
conference and at a Regional ACDA conference indicated obvious musical performance 
success, yet the choral program remained numerically small. Nearly all the students I 
interviewed took Advanced Placement and honors level classes, with some students 
taking the classes online or during the summer in order to clear out a spot for chorus. 
Other arts programs in the school, including band, orchestra, drama, and visual art 
remained numerically strong, but in this case, choral success did not draw in or help 
retain the student population. I was unable to make a precise determination as to the 
impact of the AP courses on the enrollment in the Pine Grove Choral program but I 
suspect that the advanced academic classes and other elective classes received more focus 
and advocacy from counselors, administrators, and parents, which in turn contributed to a 
declining enrollment in the choral program. 
Middle school carry-over. Another situation which may have impacted low 
enrollment and that Mr. Young had no direct control, involved issues with the 
predominant feeder school, Webb Bridge Middle School. The middle school 
administration capped the number of choral students at 50 in each grade. The rationale 
for this practice was that the middle school chorus teacher must also teach a general 
music class for each of the three grades. This same requirement did not apply to either 
the band or the orchestra directors who each taught two performance classes in each 
grade level. The administration resisted all of the middle school choral teacher's attempts 
to achieve equal access to potential choral students, which may have ultimately 
diminished the number of students that eventually continued into the high school choral 
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program. Secondly, it was well known among the students that both Denise and Bob 
Young shared a similar philosophy with regards to running a successful choral program. 
Both were appropriately committed to teaching and achieving music-reading 
independence with their students, and because of this, some of those students may have 
decided that the high school program did not offer enough of a change from what they 
did in the middle school program. Further, with the considerable number of potential 
class offerings drastically increasing between middle school and ninth grade, with the 
constant barrage from counselors and administrators suggesting increasingly rigorous 
academic classes, and after having performed numerous concerts in conjunction with the 
high school chorus during their middle school years, some students may have decided to 
take other classes rather than continue in high school chorus. 
Sequence to success. Even with the relatively small number of students, Mr. 
Young organized the chorus classes in a sequential manner, differentiated by ability and 
experience to address the progression of skills, culminating with the most successful 
ensemble, the Chorale. Cox (1987), Rolsten (2011), Silvey (2002), and Wright (1996) 
supported the idea of one choral group progressing to other more advanced ensembles in 
a sequential fashion. In the Pine Grove choral program, in order to chorally balance the 
most advanced chorus, females had to display exceptional singing and reading skills in 
addition to waiting longer for inclusion into the most advanced chorus while males did 
not because there were so few males. Williams (2011) reported that males only 
constituted 26.85% ofhigh school choruses, an almost 3:1 ratio of females to males of 
choral students in the United States. Males in the Pine Grove program made up only 
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21.5% of the choral population. With significantly more females than males, (51: 14), 
Mr. Young was able to adapt the arrangement of classes and created a younger, 
intermediate female ensemble and constantly searched for ways to make the chorus 
significant to the singers so that they would continue in the program. Mr. Young worked 
hard to establish his female-only chorus, the Select Women's Ensemble, as a successful 
ensemble, and during the course of this study I neither observed nor heard in interviews 
that any female participants felt ignored, taken for granted, or believed Mr. Young placed 
higher expectations on females for behavior or performance. 
Requests for variety in teaching style. Students, particularly in the beginning 
level Concert Choir, expressed frustration with the considerable amount of music-reading 
work and the exclusive use of solfege. For example, Kenya in Concert Choir, and even 
Madhula in Chorale, reported that they became frustrated when Mr. Young did not alter 
his techniques even though improvement did not occur. Aaron, Greg and Bill from 
Chorale, Mandy and Sarah from Select Women's Ensemble, and Laura and Addy in 
Concert Choir, all indicated that because of high expectations and the constant use of 
solfege, they believed some students chose to not continue with chorus and that the 
process hindered recruitment of new students to chorus. Greg, Kenya, Bridgette, and 
Zahreya reported that many students at their school did not share or understand the 
teacher's commitment to challenging choral repertoire and expert music-reading 
capabilities and resisted their recruitment efforts. 
Other barriers to success. Only a few students pointed out issues they believed 
Mr. Young needed to address; issues they viewed as barriers or hindrances to the chorus' 
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success. Two participants in the most advanced ensemble suggested that the director 
should deal more directly with intonation issues by pointing out individuals and sections. 
Madhula, the Governor' s Honors Program alto in Chorale and Marie, Mr. Young's 
daughter, also in Chorale, advised that if this approach did not resolve the intonation 
issues, afterschool work with the director must be required. Three students, Bill, 
Madhula, and Salma, suggested that Mr. Young work with the choruses on musical 
expressivity of the text more often rather than waiting until the few days before a concert 
or performance evaluation. During the course of my observations, I noted that students 
rehearsed on solfege longer than I found necessary, long after it sounded to me that they 
had learned the pitches; however, musical and textual expressivity was, in fact, addressed 
by the director. Perhaps Mr. Young made certain to teach more holistically, addressing 
expressiveness, because there was an observer in the room. Participants, including Ben 
and Mandy, believed the teacher needed to do more to make chorus more visible and 
recognized at the school by performing music more relevant to the non-chorus students 
and by publicizing their performances. Four student participants, Katie, Beth, Natalia, 
and Laura indicated that they did not agree with the teacher when he placed two 
sophomore girls in the advanced Chorale due to a schedule issue and to an acid reflux 
issue rather than a decision based on merit. No one, however, mentioned that the teacher 
placed two new-to-chorus senior boys in the most advanced chorus with no previous 
vocal or choral experience. 
My Role as the Researcher 
As I stated in Chapter Three, I am a long-term, successful choral director. I bring 
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my own principles, techniques, perspectives, and judgments into every choral situation in 
which I find myself. In order to discover the perspectives, motivations, and judgments of 
the participants in the Pine Grove program, however, I had to do my best to suspend my 
own thoughts and opinions to get at the "tiny bits" of why the participants thought they 
were successful. I find that as both researcher and choral director/teacher, several 
observations provide an opportunity for me to reflect upon the Pine Grove program. 
During the course of this study, very few of the students interviewed spoke 
negatively about Mr. Young, his chorus classes, or his program. Several mentioned the 
small number of students in the program but mostly, I believe that the majority enjoyed 
the fact they were few in number. Although the participants were generally positive 
about the program, there was a sense of elitism present, especially in Chorale. One 
soprano suggested that even with the few singers in chorus, Mr. Young should add 
another mid-level class in order to keep the weaker students out of the top group. 
Another issue that I pondered during the course of this study was that numerous 
students, in speaking directly about Mr. Young, spoke of his passion for teaching and 
choral music. What I witnessed during observations was a staunch, solid, confident 
determination to reach certain goals from Mr. Young. Passion, at least to me, indicates 
excitement, enthusiasm, and intensity that I did not detect during my observations or 
discover during the student interviews. For example, in the process of teaching musical 
independence through solfege and a cappella singing, I believe that the 'means became 
the end' for Mr. Young. I believe that because independence was such an over-riding 
pursuit, where the use of solfege continued long after the singers were ready to move to 
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the text, some students became bored and lost interest. In my experience, students want 
to learn pitches and rhythms quickly so that they can get to the text as soon as possible in 
the hopes of 'making-music.' True, the Pine Grove choruses were excellent music 
readers but they realized that their skill set them apart from their Pine Grove peers even 
further, making it all the more difficult to recruit students to chorus. If the students left 
rehearsals speaking negatively about the rehearsal process, no matter how much they 
liked or respected Mr. Young, other students would resist all recruitment efforts and did 
so. 
While Mr. Young demonstrated many Transformational Leadership behaviors 
consistently, the one description Bass and Riggio (2006) pointed out that was absent in 
the Pine Grove program was regarding Inspirational Motivation. Bass and Riggio (2006) 
state that Inspirational Motivators get followers to visualize themselves in better 
surroundings and stations of life and that they "communicate expectations that followers 
want to meet" (p. 6). Mr. Young was successful with the students in the program but 
could not get new students into the program who wanted to meet his goals. 
Suggestions for the Profession 
Based upon the findings of this study, I think that declining enrollment in choral 
programs may become reality-if it is not already-for many more choral music 
educators across the United States unless change occurs in the fields of education and 
music education and society, in general. The current study detailed a successful choral 
educator who was knowledgeable and passionate about teaching, not just choral music 
but teaching students how to become well-rounded and well-adjusted young people. He 
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demonstrated effective leadership and motivation techniques in an environment students 
described as warm and friendly. The school where he taught was located in a high 
socioeconomic neighborhood that offered the full gamut of academic classes and extra-
curricular activities. Band, orchestra, drama, and visual art seemed to have large 
numbers of students. In this school, in this setting, in this community, the choral program 
struggled to find relevance and this teacher saw the number of choral students continue to 
decrease. By all indicators, there should have been many, many, more choral students. If 
this situation can occur here, what is to prevent it from happening elsewhere? 
Because ofthe various issues encountered by Mr. Young during the course ofthis 
study, including competition for educational funding, time in the school day, the narrow 
focus on only a few core subjects included on standardized tests, and the populace's 
obsession with the College Board's Advanced Placement (AP) classes and other honors 
programs, all of the aforementioned issues pose significant challenges to recruiting and 
retaining students to high school choruses. 
Scheduling. To help alleviate the situation that Mr. Young experienced in this 
study, choral directors, students, parents, and school officials who place importance on 
choral music education must advocate in their local school systems, state systems, and on 
a national level for the inclusion of at least one required high school Fine or Performance 
Art credit for graduation. Because students generally begin their instrumental training at 
an earlier age, many students would come to chorus as returners or as someone filling a 
requirement. Either way, advocacy for the choral arts must occur. Even if the student 
found that his or her personal interests lay elsewhere, I think that active choral 
participation would foster a recognition and respect for chorus. Likewise, colleges, 
universities, and those empowered with determining entrance requirements should 
publically honor and require a least one graduation credit in Fine or Performance Art, 
specifically the choral art. 
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In order to advocate successfully for the credit requirement, choral directors and 
their advocates must develop clear, concise, and compelling descriptions and 
justifications as to why chorus is a necessary and basic class offering that all students 
should experience for a year or semester. Some decision makers might be more receptive 
to making chorus a required course if a move away from block scheduling occurred. For 
example, arguments opposing block scheduling center on the deleterious effects of 
getting the right chorus students in the correct class. Because there are fewer divisions in 
the school day, the propensity for class-overlaps abound. Having taught in a 4 x 4 block 
setting, I discovered that my ensembles improved dramatically in a year's time while 
rehearsing 90 minutes each day; however, I also realized that if my chorus students all 
sang in chorus everyday of all eight high school semesters, then one-fourth of their 
credits would be in chorus. This might appear to some college and university officials to 
be not in the best interest of the student. Nevertheless, choral directors desire for their 
students to sing in chorus all four high school years. 
One way to facilitate this would be to move to an eight period day. As it stands 
now in many high schools not on the block schedule, master schedules include either six 
periods with lunch occurring during a mid-day class, as was the case in the choral 
program in my study. Other schedules include a seven period day whereby one entire 
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class period counts as lunch. An eight period day allows students to take all the required 
classes plus any recommended academic electives while time still exists for chorus or 
other arts electives. Currently, students in a music ensemble rarely experience the 
opportunity of other music classes or ensembles, other than their major ensemble. The 
eight-period day solves that inadequacy by providing for all the required and suggested 
classes with time slots remaining for chorus classes. 
Benefit for Music Education. Whereas many music education studies focus on 
facilitating choral performance excellence, teacher/conductor effectiveness, and 
motivation, the current study serves a unique role by providing music educators and 
scholars the opportunity to go inside a high school choral program over the course of an 
entire academic year. In this study, I detailed the realities-both the positive and the 
negative-of the teacher and the students, of all levels of choirs in the program on their 
journey towards success. Most chorus teachers, once student teaching is accomplished, 
only get to observe other choral directors teach and conduct at honor clinics and All 
States, at workshops, and in conference performances. Chorus teachers are generally left 
to themselves to work out how to improve their teaching. This study gives a "picture" of 
how a master teacher works with all levels of students and may provide aid to a young or 
struggling chorus teacher. For some, this study could serve the role of a choral 
collaborator by providing alternative teaching ideas, procedures, and methods. By 
viewing the narratives ofMr. Young's approaches and rationales, young choral directors 
have an opportunity to read how an experienced teacher motivates and then hear from the 
students their perspectives on those approaches. 
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Teacher training. Mr. Young recalled having few classes that helped him learn 
how to be a choral director during his undergraduate training. Of course, voice lessons, 
music theory, music history, and chorus itself, make available certain skill-sets that are 
necessary components of being a choral director but Mr. Young only credited the 
conducting class and a choral methods class as being significant. Mr. Young believed 
that his own musical and teaching skills improved while working on the Masters program 
at Florida State University. Based upon the results of this particular study, undergraduate 
music education students who aspire to be choral directors need training in choral 
program sequencing and organization, in teaching nonmusical objectives, and in learning 
how and why to select repertoire, 
Teaching leadership. Either in the university/college setting or as professional 
learning opportunities during a choral director ' s first year ofteaching, young choral 
directors should be exposed to and led through an in-depth study of Transformational 
Leadership behaviors. Even without the corroborating statistics provided by the 
Multifactor Leadership Questionnaire, the current study indicates that leadership in the 
Transformational Leadership realm espoused by Bass and Riggio (2006), and such as that 
demonstrated by Bob Young, results in performance that extends beyond what might 
normally be expected. Many new and young choral directors have no idea of effective 
leadership strategies and they flounder for several years while trying to learn the music-
teaching and classroom management skills needed to be an effective choral teacher. 
Even a precursory introduction into Transformational Leadership components, if not the 
Full Range of Leadership Model, would be a better start than no knowledge at all. 
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At the undergraduate level, as part of a choral methods or conducting class, 
Transformational Leadership approaches should be an assigned reading and be discussed. 
Undergraduate music education students could complete, and even score an MLQ of 
someone considered to be a successful teacher. Or, these students could even complete 
an MLQ of each other based upon their teaching and leadership in methods courses at the 
undergraduate level. Reflecting critically on each other's leadership behaviors may 
provide insights for them on how to continue developing their leadership skills upon 
graduation when they procure their first teaching position. Once students enter the 
teaching profession, they could continue to observe a successful teacher to discover 
examples of Transformational Leadership in action. Further, current choral directors 
should have their own students complete an MLQ to discover their own effective 
leadership behaviors and those that do not lead to success. 
Need for Further Research 
This case study of a successful high school choral program yielded insights into 
how Mr. Young and the students defmed, achieved, and maintained success. These 
insights can provide the basis for further research of choral programs and why they are 
successful. For example, other case studies of choral programs in different regions of the 
country, including middle school choral programs and private schools, may yield 
different information and deserve exploration. 
Authors of numerous books, articles, and studies have examined various 
components of high school chorus teaching and learning, including music-reading 
systems (e.g., solfege), choral director repertoire selection, meaning, and motivation. 
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There is a lack of research, however, that focuses on making chorus a class that large 
numbers of students want to take (Wright, 1996). In this study, Mr. Young and the 
students determined themselves successful in performance, successful in achieving the 
director's stated goal of musical independence using solfege, and successful in the social 
aspects of their choral program. The most unsuccessful aspect of the chorus involved the 
small number of students that chose to sing in chorus. 
Although beyond the course of my data collection, it would be interesting to 
examine the effect high school guidance counselors' course suggestions have on 
students' decisions to enroll in chorus during high school. With the idea that 'all students 
should go to college ' and that ' rigor of study' makes the student more attractive to the 
best colleges, in many regards, guidance counselors serve as gatekeepers. I located no 
research studies in which authors examined counselors' views concerning chorus 
participation. Similarly, research exists that espouse the benefits of Advanced Placement 
courses sponsored by the College Board but I found none that investigates the effects of 
AP classes on the number of students who enroll in performing arts classes. 
In a similar vein, researchers have reported the status of the small number of 
males that participate in choral music programs; however, much more study is needed to 
address methods and procedures to combat and overcome this dilemma. Williams (20 11) 
reported that choral directors believed more choral-singing male role models, increased 
positive television and media endorsement, and opportunities to start males singing in 
younger years might influence male choral participation. Wright (1996) found that the 
choral director successfully targeted athletic males in the school to recruit but much more 
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in-depth research is warranted. 
Comparative case studies of larger student-populated programs versus smaller 
numbered programs may yield insights into how some directors, schools, and 
communities build and support their choral programs. Information gained could be 
shared and disseminated through choral music advocacy and professional organizations. 
Mr. Young is but one choral director known to me that makes a practice of 
females singing more than one voice part in the high school choral program; however, I 
located no studies in which researchers examined this concept. The female students in 
this study purported their perceived benefits of this practice which for them included 
widening of their ranges, increasing harmony-singing skills, and serving the needs of 
their chorus. These claims and other potential benefits should be investigated further. 
In this study, Mr. Young developed a successful choral program by teaching his 
students to become independent musicians who could sing expressively with beautiful 
vocal tone. He and his students achieved success in a generally relaxed, positive, and 
supportive classroom environment. This study, though, is but one examination of success 
in a choral program. Additional studies should be performed that investigate the aesthetic 
moments, experiences of flow, and artistic musical moments of students that sing or play 
in the lower level and beginning ensembles. With further research, the music education 
profession will be better informed and prepared to produce teachers who lead successful 
choirs, much like Mr. Young and the Pine Grove High School Choral program. 
APPENDIX A - Interview Questions -Director 
Location of Interview: _ ___ _____ _ _ ________ _ _ 
Date oflnterview: _ _ ___ _____ _ ___________ _ 
Time of Interview: 
------- - ------ - - - - -----
Core Interview Questions 
Philosophy 
1) Tell me about your personal musical background? 
2) Tell me about your philosophies regarding your choral program? 
a) What do you think your students will be doing in ten years? 
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b) Ten years from now what do you think these students will think about their 
experiences in this choral program? 
3) What are the over-arching goals for your program? 
4) What are the top priorities in your choral program? Why are they important? 
5) How has your philosophy changed or evolved over time? 
6) What are the indicators/descriptors of an exceptional choral director? Why? 
7) What do you most enjoy about your program? 
8) How do you decide what to teach in your choirs? 
Early Teaching Experiences 
9) Did you feel prepared to teach after college? Why? 
1 0) Describe the highlights of your student-teaching experience? 
11) How did the student-teaching experience and/or supervising teacher impact you? 
12) Please describe your 1st teaching assignment as a choral director? 
13) At what point did you begin to feel confident as a choral director? 
14) How were your ideas of what a choir could be, developed or influenced? 
(regarding vocal and performance abilities, as a part of the school or fme arts 
department, and as a choral department) 
Current Choral Department Setting 
15) What are the current course offerings in your choral department? 
16) Why is it structured the way it is? 
17) Why are students placed in the choirs that they are in? 
18) How and when do singers move from one choir to a more advanced choir? 
19) What are your singers expected to do in rehearsal? 
20) How do you ensure that this occurs? 
21) What do you expect from each ofthe choirs in your program? 
22) Regarding the strength of the other music ensembles and performing arts groups 
at your school, how do they impact your program? What about any community-
based groups? 
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23) From your viewpoint, how is the choral program, especially your most advanced 
choir, viewed by the school administration and faculty? District administration? 
By the community? 
24) What unique challenges do you face in your setting? 
25) If there is a parent support organization, how does it support the choral program? 
If it does support, how have you impacted its level of support? 
26) What are your most effective means of communication with your students and 
their parents? 
27) What might I hear during a typical year's performances and concerts? 
28) Why do you choose the repertoire that you do for each choir? 
29) Do you recruit students to chorus and if so, how? 
30) What opportunities exist for your students to perform individually in your choral 
program? 
31) What roles do extra-curricular ensembles play in your program? 
32) How does private vocal or piano instruction affect your program? 
Music Reading Methods and Strategies 
33) Describe your methods of music-reading? How/why did you develop these ideas? 
34) What ensemble music-reading strategies do you employ and how often do you 
employ them? 
35) Why do you use this method? 
36) At what grade do students begin this method? 
37) Describe the importance of individual (alone) sight-singing skill in determining 
choir placement? 
Assessment Practices 
38) How are the students in your program graded? 
39) What differences in assessment exist between grading your various choruses? 
40) What kind and to what extent are extra or non-musical components included in 
the grade? 
41) How do you really assess individual student learning? 
42) How often do you hear your students sing individually during the year? 
Performances 
43) How has various performance opportunities affected or influenced your teaching? 
44) How many times have your choirs performed on the state, regional, national or 
international levels? 
45) How many times did you apply before being selected for each? 
46) Why did performing at these types of venues become important to you? 
47) What do you hope that your students gained from having performed at LGPE? 
48) How have these performances affected your program in regards to your students? 
Administration and school? To the community? 
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APPENDIX B - Second Interview Questions - Director 
Date: 
---------------------------------------------------------
Location: ____________________________________________________ _ 
Time: 
---------------------------------------------------------
Second Interview Questions - Director 
1. The first concert most years, you do some multicultural music? How come? Any 
particular reason? 
2. So, this year, I know you did Koudjay and the Norwegian piece with the SWE 
girls, did you find the pronunciations to be difficult? 
3. Is there a particular style or genre of music that you enjoy doing more than the 
others? 
4. What would you consider to be the top priorities as a high school chorus teacher? 
5. I guess another way of saying it is 'what is it that you want them to be able to do 
when they leave you? 
6. How do you see your priorities now versus the way they used to be? 
7. I saw earlier on, in your warm-ups you do a lot with the hand signs but lately, I 
haven't seen that much while they're actually singing the music or sight reading. 
Would you characterize that as accurate? 
8. What do you insist upon? 
9. What are some indicators or descriptors of an excellent high school choral 
director? 
10. When did you first begin feeling like an excellent chorus teacher? 
11. Any other significant, what you consider, to be significant performances? 
12. What value do you place on performance? On your kids in concert? How do you 
view all that? 
13. How about you? Does it motivate you to make any changes at all? 
14. How do you ensure in class that they are performing up to their potential even 
though the performance/concert may be off in the distance? 
15. How do you keep them motivated? I'm seeing a difference between busy and 
motivated 
16. What unique challenges do you face in your setting? 
1 7. What is a Cost Centered Budget? Where does that $$ come from (I have not ever 
heard of anything called that before? Help me understand how you get money to 
spend on the chorus' needs. 
18. What have you done to recruit kids to chorus? 
19. You do scholarships for them to be able to take online classes, right? 
20. Do you have any opportunities to recruit outside ofthe kids who are already 
involved in middle school chorus? 
21. What have been the differences between your two high schools? 
22. Have the requirements the kids are told to take, have those changed? 
23. Tell me how you started at Pine Grove. What was the program like? 
24. What opportunities exist for your kids to perform individually or is that 
important? 
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25. How did you get a good number of students to volunteer to sing the solos in the 
Mozart earlier in the year? 
26. What are some thing's kids get out of chorus that isn't music related? 
27. Ten years from now what do you think these students will think about their 
experiences in this choral program? 
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APPENDIX C - Director follow-up written questions 
1. What are the indicators/descriptors of an exceptional choral director? Why? 
2. What do you most enjoy about your program? 
3. What do you do to motivate students to improve? 
4. How did you come up with the practice report idea? Are they effective? 
5. Regarding the strength of the other music ensembles and performing arts groups 
at your school, how do they impact your program? What about any community-
based groups? 
6. From your viewpoint, how is the choral program, especially your most advanced 
choir, viewed by the school administration and faculty? District administration? 
By the community? 
7. List the various ways you recruit students to chorus. Try to rank them in terms of 
successfulness. 
8. What opportunities exist for your students to perform individually in your choral 
program? 
9. What roles do extra-curricular ensembles play in your program? 
10. How does private vocal or piano instruction affect your program? 
11. How do you determine where students are placed on the risers in class or 
performance? 
12. Describe the importance of individual (alone) sight-singing skill in determining 
choir placement? 
13. How are the students in your program graded? (If this is printed up somewhere, 
let me know how to access it!) 
14. What differences in assessment exist between grading your various choruses? 
15. How often do you hear your students sing individually during the year? 
16. What do you hope that your students gained from having performed at LOPE? 
17. How have these performances affected your program in regards to your students? 
18. Why did you decide to apply for a convention performance for next school year? 
19. If I were a potential student, why would I want to sing in your choir? 
20. Why do you think you have been successful as a choral director? 
21. Has being the choral lead teacher in your district had an impact on your program 
at Pine Grove ? If so, how? 
22. How did you come up with the Camp idea? Can you briefly describe what 
happens at camp? 
23. What would you like for me to know that I have not asked you about? 
24. What has been the most meaningful experience for you as a Choral 
Director/Teacher/Music Educator? At Pine Grove, if the prior did not occur 
there? 
25. "Do you feel that you have given up anything in order to be in chorus?" is the 
question asked of the students. The question to you is "What would your 
vocation be if you weren't a choral director and why? 
26. "What does the director focus on?" What do you as the Choral Director focus on 
in rehearsal? 
27. "So, give me some adjectives that describe your teacher." Adjectives that 
describe yourself in the classroom. (Three to five would be great!) 
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28. If you and I were to switch places, what would you not want me to change about 
Pine Grove Chorus and why? 
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APPENDIX D - Sample Interview Questions-Students 
Class/Chorus: Student Interviewed ________ _ 
--------
Location of Interview: _______________ _ 
Date of Interview: 
-----------------
Time of Interview: 
-----------------
STUDENT INTERVIEW-CORE QUESTIONS 
1) How old are you and what grade are you in? 
2) How long have you been singing in chorus? 
3) What is your voice part in chorus? 
4) Have you always sung this part? 
5) Does this part feel comfortable to you or is there another part that might be better 
for you? 
6) Tell me about your first experiences with choral music. 
7) Why did you begin singing in chorus? 
8) Does anyone in your family sing in a choir or play instruments? 
9) Do you have any other relatives who perform or listen to choral music? 
1 0) Do you take any kind of private lessons? When did you start? For how long? 
11) How do you rate yourself as a soloist? 
12) As a choral singer? 
13) What are the favorite songs you've sung in chorus? 
14)Why? 
15) Tell me about any physical or emotional sensations you've experienced while 
singing in chorus? 
16) To this point in time, what has been the most meaningful experience for you in 
chorus? 
17) What is the status associated with chorus in your school? 
18) Why is it fun singing in your choir? 
19) What do you most enjoy about being in your chorus? 
20) What usually motivates you to improve in chorus? 
21) Have you participated in trips the chorus has taken? 
22) Why or why not? 
23) If you were in chorus last year, what did you sing at performance evaluation? 
24) What frustrates you about being in chorus? 
25) Do you practice or rehearse your chorus music outside of class? 
26) Do you feel that you have given up anything in order to be in chorus? 
27) What does the director focus on? 
28) What do you hope to have learned from being in chorus? 
29) If you were in charge, what changes might you make? 
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30) Is there anything else you'd like to tell me about chorus? 
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APPENDIX E- Interview Questions-Student Focus Group 
Students Interviewed------------.,.-----------------
Class period __ 
Location of Interview:------------------------
Date of Interview:-------------------------
Time ofinterview: -------------------------
CORE QUESTIONS 
1) Why did you begin singing in chorus? 
2) Does anyone in your family sing in a choir or play instruments? 
3) What are the favorite songs you've sung in chorus? 
4) Why? 
5) Tell me about any physical or emotional sensations you've experienced while 
singing in chorus? 
6) To this point in time, what has been the most meaningful experience for you in 
chorus? 
7) What is the status associated with chorus in your school? 
8) Why is it fun singing in your choir? 
9) What do you most enjoy about being in your chorus? 
1 0) What usually motivates your chorus to improve? 
11) What frustrates you about being in chorus? 
12) Do you feel that you have given up anything in order to be in chorus? 
13) What does the director focus on? 
14) What do you hope to have learned from being in chorus? 
15) If you were in charge, what changes might you make? 
16) Is there anything else you'd like to tell me about chorus? 
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APPENDIX F - Potential Student Probes 
1. Of all of the things that you guys do, what do you see your teacher focusing on? 
What do you think is his number one thing? 
2. If you were in charge, what would be different? What changes would you make? 
3. Do you ever feel like it's magical in there? That the music is happening, it kind of 
changes, or it evolves? 
4. So, do the students have any voice in how things are run? 
5. So if you had to come up, or we had to come up with a term that describes your 
teacher, it would go like this, "My teacher is ... " 
6. Suppose your teacher and I decided to switch schools, and I was going be your 
teacher. What would you want me to know that you don' t want to change over 
here? In other words, what would you want me to do that you like that you're 
already doing? 
7. Did you notice any difference in your teacher as you got closer to the concert? 
8. What makes him a good teacher do you think? 
9. Are there things that you are learning by being in chorus that don't have anything 
to do with music? 
10. Compare your contributions to the rest of the class as a whole. Do you think you 
try harder? Are you a leader? There are no right or wrong answers. 
11. What is the personality of your chorus? 
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APPENDIX G - Middle School Choral Director Core Questions 
Date: ___________________________ _ 
Location: __________________________ _ 
Time: ___________________________ _ 
1. Briefly, tell me about your personal musical background? 
2. How long have you been teaching? 
3. What are your previous schools? 
4. How long have you taught at Webb Bridge? 
5. Why did you want to be the chorus teacher at Webb Bridge? 
6. Please describe your teaching schedule at Webb Bridge? 
7. What are the top priorities in your choral program? 
8. What are the major challenges ofteaching at Webb Bridge? 
9. How do you decide what to teach in your choirs? 
10. What are your singers expected to do in rehearsal? 
11. What might I hear during a typical year's performances and concerts? (Types of 
music, small groups, etc ... 
12. Describe your method of music-reading? How/why did you choose this system 
and develop these ideas? 
13. Describe the importance of individual (alone) sight-singing skill in your program? 
14. How are the students in your program graded? 
15. What role does Concerts and Performances play in your choral program? 
16. What kind of non-musical benefits do you believe chorus students receive? 
17. What makes AHS Chorus an awesome place for students to be? 
18. How is Pine Grove Chorus different from others you know about? 
19. Describe AHS chorus rehearsals in 3 words? 
20. Describe AHS chorus Concerts in 3 words? 
21. How do you think AHS Chorus is viewed by your middle school students? 
22. In your opinion, why is the AHS Choral program relatively small? 
23. Give me some adjectives that describe the AHS teacher, Bob Young. 
24. What are Mr. Young's priorities or what does he focus on as a chorus teacher? 
25. What are Mr. Young's strengths as a chorus teacher? 
26. If you were the chorus teacher at Pine Grove HS, what would you do differently 
than what is being done now? 
27. How has Bob Young influenced your own teaching or ideas about teaching? 
28. What else would you like to tell me that I haven't asked about? 
APPENDIX H - Core Interview Questions - Orchestra Director 
Date: 
---------------------------------------------------------
Location: 
------------------------------------------------------
Time: _____________________________________________________ _ 
Core Interview Questions - Orchestra Director 
1) Briefly describe your own musical history. List instruments you play and any 
experience you can cite as a choral or solo singer. 
2) List your teaching history including years, schools and predominant music subject. 
3) In your own words, how do you value performance in your program? 
4) What are your perceptions of the Pine Grove High School Choral Program? 
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5) Describe the Pine Grove choral program in relation to your previous schools' chorus 
program, if applicable. 
6) How do you think the Chorale (41h period) rates in terms ofthe county, state or even 
southeast? 
7) How does the Chorus fit into the overall culture of the high school? 
8) What do you believe to be the perceptions of your own students regarding chorus or 
specifically, Chorale? 
9) What are your perceptions of the faculty towards the chorus program? 
1 0) If the chorus teacher were to leave, what kind of qualities would the administration 
look for in hiring a replacement? 
11) What do you think Pine Grove students gain from singing in the choral program? 
12) What are the most positive aspects of Pine Grove Chorus? 
13) Describe any areas of weakness that you have noticed in the chorus program. 
14) In your opinion, why is the choral program small in number? 
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15) In your opinion, do the drama/orchestra/band or art programs negatively impact the 
numbers of students in chorus? If so, how? 
16) Describe Pine Grove Chorus using 3 words (appr.). 
1 7) Based on your working knowledge of the Pine Grove Choral Program, how is 
performance valued and approached by the director and by the choral students? 
18) Is there any other information that you can provide that might help me know and 
understand Pine Grove Chorus? 
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